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PREFACE 

The present volume is a complete¡revision of a work of the same title published in 
I9I46 in the University of Michigan Publications in Linguistics. But instead of setting up 
morphological and phonological processes as basic to the descriptive methodology, it treats 
the morpheme together with its allomorphs as the fundamental feature. In the first edition 
most of the language problems consisted of hypothetical data. In this book practically all 
of the illustrative data used in Chapters 1-9 are from actual languages. Occasionally it 
has been advisable to introduce hypothetical data into the discussion in order to illustrate 
a particularly complicated type of structure, but for the most part the hypothetical prob
lems have been placed in the Appendix. These problems should, however, prove to be a valua
ble supplement to the text, and teachers will discover that their use in classroom discus
sions and for assignments will greatly improve the student's ability to handle linguistic 
data. It is felt that the use of actual-language problems in the text is a distinct im
provement over the earlier presentation, since the student learns about the structure of 
real languages at the same time as he studies methodology. There is an inevitable increase 
in interest when actual languages are being examined, and complications which may be con
sidered "impossible" by the student when presented in the form of hypothetical data are 
more readily received when they appear as genuine linguistic phenomena. 

The data contained in such actual-language problems are derived from a number of 
sources. Frequently the material comes from other publicationsj when th^s is so, the bib
liographical information is given in the footnotes. Some of the problems are from my own 
field notes, and a considerable number are based on data supplied by my colleagues of the 
Summer Institute of linguistics and other missionary friends. Without such aid it would 
have been impossible to prepare this text, and I wish to express my thanks to the following 
people for their contributions of language data» Aztec (Tetelcingo dialect), Richard and 
Kay Pittmanj Aztec (Veracruz dialect), Howard and Joan Law; Aztec (Zacapoaxtla dialect), 
Arch McKinlay, Harold and Mary Keyj Chatino, Howard and Barbara McKaughanj Cuicatec, 
Marjorie Davis and Doris Needhamj Futa-Fula, Harry Watkinsj Huave, Milton and Clara 
Warkentinj Huichol, John and Genevieve Mclntoshj Ilamba, George Andersonj Kekchi, William 
Sedatj Loma, Wesley Sadlerj Mam, Edward Syvmlka; Mazahua, Elinor Briggs and Hazel Spottsj 
Mazatec, Eunice Pike and Florence Cowanj Mongbandi, Quentin and Ruth Nelsonj Otomi 
(Mesquital dialect), Donald and Isabel Sinclair} Pame-Chichimeca, Anne Blackman and Loma 
Gibsonj Popoluca, Ben and Adelle Elsonj Tarascan, Max and Elizabeth Lathropj Tlapanec, 
Hubel and Mildred Leraleyj Tojolabal, Julia Supple and Celia Douglass Mendenhallj Totonac, 
Herman and Bessie Aschmannj Tsotsil, Kenneth and Nadine Weathersj Yipounou, Leroy Piersonj 
Zapotee (Isthmus dialect), Velma Pickett and Marjory MacMillan Nymanj Zapotee (Sierra dia
lect), Neil and Jane Nellisj and Zoque, William and Dorothy Wonderly. 

Because the data have been taken from so many different sources, it has been necessary 
to change some details of the phonemic transcriptions. Otherwise, the student would be 
confronted with a wide variety of phonetic values for the various symbols. Even as it is, 
a number of alternatives have been employed (see Table of Phonetic Symbols, Part II of the 
Appendix), and this has been done so as to preserve in so far as possible the symbolization 
used by the linguists who have described the particular language structures. 

Since some of the language data are derived from field notes which have not been com-
j)letely phoneticized, a number of phonemic errors exist in the data. For example, in cer
tain of the Mayan languages there are occasional inaccuracies in the length of vowels, the 
tone-stresses, and the distinctions in velar fricatives. This is undoubtedly true of 
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certain miner details in other languages. Such phonemic inadequacies do not materially 
affect the descriptions of the morphological structures, however, and in no way do they 
change the methodology illustrated by the treatment of the data. 

,The phonemic.writing of English follows essentially the sys,tem employed by Blp.omfield-1-
and Bloch and Trager2 in that it recognizes the two-segment value of diphthongal syllables.;: 
But my own speech, upon which the transcriptions in this volume are based, is much simpler 
than many varieties of American English because it lacks certain syllabic contrasts (see 
Appendix, Part III). 

The present book is primarily a text for teaching descriptive linguistics. Consequently 
the arrangement of materials and the rate of progression reflect pedagogical requirements. 
An attempt has been made to indicate alternative ways of describing data, but it has been 
impossible to consider all the possibilities. Furthermore, such a study would be too ad
vanced for the average student employing this text. The treatment of theory has, for the 
most part, followed a single line of approach and has not included a critical examination 
of alternatives advanced by various scholars. A discussion of that type would be beyond 
the scope of a textbook designed for introducing descriptive linguistic methods to beginning 
students. -However, I wish to acknowledge my great indebtedness to the outstanding recent j 
contributions of such structuralists as Bernard Bloch, Charles F. Hockett, Zellig S. Harris, j 
C. F. Voegelin, and Rulon S. Wells. ' 

I have been greatly assisted in working out many of the pedagogical features and meth
odological procedures by my associates in the Department of Morphology and Syntax in the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics. William L. Wonderly and Velma Pickett have been partic
ularly helpful in the development of this text. 

E. A. N. 

New York 
April, 19U9 

Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New Yorki Henry Holt and Co., 1933). 

p 
Bernard Bloch and George Lk Trager, "The Syllabic Phonemes of English," Language, 17 

(I9UD, 31 223-146. 

3 
This interpretation of English syllables is maintained by most phonemicists. 
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E r r a t a for MORPHOLOGY by E. A. Nida 

(Sept., 1949) 

p . xi, i tem B under heading APPENDIX, for "Section 2.22.3" read "Section 2.23.2" 

P . 26, line 15, inser t "apply" before "the suggest ions" 

P . 47, line 7, read "7. -helolin 'to be one's namesake ' 7a. helol 'namesake ' " 

Pp. 47-48, inser t the symbol °° in the place of ~ in the solution to Problem 35 

P . 51, line 4, column 3, for " - e ? p " read M e ' - ( -e?p)" 

P. 81, section 4.2, line 2 under heading, for "(A) roots vs . s t e m s " read 
"(C) roots v s . s t e m s " 

P . 84, section E, in place of the first two sentences under heading read "A nuclear 
s t ruc ture consists of or contains the nucleus, or constitutes the head of a subor
dinate endocentric construction (cf. 4.44.1). A per ipheral morpheme usually 
consis ts of a nonroot and is always "outside" of the nuclear constituent. 12" 

P . 99, under the headings Derivational Format ions and Inflectional Format ions , change 
the first two subsections to read: 

Derivational Format ions : 

1. Belong to substantially the same 
general external distribution 
c lasses as the s imples t member 
of the c lass in question. 

P . 103, line 15, read /ilfoprgLdradjákabin/ 

P . 105, paragraph 4, lines 1-2, substitute "The limits of morphological s t ruc tures may 
be defined a s : All single morphemes , o£ combinations of morphemes of which 
at least one immediate constituent is a_ bound form (including bound al ternants 
of free forms) and of~which the per iphera l immediate constituent is not a cl i t ic , 
or combinations of free forms in nonsyntactic a r rangements (see section 4.73)." 

P . 109, line 1, for "Stem plus s tem" read "Stem plus reduplicat ive" 

P. 110, paragraph 4 of section 5.13.1, line 5, for "mutually exclusive" read "in com
plementary dis tr ibut ion" 

P . I l l , paragraph 1, change to read "A simple paradigm consis ts of a se r i e s of forms 
which a re identical except for one set of morphemes of the same category. For 
example, forms 1-3 and 6-8 of Problem 5 constitute a s imple paradigm." 

P. 115, footnote 7, f i rs t word in second sentence, read "Overt" 

P. 127, line 1, second word, read "the" 

Inflectional Format ions : 

1. Do not belong to substantially the 
same general external dis t r ibu
tion c lasses as the s implest m e m 
ber of the c lass in question. 

xvii 
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P . 138, P r o b l e m 101, i t e m 3 , r e a d " lo to to" 

P . 146, s u p p l e m e n t a r y i n fo rma t ion to P r o b l e m 104, n u m b e r 4 , r e a d "The suffix -a. 
a s s i m i l a t e s to a p r e c e d i n g e , and a f te r m o n o s y l l a b i c s t e m s ending in a long 
vowel i i i t o c c u r s in an a l l o m o r p h i c f o r m - y a . " 

P . 196, f igure A, change unde r l in ing in the i l l u s t r a t i v e f o r m to wutakan ip ik izwa 

P . 197, footnote 3, l ine 2, u n d e r l i n e " A m e r i c a n L i n g u i s t i c s " 

P . 205, s e c t i o n 8 .3 , p a r a g r a p h 2 u n d e r head ing , l ine 1, for " i l l u s t r a t e d " r e a d 
" i l l u s t r a t e " 

P . 214, i t e m 24, for "b l anke t " r e a d " b l a n k e t s " 

P . 253 , s e c t i o n 1.22, f i r s t word of head ing , r e a d " D i s t r i b u t i o n " 

P . 258, i t e m 6 1 , r e a d " t o r a t a " 

P . 264, i t e m 88 , r e a d "g ionákabé '" ' ; i t e m 89 , r e a d " g i d a p a k a b e ' " 

P . 266, i t e m 178, f i r s t w o r d , r e a d " r i z i 9 í d é " 

P . 267, i t e m 209, for " t h e " r e a d " t h i s " 

P . 313, l ine 7, for "Sect ion 2 . 2 2 . 3 " r e a d "Sect ion 2 .23 .2" 

P . 316, P r o b l e m 189, i t em 8, r e a d " k a m i " 

P . 318, P r o b l e m 195, l ine 1 unde r head ing , for " m o r p h e m e " r e a d " m o r p h e m e s " 



C H A P T E R 1 

INTRODUCTION TO MORPHOLOGY 

1.1 Morphology 

Morphology is the study of morphemes and their arrangements in forming words.•'• 
Morphemes are the...minimal meaningful,.urJJbŝ which may constitute words or-par-ts-of. words.,.. 
e.g. re-, de-, un-, -ish, -ly, -ceive, -mand, tie, boy, and like in the combinations re
ceive, demand, untie, boyish, likely. The morpheme arrangements which are treated under j 
the morphology of a language include all combinations that form words or parts of words. ,' 
Combinations of words into phrases and sentences are treated under the syntax. 

It would be quite wrong to assume, however, that morphology and syntax constitute air
tight compartments in the structure of any language. This is by no means true. In some 
languages there is constant overlapping of structure, and in a few instances it seems al
most impossible to draw a line between word structure and phrase structure.^ 

1.2 Principles of Descriptive Analysis 

The descriptive analyst must be guided by certain very fixed principles if he is to 
be objective in describing accurately any language or part of any language. It would be 
excellent if he could adopt a completely man-from-Mars attitude toward any language he 
analyzes and describes. None of us, however, can completely dissociate himself from the 
knowledge of languages he has already acquired or from the apparatus which has been used 
to describe the •grammar of such languages. Despite this fact, the descriptive linguist 
must divest himself of the tourist's viewpoint, which consists in judging everything 
strange and different on the basis of things found at home. To help reorient oneself to 
the new approach, it is important to bear in mind constantly the following fundamental 
principlesi ~ 

A. Descriptive analysis must be based upon what people say. 

The implications of this principle are greater than a beginner may realize. In the 
first place, it means that the written form of the language is entirely secondary (in fact, 
quite irrelevant) so far as the descriptive linguist is concerned. His description of Eng
lish, French, Arabic, or Chinese will treat first and foremost the spoken forms of the 
language. He may consider it pertinent to note the extent to which the conventional orthog
raphy conforms to a scientific symbolization of the structural units, but the descriptive 
linguist as such is only indirectly concerned with conventional or practical alphabets.^ 

We are using "word" in this chapter in the usual traditional sense. See Chapters U 
and 8 for further discussion and a more precise definition of "morphology." 

2Such problems are treated in Chapters h and 8. 

•̂ Of course the descriptive linguist also deals with practical problems involving 
alphabets and methods of writing, but the practical results should be based upon scientific 
analysis, rather than the scientific analysis upon the existent orthography. 

1 
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In the second place, this principle of basing description on the spoken form of the 
language means that the linguist records the actual forms employed, rather than regulariz
ing the data or evaluating utterances on the basis of some literary dialect. In other 
words, it _is what people say rather than what some people think they should say that is 
important to the descriptive linguist.'* Furthermore, the descriptive linguist is inter
ested in all type¿ of .̂ speakers, representing different educational, social, economic, and 
racial groups. For~Jthe linguist^anydialect of a language, is intrinsically as goQd_,as-any 
o;th-er, and all varieties of language are equally "correct" in that they represent the dia
lect of the speaker. The descriptive linguist simply describes languages, all kinds of 
languages, and all types of dialects of any language. If any judgments are to be passed 
upon the acceptability or so-called correctness of some usage, these are left either to 
the anthropologist and sociologist for an objective statement of the factors in the society 
which make certain persons more socially prominent and hence make their speech more accept
able, or to the man on the street, who is thoroughly accustomed to forming judgments upon 
the basis of his own egocentric attitudes and limited knowledge.-5 Of course, the descrip
tive linguist notes such forms as It's me and It's I. He finds that English-speaking mem
bers of all social, economic, and educational classes say It's me, and that an occasional 
person says It's I. He may also care to note that the form It's _I is regarded by many 
persons of all classes as distastefully pedantic. The descriptive linguist, however, does 
not go beyond this point in describing such alternative forms. 

B. The forms are primary, and the usages secondary. 

The descriptive linguist starts from forms and then proceeds to describe the grammat
ical positions in which the forms occur. In describing English, for example, he would 
not say that there are gerunds and gerundives, but rather that there are certain verbals 
ending in -ing and that these have a distribution which is parallel to that of nouns (these 
are the so-called gerunds) and to that of adjectives (these are the so-called gerundives). 
In describing the Greek cases, the descriptive linguist lists five sets of forms," and then 
describes how these forms are used. He does not base a description of Greek on the eight 
cases which are revealed by historical and comparative study,' since in the functioning of 
Greek the formally contrastive sets are the distinctive features. 

C. Na part of a language can be adequately described without reference to all other 
parts. 

This principle means that the phonemics, morphology, and syntax of a language cannot 
be described without reference to each other. A language is not a departmentalized group
ing of relatively isolated structures^ it is a functioning whole, and the parts are only 

^It is perfectly possible to describe an artificial literary dialect, but such a 
description must be recognized for precisely what it is, namely, a description of a dialect 
of a language, not the language. 

-Tor a fuller discussion of such problems see Eugene A. Nida, Linguistic Interludes 
(Glendale, Calif.i Summer Institute of Linguistics, I9I4.7), pp. 1-32. 

"The vocative is quite defective, but it is nevertheless formally distinguishable in 
some declensions. 

'Certain scholars, beginning with A. T. Robertson in A Grammar of the Greek New Test
ament (New Yorki Hodder and Stoughton, l°ll|), have attempted to describe Koine Greek on the 
basis of eight cases. This may be pedagogically defensible, but it is structurally mis
leading and theoretically unjustifiable, since, once the formal criteria have been set 
aside, there are no functional criteria which will enable one to restrict the number of 
cases to eight. For example, why should not a further subdivision of cases be made between 
subjective, objective, appositive, attributive, and predicative genitives? 
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fully déscribable in terms of their relationship to the whole. Nor .are.languages like 
simple geometric figures which can be described by beginning at onefixed point and., method-,. 
'TcaTlly plotting the structure from there. Languages' are" exceedingly complex structures and 
"fĵ ¿y~constitute their own frame of reference. Though one language should not be described 
in terms of any other language, no part of a single language can be described adequately 
without reference to the other parts. This fact becomes most fully evident when we attempt 
to determine the relationships between words and phrases. We usually say that a suffix 
unites into a single word everything with which it occurs, but in the expression the king 
of England's (hat), we have a "feeling" that the king of England is not a single word, 
"dispite the fact that -s occurs with the entire phrase. The answer to such a relatively 
basic question as "What constitutes a word?" can be answered only by examining the morpho
logical, syntactic, and phonemic structure of the language. 

D. Languages are constantly in the process of change. 

Our descriptions of languages tend to give the impression that they are static, fiaed 
structures. This is, of course, the attitude'of the average speaker of a language, and 
yet we do realize that there are (l) fluctuations of forms, e.g. roofs vs. rooves, hoofs 
vs. hooves, proven vs,. proved, and dove vs. dived, and (2) new items of vocabulary, e.g. 
video, skreeno, cyclotron, and commies. The existence of fluctuations in forms means 
that certain structures are winning out over others, for alternative forms never stay in 
equilibrium for long. The increased use of proved and dived in preference to proven and •-
dove means that the regular formations are gaining at the expense of the irregular. The 
descriptive linguist does not attempt to take into account the tendencies and trends of a 
language, but when he records in his data that there are alternative forms and that these 
exhibit a certain relative frequency of occurrence, he is touching upon the dynamics of 
language change. 

One must not think that only written languages change or, on the contrary, that writ
ten languages change less than unwritten ones. All languages change, and the rate varies 
at different times in the history of any one language. We must be aware of such tendencies 
and, in describing a language, recognize the significance of fluctuating forms. In a lan
guage like Maya of Yucatan we find a relatively large number of alternative formations, and 
in a language such as Navaho they are conspicuously fewer. The proportion of alternative 
forms tells us Something about the rate of change, but without some knowledge of the his
tory of the language, we do not know whether such changes are increasing or diminishing in 
number.9 

1.3 Relationship of Descriptive Linguistics to Historical and Comparative Linguistics 

Descriptive linguistics may be said to underlie historical and comparative linguis
tics} it is not dependent upon them. Historical linguistics consists in the study of data 
from two or more historical periods in a language. Comparative linguistics consists in the 
study of the data from two or more dialects of a single language or from two or more lan
guages. In every case the data which historical and comparative linguistics.employ .should 
be_djtsj2.rî ave, in the sense, that is, that the data "are described.entirely in . te.rjns of 
-their...relationship to contemporary .material or in terms of thei?,"'"ie!̂ t"ipnship..,tp.>t.he,.one. 
dialect,_.or.-language involved. , For valid results, the historical and comparative linguist 
is dependent upon descriptive data, but the descriptive linguist is not dependent upon 
historical and comparative findings. 

°The elements out of which such words are constructed are not new, but the words 
themselves are recent formations. 

"The practical linguist is frequently called upon to decide which types of alterna
tives will be employed in a written literature. These problems have been discussed by me 
in Bible Translating (New Yorki American Bible Society, 19^7). 
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This does not mean that training in historical and comparative linguistics is not 
valuable to the descriptive linguist, but it means that the systematic organization of the 
data of any one language is not dependent upon facts which come from a historical or com
parative knowledge of that language or of related languages. In a descriptive analysis of 
English, for example, we do not speak of a subjunctive form of the verb, for there are no 
verb forms in English which are distinctively subjunctive and nothing else. All the so-
called subjunctive forms, e.g. be in _I move he be elected and were in if he were here are 
formally identical with infinitives or past-tense forms. Historically there was at one 
time a formally distinct subjunctive in English, but it exists no longer. Hence, we no 
longer talk of subjunctive forms, though we do, of course, describe the particular situa
tions in which forms such as be and were occur.1° Similarly, we do not talk about dative-
case forms in English simply because German, a cognate language, has such a formally dis
tinct case. In the expression I gave him_a ball, the word him is not a dative-case form 
in contrast with a so-called accusative him in I hit him. In both sentences the word him 
is just an objective formj in the first sentence it is the first of two grammatical objects 
and in the second sentence it is structurally equivalent to the second type of grammatical 
object. For convenience we may call these indirect and direct objects, but there is just 
one form. The fact that German (or any other language for that matter) has two case forms, 
ihm 'dative' and ihn 'accusative,' to distinguish such structural contrasts is not perti
nent to the description of English. 

1.h Terminology of Descriptive Linguistics 

Every science must have an adequate specialized terminology to permit identification 
and discussion of the various features pertinent to its scope. There is always a tendency 
(particularly in any comparatively new scientific endeavor) to increase the technical vocab
ulary very rapidly. Such words as "macromorph," "schismeme," and "homolog" all have a 
value, but it is true that perhaps one could employ terms (whether single words or phrases) 
which would be more easily recognizable. On the one hand, the student may be confused, 
even overwhelmed, by many new terms or may think that a knowledge of the technical vocabu
lary is a substitute for recognizing the underlying principles. On the other hand, the use 
of already existing words in meanings which are not traditional may be even more discon
certing or may give the student a false assurance that he has understood their meanings. 
At any rate, it is quite impossible to avoid all specialized, technical vocabulary, and no 
text should attempt to do so even if it were possible, for the student must be introduced 
to the terminology which is current in present-day linguistic discussions. 

A number of new words and phrases are used in this text, e.g. "replacive," "subtrac-
tive," "suprafix," and "polyallomcrphic." They are not introduced in order to be novel, 
but to call attention to structure. Simply because the reader does not find such tradi
tional terms as "dative," "accusative," "gerund," "infinitive," "supine," "subjunctive," 
and "participle" frequently in this book, he is not justified in concluding that all con
ventional terms are taboo. It simply means that the science of descriptive linguistics is 
not predominantly concerned with features of Greek and Latin grammar but with structural 
relationships in any and all language's. Wherever the traditional terms are applicable they 
should be and are most certainly used. 

1.5 Arrangement of Contents of This Book 

The following chapters of this book exhibit a structurally important sequence. Chap
ter 2 treats the identification of morphemes. This chapter is basic to any subsequent 
analysis, for we cannot discuss the ways in which morphemes combine until we understand the 
means by which we may identify the fundamental structural units of the language. Chapter 3, 

This is precisely analogous to the problem involving the Greek case system discussed 
in section 1.2, principle B. 
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dealing with the types of morphemes, is an extension of Chapter 2, and together they con
stitute the presentaticrTof analytical theory. Chapter U introduces the synthetic part of 
the structural procedures by discussing the distribution of morphemes. Chapter 5 is a con
tinuation of Chapter k and treats the same type of data from the standpoint of the struc
tural classes. These classes are the forms which result from the various types of distri
butions"̂  Chapter 6, on the meanings of morphemes, considers in detail various semantic 
factors which have only been touched upon in other parts of the book, or merely assumed, 
in order that the more systematic treatment might be taken up after sufficient background 
had been acquired. Theoretically, Chapter 9, on the organization of the descriptive state-
ment of x,he morphology, should follow Chapter 6, but the actual procedures of analysis of 
a language are quite different from the schematic approach suggested by Chapters 2-6. 
Accordingly, it was necessary to introduce first a chapter on field procedures and one on 
analytical procedures. 

In brief, we learn to "break down" the language structure in Chapters 2 and 3, and 
to "reassemble" it in Chapters 1; and 5. Chapter 6 enables us to label the parts and the 
combinations. Chapters 7 and 8 likewise show us how to break down the structure and to 
reassemble the pieces, but this time from the standpoint of the actual field task and not 
from the standpoint of nicely classified data found in a textbook. Chapter 9 introduces 
us to the methods of organizing the description of field data so that it will reveal the 
essential structure of the language. 

1.6 Language Problems in the Present Volume 

There are two types of language problems employed in this text» (l) those using data 
from actual languages and (2) those using hypothetical data. The materials from actual 
languages are found for the most part in the text proper, and the hypothetical data in the 
Appendix. 

In some instances the data of actual languages are so complex that it is necessary to 
eliminate some of the complexities for the sake of the illustration or because they intro
duce difficulties considered much later in the text. Problems that have been somewhat 
simplified in this fashion are marked "restricted." 

Even at best the problems are rather artificial, for no one ever begins by collecting 
forms with all the phonemic problems already solved. Furthermore, the problems give an 
unnatural impression that morphology and syntax can be easily distinguished, and this is by 
no means true. But in any textbook approach to the study of language structure, we must 
begin with simple data and gradually take on the more complicated. 

Indirectly the problems do much more than illustrate the particular structure in ques
tion, for they reveal many other features at the same time. A simple problem such as num
ber 5 is introduced to give the student practice in isolating morphemes, but it also re
veals the three primary sets of prefixes characteristic of Bantu verb structure.H 

The structure of some languages is amazingly simple and regular and that of other 
languages is incredibly complicated and irregular. Despite the degrees of complexity and 
the vast differences of structure, however, there are always definite patterns of forma
tion, each demanding strict adherence if the speaker is to be understood. No languages are 
unorganized jumbles of sounds, as some people have thought. It is the purpose of morphol
ogy to- enable the analyst to discover and describe that part of the language structure 
which forms words or parts of words. 

±J-See the Preface for further informati on concerning the language problems in this 
text. 
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THE IDENTIFICATION OF MORPHEMES 

2.1 Morphemes as Minimal Units 

One of the first tasks which confront the linguist in examining a new language with a 
view to discovering and describing its structure is the identification of the minimal mean
ingful units of which the language is composed. These minimal units are called "morphemes, 
and in many instances they are readily recognized. For example, in the English words boy
ish, maddening, condense, receive, and up, we have little difficulty in identifying the 
various component units» boy, -ish, mad, -en, -ing, con-, -dense, re-, -ceive, and up_. 
With practically no complications vre have thus "broken down" these longer expressions (i.e. 
words) into their constituent parts. The process by which this is accomplished appears at 
first to be almost instinctive, but if we consider closely what we have done, we recognize 
that we compared words, or at least drewupon our knowledge of such comparisons. In order 
to identify the morphemes we must have certain partially similar forms in which we can 
recognize recurring partials. What we need for comparison would be provided by the follow
ing seriesi boy, girlish, mad, fatten, fattening, constrain, density, return, deceive, 
start up. These forms contain each of the morphemes in a different situation. By this 
means we compare and isolate, and it is only by such comparison with other forms that we 
can discover morphemes. 

2.11 Isolation of Morphemes by Comparing Forms 
i 

The necessity of comparison becomes perfectly obvious when we examine a foreign lan
guage. In Kekchi, a Mayan language of Guatemala, the form tinbeq means 'I will walk.' By 
just looking at such a form it is impossible to know which part of the word corresponds to 
which part of the meaning suggested by the English translation. We have no way of knowing 
how many morphemes exist in this form, or what parts of the form constitute such morphemes. 
By comparison, however, we can soon discover the units which make up this word. The forms 
tatbeq 'you (sg. ) will walk' and ninbeq 'I am walking' enable us to isolate three morphemes 
in the first form, tinbeq. These are t- 'future tense' (this is in contrast with n- 'pres
ent progressive tense'), -in- 'first person singular subject' (in contrast with -at-
•second person singular subject'), and -beg, meaning 'to walk.' It is possible that the 
stem -beq might prove to be made up of more than one part. It happens that it is a single 
morpheme, but we can know this only by comparison with many other forms. 

To judge from the illustrations just given, the procedure for identifying morphemes 
would appear to be relatively easy, but this is not true of languages. Just looking about 
for similar forms with approximate meanings is helpful and very much a part of the lin
guist's procedure, but such a rather naive approach will not be satisfactory in difficult 
situations. 

2.12 The Definition of the Morpheme 

The definition of the morpheme which is most widely accepted and most practical in 
application is the one stated by Bloomfieldt "A linguistic form which bears no partial 

6 
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.phonetic-semantic resemblance to any other.form is ... a. morpheme."1 This definition 
"seems rather strangely worded. Instead of being a positive statement about forms being 
similar and having similar meanings, e.g. like the -ish in boyish, mannish, piggish, girl-
ish, and the -en in fatten, broaden, widen, deepen, the definition describes the relation
ships in a negative fashion. It means that forms belonging to the same morpheme may not 
consist of identically the same phonemes and they may not have precisely equivalent mean
ings, but if these varying forms with correspondingly different meanings still do not over
lap on other sets of forms with their respective meanings, then they may be regarded as 
constituting a single morpheme. This is because, as the definition states, they bear no 
partial phonetic-semantic resemblance to other forms. The significance of this negative 
type of definition will become more obvious as we consider the various principles which 
determine the identification of morphemes. 

2.2 Principles Employed in the Identification of Morphemes 

There are six principles which we may apply in isolating and identifying morphemes. 
None of the principles is complete in itself$ each is supplementary to the basic definition 
and must be considered so. If each were interpreted as being exclusive of all situations 
not specifically noted in the principle, the statements would be contradictory. 

2.21 Principle 1 

Foims which have a common semantic distinctiveness and an identical phonemic form in 
all their occurrences constitute a single morpheme. 

2.21.1 The Meaning of Principle 1 

Principle 1 means that such a form as -er added to verbs in such constructions as 
worker, dancer, runner, walker, and flier is a morpheme. It always has the same phonetic 
form, and always has essentially the same meaning, namely> that of 'the doer of the action' 
(also called 'agentive'). The principle used the phrase "common semantic distinctiveness" 
as a way of indicating that the meaning which is in common to all the occurrences of the 
suffix -er contrasts with (or is distinctively set off from) the meaning of all other sim
ilar forms. In Redefinition of the morpheme and in the statement of this first principle 
_we„w_ere..yery careful,to indicate that the" meaning" of -er""in all these positions is notnec-,, 
es_sa,ri.ly..identical... In fact, no science has made available to us the tools by which we can 
"íest degrees of difference in meaning. It is necessary, however, for us to make certain 
distinctions between types of meaning. For example, in English there is another suffixal 
morpheme with the form -er, that is, the -er in comparative adjectives such as wider, broad
er, smaller, deeper, cleaner. But there is no common semantic distinctiveness in the series 
of suffixal forms occurring in worker, dancer, runner, wider, broader, smaller. Despite, 
therefore, an identity of form, we may distinguish two morphemes on the basis of meaning. 

At times the difficulty of accurately and comprehensively defining the common semantic 
features of distinctiveness in any set of forms may be very acute. For example, in the 
series boyish, girlish, old-maidish, mannish, heathenish, dampish, bearish, slavish, book
ish, the morpheme -ish may be said to denote 'a quality of.' Or if we identify the stems 
as A and the suffix as B, then we may say that B "qualitativizes" A. But that is not all 

Leonard Bloomf ield, Language (New lorki Henry Holt and Co., 1933), p. l£l. 

o 
There are, of course, other distinguishing distributional features which are pertinent 

to the distinction between the two suffixal morphemes, but these are covered by other prin
ciples. 
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the meaning, for this suffix generally adds an unfavorable connotation to the word. The 
suffix -ly also identifies a quality, e.g. manly, friendly, worldly, cowardly, princely, 
but there are no unpleasant situations necessarily associated with words having this -ly 
suffix. Such problems of defining the meanings of forms are very complicated and the whole 
of Chapter 6 is given to a consideration of various difficulties. Principle 5 will treat 
some of the complications involved when identical forms have widely differing meanings. 

2*21.2 The Application of Principle 1 

In order to understand the procedures we should employ in isolating morphemes in 
accordance with Principle 1, we may examine the following set of forms in an Aztec dialect 
of Veracruz: 

Problem _1 

1. nicoka 'I cry1 

2. nicoka9 'I cried' 

3. nimayana 'I am hungry* 

U. nimayana0 'I was hungry' 

5. nimayanaya 'I was hungry (and may still be)' 

6. timayana 'you (sg.) are hungry1 

7. nimayanas 'I will be hungry' 

8. tiSoka 'you (sg.) cry' 

9. nicokaya *I was crying (and may still be)' 

10. nicokas 'I will cry' 

There are several possible steps in procedure in isolating the morphemes in this 
series of Aztec words. After practice one may go about such a task almost instinctively, 
but the beginner frequently needs to have some helpful hints. The exact order in which 
the steps are carried out is not fixed, but the following suggestions may prove valuable! 

A. Steps in Procedure 

1. Compare forms and meanings, beginning with the first of the series. 

2. Having isolated a possible form-meaning distinction, check it throughout the 
series. 

3. Isolate and check all possible form-meaning distinctions. 

ll. Look for residues, and assign these to morphemes or reserve them for further 
check. 

In carrying out these four points of procedure the analyst would note forms 1 and 2 
in the data. The form-meaning distinction is the final glottal stop ~2, with the apparent 
meaning of past tense, in contrast with the present-tense form. Having isolated this prob
able morpheme, he should then check down the series for a similar form with a correspond
ing meaning. It may be found in form I4. (compare form 3), but there are no other occur
rences of thi-s final glottal stop. 
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The third step in procedure is essentially a repetition of the first two steps until 
all the forms have been discovered. The next contrast will be found in comparing forms 2 
and 3. The chances are that as a result of this comparison the initial ni- will be iso
lated as meaning 'I.1 It is also possible, however, that the final or prefinal -a denotes 
the first person, but a quick check of all the forms will confirm the deduction that ni-
is probably the first person singular element. 

B. Problems of Residues 

If this procedure is followed through the entire series, a number of forms may be 
isolated! 

1. ni- (or possibly only n-) as first person indicator. 

2. ti- (or possibly only t-) as second person indicator. 

3. -c*ok- the stem meaning 'to cry. ' 

U. -mayan- the stem meaning 'to be hungry.' 

5. The suffix -y-, or -ay- or -ya indicating past incomplete action. 

6. The suffix -s or -as indicating future time. 

These forms of the suffixes and prefixes show that we have some residues which have not 
been adequately assigned. It may be that the forms ni- and ti- both contain a common 
element -i- meaning, for example, that the subject is singular. It may be that the final 
-a, or in some words the prefinal -a-, indicates that the verbs are intransitive. Before 
we can adequately determine the forms of the prefixes and suffixes we must treat these two 
possible residues _i and _a. 

Assigning these residues is only possible if we find other forms which show contrasts. 
Accordingly, let us add the following forms to the series above» 

Problem 1 (cont.) 

11. ankwake 'you (pi.) ate' 

12. nitehkawi 'I climb' 

13. titehkawi'' 'you (sg.) climbed' 

lU. nitehkawiya 'I was climbing (and may still be)' 

15. nitehkawis 'I will climb' 

16. nikwake 'we ate' 

These forms make it clear that the i before the verb stems is not an indicator of a 
singular subject, for it appears in form 16 with a plural subject. Furthermore, the 1 is 
not an indicator of some aspect,-3 since it does not occur throughout the series (cf. form 
11}, as we would expect if that were true. The _a after the stem can no longer be regarded 
as some indicator of the kind of action, since it does not appear in all the words in the 
series, as may be seen from forms 12-15. 

-'Aspect means the kind of action, e.g. habitual, frequent, repeated, beginning (see 
Chapter 6). 
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C. The Tentative Nature of an Analyst's Correlations 

It would be possible to argue that we are not absolutely sure of these morphemes in 
Problem 1. Perhaps it could be said that we have jumped to conclusions. That is true, 
and it is precisely what we do constantly in linguistic analysis, but we introduce into 
our overall approach features which protect us from mistakes. We may describe this more 
inclusive procedure as follows» 

1. We look for every possible correspondence of forms to discover morphemes. 

2. We isolate these units in their simplest and most obvious forms. 

3. We realize that we may be mistaken, so we are constantly on the lookout for supple
mentary data which will confirm or disprove our tentative analyses. 

In Problem 1 we still have reason to be suspicious of some of the forms, especially 
the long verb stems mayana 'to be hungry' and tehkawi 'to climb.' We frequently cannot 
break down such forms into constituent parts, but we should be constantly watchful for 
possibilities to do so. That is to say, we must look to see if some part of these stems 
does not occur in other words. In fact, our entire analytical procedure consists in dis
covering the recurring parts of utterances and classifying them. The recurring minimal 
meaningful parts of utterances are morphemes. A recurring partial may be any part of a 
language, i.e. a phoneme, a morpheme, a grouping of morphemes. The recognition of certain 
of these recurring partials is the means by which we isolate morphemes. 

Following the procedures which have been outlined, isolate and identify the form and 
meaning of the morphemes in all of Problem 1, including the series below. 

Problem _1 (cont. } 

17. nimayanati 'I go to be hungry'k 

18. nimayanato 'I went to be hungry' 

19. nimayanaki 'I come to be hungry'^ 

20. nimayanako 'I came to be hungry' 

21. nikmayanati 'I cause him to be hungry'5 

22. nikmayanati9 'I caused him to be hungry' 

23. nimicmayanatis 'I shall cause you (sg.) to be hungry' 

The morphemes of Problem 1 may be listed as followsi 

1. ni- 'I' 

2. ti- 'you (sg.)' 

3. -Soka 'to cry' 

etc. 

forms translated with the help of the verbs 'to come' and 'to go' indicate direc
tion away from and toward the speaker. 

The causative -ti may be considered distinct from the directional -ti. 
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Employ hyphens to indicate the way in which morphemes are connected with each other. 
A form which always occurs initially is followed by a hyphen. A form which always occurs 
finally is preceded by a hyphen. Forms which never occur initially or finally are preceded 
and followed by hyphens. A morpheme such as -2oka, which never occurs initially in this 
series but which does occur finally, is preceded by a hyphen. The opposite would be true 
of a form which may occur initially but never occurs finally. This use of hyphens is, how
ever, restricted to these introductory analyses. Other systems may be employed in treating 
various series of affixes. These will be considered specifically in Chapter U. 

D. Supplementary Problems Illustrative of Principle_1 

Problem 2 (data [restrictedpfrom the Zacapoaxtla dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

1. -ita stem of the verb 'to see1 

2. nikita 'I see it' 

3. kita 'he sees it' 

¡i. kinita 'he sees them' 

5. kitas 'he will see it' 

6. kitak 'he saw it' 

7. tikinita 'you (sg.) see them' 

8. nikitak 'I saw it' 

9. nikinitak 'I saw them' 

10. kitakeh 'they saw it' 

11. kinitakeh 'they saw them' 

•12. tikitas 'you (sg.) will see it' 

13. kitaya 'he was seeing it' 

ill. tikitaya 'you (sg. ) were seeing it' 

15. kitaskia 'he would see it' 

16. nikitaskia 'I would see it1 

Supplementary information! The third person singular subject is not expressed. This 
may be called a zero morpheme (see Principle 31). 

Problem 3 (data from a Veracruz dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. List all morphemes. 

b. Give the meaning of each. 

1. ikalwewe 'his big house' 

2. ikalsosol 'his old house' 

3. ikalci-n 'his little house' 

h. komitwewe 'big cooking-pot' 

¡?. komitsosol 'old cooking-pot' 

6. komitci«n 'little cooking-pot' 

7. petatwewe 'big mat1 

8. petatsosol 'old mat' 

9. petatci«n 'little mat' 

10. ikalmeh 'his houses' 

11. komitmeh 'cooking-pots' 

12. petatmeh 'mats' 

13. ko«yameci«n 'little pig' 

lU. ko'yamewewe 'big male pig' 

l£. ko*yameilama 'big female pig' 

l6. ko«yamemeh 'pigs' 

"Restricted" indicates that some of the complexities due to phonologically and 
morphologically defined distributions (see Principles 2 and 3) are omitted. 
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Problem h (data from Zoque, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. List all morphemes. 

b. Give the meaning of each. 

1. pan 'man 

2. panta9m 'men' 

3. pankasi 'on a man* 

h. penkotoya 'for a man' 

5. panhi9r) 'with a man' 

6. pankasita9m 'on men1 

7. pankasiseh 'as on a man' 

8. panseh 'manlike' 

9. pansehta9m 'like men' 

10. nanah 'mother' 

11. nanahta9m 'mothers' 

12. nanahkotoya 'for a mother' 

13. 9unehi9r) 'with a child' 

lU. 9*unehi9r|ta9m 'with children' 

l£. naka 'skin, leather' 

16. nakapit 'by means of leather' 

17. nakapitseh 'as if by leather' 

18. yomo 'woman' 

'women' 

'with a woman' 

21. yomotih 'just a woman' 

22. yomo9une 'girl' 

23. kahsi°une 'chick' 

2k. kahsi 'hen' 

25. libru 'book' 

26. libru9une 'booklet' 

27. wetu 'fox' 

28. wetu9une 'fox whelp' 

29. te9 pen 'the man' 

30. manu te9 pen 'the man went' 

31. manpa te9 pen 'the man goes' 

32. manke°tpa te9 yomo 'the woman also 
goes' 

33. minpa te9 9une 'the child comes' 

3h. minu te9 9une 'the child came' 

35- manke9tu 'he also went' 
36. manutih 'he went (and did nothing 

more)' 
Problem_5 (data from the Elisabethville dialect of Congo Swahili, a language of the 

Belgian Congo) 

Instructions: 

a. List all morphemes. 

b. Give the meaning.of each. 

1. ninasema 'I speak' k. ninaona 'I see' 

2. wunasema 'you (sg. ) speak' £. ninamupika 'I hit him' 

3. anasema 'he speaks' 6. tunasema 'we speak' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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7. munasema 'you (pi.) speak' 

8. wanasema 'they speak' 

9. ninapika 'I hit' 

10. ninanupika 'I hit you (pi.)' 

11. ninakupika 'I hit you (sg.)' 

12. ninawapika 'I hit them1 

13. ananipika 'he hits me' 

19. wutakapikiwa 'you (sg. ) will be hit' 

20. ninapikiwa 'I am hit' 

21. nilipikiwa 'I have been hit' 

22. nilipikaka 'I hit (remete time)' 

23. wunapikizwa 'you (sg.) cause being hit' 

2k. wunanipikizwa 'you (sg. ) cause me to be 

hit' 
25. wutakanipikizwa 'you (sg.) will cause 

me to be hit' 
26. sitanupika 'I do not hit you (pi.)' 

27. hatanupika 'he does not hit you (pi.)' 

28. hatutanupika 'we do not hit you (pi.)' 

29. hawatatupika 'they do not hit us' 

ill. ananupika 'he hits you (pi.)1 

15. nilipika 'I have hit' 

16. nilimupika 'I have hit him' 

17. nitakanupika 'I will hit you (pi.)' 

18. nitakapikiwa 'I will be hit' 

Supplementary information: 

1. The future -taka- and the negative -ta- are not related. 

2. The final -a may be treated as a morpheme. Its meaning is not indicated in this 
series. 

3. The passive morpheme may be described as having two forms -iw- and -w-. Its form 
depends on what precedes it (see Principles 2 and 3). 

Problem 6 (data from Yipounou, a language of the Gabon, Africa) 

Instructions: 

a. List all morphemes. 

b. Give the meaning of each.' 

1. gobul- 'to save' 

2. gobulu 'state of being saved' 

3. ugobulu 'to be saved' 

iw nyugobulu 'I will be saved' 

5. nyugobula 'I will save1 

6. nyigobulu 'I am saved' 

7. nyimagobulu 'I was saved' 

8. nyimagobula 'I saved' 

9. nyimamugobula 'I saved him' 

10. nyimakegobula 'I saved myself1 

(Continued on next page.) 

'It will be perfectly evident that it is impossible on the basis of these few data to 
indicate adequately the meaning of certain morphemes. The student is expected to base his 
judgments only on the data given here. In Yipounou the -a suffix actually has a usage which 
is more extensive than is suggested by the contrast with -u, but this contrast is enough to 
isolate the morpheme -a and to assign it at least some meaning. 
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11. nyukegobula 'I will save myself' 13. amamugobula 'he saved him' 

12. amagobula 'he saved' lU. amakegobula 'he saved himself 

Supplementary information: 

1. The first person singular prefix has two forms, ny- and nyi-. The difference is 
accounted for by Principle 2. 

2. There is no overt form to indicate the present tense. 

3. The stem gobul- is derived from a combination of two morphemes, but may be treated 
here as a single morpheme. 

2.22 Principle 2 

Forms which have a common semantic distinctiveness but which differ in phonemic form 
(i.e. the phonemes or order of the phonemes) may constitute a morpheme provided the distri
bution of formal differences is phonologically definable. 

2.22.1 The Meaning of Principle 2 

Principle 2 may at first seem difficult to understand, but really it is quite simple. 
It means that when we discover forms with some common semantic distinctiveness but with 
different phonemes or arrangements of phonemes, we can still put these various forms to
gether as a single morpheme provided we can discover phonological conditions which "govern" 
the occurrence of such phonologically different forms. In English, for example, one nega
tive prefix has more than a single form. Compare intolerable and impossible. The forms 
in- and im- bear a partial phonetic-semantic resemblance and the positions in which they 
occur are determined by the type of consonant following. Before alveolar sounds such as _t 
and _d, the alveolar nasal n occurs, e.g. intangible, indecent. Before a bilabial sound 
such as»j), the bilabial nasal occurs, e.g. impracticable, impersonal. We may say that the 
form of the word to which the prefix is added "determines" the form of the prefix. This is 
just another way of saying that the distribution (i.e. positions of occurrence) of in- and 
im- can be defined by the phonological characteristics of the forms with which they occur. 

A slightly more extensive type of assimilation" occurs in the series comparable, con
text, congregate /kangregeyt/.? Here the bilabial nasal precedes a bilabial consonants an 
alveolar nasal precedes an alveolar consonants and a velar nasal precedes a velar consonant. 
Though this prefix has three forms /kam-, kan-, kan/, their distribution can be phonolog
ically defined, i.e. it is definable by the phonemes which occur in the construction. We 
may symbolize this type of relationship between these forms as /kam- ~ kan- ~ kan/. The 
wavy symbol ~ means that the difference of distribution between the alternant forms of a 
single morpheme is phonologically definable. We may call the forms morj±i£iniî _aJLtemants 
or allomorphs. The second term is convenient because it is shorter than the full phrase 
and "because it follows an analogyt allophqne is_~tp phoneme as_allgmorph is_to morpheme. 
The relationships are not completely parallel, but"íKey"~are~ sufficiently so~tó~coñstitute 
a valuable association. 

This term identifies situations in which phonemes are phonologically similar, 
whether in terms of point of articulation or manner of articulation. See the Appendix, 
Part I, for a discussion of assimilation. 

o 
Unless -otherwise noted, all transcriptions of English are based on my own dialect. 
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2.22.2 The Application of Principle 2_ 

A. Where the Sounds Involved Exhibit Some Phonetic Similarities 

That morphemes should differ in form depending upon the phonological surroundings is 
only to be expected. In Totonac, for example, a somewhat similar situation exists as in 
the English example cited just above. The first person singular objective prefix occurs 
in three different formst kinr~ kim-~ ki-j kinta^wai 'he treated me,' kimpa'ski»! 'he loved 
me,' and kiwamí 'he said to me.' The first allomorph kin- occurs before stems beginning 
with t, £, _c, k, and _qj the second allomorph occurs before stems beginning with g} and the 
third-allomorph occurs before continuants. 

In some instances the phonologically conditioned forms seem quite different from each 
other. For example, in the formation of the Greek perfect forms /leluka, bebouleuka, 
gegrap^a, dedo«ka, tet^e«ka, kekle*ka, meme«na/ from stems meaning 'loose,' 'consider,' 
•write,' 'give,' 'place,' 'call,' 'rage,' respectively, the phonological differences in the 
reduplicated portion are very great» /le, be, ge, de, te, ke, me/. Nevertheless, we can 
define the distribution of these forms by the phonological characteristics of the stems to 
which they are added. In each case, except when stems begin with aspirated consonants, the 
initial consonant of the stem is repeated with the vowel /e/. When stem-initial consonants 
are aspirated, the reduplicated consonant has the same point of articulation, except that 
it is unaspirated. In fact, a survey of Greek soon reveals that there are no sequences of 
aspirated consonants in successive syllables.10 If, then, we can define the distribution 
of these variants, all having the semantic value of forming the perfective stem of the verb, 
we may combine such fqrms into a single morpheme, and each individual form becomes a phono
logically conditioned allomorph. We may symbolize the entire morpheme as /C e-/, by which 
we mean that the first consonant of the stem (including the change from aspirated to unas
pirated) is repeated and followed by /e/.l The relationship of the various allomorphs may 
be symbolized as /le- ~ be- ~ ge- ~ de- ~ te- ~ ke- ~ me-/. 

B. Where the Sounds Involved May Not Exhibit Phonetic Similarities 

Sometimes there is a degree of phonetic likeness present in the phonological condition
ing of occurrence, but phonetic likeness may not explain all the phonologically defined dis
tributions. For example, in English the regular plural morpheme has three formst /-GZ/, 

/-z/, and /-s/. The last form always follows voiceless phonemes which have no _s-like qual
ity» 12 /piks, siyts, lips, blufs/ picks, seats, lips, bluffs. The form /-z/ follows voiced 
phonemes which have no js-like qualityi /legz, bedz, tuwbz, siynz/ legs, beds, tubes, scenes. 
We can readily understand how a voiceless phoneme /-s/ would follow voiceless phonemes and 
how /-z/ would follow voiced phonemes, but we have no such easy explanation of why /-az/ 
follows phonemes with an s-like quality: /rowzez, liycez, brij9z, beysez, lsBsaz, gerazez/ 
roses, leeches, bridges, bases, lashes, garages. As descriptive linguists we need not be 

l^This is the so-called Grassmann's law. 

It may be argued that these reduplicated elements bear partial resemblances to their 
stems, and that hence they cannot be considered separate morphemes. It must be remembered, 
however, that this resemblance is one of phonetic form alone, not of meaning, too. The 
meaning of the reduplicated elements in this Greek series has nothing to do with the mean
ings of the stems. The reduplication signifies quite another matter, namely, the tense, 
and is as semantically different as if it were a distinct prefix having no phonetic re
semblance. It is for this reason that the definition of a morpheme requires an absence 
of phonetic-semantic resemblance to other forms. The features of both form and meaning 
must be involved. 

Phonemes with _s-like quality are called sibilants. 
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concerned about explaining the "why's" of certain forms. There are a number of observed 
relationships between sounds which we call by such names as assimilation, dissimilation, 
reduction of clusters, palatalization, and nasalization (these are discussed at length in 
the Appendix), but even these types of relationships are not "reasons" for modification. 
They are just observed situations, and it makes no difference whether we can discover some 
phonological "conditioning" or not for the forms we find. If we can define the distribu
tion of alternants in terms of the phonological situations in which they occur, then we may 
combine such forms as allomorphs of the same morpheme, provided, of course, that they ful
fill the requirement of "common semantic distinctiveness." In English the indefinite 
article _a and an has two forms in unstressed positions» /a/ a. and /pxx/ an. The first occurs 
before words beginning witn a consonant, and the second before words beginning with vowels. 
We cannot "explain" the reasons for this difference, but we can define the distribution of 
these forms in terms of the phonological surroundings, in this case, the following phonemes. 
Compare the sets of forms in Tzeltal:-^ 

Problem 7 

1. hk'ab 'my hand' 

2. kakan 'my leg' 

3. alumal 'your land1 

k. awinam 'your wife' 

5. sk'op 'his language' 

6. yat'el 'his work' 

la. k'ab 'hand' 

2a. akan 'leg' 

3a. lumal rland' 

Ua. inam 'wife' 

5a. k'op 'language' 

6a. at'el 'work' 

In this Tzeltal material the possessive pronouns occur in two different forms, depend
ing upon whether the following noun begins with a vowel or a consonant. Note that h-
occurs before the consonant-initial stem k'ab and k- before the vowel-initial stem akan. 
These two prefixal forms may be combined into a single morpheme on the basis of this phono-
logically defined distribution. The first person possessive morpheme may be symbolized 
as h- ~ ]£-• Similarly, the second and third person pronouns have alternant forms» _a- ~ aw-
and _s- ~ y-. There does not seem to be much rhyme or reason to this type of alternation, 
and we need not look for it. Our concern is with the distribution^ if* we can discover the 
basis of the distribution we have fulfilled the requirements of our descriptive analysis. 
Perhaps students of comparative and historical Mayan could provide clues to past changes 
which have resulted in these differences where we might expect greater similarities. But 
such problems are beyond the scope of our descriptive procedures. 

C. Where Sequences of Phonemes Are Involved 

In some instances there is no actual change in the phonemes which occur, but the 
phonemes are arranged in different orders. For example, in Sudan Colloquial Arabic^U the 
second person singular feminine possessive pronoun has two forms» -ik after consonant-final 
stems, e.g. kita»bik 'your book,' and -ki after vowel-final stems, e.g. axu'ki 'your broth
er. ' In this instance the phonemes of the alternant forms are identical:, it is just the 
order which is different. The distribution of these alternants is phonologically definable, 
and accordingly we may symbolize this morpheme as -ik ~ -ki. 

These data are taken from Marianna C. Siocüm, "Tzeltal (Mayan) Noun and Verb Morphol
ogy," International Journal of American Linguistics, lU (l°U8), 2: 77-86. Word-initial 
provowel glottal stops have been omitted so as to simplify the problem. 

See J. Trimingham, Sudan Colloquial Arabic (London: Oxford University Press, I9I46). 
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It may be that the phonemes of some morphemes do not remain in uninterrupted sequence. 
For example, in Zoque if the suffix -pa 'present tense indicator' is added to the stem 
kenhay-, the resultant form is kenhapya 'he looks for his benefit.' The expected order yp 
becomes py. This type of exchange of position is called metathesis. It is very common in 
Zoque. The fact that morphemes occur in such forms as -hay -ha.. .£- and -pa ~ -g..._a 
is not difficult for us to describe, for we may readily state the phonological circum
stances under which these changes take place. There is no change in the phonemes them
selves, just in the order of their occurrence. 

D. Problems Illustrative of Principle_2 

Examine the following problems for various types of phonologically definable distribu
tions of allomorphs. 

Problem 8 (data from Huave, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions; 

a. Identify the morpheme having allomorphs. 

b. Describe the phonologically defined distribution. 

1. nahimb 'broom' 5. -hta 'female' 

2. nahndot 'dust' 6. -sei 'male' 

3. nasei 'man' 7. nahta 'woman' 

U. ahimb 'to sweep' 8. ahndot 'to dust' 

Problem _9 

Instructionst 

a. Rewrite the English phonemically. 

b. Discover three morphemes with three allomorphs each. 

c. Describe the phonologically definable distribution of each allomorph. 

d. Point out the distributional similarities between the three sets of allomorphs. 

1. Fred goes to the playground every day. ri"£,¿ #Í-\AZ O -'•) ple.'.qr^.£----.\c{ *:<Ja 

2. The ragged tramp walked under the bridges. 

3. Some students enjoy finding morphemes. 

h. A reddish-haired flapper dashes down the highway in a speedster. 

5. Fifteen boys jumped noisily into the newly finished swimming pool. 

6. The wrinkled little old man wobbled uneasily along the slippery sidewalk. 

7. The employer angrily dispatched a message to the workman's home. 

8. The hungry creature creeps stealthily through the dark. 

(Continued on next page.) 
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9. The faithful dog showed the greatest of love to his unkind master. 

10. The fool crowded ten persons into the car. 

Problem 10 (data from Tojolabal, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. hman 

2. ak'an 

3. -man 

h. slap 

5. -k'an 

6. kil 

'I buy' 

'you (sg.)want' 

'to buy' 

'he dresses' 

'to want' 

'I see' 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

awal 

-il 

-lap 

yu-> 

-al 

-u^ 

'you (sg.) 

'to see' 

'to dress' 

'he drinks' 

'to say' 

'to drink' 

say' 

Problem 11 (data from Totonac, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions! 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. paswi 'we (incl.) bathed' 

2. kpaswi 'we (excl.) bathed' 

3. pas'- 'to bathe' 

i+. cukuw 'we (incl. ) began' 

S>. cukuya'W 'we (incl.) begin' 

6. cuku- 'to begin' 

7. pásti 'you (sg.) bathed' 

8. wánti 'you (sg.) said it' 

9. wan- 'to say' 

10. wat 'you (sg.) ate it' 

11. wa- 'to eat' 

Supplementary information: The glottallzation of the vowel (cf. forms 7, 8, and 10) con
stitutes a type of morpheme in Totonac (see Chapter 3 ) , but should be omitted in 
this analysis. 

E. Steps in Procedure for Problems Involving Principle 2 

In analysing any of the problems above there are certain procedural steps which may 
prove very valuable. These involve finding answers to the following questions. 
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1. What tentative morphemes have only one form? 

2. What tentative morphemes appear to have more than one form, i.e. have allomorphs? 

3. Are the phonological surroundings of the allomorphs of any one tentative morpheme 
different? 

U. Are there other morphemes with similar types of allomorphs? 

i>. Are the phonological surroundings of these other allomorphs correspondingly 
different? 

By following these steps in Problem 11, we may gather and analyze the following data: 

Step 1: The tentative morphemes cuku- 'to begin' and (if we omit from the analysis the 
glottal!zation of the stem vowels, as suggested in the supplementary information) 
wan- 'to say' and wa- 'to eat' have only one form. 

Step 2: The tentative morphemes -wi ~ -w and -ti ~ -t appear to have allomorphs. 

Step 3: After consonant-final stems the form -wi occurs and after vowel-final stems the 
form -w occurs. 

Step lit As indicated by the data gathered under step 2, the tentative morphemes -wi ~ 
-w and -ti ~ -t have similar types of allomorphs. 

Step 5: The phonological surroundings of the allomorphs -ti ~ -t are correspondingly 
different (cf. -wi ~ -w, step 3). In regard to both these morphemes we may state 
that the form -CV (C stands for any consonant and V for any vowel) follows consonant-
final forms and -C follows vowel-final forms. 

This approach may seem over simplified and unnecessarily tedious, but in complicated 
problems these steps, in the suggested order, are very helpful. The systematic procedure 
involves discovering (l) the forms which remain unchanged and which thus offer no problems, 
(2) those forms which are different and yet which may presumably constitute morphemes, (3) 
the possible correspondence of differences of phonological surroundings to differences of 
form, (k) any parallelism of different sets of allomorphs, and (5) the relationship of 
different phonological surroundings to different (and possibly parallel) sets of allomorphs. 
Steps h and 5 are designed to insure as comprehensive an analysis of the divergences as 
possible. 

F. Writing up the Answers to Problems 

Anyone who reads the descriptions of languages in such journals as Language, the Inter
national Journal of American Linguistics, Word, or the Journal of the American Oriental 
Society7 will immediately discover that there are a number of systems for describing lan
guages or particular details of languages. There are, however, certain facts essential to 
the problems we treat here, and there are certain ways in which these facts may be conven
iently indicated and discussed. Of course, the instructions differ considerably for the 
various problems, but when they stipulate that one is to list and describe the distributions 
of the allomorphs (as in Problem 10), it is convenient and practical to employ the following 
type of statement: 

The morphemes having allomorphs include: h- ~ k- 'I,' a- ~ aw- 'you (sg. ),' and e- ~ 
I- 'he.' — 

The distributions are as follows: 
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h- ~ k- 'I' 

h- occurs before consonant stems: hman 'I buy.' 

k- occurs before vowel stems: kil 'I see. ' 

a.- ~ aw- 'you (sg. )•' 

a- occurs before consonant stems: ak'an 'you ( sg . ) want. ' 

aw- occurs before vowel stems: awal 'you (sg. ) say. ' 

s- ~ y- 'he' 

s- occurs before consonant stems: slap 'he dresses.' 

y- occurs before vowel stems: yu9 'he drinks.' 

Several significant points should be noted in this presentation of the solution to Problem 
10: 

1. The first statement fulfills instruction b and the second fulfills instruction c. 

2. With each listing of the morpheme we indicate its meaning. This is a method of 
identification and is frequently necessary, since different morphemes may have 
identical forms. 

3. The allomorphs are listed in a structurally corresponding fashion. First is given 
the preconsonant form and secondly the prevowel form, but the reverse order would 
have been just as accurate. Regardless of the order employed, all three sets 
should indicate the parallelisms by the way in which they are listed. 

k. The form in which the solution is given follows the general pattern of an outline. 
Such outlining is not very economical in publications, but for analysis it is help-
¥ul in indicating parallelisms or contradictions in structure. 

5. Illustrations are provided with each statement of structure. Since the data of 
Problem 10 include just one illustration of each combination, only one illustration 
can be given. Such illustrative data may be introduced by the conventional symbol 
"e.g.," but a colon is usually preferred. 

6. In this problem one could list illustrative data simply by referring to the stems, 
but in describing combinations of forms such as these, it is preferable to give 
the entire form. If necessary, one could expand the illustrative data to read: 

h- occurs before consonant stems: hman 'I buy' (<h- 'I'+ -man 'to buy').15 

It is impossible to indicate all the details involved in writing up all types of prob
lems, but certain general principles should be noted. These principles may be summed up 
in the parody, "Describe the facts, all the facts, and nothing but the facts." This means, 
first, that we must record precisely what the findings are in view of the data actually 
used (that no plural formations 'occur in Problem 10 is, for example, unimportant); secondly, 
that we must record all the essential findings (that is, all the allomorphs must be listed, 
but not necessarily all the illustrations); and, thirdly, that we must exclude all irrele
vant considerations (speculations as to why there are allomorphs, why they have the partic
ular forms they have, and so on). 

The symbol < means "comes from," and, conversely, the symbol > means "becomes." 
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Another way of stating the principles of descriptive presentation is to say that we 
aim at comprehensiveness, clarity, and conciseness. This means (l) that all the facts 
should be described, (2) that they should be clearly described and all the relationships 
to other forms adequately indicated (both by what is said and the manner in which the 
description is organized), and (3) that the facts about a language should be concisely ex
pressed. These principles will occupy our attention at other points in the text, especially 
in Chapter 9. 

G. Types of Phonological Environment Described in Terms of Processes 

In attempting to describe the phonological environment of various types of allomorphs 
we soon discover that the kinds of phonological environment differ greatly, but that some 
kinds tend to recur more frequently than others. We have already mentioned the processes 
of assimilation and dissimilation, in which the allomorphic distribution may be defined in 
terms of similarities or dissimilarities of point of articulation or manner of articula
tion. We also find that allomorphic differences of tone may be described in terms of dif
ferent tonal surroundings, since contiguous tones tend to be alike. We find, too, that 
when consonants are lost in certain clusters, there is often a regular pattern for such a 
loss. Certain phonemes, furthermore, tend to "fuse" together, so that a combination such 
as dy_ may become j« Compare /did yuw/ and /dijuw/ Did you? 

In order to explain in a measure the relationships of such phonological differences, 
the changes which take place have been spoken of in terms of processes. This is perhaps 
the easiest and most practical manner in which we can discuss them. In this section we 
shall note only the processes of assimilation, dissimilation, loss of phonemes, and palatal
ization. The Appendix contains a fuller account of these processes and discusses a number 
of others. The treatment in this chapter is designed only to make one aware of such phono
logical relationships and of how they may be described. 

1. Assimilation 

Assimilation denotes a process by which phonemes are made similar, 
ing set of forms in Zoque: 

Problem 12 

Examine the follow-

1. 'es mpama 

2. 9as nkayu 

3. °9s ntuwi 

k. 'as mpoco 

5. 'ss nkose 

6. 'as ncin 

'my clothes' 

'my horse' 

'my dog' 

'my younger sibling' 

'my older sister' 

'my pine' 

la. pama 

2a. kayu 

3a. tuwi 

1+a. poco 

5a. kose 

6a. cin 

'clothes' 

'horse' 

•dog' 

'younger sibling' 

'older sister' 

'pine' 

The prefixal forms which occur in this series are m-, n-, and n-. We say that they are 
assimilated to the following consonant, by which we mean that the alternant m- precedes the 
bilabial stop p, the alternant n- precedes the dental phonemes t and c, and "the alternant 
q- precedes the velar k. In the history of Zoque this prefixal~morpheme may have had at 
one time a single formr Perhaps it was n-, but from this data we have no way of knowing, 
or even a valid way of guessing. Regardless of the original form, the two other allomorphs 
could have developed by a process of assimilation. That is to say, the n before JD might 

These changes could also have occurred by analogy with some other prior set of 
forms. 
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have become increasingly like the £ In the closure of the lips. At one time in the history 
of the language some of the Zoque people might have used the combination np and others the 
form mp, but the form mp_ apparently prevailed. This reconstruction of the history is, how
ever, guesswork, and is quite beyond the scope of our descriptive analysis. Nevertheless, 
from the numerous instances-in which we do know the history of forms we can suggest some of 
the possible stages in the process of change. For the descriptive linguist, however, the 
important thing is the end product, and though we may talk about assimilation as a kind of 
historical process, our primary interest is simply in being able to recognize types of 
phonological environment which may be determinative in defining the relationship of allo-
morphs. 

Problem U (data from Hausa, a language of the Sudan)-'-? 

Instructions i 

1. 

2. 

3 . 

h. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. Descr ibe t h e phonolog ica l environment of a l l a l L 

b . Descr ibe t h e k ind of a s s i m i l a t i o n 

'ubanka" 

' 'ubanki 

•>übans"i 

' u b a n t a 

'ubammu . 

'ubanku 

' í ibansü 

•your f a t h e r ' 

'your ( f . ) f a t h e r ' 

' h i s f a t h e r ' 

' h e r f a t h e r ' 

' ou r f a t h e r ' 

' your ( p i . ) f a t he r " 

' t h e i r f a t h e r ' 

invo lved . 1° 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1 1 . 

12. 

13. 

Ik. 

9uwakkk 

9uwakki 

9uwassi 

9 uwat t a 

''uwammu 

9uwakku 

9íiwassü 

omorphs. 

'your mother ' 

' your ( f . ) mother ' 

' h i s mother ' 

' h e r mother ' 

' ou r mother ' 

'your ( p i . ) mother ' 

' t h e i r mother ' 

Supplementary information: 

1. Regard 9uba- 'father' and 9uwa- 'mother' as stems. 

2. The possessive suffixes consist of a -CV pattern. 

3. The morphemes which undergo assimilation (they consist of the form C) are elements 
which define certain syntactic and morphological relationships. Their meaning is 
unimportant to this problem. 

Problem 'lU (data from Tarahumara, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» 

a. Describe the phonological environment of all allomorphs. 

b. Describe the kind of assimilation involved. 

-'-'These data are taken from Carleton T. Hodge, An Outline of Hausa Grammar, Language 
Dissertation No. Ul (Baltimore» Linguistic Society of America, 1°U7X 

i p 
If necessary, consult the Appendix for a more detailed classification and explana

tion of types of assimilation. 
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1. miciru 'to make shavings' 

2. sikwici 'anthill' 

3. sikwiki 'ant' 

k. miciruku 'shavings' 

5. ritu 'to be icy' 

6. rituku 'ice' 

2. Dissimilation 

7. reme 'to make tortillas'^ 

8. remeke 'tortillas' 

9. paSi 'to grow ears of corn' 

10. paSiki 'an ear of corn' 

11. opaca 'to be dressed' 

12. opacaka 'garment' 

Hionologically defined distributions may reflect differences of types of phonemes, as 
well as similarities. The following problems illustrate such dlssimilative patterns. 

Problem l£ (data from Tsotsil, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify all morphemes. 

b. List the morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of these allomorphs. 

1. -k'uSi 'to put a wedge in' 

2. -Sik'u 'to put a prop under' 

3. -soni 'to put a prop against' 

U. -vovi 'to go crazy' 
4 

$. -t'usi 'to become wet' 

6. -sakub 'to become white' 

7. -lekub 'to become good' 

8. -'ik'ub 'to become black' 

9. -tuib 'to become smelly' 

la. -k'u§ 'wedge' 

2a. -sik' 'prop used beneath an object' 

3a. -Son 'prop used against an object1 

Ua. 

5a. 

6 a . 

7a. 

8a. 

vov 

t ' u s 

sak 

l e k 

' ' ik ' 

' c razy ' 

'wet' 

'white ' 

'good' 

'black ' 

9a. tu 'smelly' 

Supplementary information! For this analysis it is preferable to consider that there 
are two different verbalizing suffixes, one consisting of the structure -V and 
the other of -VC. 

Problem 16 (data from Tzeltal, a language of Mexico)20 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify all morphemes. 

1°Tortillas are a type of pancake made of ground corn. 

20 
Slocum, op. cit., p. 8l. 
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b. List the morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of these allomorphs. 

1. scay 'his fish' 9. slumil 'its ground' 

2. cay 'fish' 10. lew 'fat' 

3. pak' 'cloth' 11. si9 'his firewood' 

U. swicul 'its hill' 12. sposil 'its medicine' 

5. swic 'his hill' 13. lum 'ground' 

6. wic 'hill' lU. si°ul 'its firewood' 

7. slewul 'its fat' l£. pos 'medicine' 

8. spak'ul 'its cloth' 

Supplementary information: The translation 'its' refers to an inanimate possessor. 
'Its firewood' could thus refer to the firewood possessed by the fire. 

3. Assimilation of Tonemes 

Assimilative as well as dissimilative patterns may also be found in the relationships 
of tonemes to one another. For example, in Mazatec,21 a language of Mexico, the verb 
v9esko-L 'to gather' ends normally in the highest of the four phonemic tones." This may 
be called tone 1. The first person plural inclusive suffix -a normally occurs with tone 2, 
the second from the highest tone. "When, however, this suffixal morpheme occurs with 
v̂ esko-*-, the form is not v°esko-*-â , but rather v9esko-*-a-*-, with the entire last syllable 
pronounced on a high tone. The suffixal morpheme thus has two allomorphs -a£ and -a^. 
The distribution of these may be stated in terms of the phonological environment and is 
illustrative of assimilative patterns.23 

* 

Problem 17 (data from Cuicatec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions! 

a. List the allomorphic tonemic patterns of the stems. 

b. List the allomorphic tonemic patterns of the pronominal suffixes. 

c. Determine whether there is any way of stating the types of collocations without 
identifying particular morphemes. This may be done by formulating (l) rules of 
change or (2) types of allomorphic sequences (this second type of solution will 
be considered in Chapter 5). 

on 
These data are taken from a paper read by Eunice V. Pike at a meeting of the 

Linguistic Society of America, 19U8, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

22 
For the purposes of this illustration only the word-final tones are indicated and 

discussed. 
23 
See Kenneth L. Pike, Tone Language (Ann Arborj University of Michigan Press, I9U8), 

for many illustrations of assimilative as well as dissimilative patterns in the tonal 
structure of languages. 
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The following l i s t consis ts of present-tense forms meaning ' t o wr i t e ' (A), ' to make' 
(B), ' t o divide ' (C), ' t o sew' (D), ' to spy out' (E). In the f i r s t column the numbers 1, 
2 3 indica te f i r s t , second, and th i rd person. The abbreviations are : ¿ . ' s i ngu la r , ' _g. 
• p l u r a l , ' f_a. ' f ami l i a r , ' fo . ' formal, ' f. ' feminine, ' m. 'masculine, ' i n c l . ' i n c l u s i v e , ' 
and excl. ' exc lus ive . ' 

I s . 

2sfa. 

2sfo. 

3sm. 

3sf. 

3sfa. 

l p . i n c l . 

l p . excl. 

l a . 

2a. 

3a . 

Ua. 

5a. 

6 a . 

7a. 

8a. 

A 

idah££ 

idah^udi 

idah\iuni 

idah$usa 

idah£utá 

idahyyya 

idahyu9 

idah^unu 

l b . 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5b. 

6 b . 

7b. 

8b. 

B 

id4-í 

idj.j.di 

i d j in i 

idj.jsa 

idiota 

idj-íya 

idi9° 

idj-inu 

l e . 

2c. 

3 c 

Uc 

5c 

6 c . 

7 c 

8c . 

C 

in° taá 

in 9 taadi 

in°taanl 

i n ' t a a sa 

i n ' t a a t á 

in°takya 

in'taao*' 

in ' taanu 

I d . 

2d. 

3d. 

Ud. 

5d. 

6d . 

7d. 

8d. 

D 

in ' t e^y^ 

in°te:j.yodi 

in^te^ypni 

in^te^yosa 

i n n e i y o t á 

in ' te jygya 

in 9 te iyp° 

in ' te jyonu 

l e . 

2e. 

3 e . 

lie. 

5e. 

6 e . 

7e . 

8e. 

E 

héénú 

héénúdí 

heenuni 

heenusa 

hlénútá 

héénúya 

heenu9 

heenunu 

Supplementary information: 

1. Verbs A, B, C, and D belong to a class which takes the prefix _i- in the present-
tense formation. Verb E belongs to another class. 

2. The morpheme of the first person singular is a high tone replacing (or identical 
with) the tone of the stem. This type of morpheme will be considered in Chapter 
3. It is possible to symbolize it here as -V. 

3. Regard the stems as single morphemes (they are actually complex formations). 

U. Omit from consideration the vocalic alternations and reductions in the first per
son inclusive suffix. Symbolize this morpheme as -o9. 

5. Mid tones are left unmarked. 

Procedure in analysis» 

1. Determine the morphemes which do not change. 

2. List the morphemes which change. 

3. Reconstruct a set of forms which would reflect a hypothetical situation prior to 
any assimilative changes. Observe the following directions: 

a. Leave in their unchanged form the forms which do not change. 

b. when there are alternant forms, base the reconstruction on that form which is 
apparently least affected by its surroundings. For example, the suffix -ni 
in forms 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, and 3e follows mid, low, and high tones. Stems A and 
E show no change (except la, in which the first person singular suffix accounts 
for the change), but stems B, C, and D do exhibit changes. We set up the 
stems of cross section 3 as representing the basic forms, and add the suffixes 
as they occur in series A, B, C, and D. These series are selected rather than 
E, since the greater diversity of tonal forms occurs in A-D. In E only high 
and low occur on the suffixes. 
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The reconstructed forms would be of the following type» 

A B C D E 

/ * * » » 
la. #idah£u + V lb. ttid^i + V lc. «in'tak + V Id. *in9tejyp+V le. *héénú + V 

2a. ttidahúudi 2b. *idiidi 2c. «in'taadi 2d. *in9t§4ypdi 2e. #héénúdi 

U. If in comparison with actual forms the reconstructed forms exhibit substantial 
correlations which will permit a description of perfectly automatic changes, one 
may conclude that the reconstruction is correct. This does not mean that the re
constructed forms represent actual historical forms, but that for the sake of our 
descriptive analysis these reconstructed forms may serve as basic ones. If the 
reconstruction does not provide adequate correlations, one should set up other 
stem forms as basic. The procedure, however, must always be systematicj choices 
may not be made at random. After two or three types of reconstructions have been 
worked out and the correlations compared, the selection of the "right" reconstruc
tion will depend upon the number and value of the correlations. For this problem 
the suggestions under procedure 3b, but the student should attempt a reconstruc
tion from forms of cross section T¡ and the suffixal forms from E. This will show 
immediately the differences in results. 

The solution to Problem 17» 

In the solution below, the rules requested in the first part of instruction c are 
not completely formulated. The descriptive statement is, however, set upt the 
student should fill in the rest. 

1. Final vowels of stems before a zero-vowel high-tone morpheme become ... or remain 
• • • 

2. Stems consisting of one or more mid tones followed by a high tone or a low tone 
preserve the stem-final tones before low tones, and undergo a change of the stem-
final tone to a ... tone in all other occurrences. 

4 

3. Stems consisting of high tones or a high tone plus a mid tone ... 

h. Suffixes of mid tone become high after stems consisting of all ... tones. 

h. Loss of Consonant Phonemes 

When morphemes occur next to each other, one or the other, and sometimes both, may 
lose one or more of their contiguous consonant phonemes. For example, in Tojolabal the 
combination of the stem oS 'to enter' and the stem caan 'behind' becomes ocaan 'to put be
hind, ' rather than *occaan, which we might expect. Compare the following constructions» 

sutut 'he whirls around1 < J- 'tenae-aspect prefix'+ sutut 'to whirl around' 

suunil 'its paper1 ^ a- '3d sg. possessive prefix' + huun 'paper' 

In two combinations the first of two phonemes is lost and in one the second is lost» Se > 
c. Is > £, sh > j3. In some constructions the clusters in Tojolabal reduce, but undergo 
assimilation at the same time. For example, oc* 'to enter' +• si° 'wood' becomes oci9 'to 
put in wood.' The alveopalatal affricative _6 has been shifted front to the dental position 
of the j?. The resulting affricative is dental £. This type of assimilation-loss combina
tion is sometimes called "fusion." The total number of phonemes is reduced, but the evi
dence of the original- combination is still preserved. 
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Problem 18 (data from Classical Greek)^ 

Instructions! 

a. Compare the nominative (subject) forms (1-9) with the corresponding genitive 
forms (la-9a). 

b. Determine the assimilations which are exhibited in the nominative series. 

c. Describe the reductions in consonant clusters occurring in the same series. 

la. ait^iopos 'of an Ethiopian' 

2a. p^lebés 'of a vein' 

3a. p^úl3^03 'of a watchman' 

Ua. aigós *of a goat1 

5a. the«tós 'of a serf 

6a. elpidos 'of hope1 

7a. orni't^os 'of a bird' 

8a. gigantos 'of a giant1 

9a. hri«n6s 'of a nose' 

Supplementary informationi 

1. The stresses (perhaps combinations of tone and stress) are not pertinent to the 
problem. 

2. The ge*nitive series exhibit the basic forms of the stems (see section 2.23.2, D). 

One of the best ways to analyze such a problem as this is to reconstruct the forms as 
they might have existed before the presumed changes took place. The principles of proce
dure are simplet 

1. Take the fullest forms of each possible morpheme (or combinations of morphemes). 

2. Arrange these in their respective positions. 

3. Compare these reconstructed forms with the forms actually in use. This comparison 
may consist of replies to the following series of questions» 

a. What forms are unchanged? 

b. What forms are changed (that is, lost, fused, changed in quality, quantity, arid 
so on)? 

c. Are there similarities of change? 

d. How may such changes be described? 

1 . 

2. 

3 . 

h. 

$. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

a i t i o p s 

p^llps 

phúlaks 

aíks ' 

th£-s 

elpís 

órni-s 

gíga* s 

hr í«s 

i 'Ethiopian' 

'vein1 

'watchman' 

goat1 

' s e r f 

'hope' 

' b i rd ' 

' g i an t ' 

'nose ' 

2l*The phonemic transcription follows Edgar H. Sturtevant, The Pronunciation of Greek 
and Latin (Baltimorei Linguistic Society of America, I9J4.O). 
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We may assume that the genitive forms exhibit the basic stems, for they appear to be 
the least modified by their phonological surroundings. There are no phonological processes 
which would account for (l) the differences between p and b and between k and _g in such an 
intervocalic position, and (2) the intrusion of consonants between the stem vowel and the 
suffix vowel_o. On the other hand, we can readily 'discover the phonological "conditioning" 
for the assimilation of b to _p and _g to k before s and the loss of a consonant in final 
clusters of the type Cs or CC_s. On the basis of these general observations we may proceed 
to reconstruct the hypothetical forms (marked by a star) as follows» 

1. -a-aithiops 'Ethiopian' 6. #elpids 'hope' 

2. *phlebs 'vein' 7. *6rni«ths 'bird' 

3.. -K-p̂ ilaks 'watchman' 8. #gigants 'giant' 

it. #aigs 'goat' 9. *hri-ns 'nose' 

5. *th£'ts 'serf 

The test of such a reconstruction is in the number and significance of the correla
tions which may be discovered. By comparing the reconstructed forms with those in actual 
use we may say that bilabial and velar consonants before final -s are assimilated as to 
manner of articulation (i.e. voiced + voiceless becomes voiced + voiced) and that dental 
consonants before final -s are lost, with compensatory lengthening of a short to a long 
vowel if one of the consonants is n. Long vowels, of course, remain long. Such regular 
developments of phonological change are sufficient to warrant the selection of the stems 
in the genitive series as basic. This is not, however, obligatory, and one could, if he 
so desired, select the stems in the nominative series. But, if this is done, the resultant 
description is very complicated, for one must list those stems which change p_ to b and _k to 
_g, and those stems which add the phonemes -t, -d, -t*1, -nt, and -n before the genitive -os. 
This listing of morphemes is much more complicated than the simple statements about the 
regular changes which occur under phonologically definable circumstances. 

In the following two problems from Navaho^5 the actual forms occur in the first column: 
and the «reconstructed forms in the second. Instructions are given below Problem 20. 

Problem 19 

1. disl'h 'I belch' la. #diszé«h 

2. yisas 'I'm wearing out' 2a. #yiszas 

3. náhlsiá-h 'I pick them up1 3a. #náhislá«h 

U. hbnls£ 'I am discerning' Ua. #honisy£ 

5. 'as^ 'I eat' 5a. ̂ °asy| 

6. yisx|. 'I kill them' 6a. -Kyisg$ 

7. dlSá-h 'I start to go' 7a. *dishá-h 

Supplementary information» 

1. The tones are not pertinent to the problem. The unmarked vowels of series la-7a 

-'These data are taken from Harry Hoijer, Navaho Phonology (Albuquerque» University 
of New Mexico Press, 19h5), p. lió. 
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constitute a special morphophonemic (see section 8.22.6l) class. 

2. The differences in items h and $ are illustrative of Principle 3. 

Problem _20 

1. yisé'h 'he tans it1 

2. yiyi'sah 'he hooks it' 

3. yijQ'iá ''he hates him' 

k. ninis|L 'I have raised you' 

5>. yiixa-i 'he beats it with a stick' 

6. yélá'h 'he overtakes him' 

29 

l a . ttyi-lze'h 

2a. •«•yiyl'lzah 

3a. *yijb-±lá 

Ua. *niniiy$ 

5a. -*yilga«i 

6a. *yélhá«h 

Supplementary informationj The tones are not pert inent to the problem. 

In describing the changes (reduction and assimilation) in Problemsl9 and 20, chart 
the changes in the type of square indicated below rather than attempt to s t a te the d i f fe r 
ent allomorphs; 

AS 
Second members of the consonant clusters 

z z 1 y g h 

to 

<D 10 (D 
n ti -P 
e o ra 
<D o 0 
B H 

CD Ü 
-P ¿Í 
CO -p -P 
^ C 
-H VH td 
h O C 

Having charted the types of resultant forms in Problems 19 and 203 point out any parallels 
between the two' series of reductions and assimilations. The following questions may be 
helpful in finding significant correlations; 

1. What is the result of a voiceless phoneme plus a voiced phoneme? 

2. What is the result of a more front phoneme plus a more back phoneme? 

3. Which types of combinations reduce to one phoneme and which remain two? 

Problem 21 (data from Zoque, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. List the morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the types of reductions without referring to any specific phoneme. This 
can be done in two statements. 

d. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. kenu 'he looked' la. kenpa 'he looks' 

2. sihku 'he laughed' 2a. sikpa 'he laughs' 

(Continued on next page.)• 
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3. wihtu 'he walked' 3a. witpa 'he walks' 

U. ka°u ' 'he died' Ua. ka9pa 'he dies' 

5. nahpu 'he kicked1 5a. nahpa 'he kicks' 

6. cihcu 'it tore1 6a. cicpa 'it tears' 

7. sohsu 'it cooked' 7a. sospa 'it cooks' 

Supplementary informationi The difference in translation between 'he* and 'it* reflects 
only the differences in the types of subjects which normally occur with such 
verbs. It has no bearing upon the phonological problem. 

Problem 22 

Instructions: 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

b. Identify the stems minus the suffixes. 

c. State what has happened to the stems in the free forms listed in column 1 (omit, 
however, any change of vowels or stress). 

1. hymn la. hymnal 

2. solemn 2a. solemnize 

3. condemn 3a. condemnation 

U. damn Ua. damnation 

5. autumn 5a. autumnal 

Problem _23 

Instructionsi 

a. Add the following forms to the data of Problem 12. 

b. State the types of reductions which occur for all the data. 

7. 'as 9aci *my older brother' 7a. 9aci 'older brother' 

8. 9es mok 'my corn' 8a. mok 'corn' 

9. 'es 'inu *my zapote* 9a. 'inu 'zapote' (a kind of fruit) 

$. Loss of Vowel Phonemes 

In the same way that consonants may be lost, whether singly or in clusters, so vowels 
may be lost. Generally this loss results from (l) reduction of a cluster of vowels, (2) 
some type of stress, or (3) the position of the vowel at the end of the word or phrase. 

In some languages and with certain morphemes the reductions may be very extensive. 
For example, in Mazatec the stem-final vowels of verbs combine with dependent subject 
pronouns in the following manner (numerals refer tc discussion below): 

These data are from E. V. Pike, as cited in footnote 21. 
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Chart of Reductions 

Vowels of dependent subject pronouns 

-a -i -o 

31 

ia1 

e2 

a3 

oa1* 

i* 

ai6 

ai? 

oi8 

io? 

aolO 

aoll 

ol2 

For convenience in describing the relationships of the four phonemic vowels to each other, 
we may chart their relative positions as followst 

Chart of Vowel Positions 

Front Back 

High i o 

Low e a 

This chart does not correspond precisely to the type of chart usually employed in describ
ing the articulatory relationships of vowels, but for our purposes it is very useful, and 
the morphological validity of such a plotting of relationships will be evident from the 
correlations which it reveals. 

By listing the actual reduction (the first chart) and by correlating these reductions 
with the structural placements (the second chart), several significant facts may be ob
served» 

1. Sequences of identical vowels reduce to a single vowel of the same quality, i.e. 1 
plus 1 becomes _ij cf. 3, i>, 12. 

2. In sequences of nonidentical vowels, high vowels are never lost} cf. 1, U, 6, 7, 8, 
°, 10, and 11. 

3. The low-front vowel_e in combination with high vowels becomes a low-back vowelj 
cf. 6 and 10. 

U. A sequence of low-front vowel plus low-back vowel becomes a low-front vowel, cf. 2. 

A hasty glance at the Mazatec data from which the first chart is compiled and even 
some attention given to the chart itself may tend to leave the impression that the reduc
tions and changes have no rhyme or reason. It is true that the changes are arbitrary, just 
as all linguistic changes are fundamentally arbitrary, but there are some definite parallel
isms. That is to say, the changes are not random changes without relationship to each 
other. 

In the following data from Tlapanec, a language of Mexico, there are similar types of 
reductions and assimilations. 
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Problem 2k 

Instructions; 

a. Reconstruct the fuller forms in view of the supplementary information. 

b. Chart the reductions in accordance with the first chart of the Mazatec data. 

c. Chart the vowel relationships in accordance with the second chart of the Mazatec 
data. 

d. List all the parallelisms of change. 

e. Attempt to classify these parallelisms in terms of types of change. The text 
which follows the supplementary information indicates how each of these instruc
tions is to be carried out. 

1. gu'do- 'I have' la. Sta9da* 'you (sg.) have' 

2. ndayo- 'I see' 2a. nataya» 'you (sg.) see' 

3. narugo' 'I close' 3a. natarugwa» 'you (sg.) close' 

« 
h. nanfho* 'I tie' Ua. nataru°hwa» 'you (sg.) tie' 

5>. nari9ku* 'I translate' 5a. natari'kwi* 'you (sg.) translate' 

6. na«tanabu' 'I justify' 6a. naratanabi- 'you (sg.) justify' 

7. na«stu* 'I lick with the tongue' 7a. narasti* 'you (sg.) lick with the 
tongue' 

Supplementary informationj 

1. The tones are not written, as they are not pertinent to this problem. 

2. The unsuffixed stems of 1 and 2 end in _a. 

3. The unsuffixed stems of 3 and h end in_o. 

Iu The unsuffixed stem of £ ends in u. 

5. The unsuffixed stems of 6 and 7 end in _i. 

6. The suffix of the first person has a form -o in situations not involving such 
reductions. 

7. The suffix of the second person has a form -a in situations not involving such 
reductions. 

8. The supplementary information under numbers 2-7 above is supplied only through 
other occurrences, ones which do not involve the changes listed in Problem 2U. 

9. None of the phonemes up to and including the last consonant of the stem have any 
relationship to the phonological changes of the stem vowel and the personal suf
fix. 

On the basis of the original data and the supplementary information, one may readily 
proceed to follow the instructions, as shown below. 
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a. The reconstruction of the fuller forms» 

By combining the stem forms and the suffixal forms, the following type of series 
may be constructed» 

1. *gu"dao 

2. #ndayao 

etc. 

b. The charting of reductions» 

l a . -a-sta'daa 

2a. #natayaa 

Suffixal vowels 

3 

CD 
- P 

e t c . 

c. The charting of vowel relationships» 

Since there are only four vowels in Tlapanec, the charting of articulatory and 
structural relationships is parallel with that in Mazatec. 

d. Parallelisms of change» 

Therfe are numerous parallelisms of change. The following statements point out 
some of these» 

1. The reduction of identical vowels to a long vowel of the same quality occurs in 
3, h, la, and 2a. 

2. Combinations of back vowels plus -a result in consonant-vowel sequences», cf. 3a, 
Ua, and 5a. 

3. When the stem vowel is low (1, 2, 3, h) the final vowel is low, but when the 
stem vowel is high (5, 6, 7)* "the final vowel is high. 

e. Classification of the parallelisms of change» 

These parallelisms should be classified according to sequences of identical 
vowels and of nonidsntical vowels, then according to low vowels plus high vowels, 
high vowels plus low vowels, front vowels plus back vowels, low-front plus low-
back, and so on, including any combination which is significant in this series. 

One may readily ask what the value of this type of analysis is for the practical 
description of a language, since, as we shall find in accordance with Principle 3, we could 
simply list the various forms of the first person suffix(-o» and -u») and then list all the 
verbs with which they occur. Similarly, we could list the forms of the second person suf
fix (-a», -wa-, -wi«, and -ij and then list the verbs with which these occur. This is a 
perfectly possible and legitimate procedure, but it is quite clumsy and involves the making 
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of long lists of forms in order to indicate the combinations which occur. By means of the 
techniques we have indicated in Problem 2U we may eliminate this listing of forms and in a 
few simple statements indicate that all the changes take place "automatically," given the 
phonologically basic*i forms of the stems and of the suffixes. There is a very practical 
consideration for the person learning such a language: he need not memorize long lists of 
forms, but if he knows the form of the stem (which he will find in other combinations), he 
can immediately determine the proper form of the personal pronominal ending. Furthermore, 
these same types of changes in vowel clusters occur in many parts of the language. For 
this reason, such changes are generally described in the first part of the morphological 
section of a grammar in order that the details need not be repeated over and over again for 
the numerous instances in which the same phonological facts are pertinent. 

In Tonkawa^° the vowels in certain morphemes and combinations of morphemes-' are re
duced or lost according to regular patterns» 

1. Short vowels occurring in even-numbered syllables (counting from the beginning of 
the word) are lost. 

2. Long vowels in even-numbered syllables are reduced to short vowels. 

3. All stem-final vowels before vowel suffixes are lost. 

U. All stem-final vowels before consonant suffixes are retained. 

5. When final to the word, the last vowel of the stem is lost and the next to the last 
vowel is retained. 

Situations described in 3, h, and 5 constitute exceptions to "rule" 1. 

Examine closely the following set of forms. 

Problem»25 (data from Tonkawa, an Indian language of the United States) 

Instructions! 

a. Reconstruct the fuller forms, as was done in Problem 18, e.g.i 

2a. •fryamaxao0 

8a. #keyamaxano'> 

etc. 

b. Place over the vowels of the reconstructed series the number of the "rule" (1-5) 
by which we may account for its loss or retention (by exception), e.g.» 

27 
By "phonologically basic" we mean those forms which may be most conveniently employed 

to describe other related forms. 

See Chapter 9. 

See Harry Hoijer, "Tonkawa" in Linguistic Structures of Native America (Viking Fund 
Publications in Anthropology, Vol. 6) (New York, I9I46), p. 29Í7 Used by permission. 

-'There is a morphophonemically different class of vowels which do not undergo these 
changes (see Chapter 5). 
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1 3 
2a. #yamaxao'> 

1 k 
8a. •«•keyamaxano'' 

e t c . 

This is the reverse of the procedure employed in most problems, but it assists us 
in understanding the techniques of analysis and the significance of the final 
description. 

1. yamaxa- 'to paint someone's face' 8. keymaxano9 'he is painting my face' 

2. yaraxo' 'he paints his face' 9» notsono9 'he is hoeing it' 

3. keymaxo9 'he paints my face' 10. notos 'hoe' 

U. ka«na- 'to throw away' 11. notoso- 'to hoe' 

5. ka«no9 'he throws it away' 12. wentoso9 'he hoes them' 

6. xakano9 'he throws it far away' 13. notso9 'he hoes it' 

7. yamxano9 'he is painting his face' 

Supplementary information! Stem forms 1, k) and 11 exhibit no losses. 

It should be obvious that the method employed in describing the phonological differ
ences in the morphemes of Problem 25 is very much simpler than if we should first list the 
various allomorphs, e.g. ymaxa-, yamxa-, ymax-, and yamx-, and then list all the different 
combinations in which these variant forms occur. By discovering the phonological distri
bution of these allomorphs (i.e. by position within the word) we may succeed not only in 
identifying the morphemes in question but in greatly simplifying our subsequent description 
of their distribution (see Chaptersh and 5). 

6. Palatalization 

Palatalization consists in replacing a consonant by one of a more palatal (or some
times, alveopalatal) position, because of the presence of a front vowel or jr. Historically 
such changes have taken place very frequently, and can be seen in many English words. For 
example, the suffixation of -ion /-yen/ (cf. communion) to the word act /eekt/ results in 
/eek§en/, rather than the form /«asktyen/, which we might have expected. Similarly, divide 
/divayd/ plus /-yen/ becomes /divizen/ and convulse /kenvels/ plus /-yen/ becomes con
vulsion /kenvelSen/. Also, did you /did yuw/ may be optionally /dijuw/. 

There are many different types of palatalization, but the most common arei 

1. Replacement of a stop consonant by an affricate with sibilant type of off-glide, 
e.g. ti > <&, ki > íi, di > ji, gi > ji.-31 

2. Replacement of stops or affricate consonants by sibilant continuants, e.g. ti > si, 
ki > Si, jii > z^, gi > 5i, tí > ]S, z > £. 

In some combinations the high front vowel (or consonant) is fused with the preceding 
consonant and is thus lost, but in others the so-called palatalizing element is retained. 
There is a tendency for phonemes to be replaced by ones of the same voiced or voiceless 
quality, but this by no means always happens. 
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3. Replacement of dental or velar continuants by alveopalata]. or palatal sibilant con
tinuants, e.g. si^> s^, Qi_ > |i¿ ̂ i. > si^ zî  > zi¿ gi_ y zi. 

Problem 26 (data from Hausa, a language of West Africa)-^ 

Instructions» 

a. Identify as many morphemes as possible. 

b. List all morphemes of which one or more allomorphs involve palatalization. 

c. List all the types of palatalization. 

. gljll 

10. mabuusii 'player of a wind instrument' 

11. mabuusaa 'players of wind instruments' 

12. rans1- 'to swear an oath' 

13. yaaranc'ee 'he swore an oath' 

lH. z- 'to go1 

lS. yaajee 'he went' 

ló. ciiz- 'to bite' 

17. maclijii 'snake' 

1. saat- 'to comb' 

2. masaacii 'a comb' 

3. b'aat- 'to spoil' 

h. yaab'aaci 'he's spoiled' 

5. b'add- Jto lose' 

6. yaab'accee 'he's lost' 

7. gid- 'house' 

'house' 

9- buus- 'to blow1 

Supplementary information: 

1. The tones are not pertinent to the problem. 

2. Though the replacement of s' (12) by S_|_ (13) is the reverse of what has been 
described as the second principal type of palatalization, yet the shift in artic-
ulatory position is toward the more palatal position. 

Problem 27 (data from Mazahua, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» List the types of palatalization. 

1. njisu 'women' la. ndiSu 

2a. nd^hg 

3a. ndo°yi 

Ua. ndffl5n9 

2. 

3 . 

U. 

5. 
6 . 

nj2h9 

njo 'y i 

njeech9 

njuNu 

njo'o 

' s ingers ' 

'bones' 

'corn ( p i . ) ' 

' f lowers ' 

' eyes' 

woman' 

singer 

'bone' 

'corn' 

5a. nduMu 'flower' 

6a. ndo°o 'eye' 

(Continued on next page.) 

32, 
See Hodge, op_. cit., pp. 25-26, 
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7a. thomffic'i ' b r e a d ' 

'boy ' 

37 

8a. t ' i ' i 

9a . t 'eezi ' m e t a l ' 

10a. t 'ee^bi ' g r a s s ' 

l i a . t ffi'mae ' c h a r c o a l ' 

12a. ndascnl ' s h e e p ' 

7. choireec'i 'bread (pi.)' 

8. c^i 'boys' 

9. c'aezi 'metals' 

10. c'ae0bi 'grasses' 

11. 5 ae'iree 'charcoal (pi.)' 

12. njeechi 'sheep (pi.)' 

Supplementary information: 

1. Tones are not given in the data. 

2. The plural morpheme has an allomorph ŷ -, which combines with the forms of column 
2 to produce the replacements occurring in column 1. 

3. It is possible to regard the initial clusters beginning with a nasal as constitut
ing unit phonemes. 

H. Supplementary Problems Illustrative of Principle 2 

Problem 28 (data [restricted] from Popoluca, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify all the morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. ,inku9tpa 'you (sg.) eat it' 

2. 'anhokspa 'I hoe it' 

3. 'iku't 'he ate it' 

k- 'imo-ya 'his flower' 

i>. mo«ya 'flower' 

6. °ampetpa 'I sweep it' 

7. 'impet 'you swept it' 

8. 'antek 'my house' 

Supplementary information: 

1. The same morphemes are used as subjects of transitive verb forms and as possessives 
of nouns. 

2. The phonological processes include assimilation and reduction of consonant clus
ters. 

9. 9iñhokspa 'you (sg.) are hoeing it' 

10. no'mi 'boss' 

11. °ano'mi 'my boss' 

12. 9ika-ma 'his cornfield' 

13. 'inka'ma 'your (sg.) cornfield' 

lU. 'amo'ya 'my flower' 

1?. 'ino-mi 'your (sg.) boss' 
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Problem 2° (data [restricted] from Zapotee of the Isthmus, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify all morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. geta 'corncake' 

2. bere 'chicken' 

3. do0o 'rope' 

h. ya«ga 'wood' 

5. di9ija 'word' 

6. palu 'stick' 

7. ku*ba 'dough' 

8. tapa 'four' 

la. sketabe 'his corncake' 

2a. sperebe 'his chicken' 

3a. sto'obe 'his rope' 

Ua. sya'gabe 'his wood' 

5a. sti'ijabe 'his word' 

6a. spalube 'his stick' 

7a. sku*babe 'his dough' 

lb. sketalu9 'your corncake' 

2b. sperelu9 'your chicken' 

3b. sto^olu0 'your rope' 

Ub. sya'galu9 'your wood' 

$b. sti'i^alu9 'your word' 

6b. spalulu' 'your stick' 

7b. sku'balu9 'your dough' 

8b. stapalu9 'your four' 8a. stapabe 'his four' 

Problem 30 (data [restricted] from a Veracruz dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify all morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. tiwi 'you (sg.) come' 

2. niwi 'I come' 

3. nikmana 'I cook it' 

7. nikmanatih 'we (excl.) are going to cook it' 

8. tikmanatih 'we (incl.) are going to cook it' 

°. kimana 'he cooks it' 

10. kimanah 'they cook it' U. nikmana0 'I cooked it' 

5. tikmanas 'you (sg.) will cook it' 11. momana 'it cooks itself' 

6. kimanati 'he is going to cook it' 

Supplementary informationi 

1. The third person subject pronoun is not overtly expressed. 

2. The combination ti-,.,-h (8) means 'we including you.' The second person plural 
subject morpheme is an- (see Problem l). 
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Problem 31 (data from Kekchi, a language of Guatemala) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify all morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

9. Sril 'he saw it' 

10. sqil 'we saw it' 

11. seril 'you (pi.) saw it' 

'they saw it' 

'they are going to see it' 

'to hit' 

'he will throw it' 

12. se'ril 

13. te'ril 

lh. -sak' 

V~>. tiskut 

1. Sinsak' 'I hit him' 

2. Sasak' 'you (sg.) hit him' 

3. Ssak-' 'he hit him' 

U. Sqasak' 'we hit him' 

5. sesak1 'you (pi.) hit him' 

6. se'sak' 'they hit him' 

7. Sgwil 'I saw it' 

8. sagwil 'you (sg.) saw it' 

Supplementary information» 

1. The third person object is not overtly indicated. 

2. One allomorph of the third person subject morpheme is -§- (15), but in form 3, a 
reduction of cluster takes place. 

3. The verb 'hit' (1-6) is a past-tense form. 

Problem 32 (data from the Luba-Lulua dialect of Chiluba, a language of the Congo) 

Instructions» 

a. Identify all morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. hsiima 'I, biting' 

2. úsumá 'you (sg.), biting' 

3. usumá 'he, biting' 

k. hdí hsumá 'I am biting' 

5. údí úsíimá 'you (sg . ) are b i t i n g ' 

6. íidí iisuma 'he i s b i t i n g ' 

7. hcidí hsumá ' I am now b i t i ng ' 

* É / r v * 

o. ntu na-suma 'I am always biting' 

9. útú wá«sümá 'you (sg.) are always biting' 

10. ütú wa-sumá 'he is always biting' 

11. mbá-sumú 'I bit (indefinite past)' 

12. hdí músumé 'I have bitten' 

13. údí músumé 'you (sg.) have bitten' 
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Supplementary information» 

1. Forms 1-3 are participial forms. 

2. The allomorphic form of the first person pronoun in the second word of item 8 is 
not characteristic of prevowel position, but should be treated as such in terms 
of these limited data. 

3. Form 11 is primarily a Baluba dialect form. The final -u may be disregarded. 

h. The second forms in items 12 and 13 are past participles. The prefix mu- is a 
person indicator, employed with all singular persons. 

5. A tone mark written over a consonant indicates that it is syllabic. 

6. Vowels such as u and i may become consonants w and g in certain situations. See 
forms Q and 10. 

7. The tonal part of a morpheme may be transferred to some contiguous phonemes. The 
allomorphic structure maybe symbolized as C.'..-. 

Problem 33 (data from Turn, £. language of Tanganyika) 

Instructions» 

a. I d e n t i f y a l l t he morphemes. 

b . L i s t a l l morphemes having al lomorphs. 

c . Describe t h e d i s t r i b u t i o n of a l l al lomorphs having phono log ica l ly d e f i n a b l e p o s i 
t i o n s of occur rence . 

1. nahé-ya ' I t ake away' 9- ogo«mohl«ya 'he w i l l t a k e him away1 

2. nagtehl«ya ' I t a k e i t away' 10. nahl-yua ' I was t aken away' 

3 . namóhe-ya ' I t a k e him away' 1 1 . wahl-yua 'he was taken away' 

h. wamóhe«ya 'he t a k e s him away' 12. gó*mohe'ya 'we w i l l take him away' 

5>. goagehé#ya 'we t ake i t away' 13. teeómohe-ya ' t h e y w i l l t ake him away' 

6 . ngó 'gehé 'ya ' I w i l l t ake i t away' l iu teehl-ye ' l e t them take away' 

7. r)gó'mohe«ya ' I w i l l t a k e him away' 15. r j l 'ye ' l e t me t ake away' 

8. o g c n é ' y a ' he w i l l t ake me away' ló. ohe«ya ' t o t a k e away' 

Supplementary information» 

1. Turn has h igh and low t o n e s . Only high tones a r e marked h e r e . Usual ly t h e r e i s 
only one high tone on each word, but t h e r e may be two ( 6 ) , or none ( l 6 ) . The 
f a c t o r s which govern t he placement of tone are ve ry complicated, and need not be 
cons idered i n t h i s problem. 

2. The _a occur r ing i n t he p r e f i x a l p o r t i o n of i tems 1-5, 10, and 11 should be 
desc r ibed as a morpheme. 
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3, Analyze the alternant forms occurring in 8 and 15 as resulting from assimilation 
and reduction. 

li. Item 12 exhibits a reduction of two similar syllables, gogo» "> go-. This type of 
reduction is not uncommon and is called "haplology.n 

Problem 3h (data from Sudan Colloquial Arabic 

Instructions» 

a. Identify as many morphemes as the data indicate. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of all allomorphs having phonologically definable posi
tions of occurrence. 

1. kita^bi. 'my book1 

2. k i t a»bak 'your (m. s g . ) book1 

3 . k i t a « b i k ' your (f . s g . ) book' 

U. k i t a « b u ' h i s book1 

5. k i t a « b a ' h e r book1 

6 . k i t a«bna ' o u r book' 

7. kita«bkum 

8. k i t a«bkan 

9 . kita«buin 

10. k i t a » b i n 

'your (m. p l . ) book' 

'your (f . p l . ) book' 

' t h e i r (m.) book' 

' t h e i r ( f . ) book' 

l a . axu«y 'my b r o t h e r ' 

2a. axu*k 'your (m. s g . ) b r o t h e r ' 

3a . axu«ki 'your ( f . s g . ) b r o t h e r ' 

Ua. axu«hu ' h i s b r o t h e r ' 

5a. axu-ha ' h e r b r o t h e r ' 

6 a . axu*na ' ou r b r o t h e r ' 

7a. axu-kum 'your (m. p l . ) b r o t h e r ' 

8a. axu 'kan 'your (f . p l . ) b r o t h e r ' 

9a. axu'hum ' t h e i r (m.) b r o t h e r 1 

10a. a x u ' h i n ' t h e i r ( f . ) b r o t h e r ' 

Supplementary informationi 

1. With regard to form la, see Problem 32, supplementary information 6. 

2. The stem vowels of Arabic may constitute morphemes, but the requisite data are no1 
given in this problem. Hence the stems should be treated here as single morphemic 
units. 

The problems which have been discussed in this section do not begin to cover all the 
types of phonologically definable situations. The Appendix, however, does offer a fairly 
comprehensive treatment of the various, commonly observed patterns affecting phonological 
dj stribution. 

2.23 Principle 3 

Forms which have a common semantic distinctiveness but which differ in phonemic form 
in such a way that their distribution cannot be phonologically defined constitute a single 
morpheme if the forms are in complementary distribution in accordance with the following 
restrictions! 

-"See Trimingham, o£. cit., p. 3U. 
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1. Occurrence in the same structural series has precedence over occurrence in differ
ent structural series in the determination of morphemic status. 

2. Complementary distribution in different structural series constitutes a basis for 
combining possible allomorphs into one morpneme only if there also occurs in these 
different structural series a morpheme which belongs to the same distribution class 
as the allomorphic series in question and which itself has only one allomorph or 
phonologically defined allomorphs. 

3. Immediate tactical environments have precedence over nonimmediate tactical environ
ments in determining morphemic status. 

U. Contrast in identical distributional environments may be treated as submorphemic 
if the difference in meaning of the allomorphs reflects the distribution of these 
forms. 

2.23.1 The Meaning of Principle 3 

A. "Common semantic distinctiveness" is here identical in meaning and application with 
this phrase as it is used in the development of Principles 1 and 2. 

B. The clause "but which differ in phonemic form in such a way that their distribution 
cannot be phonologically defined" means that the differences of form cannot be 
treated under Principle 2, whereby we reconcile such formal contrasts by determin
ing the phonological distribution. 

C. "Complementary distribution" means that differences of form are paralleled by dif
ferences of distribution. For example, let us assume that a morpheme has three 
allomorphs 1, 2, 3, and that these allomorphs occur with stems A through J in such 
a way that not more than one allomorph ever occurs with a single stem, e.g. Al, Bl, 
C3, D2, El, F3, G2, HI, 13, J2. In accordance with this type of distribution, we 
may say that the allomorphs 1, 2, and 3 are in complementary distribution with 
stems A through J. 

D. Certain "restrictions" are necessary to the general principle of complementary dis
tribution. Otherwise we would be involved in many contradictory types of analy
ses.-^4 

E. The phrase "same structural series" in restriction 1 identifies a series of forms 
which are structurally related, both by contrast with other series and by virtue 
of their having certain common features. These problems will be treated fully in 
Chapter 5, but may be illustrated here. We may say that in English the forms 
roses, boys, lips, oxen, and sheep belong to the same structural series. The for-
mational elements of the plural are not identical, but this series contrasts with 
all other series in English and exhibits the common feature of having singular 
nouns as stems and plural formatives consisting of a single allomorphic series. 
The genitive morpheme /-©z ~ -z ~ -s/ is in a different structural series in that 
it occurs with both singular and plural nouns, e.g. man's and men's. 

In Kekchi the morpheme ±n 'first person pronominal substitute' occurs as a pre
fix before the stem in tinbeq 'I will walk' and as a suffix following the stem in 
ya§in 'I am sick.' These forms represent different structural series in that the 
verb stems are of different classes and the order of the constituent parts is dif
ferent. There are also other formal and structural contrasts (see Problem 37). 

-^See Eugene A. Nida, "A System for the Identification of Morphemes," Language, 2U 
(19U8), ht UlU-Ul. 
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F. In order to understand the meaning of restriction 2, we may consider a purely 
hypothetical problem involving the following sets of pronouns: 

Subject Pronouns Object Pronouns 

(always following the verb) (always preceding the verb) 

1st per. -na fi-

2d per. -so ka-

3d per. animate -ri pc— 
These pronominal affixes are in complementary distribution and are in different 
structural series. They do not, however, meet the requirements of restriction 2 
for permitting the combination of the six forms into three sets of bi-allomorphic 
morphemes (i.e. morphemes with two allomorphs), since there is no one morpheme in 
both structural series which has the same form or allomorphs whose distribution 
may be phonologically defined. If, however, we could add to this set the affixal 
form M as a third person inanimate pronoun, both subjective and objective, then 
we would have the data which would permit the combining of the subjective and ob
jective forms.35 (See Problem 37 for such a situation in Kekchi.) 

G. The phrase "immediate tactical environments11 in restriction 3 identifies the im
mediate construction in which any morpheme occurs. (See Chapter U for the analysis 
of immediate constituents.) For example, in the boys died the immediate tactical 
environment of -s is boy-. Any combination of boys, such as the boys or the boys 
died is the nonimmediate tactical environment of -_s. 

"Tactical" refers to the meaningful relationship of forms to each other. This 
relationship is definable in terms of form (the order and junctures) and function 
(the relationship of the parts to the whole). 

To understand the meaning of restriction 3, we may take another hypothetical 
situation. Let us assume that all nouns have a suffix -ma when occurring as sub
jects and have a suffix -li when occurring as objects. We may also assume that 
nouns as subject expressions precede the verb and as object expressions follow the 
verb. This would mean that -ma and -li would be in complementary distribution in 
their nonimmediate environments, but would not be in complementary distribution in 
their immediate environments, since a single noun stem would occur with either -ma 
or -li. If this situation existed, we would regard -ma and -li as separate mor
phemes, despite the fact that they are in complementary distribution in their non-
immediate environments. Restriction 3 is specifically adopted so as to set up im
mediate tactical environments as of higher priority than nonimmediate environments 
in determining morphemic status. 

H. "Contrast in identical distributional environments" in restriction h means that 
more than one form may occur in a particular situation} e.g. the verb show occurs 
with two "past participial" formations» shown and showed. The distributions of -n 
and -ed are not complementary at this point, i.e. they contrast. According to 

-^Restriction 2 is structurally very important and reflects the problem of significa
tion. If we should have a situation such as is indicated by the six hypothetical forms 
first given, it would be impossible to know whether the distinction between subject vs. 
object relationships is "signaled" by the position of the forms or by their formal differ
ences. Without other evidence, we would have to conclude that both form and position are 
meaningful. But once we are given the supplementary data that a single form may occur in 
both positions and that the positions alone are sufficient to "signal" the subject-object 
distinction, we have structural evidence for the uniting of formally different items into 
single morphemes. 
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restriction h this contrast is not sufficient to force us to regard -n and -ed as 
separate morphemes (note that for the most part they are in complementary distri
bution), since whatever difference of meaning there is between -n and -ed is a re
flection of their differences of distribution. (See Chapter 6 for a fuller dis
cussion of these problems of meaning.) 

2.23.2 The Application of Principle 3 

A. Determination of Allomorphs by Complementary Distribution 

The plural forms of English nouns illustrate a number of points in the application of 
Principle 3. The predominant pattern of formation consists in the suffixation of /-ez ~ 
-z ~ -s/, but there are other ways of forming the plural. For example, the noun o_x suffixes 
-en. There is absolutely nothing in the phonological form of the stem _ox to indicate that 
it does not take the regular plural suffixal set. A word such as box, which is phonolog-
ically similar, does take the suffix /-ez/. The only way in which we may know which words 
occur with which suffixes is to make a list, and the specific class for oxen contains just 
this one word. Since, however, the allomorphic set /-ez ~ -z ~ -s/ and the form /-9n/ are 
in complementary distribution and have a common semantic distinctiveness (i.e. they are 
indicators of pluralization), we may combine all these forms as allomorphs. Some plural 
nouns do not differ in any overt way from the singular nouns, e.g. sheep, trout, elk, salnh 
on and grouse. For the sake of descriptive convenience we may say that these vrords occur 
with a zero suffix.36 

B. Basis of Complementation 

The three types of plural formatives (l) /-ez ~ -z ~ -s/, (2) /-en/, and (3) -0 (0 — 
zero) are all in complementary distribution.37 If they are combined as a single morpheme, 
then each of these forms constitutes an allomorph. Nevertheless, the relationships between 
these allomcrphs are quite different because the basis of complementation is very different. 
The allomorphs /-ez ~ -z ~ -s/ are in complementation on the basis of phonological environ
ment. This type of complementation we symbolize by ~. The complementation which exists 
between the three types of plural formatives-^" is based upon the morphological environment. 
That is to say, we can describe the environment only by specifically identifying particular 
morphemes. This type of complementation we may symbolize by ». Accordingly, the series 
noted above may be written as /(-ez ~ -z ~ -s) «= -en <» -0/. 

C. Degree of Phonological Difference between Allomorphs 

There are absolutely no limits to the degree of phonological difference between allo
morphs. 39 Allomorphs may consist of very different phonemes as in the plural formatives 
/(-ez ~ -z ~ -s) <» -en <* -0/ or they may be quite similar. For example, some nouns have 
an allomorphic bound stem which occurs before plural formatives. In treating such a series 

3°A zero is a significant absence of something. See section E, below, for further 
explanation. 

37 
There are certain apparent exceptions to this statement, e.g. The Elks held a meet

ing in the city hall, but such problems are handled under restriction U, above, or under 
Principle 5, which deals with homonyms. 

3°There are other types of morphemes, but these will not be considered until Chapter 3. 

39 
In this respect morphological and phonemic analyses differ. For example, in English 

the sounds [n] and [h] are in complementary distribution, but they are not subsumed under 
the same phoneme as allophones because of their phonological differences. No such restric
tion exists in morphological analysis. 
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as wife : wives, thief : thieves, wreath : wreaths, bath : baths, house : houses, we set 
up a series of allomorphs which are phonologically very similar: /wayf °° wayv-, 6iyf <*> 
Giyv-, riyQ °° riyd-, bas6 = bad-, haws => hawz-/. 

There is no correlation between the degree of phonological difference and the basis 
of complementation. Allomorphs whose distribution may be phonologically defined, e.g. /&/ 
a ~ /sen/ an, may be utterly different in phonological form (see data under Principle 2). 
On the otTTer hand, phonologically defined allomorphs^ may be phonologically very similar, 
e.g. /-9Z ~ -z ~ -s/: roses, boys, and lips. In the same way, allomorphs whose distribu
tion may be morphologically defined may be very different in phonological form, e.g. /(-ez 
~ -z ~ -s) «» -9n/ (in addition, see problems below), or quite similar, e.g. /wayf «» wayv-/ 
wife •» wiv-. 

D. Basic and Nonbasic Allomorphs 

In treating phonologically defined allomorphs it is sometimes helpful to select a 
single form as phonologically basic, i.e. one from which the other allomorphs may be phono
logically "derived."Ul For example, of the three allomorphs /-az ~ -z ~ -s/ we may set 
up /-8z/ as phonologically basic. This is done in view of two types of datai (l) compari
son with other similar series in English, e.g. /iz ~ z ~ s/, atonic forms of isi Rose's 
dead, Bill's dead, Dick's dead, /ez ~ z ~ s/, atonic forms of has: Rose's done it, Bill's 
done it, and Dick's done it, and (2) congruence with general patterns of phonological 
change, by which we note that it is "phonologically simpler"^ to explain or describe the 
loss of a phoneme tl̂ an the addition of one. For the most part, however, we do not concern 
ourselves greatly about the rank of allomorphs as determined by their possible phonological 
relationships. 

There is much greater value in determining the basic or nonbasic character of morphea 
logically defined allomorphs.^0 The basic allomorph is defined in terms of three charac
teristics: statistical predominance, productivity of new formations, and regularity of 
formation. An allomorph which occurs in more combinations than any other may generally be 
selected as being the basic form.^ A form which is statistically predominant is also 
likely to be productive of new combinations. For example, in English the so-called_s-
plural is productive of new plural formations, e.g. radios and videos. Whether a form is 
regular (i.e. consists of phonologically defined allomorphs) may also be a factor in deter
mining its allomorphic rank. 

The determining of the basic form of a morpheme makes it possible to refer to the en
tire morpheme by a single allomorphic form. For example, in discussing the English plural 
formatives we may refer to the allomorphic series as a whole by using the symbols { J to 
enclose the basic allomorph, e.g. { -ezj. In many instances, there is no foundation for, or 

^ "Phonologically defined allomorphs" means that the distribution of the allomorphs 
in question may be phonologically defined. Similarly, "morphologically defined allomorphs" 
means that the distribution of the allomorphs may be morphologically defined. 

This does not mean that there is any essential relationship between the descriptive 
(synchronic) treatment and the historical (diachronic) development, though the correlation 
is usually close. 

L.2 
By "phonologically simpler" we mean that the description of loss may usually be 

made without identifying any phoneme, but the description of additions demands the indica
tion of the specific phoneme added. The description of loss is also phonologically simpler 
in that the loss of a phoneme is a more commonly observed phonological process than the 
addition of one. For a fuller treatment of these problems, see the Appendix. 

4 This is analogous to the usual procedure in the selection of allophones. 
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particular value in, attempting to set up a basic allomorph, but one may arbitrarily select 
a particular characteristic form of an allomorphic series and use it to refer to the entire 
series. 

E. Types of Zero 

When the structure of a series of related forms is such that there is a significant 
absence of a formal feature at some point or points in the series, we may describe such a 
significant absence as "zero." For example, with the words sheep, trout, elk, salmon, and 
grouse, there is a significant (meaningful) absence of a plural suffix. We determine that 
there is an absence because the total structure is such as to make us "expect" to find a 
suffix. This absence is meaningful, since the form with the absence (i.e. with zero) has 
a meaning which is different from the singular form, which has no such absence. A signif
icant absence in an allomorphic series may be called an allomorphic zero. 

Sometimes the general structure suggests a zero element. For example, in Totonac the 
subject pronouns are as follows» 

k- first person singular -tit second person plural 

-wi first person plural — third person singular 

-ti second person singular -qu* third person plural 

The third person singular is never indicated overtly, i.e. it has no obvious form. The 
absence of some other form is what actually indicates the third singular. Structurally, 
this is a type of significant absence) it is not, however, an allomorphic. zero, but, rather, 
a morphemic zero. That is to say, this significant absence does not occur in a series of 
allomorphs, but in a series of morphemes. Both types of. zeros are structurally and descrip
tively pertinent, but should be carefully distinguished.^ 

F. Supplementary Problems Illustrative of Principle 3 

Problem 35 (data from Tzeltal, a language of Mexico 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the sternŝ  to which the verb-forming suffix is added. 

b. List the allomorphic alternants of the stems (see supplementary information 1). 

c. List the allomorphs of the verb-forming suffix and under each allomorph the stem 
or stems with which it occurs. 

^It is possible to say that in English the nouns have a zero morpheme for singular 
and [ -ez] for plural. This would mean that sheep in the singular would have a morphemic 
zero and in the plural an allomorphic zero. One should, however, avoid the indiscriminate 
use of morphemic zeros. Otherwise, the description of a language becomes unduly sprinkled 
with zeros merely for the sake of structural congruence and balance. 

See Slocum, £p. _cit¿, p. 82. 

A distinction is made between (l) stems, which may consist of any number of mor
phemes but which include a root and underlie further'formations, and (2) roots (see Chap
ter 3). 



1. -betan 'to loan" 

2. -'ipan 'to nourish' 

3. -°elk'an 'to steal1 

1±. -k'opan 'to speak with•' 

£. -'abatin 'to serve' 

6. -9inamin 'to take a wife' 

7. -heholin 'to be one's namesake1 

8. -mulin 'to commit sin' 

9. -waySin 'to dream of 

10. -wayibin 'to use for bed' 

11. -mak'lin 'to provide food for' 

12. -c'aklin 'to accompany1 

13. -hawc'un 'to fall backwards' 

Supplementary information: 

THE IDENTIFICATION OF MORPHEMES 

la. bet 'debt' 

2a. 'ip 'strength' 

3a. 'elek' 'stealing' 

Ua. k'op 'speech' 

5a. ''abat 'servant' 

6a. 9inam 'wife' 

7a. hehol 'namesake' 

8a. mul 'sin' 

9a. wayiS 'dream' 

hi 

10a. wayib 

11a. -mak' 

12a. -c'ak 

13a. -hawc'-

'bed' 

'to divide in pieces' 

'to join1 

'fall backwards1 

1. Some of the stems consist of more than one morpheme, but for the sake of this 
description treat the stems as single units. 

2. The allomorphs of the suffix have morphologically definable distributions. Be
cause of the limited data of this problem it would be possible to construct some 
phonologically definable conditions of occurrence, but these are invalid for the 
structure as a whole. 

3. The second column does not necessarily give the forms of the stems. The stem-
formative -1- constitutes a morpheme. 

Solution to Problem 35* 

Having followed the instructions for Problem 35, it is possible to describe the 
solution in one of the following ways: 

Alternative A 

-in ~ -an ~ -un,^' 

-in occurs with 

verb-forming suffix, has the following distribution: 

e order of listing allomorphs is not particularly significant in this problem, 
but for the sake of some systematic treatment it is convenient to base the order on nu
merical superiority of occurrence. 
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9abat ' s e r v a n t ' ^ 

°inam 'wife ' 

e tc . 

-an occurs with 

bet 'deb t ' 

9 i p ' s t r eng th ' 

• 'e lk ' - (a. 9 elek ' )k9 ' s tea l ing ' 

e t c . 

-un occurs with 

-hawc'- ' f a l l backwards' 

Alternative B 

- i n ~ -an ~ -un, verb-forming suffix, occurs in the following distr ibution* 

- i n : -^abatin. ' t o se rve , ' -9inamin ' to take a wi fe , ' e tc . 

-ant -betan ' t o loan , ' -9 ipan ' to nourish, ' e tc . 

-uni -hawc'un ' t o f a l l backwards' 

Alternative C 

- i n ~ -an ~ -un, verb-forming suffix, occurs in the following d is t r ibu t ion : 

- i n : 

- ' ' abat in ' t o serve' (< 9abat ' servant ' ) 

-9 inamin ' t o take a wife' ( ( 9inam 'wife ') 

e t c . 

-an: 

-betan ' t o loan' ( < b e t 'debt') 

-''ipan 'to nourish' ( ̂ 2iE 'strength') 

etc. 

) R 

All the resultant forms (those in the first column) are bound (i.e. do not occur as 
full words in isolation, but must have prefixes added), but the stems to which the verb-
forming suffix is added are not necessarily bound. Those that are free words should be 
written without hyphens. Those that are bound should have hyphens. 

ho 
Where a stem is an allomorph of a free form, it is frequently valuable to indicate 

this relationship. 
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-urn 

-hawc\un 'to fall backwards' (<( -hawc'- 'fall backwards') 

There is no fixed format which must be employed in stating the solutions to linguistic 
problems. The details which are to be included or excluded depend greatly upon (l) the 
type of data, (2) the extent of the data, and (3) the type of publication for which one is 
writing. We are here considering only the first two factors. For our purposes in studying 
the techniques discussed in this text, it is preferable to use some sort of outline pre
sentation. Whether, however, one should give lists of forms in sequence on the same line 
(alternative B) or should list by columns (alternatives A and C) depends entirely upon 
one's personal taste. Usually, however, it is better to list by columns, for forms may be 
located more readily and parallelisms or discrepancies may be more easily detected. 

The alternative descriptions above differ principally in the data given under each 
allomorph. In alternative A the stems are listed, but no indication is made of the con
siderable differences of meaning between the stem forms and the suffixed forms. Alterna
tive B is similar, but here only the resultant forms are listed and the stems are not 
given. Alternative C lists both, but gives the suffixed forms first, and then the stems 
from which these are derived. Where there are extensive differences of meaning, it is 
important to note both the stems and the resultant forms. In a series such as that for the 
affixation of the -er agentive suffix to verbs, e.g. walker, worker, dancer, player, fin
isher, there is no particular necessity to identify both the stem and the affixed combina
tion, for the meaningful relationships are perfectly regular. 

Unless otherwise stated, the student should list all forms which illustrate the dis
tribution of any allomorph or morpheme. This means that "etc." should not be used. It is 
also to be avoided in indicating illustrative examples (i.e. where the entire membership 
of a class is not included). Its use in these alternative solutions is simply to call 
attention to the fact that the lists are not complete} the student is supposed to supply 
the additional data. 

Problem 36 (the data consist of items 1-2U of Problem 5>). 

Instruction»; 

a. Reexamine the sets of subject and object pronouns. 

b. Describe the differences in distribution for each set. 

c. List the sets of morphologically defined allomorphs. 

d. State the particular restrictions involved and the way in which they operate. 

Supplementary information:' 

1. The negative forms 26-29 introduce problems which are beyond the scope of this 
problem. They should be omitted from this analysis. 

2. As the data now stand it would be possible to formulate a phonological basis for 
the distributions of subject and object pronouns, but this phonological distribu
tion is not valid for the language as a whole. 

Problem 37 (data from Kekchi, a language of Guatemala) 

Instructions» 

a. Add the following data to Problem 31. 
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b. List the three series of potential allomorphs. 

c. Determine the restrictions which are applicable to possible complementation of 
these series. 

d. Symbolize the relationships of the allomorphs. 

16. Sinkam 'I died' 

17. Satkam 'you (sg.) died' 

18. skam 'he died' 

19. sokam 'vre died' 

20. SeSkam 'you (pi.) died' 

21. Se'kam 'they died' 

22. yaSin 'I am sick' 

23. yasat 'you (sg.) are sick' 

2U. yas 'he is sick' 

2^. yas"o 'we are sick* 

26. yases 'you (pi.) are sick' 

27. yase'p 'they are sick' 

28. gwinkin 'I am a man' 

29. ciat 'you are a dog' 

30. i§k 'she is a woman' 

31. gwinko 'we are men' 

32. Sules 'you (pi.) are animals' 

33. peke'p 'they are stones' 

3k. inci 'my dog' 

35. agwink 'your (sg.) man' 

36. s§ul 'his animal' 

37. qapek 'our stone' 

3B. esul 'your (pi.) animal' 

39. s^ule'p 'their animal' 

hO. gwococ 'my house' 

Ul. agwocoS 'your (sg.) house' 

U2. rococ 'his house' 

U3. qo£oc 'our house' 

UU. erococ 'your (pi.) house' 

U5. rococe°p 'their house' 

Supplementary information» 

1. There is no third person singular morpheme in forms 18, 2U, and 30. 

2. Form 30 is also the word meaning 'woman.' 

Discussion of Problem 37: 

The sets of allomorphs of pronominal morphemes are as follows: 

Subjects of Transitive Verbs, and 
Possessives with Nouns 

Is. 

2s. 

Before Vowels 

A 

gw-

agw-

Befi ore Consonants 

B 

in-

a-

Subjeels of Intransitive Verbs, and 
Objects of Transitive Verbs 

in- (-in) 

at- (-at) 

(Continued on next page. 
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3 s . 

I p . 

2p. 

3p. 

r -

q-

e r -

e 9 r - (verbal) 

s -

qa-

e-

e°- (verbal) 

o- (-o) 

es"- (-es) 

-e'p 

r-...-e°p (nominal) s-...-e''p (nominal) 

There are some very important facts to be considered before giving a final answer to 
this problem: 

1. These sets of pronouns may occur in quite different structural series. Note that 
sets A and B occur as subjects of transitive verbs and as possessive pronouns "with 
nouns. These are different types of constructions. Our restrictions (cf. 1, 2, 
and 3) do not, however, eliminate the possibility of combining elements which 
occur in such widely differing structural series. 

2. Pronominal set C differs in distribution from A and B. It may occur as a subject 
of intransitive verbs, both of process (e.g. forms 16 ff.) and state (e.g. forms 
22 ff.). Nouns may also be considered a subtype of verbs of state (e.g. forms 28 
ff.). 

3. Set C differs from sets A and B in being preposed or postposed to the stem. The 
positions of occurrence are dependent upon the morpholocical class of the stem. 

U. There is only one triplet of pronominal forms which meets the requirements of 
restriction 2 of Principle 3. 

Problem 3_8 (data [restricted] from Ilamba, a language of Tanganyika) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify all the prefixal morphemes in the subject expressions and the verbs. 

b. Determine the sets of allomorphs. 

c. Describe the distribution of the allomorphs in terms of phonological and morpho
logical environment. Treat the subject and object elements as two different sets 
of forms. 

The following sentences are arranged intwo sets, the first are singular and the second 
plural. The noun subjects and objects are different in each sentence, but the attributives 
and the verb are the same throughout. Sentence 1 means, 'His one big man is greater than 
(literally 'surpasses') the child.' Similarly, sentence 2 means, 'His one big arm is great
er than the thing.' The second set represents the plural forms, and the form -bele means 
'two.' After the first sentence in each series, only the meanings of the nouns are given. 

1. mo«nto wa*koe mokclu omoe wakake'la eka«na 

'man his big one surpasses child' 

2. mokono wa«koe moko-lu omoe wakeke-la eke«nto 'arm ... thing' 

3. ke-nto kiakoe keko«lu kemoe kiameke*la eno-mba 'thing ... house' 

U. nsi'iriba ya«koe nko-lu emoe yameke-la eno-mbe 'lion ... cow' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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5. li'no liakoe kio«lu lemoe liaoke«la oo«ta 'tooth ... bow1 

6. ulO'gwa wa'koje. uko»lu umoe waoke*la oote*ndi 'love ... deed' 

7. lokani loakoe loko-lu lomee loaoke»la omole«mo 'word ... wood1 

8. kazo'inba kakoe kako«lu kamoe kameke»la eno*mba 'little house ... house' 

la. a*nto a«koe ako»lu abele a*ke«la ia«na 

'men his big two surpass children' 

2a. mekono ya-koe meko«lu ebele yaike*la i«nto 'arms ... things' 

3a. i'nto ya»koe iko-lu ibele yazike'la ino«mba 'things ... houses' 

Ua. i-nsi-mba za'koe rjko-lu zibele zazike'la ino«mbe 'lions ... cows' 

5a. mi*no ma-koe mako«lu mabele mamake*la emata 'teeth ... bows' 

6a. malo»gwa ma«koe mako-lu mabele mamake'la emate*ndi 'love(s) ... deeds' 

7a. inkani za-koe nko-lu zibele zameke«la emele«mo 'words ... woods' 

8a. pizo«mba piakoe piko»lu pibele piazike-la ino»mba 'little houses ... 
houses' 

Supplementary information: 

1. Tones are not indicated since they are not pertinent to this problem. 

2. All vowels are long before a nasal-stop cluster vfithin the same word. 

4 

3. The nouns employed as subjects represent eight different noun classes, each re
quiring a different type of concord in succeeding words. In order to use repre
sentatives of the eight different classes in the same type of structural frame
work, the meanings of the resultant sentences are, of course, somewhat forced. 

h. Regard the noun stems, except -ino 'tooth,' as beginning with a consonant, and all 
that precedes (except when dealing with object nouns, see supplementary informa
tion 10) as being the class prefix indicating singular or plural number. 

5. Regard -akoe 'his' as the stem. The resultant long vowels are derived from the 
reduction of vowel clusters or from compensatory lengthening when vowels become 
consonantalized. The prefix occurring with -akoe in sentence 1 may be symbolized 
as wVj-, meaning "that the initial vowel of the stem is lengthened. 

6. In the third word of sentence 5 there is an instance of metathesis. 

7. The verbs have three prefixes: (l) the subject prefix, (2) the tense prefix -_a-, 
and (3) the object prefix, which shows grammatical agreement with the noun object. 
In the verb of sentence la, regard the object prefix as zero. 

8. There are two principal groups of allomorphs indicated in the subject elements: 
(l) those occurring with nouns and adjectives such as -ko»lu 'big' and (2) those 
occurring; with other types of adjectives and verbs. 
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9. The following phonological changes take place: _i or e before other vowels and not 
preceded by a consonant becomes vj _o before other vowels and not preceded by a 
consonant becomes w» changes of _oa to wa- or ea. to ya- result in the compensatory 
lengthening of the a». 

10. Certain of the object nouns occur with prefixes _e- or _o- preceding the classifying 
prefixes. These prefixes e- and _o- do not occur on any of the subject nouns in 
this problem. 

Problem 39 (data from Futa-Fula, a language of French Guinea) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the stems and the suffixal morphemes. 

b. List all morphemes having allomorphs. 

c. Describe the morphological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. a* den 'person' 

2. paikun 'child' 

3. gertogal 'chicken' 

h. puttyu 'horse' 

5. ngurndan 'life' 

6. fena^nde0 'lie' 

7. d'yi'd'yan 'food' 

8. gomd'ind'o'' 'believing' 

9. nyala^nde' 'day' 

10. dJoudi 'shadow' 

11. bi-niri 'bottle1 

12. nya'wo-re9 'judgment' 

13. yurme^nde0 'mercy' 

la. o* a«den 'this person' 

2a. ku'un paikun 'this child' 

3a. rga'al gertogal 'this chicken' 

Ua. ngu9u puttyu 'this horse,' 

5a. da°an ngurndan 'this life! 

6a. de">e fena«nde° 'this lie' 

7a. da9an d'yi'd'yan 'this food' 

8a. o* gomd-'irjd'o9 Jthis believing' 

9a. de'e nyala-nde9 'this day' 

10a. di9i d'oudi 'this shadow' 

11a. di9i bi'niri 'this bottle' 

12a. de9e nya'WOTe'' 'this judgment' 

13a. de°e yurme-nde'' 'this mercy' 

lb. a»den go*to 'one person' 

2b. paikun go*tun 'one child' 

3b. gertogal go-tal 'one chicken' 

lib. puttyu wo'tu 'one horse' 

5b. ngurndan go'tan 'one life' 

lc. a«den mo'd'ya9 'good person' 

2c. paikun mo9d'yun 'good child' 

3c. gertogal mo'M'yal 'good chicken' 

i;c. puttyu mo'd'yu 'good horse' 

5c. ngurndan mo^d'yan 'good life' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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6 b . fena^nde9 w c t e r e 'one l i e J 6 c . fena-nde 9 mo^d'ya 'good l i e ' 

7b. d ' y i ' d ' y a q go- tan 'one food* 7 c d ' y i - d ' y a n mo°d'yan 'good food ' 

8b. gomd'irjd'o' ' go«to 'one b e l i e v i n g ' 8c. gomd' ind 'o 9 mo 'd 'yo 0 'good b e l i e v i n g ' 

9b. nya la 'nde ' ' wo- t e re 'one day ' 9 c nyala-nde 9 mo 'd 'ye re 'good day ' 

10b. d ' o u d i w o ' t i r i 'one shadow' 10c. d 'oudi mo 'M' i r i 'good shadow' 

l i b . b i « n i r i w o « t i r i 'one b o t t l e ' l i e b i ' n i r i mo'>d'iri 'good b o t t l e ' 

12b. nya-wo-re 0 wo- te re 'one judgment' 1 2 c nya-wo-re0 mo 'd ' ye re 'good judgment' 

13b. yurme-nde0 wo*tere 'one mercy' 1 3 c yurmende 9 mo9d'ya 'good mercy' 

Supplementary in format ion i 

1. Phonemic p i t ch -s t ress i s not indicated since i t i s not' per t inent to t h i s problem. 

2. The words in the f i r s t column consist of stems plus cer ta in class suffixes. These 
suffixes indicate only the grammatical class of the words. 

2.21; Principle k 

An overt formal difference in a structural series constitutes a morpheme if in any 
member of such a series, the overt formal difference and a zero structural difference are 
the only significant features for distinguishing a minimal unit of phonetic-semantic dis
tinctiveness. 

2.2U.1 The Meaning of Principle h. 

A. •'An overt formal difference" means a contrast which is indicated by differences in 
phonemes or in the order of phonemes. The distinction between foot /fut/ and feet 
/fiyt/ is an overt difference, since it consists in a difference of phonemes. The 
contrast between the singular sheep /siyp/ and the plural sheep /5iyp/ consists of 
a zero and is covert. 

B. A member of a structural series may occur with a zero structural difference and an 
overt formal difference. For example, feet /fiyt/ as the plural of foot /fut/ has 
a structural zero similar to the zero occurring with sheep /Siyp/ as the plural of 
sheep /Siyp/. This zero consists in a significant absence of the suffix I -ez ] , 
which occurs in the vast majority of plural formations. The overt difference be
tween foot and feet is the replacement of /u/ by /iy/. According to Principle h, 
this replacement acquires the status of a morpheme because it is the only overt 
difference between foot and feet. Principle k does not mean that there is no zero 
occurring in the word feet /fiyt/, but only that the replacement constitutes a 
morpheme. We may say'that feet actually consists of three morphemes: (l) the stem, 
(2) the replacement of /u/ by /iy/, and (3) the zero suffix. 

If it were not for the occurrence of such forms as sheep, deer, grouse, and salmon 
with structural zeros and no other overt differences, we should describe feet as consisting 
of only two morphemes: the stem and the replacement. The replacement would then constitute 
an allomorph in the { -ez] series. 
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2.2U.2 The Application of Principle k 

Problem I4.O 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the morphemes by comparing the stems as found in the corresponding in
finitives. 

b. List those forms which have a structural zero. 

c. List those forms which have a structural zero and some other overt difference. 

d. List the overt differences. In listing the replacements, it is convenient to 
employ the symbolization /V «-V/. The arrow reads "replaces." Hence, in the 
example feet as a plural of foot we may describe the replacement as /iy *—u/. 
Such morphemes are called "replacives" (see Chapter 3). 

1. walked 12. spit 

2. played 13. sang 

3. ran lU. bled 

h. hit 15. kept 

$. met 16. meant 

6. worked 17. rang 

7. fought 18. swam 

8. jumped 19. rode 

9. pounded « 20. slept 

10. cut 21. bought 

11. split 

Supplementary information: 

1. There are four important types of structures: 

a. Unchanged stems plus suffixes 

b. Unchanged stems plus zero 

c. Changed stems plus suffixes 

d. Changed stems plus zero 

2. The replacements in the stems consist of vowels or vowels plus consonants /y/ or 

2.25 Principle $ 

Homophonous forms are identifiable as the same or different morphemes on the basis of 
the following conditions: 
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1. Homophonous forms with distinctly different meanings constitute different morphemes. 

2. Homophonous forms with related meanings constitute a single morpheme if the meaning 
classes are paralleled by distributional differences, but they constitute multiple 
morphemes if the meaning classes are not paralleled by distributional differences. 

A. Definition of Homophonous Forms 

Homophonous forms are phonemically identical. For example, in English pear, pare, and 
pair are homophonous, and, as such, they may be called homophones. 

B. Definition of Related Forms 

It is difficult to define degrees of difference in meaning, and there are no simple 
means of deciding whether forms are "distinctly different" or "related" in meaning. There 
are, however, some forms which appear to be obviously related, for example, the word run 
in the expressions they run and their run. Even in the phrase the run in her stocking the 
form run appears to be related in meaning to the preceding occurrences of this homophonous 
form. Similarly, the fish and to fish appear to contain a meaningfully similar item, fish. 
On the other hand, in the phrasüs to pare and the pear there appears to be no meaningful 
relationship between pare and pearT" We may explain such similarities and differences by 
saying that fish in the phrases to fish and the fish identifies a characteristically asso
ciated aspect of a single process, whereas the word pare is not characteristically associ
ated with pear. 

Despite the difficulty in finding an entirely satisfactory definition of "related 
meanings" (and of the converse, "distinctly different meanings"), it is possible for us to 
employ the following, generally usable definition» Homophonous forms have related meanings 
when they identify regularly associated aspects of the same object, process, or state. 

C. Types of Related Areas of Meaning 

There are a great number of possible semantic relationships between homophonous forms, 
but the following brief series will give some idea of the range of more common occurrences» 

1. Form and function» horn of an animal and horn as an instrument for providing 
sounds. 

2. Process and result» to run and £ run in her stocking. 

3. Process and characteristically associated object» jto fish and the fish. 

U. State of being and causative of a state» foul (adjective) and to foul up the job. 

5. Agent and process» the man and to_ man the ship. 

6. Instrument and process» _a spear and to spear. 

7. Object and associated characteristic: it is a pill and he is a pill. 

8. Form and process» _a cross and _to cross. 

There are many phrases in which one is in doubt as to the meaningful relationships of 
forms. For example, there are several uses of board; board and room, to board a ship, I 
bought a pine board, and the board of directors" Should all these occurrences "of board-be 

Form and function may be related in a single object, namely, a ram's horn used as 
an instrument for making a noise. 
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regarded as related in meaning, or not? The decision rests 7/ith the native speaker of the 
language, and to this extent the description of any language will be subjective.-' How
ever, if there is doubt, it is preferable to regard the forms as not related. 

D. Types of Distributional Differences 

There is no limitation on the types of distributional differences, but the most com
mon situations involve occurrence in different major word classes. For example, we have 
no difficulty in English in assigning fish, meaning an object, and fish, meaning a process, 
to the same morpheme, for these differences in meaning are paralleled by distributional 
differencesj the first is a noun and the second a verb. They occur in different grammatical 
constructions and with different suffixes. Similarly, we may combine into the same morpheme 
the verb run and the noun run. On the same basis, we also combine the adjective foul with 
the verb foul.-7 

In analyzing the distribution of the semantically related forms of horn designating 
(A) an animal's horn (and by extension such things -as the horns of the moon), and (B) an 
instrument for producing sound, it soon becomes evident that they are not in complementary 
distribution. The form with meaning A occurs as both a noun, e.g. the animal's horn, and 
as a verb, tie horned in, and the form with meaning B occurs as a noun, e.g. the car's horn. 
In the sentence I bought a horn there is no way of knowing whether meaning A or meaning B 
is intended. Hence, these forms are not in complementary distribution. The differences 
of meaning under A, as reflected in the noun and verb usage, are in complementary distri
bution and consequently these differences may be combined in the same morpheme. 

E. Problems Illustrative of Principle j> 

Problem Ul 

Instructionsi 

a. Determine whether or not the following sets of underlined forms are related in 
meaning. 

b. If the forms are related in meaning, describe the relationship. 

0 This subjectivism in the analysis of a language is completely legitimate, since it 
reflects the actual usage of the language by the native speaker and reveals the live asso
ciations, which are constantly operative in producing new formations and in giving rise to 
new analogical series. In a paper read before the Linguistic Society of America, at Ann 
Arbor, Michigan (1°U8), Allen Walker Read pointed out a number of words which exhibit forms 
considered semantically related by some speakers of American Englisht groom and bridegroom, 
sand and sandblind, pun and pundit, fake and fakir, bust and robust, noise and noisome, gyp 
and gypsy, grease and ambergris, mist and mysticism, sex and sextette, nigger and niggardly. 
Such data are in conflict with the history of the language, but are pertinent to a descrip
tive analysis. 

There are two other solutions to this type of problem: (l) setting up certain forms, 
e.g. man, horse, fish, as nouns and other forms, e.g. swim, run, jump, as verbs, and then 
deriving the related forms from these by zero, and (2) listing all homophonous forms with 
different distributions as different morphemes. The first procedure introduces innumera
ble errors, since it is impossible to arrive at any valid basis for determining the basic 
class memberships of homophonous forms, and the second procedure necessitates repetitions 
of forms in listing. The method advocated in this text has the advantage of recognizing 
all phonetic-semantic resemblances, but it simplifies the procedure by listing such forms 
as man, horse, fish, swim, run and jump as having two class memberships, namely, those of 
nouns and of verbs. 
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c. If the forms are related in meaning, determine whether the forms are in complemen
tary distribution. (Supplementary data must be supplied by the student.) 

d. List all sets of forms which occur in complementary distribution, and describe the 
type of distribution. 

1. He is faint. 

2. He shot a crow. 

3. He bought a board. 

h. Dick'_s done it. 

$. first-nighter 

6. by-law 

7. He went along. 

8. He went aboard. 

9. We run the place. 

10. I hate crayfish. 

la. They faint frequently. 

2a. Some always crow about it. 

3a. Board and room is expensive. 

Ua. Dick'_s here. 

5a. dancer 

6a. by-path 

7a. It is a long way. 

8a. He wants a board. 

9a. They had a run on the market. 

10a. I love to fish. 

Problem U2 (data from a Veracruz dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Determine the homophonous forms which constitute more than one morpheme, and state 
the reasons for this conclusion. 

1. nikwa* 'I eat1 

2. tikwa« 'you (sg.) eat' 

3. kwa- 'he eats' 

U. nikwah 'we (excl.) eat' 

5. tikwah 'we (incl.) eat' 

6. arkwah 'you (pi.) eat' 

7. kwah 'they eat 1 

8. nikwah 'I ate' 

9. tikwah 'you (sg.) ate' 

10. kwah 'he ate' 

11. nikwake 'we (excl.) ate' 

12. tikwake 'we (incl.) ate' 

13. ankwake 'you (pi.) ate' 

lit. kwake 'they ate' 

2.26 Principle 6_ 

A morpheme is isolatable if it occurs under the following conditions» 

1. In isolation. 

2. In multiple combinations in at least one of which the unit with which it is 
combined occurs in isolation or in other combinations. 
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3. In a single combination provided the element with which it is combined occurs 
in isolation or in other combinations with nonunique constituents. 

A. Condition 1 

On the basis of the first condition of isolatability we may identify as morphemes such 
forms as boy, cow, run, jump, up, he, this, and ouch, since it is possible to utter all 
these forms in isolation. 

Problem U3_ (data consist of data for Problem 9) 

Instructions: 

a. List all the morphemes which may be identified because they occur in isolation. 

b. Indicate by number the forms in which all such morphemes occur. 

B. Condition 2 

Certain morphemes never occur in isolation, e.g. the -er in such words as dancer, 
worker, jumper, and provider. Nevertheless, we can identify -er as a morpheme, since the 
elements with which it occurs may be found in isolation, e.g. dance, work, jump, and pro
vide. The second condition of isolatability does not require that all combining elements 
have an independent occurrence, but only that at least one form in any such structural 
series have the capacity of occurrence in isolation or in other combinations. The prefix 
con- occurs only in combinations, e.g. conceive, consume, contain, condense, but the form 
dense occurs in isolation. This provides justification for considering con- a morpheme. 
Added evidence is available in the fact that the stem forms occur in other combinations, 
e.g. perceive, resume, detain. 

Problem hk (data consist of data for Problem k) 

Instructions: List these morphemes which are isolatable on the basis of condition 1 and 
condition 2. 

4 

Problem U5 

Instructions: 

a. Determine the conditions of isolatability of the prefixal and suffixal morphemes. 

b. Test the stems for occurrence in isolation or in other combinations, but do not 
add other words with the same prefixes or suffixes in order to determine the basis 
of isolatability. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 

6. 

inky 

friendly 

president 

adulterous 

directness 

detachment 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

3a. 

5a. 

6a. 

milky 

manly 

correspondent 

vociferous 

Tightness 

merriment 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

lib. 

5b. 

6b. 

cheeky 

cowardly 

student 

venous 

stillness 

torment 

lc 

2c. 

3c 

Uc. 

5c 

6c. 

sticky 

womanly 

regent 

anonymous 

illness 

shipment 

(Continued on next page.) 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

lU. 

15. 

c. 

archaism 

regal 

realize 

denude 

beguile 

impart 

intolerable 

evolve 

retain 

Condition 3 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

lUa. 

15a. 

methodism 

legal 

moralize 

deodorize 

behold 

intend 

impossible 

evoke 

revolve 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

10b. 

lib. 

12b. 

13b. 

lUb. 

15b. 

theism 

frugal 

actualize 

delouse 

belabor 

import 

improbable 

evade 

resist 

7c. 

8c. 

9c 

10c. 

lie. 

12c. 

13c. 

lUc. 

15c 

fetishism 

conjugal 

atomize 

debunk 

belittle 

infect 

intangible 

erode 

retail 

There are some morphemes which occur in only one combination, e.g. eran- in cranberry, 
rasp- in raspberry, and cray- in crayfish. According to condition 3 for isolatability, the 
morphemes eran-, rasp-, and cray- are isolatable because the elements berry and fish occur 
in isolation or in other combinations. 

There are certain types of structures which Principle 6 specifically excludes from 
morphemic status: (l) .constituent parts of such words as hammer, ladder, otter, badger, 
under, linger, bitter-3-̂  and (2) phonetic symbolism, e.g. such a series as slide, slush, 
slurp, slip, slop, slime, slobber, and slick. 

The descriptive analysis of a language may be extended to include such forms as ham
mer, ladder, and otter, but the method of isolating the possible stems and suffixes is de
pendent upon, two factors: (l) canonicity of forms (see section 3.12) and (2) frequency of 
occurrence. By comparing many words in English it is possible to state that a high per
centage of stem morphemes consist of a single syllable, and hence that in such words as ham
mer, ladder, and otter, the initial syllables may be taken as the stems and the element 
-er, which occurs in over one hundred such combinations, may be considered the suffixal 
morpheme. Furthermore, there is a certain structural parallelism between the set hammer, 
ladder, otter and the forms dancer, walker, worker. 

Despite this measure of structural validity for distinguishing morphemes on the basis 
of canonicity of forms'5-5 and frequency of occurrence, however, there are some important 

-^This series is specifically excluded by condition 3, since the -er with which such 
forms as hamm-, ladd-, ott-, and so on occur, combines only with unique constituents, i.e. 
forms occurring only in this combination. This -er is not semantically relatable to the 
agentive -er in dancer, player, runner, and worker. 

^TThis is the procedure employed by Bloomfield, _op. cit., pp. 2l;0-l;l. In the first 
edition of the present text (I9I46), these methods are also employed. 

This is not intended to deny the existence or the relevance of canonical forms in 
the analysis and description of languages. In many of the Sudanic languages the most com
mon stem structure is CVj in the Nilotic languages the CVC structure appears predominant; 
in Bantu CVCV is more usual; and in Semitic languages the roots are usually CCC, with 
various vowels inserted in the derivational and inflectional forms. But in all these lan
guages there are numerous and important exceptions. Despite this fact, however, the analyst 
does employ such structural features in identifying morphemes and in describing them (see 
section 3.12). 
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practical and theoretical liabilities in such a procedure. In the first place, there is 
no language which has absolutely fixed forms of morphemes and, in the second place, there 
is no way of determining the number of instances which must occur before one is justified 
in assigning morphemic status. Accordingly, in adopting Principle 6, we are restricting 
the analysis to units which may be isolated in terms of the distribution. This is a far 
more practical basis for procedure and seems to reflect more accurately the functional re
lationships of forms. 

Phonetic symbolism is common, especially in certain Bantu languages. In the English 
series slide, slush, slurp, slip, slop, slime, slobber, and slick we can recognize a com
mon phonemic element _sl and a common meaningful relationship which may be defined as 
'smoothly wet.' A series such as flash, flare, flame, flicker, and flimmer have an analo
gous relationship involving the meaning 'moving light.'5°" Despite these partial, phonetic-
semantic resemblances, however, we do not isolate either si- or fl- as morphemes, since 
they do not occur with free forms or with forms which occur in other combinations. 

5"See Bloomfield, op_. cit., p. 2Í4.5, for these and other similar series in English. 
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TYPES OF MORPHEMES 

Morphemes differ in the types cf phonemes which comprise them, the relationship of 
the parts of morphemes to each other, and the manner in which morphemes are formally con
nected with each other. Our discussion is divided between (l) the internal composition of 
morphemes and (2) the formal relationships of morphemes to each other. 

3.1 Internal Composition of Morphemes 

The internal composition of morphemes may be treated in terms of (l) the types of 
phonemes which compose morphemes, (2) the different phonemic shapes and sizes of morphemes, 
and (3) the formal relationships of the parts of morphemes to each other. 

3.11 Types of Phonemes Which Compose Morphemes 

Morphemes may be composed of (l) segmental phonemes, (2) suprasegmental phonemes, and 
(3) combinations of segmental and suprasegmental phonemes. 

3.11.1 Morphemes Consisting of Segmental Phonemes 

Morphemes consisting of segmental phonemes are the most numerous in occurrence and 
have been abundantly illustrated in the preceding problems. Review especially Problems 1, 
h, 5, 7, 2£, and 3h, comprising data from Aztec, Zoque, Congo Swahili, Tonkawa, and Arabic. 

3.11.2 Morphemes Consisting of Suprasegmental Phonemes 

One type of morpheme consisting solely of suprasegmental phonemes is very common. This 
type is composed of the morphemic units of intonational patterns. For example, in English 
the sentence-final glides which follow the last intonationally stressed syllable constitute 
morphemes. Whether the glide goes up or down from any one of four intonational levels to 
another or is sustained on any one of these levels is meaningful. One important fact to 
note about such glides is that they are not the structural property of the particular mor
pheme or group of morphemes with which they occurj rather, they have an independent struc
tural value, quite separate from the segmental phonemes to which they are added. These 
intonational glides are not significant on a morphological level or analysis, however, but 
on a syntactic one. Accordingly, they will not be treated further in this volume. 

Morphemes which are structurally significant to the morphology of a language and which 
consist wholly of suprasegmental phonemes are relatively rare. We have, however, already 
encountered two instances in the previous data. In the Cuicatec of Problem 17 we noted 
that the indicator of the f^rst person was a suffix consisting solely of a high tone. This 
morpheme is symbolized as -V, indicating that regardless of the vowel of the stem the tone 

See Kenneth L. Pike, The Intonation of American English (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 19Uf>). 

62 
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is high. In the Totonac data of Problem 11 we indicated that the glottalization of the 
vowel could constitute a type of morpheme. Sometimes this glottalization occurs together 
with a second person suffix, but in other instances it is the only overt distinguishing 
characteristic. Hence, according to Principle h governing the identification of morphemes, 
it acquires the status of a morpheme. Compare the two Totonac forms pasa 'he bathes' and 
pásá 'you (sg.) bathe.' Both forms occur with the suffix -a 'neutral or durative aspect.' 
"The third person singular subject morpheme is always a zero morpheme (see section 2.23.2, 
E), and the second person subject morpheme consists in the glottalization of the final 
vowel, which in turn glottalizes the preceding vowel in a regular, automatic development. 
This structure in Totonac, in which the glottalization alone serves as a second person in
dicator, is, however, very restricted. Nevertheless, it is identifiable as a morpheme 
having suprasegmental characteristics, since it is not the property of any particular vowel 
or morpheme, but a superimposed structural feature. 

In a number of Sudanic languages there are many morphemes which consist wholly of supra
segmental features. For example, in Ngbaka, spoken in the northeastern part of the Belgian 
Congo, there are four principal forms of every verb,2 consisting (l) of a low tone or tones 
on the root, (2) of a mid tone or tones on the root, (3) of a low-high glide on monosyllab
ic roots and a low tone followed by a high tone on dissyllabic roots, and (U) of a high 
tone or tones on the roots. 

Problem I46 (data from Ngbaka, a language of the Belgian Congo) 

1. a 

2. wa 

3 . gbbtb 

h. kpblb 

5. b ' i l l 

6 . 1C|L 

l a . a 

2a. wa 

3a . gboto 

ka.. kpolo 

5a. b ' i l l 

6a . kji 

l b . a-

2b. wa» 

3b . gbotá 

l\b. kpbló 

5b. b ' l l i 

6b . k|« 

l e . á 

2c. wá 

3 c gbátá 

lie. kpóló 

$c. b ' í l í 

6 c . k|. 

' t o put (more than one t h i n g ) 

' t o c l e a n ' 

' t o p u l l ' 

' t o r e t u r n ' 

' t o c u t ' 

' t o look ' 
4 

In this series of Ngbaka words the segmental phonemes constitute the morphemes which 
"carry" the meanings 'to put,' 'to clean,' 'to pull,' and so on. The differences of tones 
indicate four principal tense-aspect contrasts. 

Problem hi (data from Mongbandi, a language of the Congo) 

Instructions» Determine the allomorphs of the morpheme consisting solely of supraseg
mental phonemes. 

Forms with Singular Forms with Plural 

Subjects Subjects 

1. ngbb la. rjgbó 'swam' 

2. gwe 2a. gwé 'went' 

3. TDK 3a. ma 'heard' 

' k. kpé ha. kpé 'fled' 
(Continued on next page.) 

The investigations into the tonal structure of Ngbaka are not complete, and further 
research may reveal a few exceptions to this statement. 
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5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

1U. 

yó 

yé 

bata 

hulu 

haka 

dirl 

kóló 

slgí 

díkb 

gbírjgk 

Supplementary informati 

1. All forms are in 

.oni 

the 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

lUa. 

completive 

yó 

yé 

bata 

hülú 

haká 

dlrí 

koló 

slgí 

dikó 

gblngá 

aspect. 

'carried' 

'agreed' 

'guarded' 

'jumped' 

'taught' 

'answered' 

•pierced' 

'went out1 

i read' 

'translated' 

2. The series in column 1 represent the basic forms of the roots. The tones written 
on this series are a fundamental part of the root morphemes. 

Special attention must be called to the differences between the Mongbandi words in 
column 1 and those in column 2. Words which occur in the completive aspect with singular 
subjects exhibit seven different tonal forms,3 and by regarding these forms as basic, we 
can predict in almost all instances what the forms of the verb will be for other aspects 
and numbers. Because of this fact and because there is no phonetic-semantic resemblance 
between the forms of this first series, we consider the tones to be integral parts of the 
morphemes.4 The second series exhibits a different situation. There is a phonetic-semantic 
resemblance consisting of tonal similarities and agreement with plural subjects. This 
structural phonetic-semantic feature constitutes a morpheme. 

Problem kQ (data [restricted] from Ghatino, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. List all suprasegmental morphemes. 

1. ku 'he eats' 6. nda«wa 'you (pi.) are giving' 

2. ku«wa 'you (pi.) eat1 7. ndá 'you (sg.) are giving' 

3. ky 'I eat* 8. nda 'he is giving' 

h. kú 'you (sg.) eat1 9. ta 'he gives' 

5. tá 'you (sg.) give' 10. ku«tu 'he will eat' 

(Continued on next page,) 

^These constitute the major tonal classes of Mongbandi verbs. 
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11. ku-ty 'I will eat' lit. ta«tu 'he will give' 

12. ku>tú 'you (sg.) will eat' l£. ta«tú 'you (sg.) will give' 

13. ta-ty. 'I will give' 16. nd$. 'I am giving' 

Supplementary information: 

1. Only those tones are indicated which are pertinent to this particular problem. 

2. On the basis of these limited data we may describe the prefinal long vowel as a 
part of one of alternant rootsi CV ~ CV--, The alternation depends upon whether 
or not the forms are word-final. On the other hand, the length may be described 
as part of the property of the following morphemes, e.g. -«tu and -»wa. 

3. Third person singular subjects are indicated by a zero morpheme. 

There are two types of answers possible to Problem U8. One may regard the supraseg-
mental phoneme of tone as one morpheme and the suprasegmental^ phoneme of nasalization as 
another morpheme, in which case, there is a degree of overlapping in meaning. If, on the 
other hand, one considers one morpheme to consist of tone and nasalization and the other 
morpheme to consist solely of tone, then there is a degree of overlapping in form. In some 
constructions the nasalization is a part of the basic forms of the morpheme, e.g. -wa 'you 
(pi.),' but in others its structural independence is evidenced by the fact that it may be 
added to stems or suffixes. 

3.11.3 Morphemes Consisting of Segmental and Suprasegmental Phonemes 

Morphemes consisting of segmental and suprasegmental phonemes have already been illus
trated in previous material, e.g. Problems 13, 17, 19} 20, 26, 32, and U7, which include 
data from Hausa, Cuicatec, Navaho, Luba-Lulua, and Mongbandi. They also exist in English: 
e.g. the words boy, girl, goulash consist not only of certain segmental phonemes, but also 
have a phoneme of stress. In Chinese each morpheme consists of segmental phonemes plus any 
one of a number«(depending on the dialect) of suprasegmental phonemes. 

In some languages which exhibit distinctive stress this suprasegmental feature serves 
primarily to distinguish morphological units. For example, in Kekchi the stress always 
occurs at the end of the word. In Congo Swahili the stress is always on the next to the 
last syllable. For the most part, this is true in Quechua, also. We usually say that such 
stress is not phonemic, for by writing the juncture (space) between words we automatically 
indicate the placement of the stress. In reality, the stress is a phonetic part of this 
juncture phoneme. 

3.12 Different Shapes and Sizes of Morphemes 

Theoretically, there is no restriction on the shape and size of morphemes. For ex
ample, in English there are morphemes such as goulash and talmud-3 and ones such as -s in 
lips and -d in told. Between these extremes there are morphemes consisting of the follow
ing patterns of segmental phonemes» V, a-longj VC, im-possiblej CV, de-ceive; CVC, fish; 
CVCV, lava; and CVCVC, hammer /haemer/. Of course, there are a number of morphemes 

u"Suprasegmental" does not mean that the symbol for a suprasegmental phoneme must 
necessarily be written above the line. It merely denotes that the phonemic feature is 
phonologically a part of one or more segmental units. 

These are, of course, borrowed words, but they are no less a part of English. 
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involving various types of consonant clusters, so that this inventory could be extended 
greatly. But if we begin to list and number the types of morphemes in English, we find 
that there are three major types» C, VC, and CVC (in the formula CVC, C stands for either 
a consonant or a consonant cluster). The morphemes C and VC tend to be affixes, e.g. -s 
in lips, -s in John's, -d in sold, in- in intention, un- in untie, en- in enable, -ish in 
mannish, /-iy/ in baby, 7~9T/ in dancer, /-el/ in formal. The CVC morphemes include both 
affixes and roots, but the greater number of such structures are roots. One of the reasons 
for the great diversity in the shapes and sizes of morphemes in English is the fact that 
English has borrowed so many words from other languages, and these words frequently repre
sent different types of basic structure* but no language is completely free from borrowing, 
and no language has completely regular types of morphemes. 

In the Mayan languages roots are predominantly of the CVC type, while affixes are 
usually shorter and consist of all sorts of consonant and vowel combinations. 

Bantu languages exhibit a root structure which is predominantly CVCVj the affixes are 
almost always shorter and, for the most part, of a CV type. But it is very difficult to 
generalize in regard to Bantu, for there are many exceptions. 

In Hebrew (and all Semitic languages) the basic root consists of a CCC structure, e.g. 
/#sbr/ 'to break.' But one must also recognize other types of morphemes:" (l) those con
sisting of vowels, vowels plus j_, or vowels plus a consonantal affix: CCuC 'active action,' 
CaCi*C 'object having a particular quality,' CaC'jiC 'transitive intensive action,' jiCaCiC 
'middle action,' and (2) those consisting of sequences of consonants and vowels: mi» 'who?,' 
-tim 'you (m. pi.),' balti• 'without.' 

The various types of morphemes may be referred to as "canonical" forms. In all lan
guages there are different classes of such forms, and the principal distinction is usually 
between roots and affixes. In some languages word classes differ from each other. For 
example, in Ngbaka the verb roots consist of canonical forms composed entirely of segmental 
phonemes, but the noun roots have both segmental and suprasegmental phonemes, e.g. li 'face,' 
li 'name,' _li 'water. ' 

Problem k9 

Instructions: 

a. List the canonical forms of the morphemes of the following languages: 

1. Veracruz dialect of Aztec (Problems 1 and 3) 

2. Ilamba (Problem 38) 

3. Zoque (Problems h and 12) 

h. Kekchi (Problems 31 and 37) 

b. List all parallelisms between types of canonical forms and distributional types 
of morphemes, e.g. roots vs. affixes, prefixes vs. suffixes, and nouns vs. 
verbs. 

Problem £0 (data from Huave, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: List the different canonical forms of root morphemes. This should be done 
by employing the symbols C and V. 

°See Zellig S. Harris, "Linguistic Structure of Hebrew," Journal of the American 
Oriental Society, 6l (l9Ul): 1U3-67. 
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1. keh 'blood' 6. kst 'fish' 11. dwat 'spider' 

2. lu 'jaguar' 7. mim 'fly' 12. so 'pig' 

3. kenc" 'crab' 8. yo 'water' 13. med 'blouse' 

1;. mbat 'lice' 9. pimb 'pumpkin' lU. tiat 'road' 

f>. n^a 'gum' 10. heng 'arrow' 15. . miok 'butterfly' 

Problem 5>1 (data from Tojolabal, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» List the different canonical forms of the root morphemes. This should be 
done by employing the symbols C and V. 

1. -Son 'to sell' 0. -°al 'to say' 

2. -he9 'to show' 9. -'i9 'to take' 

3. -k'an 'to want' 10. -hutp' 'to push' 

U. -'elk1 'to steal1 11. -ce-n 'to laugh' 

5. -p'i's" 'to stretch' 12. -'asV 'to be bored' 

6. -'alp' 'to loiter' 13. -k'e*> 'to get up1 

7. -k'a-tn 'to warm' lU. -hutp' 'to push' 

3.13 Formal Relationships of the Parts of Morphemes 

The parts of morphemes usually occur in continuous sequence if all of them are seg-
mentalj they are superimposed if they include segmental and suprasegmental phonemes. These 
features have been abundantly illustrated in the preceding data. Sometimes, however, parts 
of morphemes consisting of segmental phonemes do not occur in continuous sequence. For 
example, compare the following forms in Zoque. 

Problem ¿2 

1. kenu 'looked' 

2. kenpa 'he looks, he will look' 

3. kyenhayu 'he saw it for him (on his behalf)' 

h. kyenhapya 'he sees it for him (on his behalf)' 

5. kento9yu 'he wanted to look' 

6. kento'pya 'he wants to look' 

The basic forms of the morphemes in this series are» 

ken- 'to look' 

y- 'third person subject in transitive verbs' 

-hay- 'b enefactive' 
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-to^y- 'desiderative' 

-u 'past tense' 

-pa 'present (or future) tense' 

It will be noted that these basic forms do not always occur in continuous sequence. 
The stem ken- may be broken by -y-, the subject prefix. Similarly, -hay- may be -ha...y-, 
and -pa may be -p...a. Compare also -frô y- and -to9»• .y» All these allomorphic differ
ences are the result of metathesis of y_ in certain combinations, but the result is a dis
continuous morpheme. 

In Tzeltal' there is an intransitivizing verbal infix -h-: kuhS' 'to endure' <-ku5' 
"to carry,' puhk1 'to spread the word'< -puk' to divide among,' k'ehp 'to be clear (as of 
the weather)'< -k'ep 'to clear away.' Any infix results in the splitting of a morpheme. 
In the Semitic languages the root morphemes CCC are constantly split by infixes. Note the 
following series» 

Problem 53 (data from Egyptian Arabic) 

1. -x-ktb 'write' 7. yektub 'he is writing' 

2. katab 'he wrote' 8. *gls 'sit' 

3. ka«tib 'writing (person)' 9. galas 'he sat' 

h. kita«b 'book' 10. ga-lis 'sitting (person)' 

?. maka'tib 'places for writing' 11. maga*lis 'councils' 

6. maktab 'place for writing' 12. magias 'council' 

When replacive morphemes (see section 3.21.2) occur, they may likewise cause a morpheme 
to be split and hence to occur in a discontinuous form. For example, the replacement of 
/u/ by /iy/ in feet /fiyt/ results in the discontinuous allomorph /f...t/. 

There are, moreover, some rare forms, whose parts never occur in continuous sequence 
in a single word, but at the same time never occur without each other. For example, in 
Kissi there are two interrogative particles V£ an(i "£• If o n e °f these forms occurs, the 
other also occurs, e.g. y¿ jk gbéngbélá ye ndü sisa né 'how I see (interrogative particle) 
him now (interrogative particle)?'In this case we may describe the interrogative morpheme 
as ye ... ne. 

3.2 Formal Relationships of Morphemes to Each Other 

The formal relationships of morphemes to each other are structural and positional. 

'See Marianna C. Slocum, "Tzeltal (Mayan) Noun and Verb Morphology," International 
Journal of American Linguistics, lU (19Ú8) 2: 83. 

o 

These data are taken from Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 
1933), PP. 2h3-bh. 

o 
These are not structurally equivalent to French ne ... pas, for ne may occur without 

pas, e.g. ne ... rien, ne ... point, ne ... que? and pas may occur without ne, e.g. pas du 
tout and póurquoi pas. 
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3.21 Structural Relationships of Morphemes to Each Other 

The structural relationships of morphemes are of three different morphemic types: (l) 
additive, (2) replacive, and (3) subtractive. These represent three basic morphological 
processes i addition, replacement, and subtraction. 

3.21.1 Additive Morphemes 

Additive morphemes include roots, prefixes, suffixes, infixes, suprafixes, and redu-
plicatives. Roots constitute the basic core of most words (see Chapter U). Prefixes are 
bound elements (i.e. they never occur in isolation) which precede the root. Suffixes are 
bound elements which follow the root. Infixes occur within the root. Suprafixes are mor
phemes which consist wholly of suprasegmental phonemes and which are added to the root or 
stem. For example, the tones on the Ngbaka verbs (Problem 1|6) are suprafixes. Similarly, 
the tones and the nasalization in Problem U8 are suprafixes, in terms of the data given.^ 
The suprasegmental morphemes of Mongbandi plural verbs (Problem hi) are not suprafixes, but 
suprasegmental replacive morphemes.-'--'-

Problem 5>U 

Instructions: From any of the preceding data in this text give examples of the following 
types of morphemes, listing for each example the language and the problem from 
which it is taken; only one example of each type is to be taken from any one lan
guage: 

1. Prefixes, $ examples 

2. Suffixes, 5> examples 

3. Infixes, 2 examples 

h. Suprafixes, 2 examples 

Reduplication consists in the repetition of all or of part of a root or stem. If the 
entire stem is repeated (e.g. Tojolabal -oc* 'to enter' becomes -oSoc 'to enter little by 
little'), we generally treat such a structure as a repetitive compound. In some construc
tions roots may be repeated three timesj e.g. in San Bias, a language" of Panama, the stem 
mu«a 'to rise and fall' occurs also as mu'amu'a 'to rise and fall successively (as of large 
waves)' and mn»aimi*amu.,a 'to rise and fall successively (as of little ripples).' 

Where only a part of the root or stem is repeated, the repeated portion may be called 
a "reduplicative." Such reduplicatives may occur preposed, interposed, and postposed to 
the root or stem, and they may consist of just the morphemes of the stem or there may be 
some added elements, e.g. the /Ce-/ reduplicative in the Greek perfect tense (see section 
2.22.2, A). 

In actuality the tones indicated in Problem U8 replace other basic tones of the 
roots or stems. Accordingly, they are replacives (see section 3.21.2). 

Alternative terminology may be used in describing such structures. For example, 
we may speak of "additive suprafixes" (the Ngbaka data) and "replacive suprafixes" (the 
Mongbandi data). Similarly, we may speak of "additive prefixes, infixes, and suffixes," 
and "replacive prefixes, infixes, and suffixes." 
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Problem 55 (data from Tojolabal, a language of Mexico.) 

Instructionsi 

a. List those forms which consist of repetitive compounds and those which contain 
reduplicatives. 

b. Symbolize the types of reduplicatives in accordance with the following precedure: 

1. Assign C and V values to the roots. 

2. Number these C and V constituents. For example, a stem -not would have the 
symbolization -C,V?Co. 

3. Assign numbered C and V symbols to the reduplicative portions, e.g. if -not 
occurs in a reduplicated form -notot this reduplicated form would be symbolized 
as -C VoC-jVpCo. The reduplicative would have the form -V C . 

c. Classify the reduplicatives in terms of their symbolic types. 

1. -oS 

2. -set 

3. -3ih 

U. -hur 

'to enter1 

'to go around1 

'to unbend' 

(unique constituent stem) 

5. -muh (unique constituent stem) 

6. -tim 'to spread out' 

7. -lok 'to boil' 

Supplementary information: 

la. -ococ 'to enter little by little' 

2a. -setet 

'to unbend little by little' 

'to go around and around' 

3a. -sihsih 

Ua. -hurur 

5a. -muhmun 

6a. -timim 

7a. -loklon 

•to move (as of an animal or 
bird)' 

'to moo' 

'to lightning' 

'to boil (continuously)' 

1. The final n should be treated in the same way as the _e in the Greek perfect tense 
reduplicative series (see section 2.22.2, A). 

2. It should be noted that there is a different semantic value in the partial as com
pared to the complete reduplication. 

Problem 56 (data from Hausa, a language of the Sudan)12 

Instructions: 

a. Distinguish between complete and partial reduplication. 

b. Classify reduplicatives according to whether they are preposed or postposed. 

c. Classify reduplicatives according to the structural order of phonemes which are 
reduplicated. Employ numbers to identify the phonemes. 

12 See Carleton T. Hodge, An Outline of Hausa Grammar, Language Dissertation No. Ul 
(Baltimore: Linguistic Society of America, 1°U7), pp. 39-ÚO. 



1. °ayaa ' t i g e r nut ' 

2. #sikee 

3 . ttfikee 

h. s9awrii 'retarded growth' 

5. mbbriyaa 'usefulness' 

6. gawc°ii 'brittleness' 

7. tawrii 'toughness' 

8. muunii 'ugliness' 

'dense brush' 
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la. 'ayaa'ayak 'a similar but inedible nut' 

2a. SiSSikee 'supporting timber' 

3a. fiffikee 'feather' 

ita. s'as'awraa 'one of retarded growth' 

5a. mammooraa 'usefulness' 

6a. gkggaws9aa 'a brittle one' 

7a. tattawraa 'a tough person' 

8a. mummuunaa 'an ugly person' 

9a. k'unk^umSii 'a narrow one or place' 

10a. zanzaroo 'wasp' 

11a. gilgijee 'cloud' 

12a. pilpilbb 'butterfly' 

13a. galgaasaa 'hairy person1 

lUa. malmaataa 'eunuch' 

15a. "'kljanjanii 'one possessed of j i n n i 1 

16a. ^ibklik^ibka 'a fa t person' 

9. k°umcii 

10. *zaroo 

11. *gijee 

12. *piloo 

13. gaasii 'hair' 

lU. maktaa 'woman' 

15. 'kljanaa 'jinni' 

16. k'ibkk 'fat' 

Supplementary information: 

1. Stems Vith preposed # are reconstructed. 

2. The differences of tone may be omitted from the description of the reduplicatives, 
though there are certain tonal patterns which are pertinent to these formations. 

3. Palatalization occurs in forms 6 and 13 (see Problem 26). 

U. Reduplication in 8a belongs to the same structural type as that in 7a. 

5. Reduplication in 9a belongs to the same structural type as that in 10a. 

6. Reduplication in 12a belongs to the same structural type as that in 11a. 

7. OntíVt the suffixes -aa and -ii in determining the type of reduplication in set 
15-I5a. 

3.21.2 Replacive Morphemes 

Certain morphemes replace parts of stems. These are structurally different from the 
additive morphemes, which are added to the stems. 

Replacive morphemes have already been discussed under Principle h (see section 2.2U) 
of the preceding chapter, and in connection with Problem h i , illustrating a Mongbandi 
structure. 
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Replacive morphemes may consist of any phonemic form. That is to say, they may be 
vowels, consonants, tones, nasalization, or combinations of such segmental and supraseg-
mental features. In English replacive morphemes are abundantly illustrated in the verbs 
which undergo a change of syllabic in the past-tense and participial formations (see 
Problem Uo), but they also occur in other structures. 

Problem ¿7 

Instructions; 

a. Rewrite the data phonemically. 

b. Determine the types of consonant replacements. 

c. Investigate the possibilities of phonologically defined distribution. 

d. Determine the form of the verbalizing morpheme. 

1. bath 

2. sheath 

3. wreath 

k. teeth 

5. safe 

6. strife 

7. thief 

la. bathe 

2a. sheathe 

3a. wreathe 

Ua. teethe 

5a. save 

6a. strive 

7a. thieve 

8. grief 

9. half 

10. shelf 

11. serf 

12. advice 

13. house 

8a. grieve 

9a. halve 

10a. shelve 

11a. serve 

12a. advise 

13a. house (v.) 

Supplementary information; 

1. Treat the change of syllabic in set 1-la as a part of the allomorphic alternant 
of the stem; /baeG « bey...-/. In symbolising the allomorphs of the stems, the 
position of the replacive morpheme may be indicated by three dots. The hyphen 
follows the form, since it is bound. 

2. Regard the noun forms as basic and the verb forms as derived from these. 

Discussion of Problem 57: 

There are three types of replacives; /é *- 9/ in bathe, sheathe, wreathe, teethe, 
/v*- f/ in save, strive, thieve, grieve, halve, shelve, serve, and /z *- s/ in advise 
and house (verb). 

These replacives occur in phonologically defined environments. That is to say, 
the form of the verbalizing series may be determined by the form of the noun stem. 
Accordingly, by the use of Principle 2 in the determination of morphemes, we may com
bine these different forms into a single replacive morpheme; /(d. «- 9) ~ (v*-f) ~ 
(z-«- s)/. 

Problem 58 (data from Shilluk, a Nilotic language of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan) 

Instructions; Determine the replacive morphemes which form the plural and the combina
tive, forms. Series 1-11 are singular absolute forms} la-lla are plural absolute 
formsj and lb-llb are singular combinative forms. 



1. w£t 

2. kw|m 

3 . pük 

U. pyén 

5 . yCt¡ 

6 . t a«k 
• 

7. t£k 

8. t an 

9. 5un 

10. b a t 

1 1 . ógát 

' house ' 

' c h a i r ' 

' j a r ' 

•bed' 

' e a r ' 

• h a t ' 

' c h i n ' 

' s p e a r ' 

•knee ' 

'arm' 

' c l o t h ' 

Supplementary in fo rma t ion : 

i 

l a . 

2a. 

3a . 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a . 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

TYPES 

w£t 

kwaml 
• 

pQkl 

penu 

yt"t 

t ake 
• 

t l k 

ton 

can 

b§L«t 

óga^ 

OF MORPHEMES 

' h o u s e s ' 

' c h a i r s ' 

' j a r s ' 

' b e d s ' 

' e a r s ' 

' h a t s ' 

' c h i n s ' 

' s p e a r s ' 

' k n e e s ' 

' a rms ' 

' c l o t h s ' 
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l b . 

2b. 

3b . 

Ub. 

5b . 

6 b . 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

10b. 

l i b . 

w£n 

kwam 

pürj 

pyén 

y i n 

tarjt 

tCrj 

t an 

5urj 

ban 

ógan 

' house ' 

1 c h a i r ' 

' j a r ' 

' b ed ' 

• e a r ' 

• ha t ' 

• ch in ' 

' s p e a r ' 

' knee ' 

'arm' 

' c l o t h ' 

1. The plural formations in Shilluk are very irregular, that is to say, there are 
many classes of plural forms and a number of these classes have very few members. 

2. Regard the singular forms of the first column as basic. 

3. The stem form pen- (Ua) is an allomorph of the stem. 

U. The shorter vowels in forms 6a and 6b represent allomorphic differences in the 
stems. 

5. The dois beneath vowels indicate a breathy character. This may acquire supraseg-
mental morphemic status in some forms (but not in this series). 

6. The circumflex beneath consonants indicates an interdental series. 

7. The change of vowel in 9a may be treated here as submorphemic (i.e. a part of the 
stem allomorph), though in the plural formations as a whole such changes of vowel 
acquire the status of morphemes. 

8. The length in form 10a may be considered a suprafix. 

9. The initial_6- in set 11-lla-llb is a prefix. 

10. The lower tones which distinguish the plural forms from the singular may be re
garded as suprasegmental replacives. 

11. The higher tones which distinguish the singular combinative forms from the singu
lar noncombinative forms are suprasegmental replacives. 

12. The forms in the third column are only one type of combinative formation. 

13. A form such as 10b bfui 'arm' exhibits two replacive morphemes» the final nasal and 
the change of tone. Two morphemes which are structurally significant in a single 
structural series may be called "supplementary morphemes.*113 

-i o 

"^These morphemes a r e complementary i n t h e forms 2b and 5b, bu t t h i s complementation 
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The shift of stress which occurs in English nouns derived from verbs is a replacive 
morpheme. 

Problem jp£ 

Instructions» 

a. Write out phonemically the verb and corresponding noun forms. 

b. Determine the pattern of stress change. 

1. inlay 6. insult 

2. impact 7. insert 

3. import 8. protest 

U. increase 9« convert 

5. contrast 10. transfer 

11. convict 

12. project 

13. rebel 

lU. conflict 

Supplementary informationj 

1. Most of the verb forms in this series occur with stress on the second syllable. 
The forms import, increase, contrast, transfer occur as verbs with stress on 
either the first or second syllable. Historically this is due to (l) the deriva
tion of the noun from the verb by shift of stress and (2) the reversed derivation 
of the verb from a noun by zero modification (cf. fish, man, angle). Descriptive
ly, we may say that in some instances the shift of stress results in a noun and in 
other instances results in a form belonging to both noun and verb distributional 
classes. 

2. In some pairs there are differences of segmental phonemes, e.g. /robél ~ rebel/. 
The, second form is a bound allomorph occurring with the replacive stress morpheme 
/CVGVC/. 

Discussion of Problem i>9» 

The relationship of the verb series to the noun series is parallel to the relation
ship of forms with singular and plural subjects in the Mongbandi data of Problem hi. 
The Mongbandi forms with singular subjects consist of segmental and suprasegmental 
phonemes. The allomorphs which occur in the forms with plural subjects consist en
tirely of segmental phonemes, and the suprasegmental phonemes are structurally a dif
ferent morpheme. Similarly in English the verb rebel /rabel/ consists of segmental 
and suprasegmental phonemes, but the allomorph /rebel/, which occurs with the noun-
forming morpheme /CVCVC/, consists wholly of segmental phonemes. 4 

does not exist throughout. Hence both formations acquire morphemic status, but since they 
are semantically and structurally supplementary, they may be called supplementary morphemes. 

Some morphemes may be described as both additive and replacive. For example, the 
suffix -ity may be said to have segmental and suprasegmental features. The segmental form 
would be /-itiy/ and the suprasegmental feature consists in the occurrence of a presuffixal 
stress: ability, legality, frigidity, electricity. The morpheme may be symbolized as 
/VCitiy/^ The allomorphic forms of the stems (i.e. consisting of one or more morphemes) 
would be /éybsl <= ©bil-, láygal °° liygsl-, frijid <*> frijid-, ellktrik <» elektris-/. How
ever, it would also be possible to treat the shift of stress as a property of the stem 
allomorph, e.g. /éybsl «° ebíl-/. This second treatment is preferable. 
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3.21.3 Subtractive Morphemes 

Phonemes may be subtracted from stems as well as added to them to signify some differ
ence in meaning. Such subtractions are, however, much rarer than additions. They usually 
result from a historical process of sound change which becomes morphologically meaningful. 

Masculine Forms 

Problem 60 (data from French) 

Feminine Forms 

1. /movez/ mauvaise 

2. /oe r^z / heureuse 

3. /gr|d/ grande 

U. /frwad/ froide 

5. /sod/ chaude 

6. /ptit/ petite 

7. /ban/ bonne 

8. /fos/ fausse 

9. /gras/ grasse 

10. /l?g/ longue 

11. /z|tiy/ gentille 

12. /dist§kt/ distincte 
4 

13. /sul/ soule 

lU. /fres/ fraiche 

Supplementary information: Historically, the feminine forms ended in -e, but this final 
vowel was lost. Previous to this loss of final vowel, the final consonants of the 
masculine forms were lost. The loss of final -n resulted in the nasalization of 
the preceding vowel. 

Discussion of Problem 60t 

There are two ways1^ in which to describe the relationships of these French forms. 
It would be possible to assume that the masculine forms represent the basic forms of 
the stems and that the feminine forms are derived by the suffixation of /-z <= -d •= 
-t °° -n «> -s «° -g » -y <*> -kt <*> -1 <*> -s/. It would be necessary, however, to list the 

(phrase-final or before consonants) 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

ha. 

5a. 

oa. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

lUa. 

/move/ mauvais 

/ cer// heureux 

/gr|/ grand 

/frwa/ froid 

/so/ chaud 

/pti/ petit 

/by/ bon 

/fo/ faux 

/gra/ gras 

/lo/ long 

/z§ti/ gentil 

/dist&/distinct 

/su/ soul 

/fre/ frais 

•bad' 

'happy' 

•big' 

'cold' 

'hot' 

'little' 

'good' 

'false' 

'fat' 

'long' 

'nice' 

'distinct' 

'drunk' 

'fresh' 

A third alternative has been suggested to me by my colleague William L. Wonderly. 
This would involve setting up stems on the pattern of the feminine forms, and then, by 
means of a morphophonemic final /-e/ added to the feminine forms, describing all the dif
ferences in terms of phonologically definable distributions. These would, however, be very 
complex. Such a procedure introduces techniques described in Chapter 5. This alternative 
does, however, have the advantages of representing more easily the dialectal variants and 
of taking into account the masculine forms occurring before vowels. 
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stems which occur with each of these morphologically defined allomorphs. The second 
procedure consists in setting up the feminine forms as basic and deriving the mascu
line forms by a subtractive morpheme consisting of the last consonant or consonant 
cluster. This is a much simpler way of treating such a structure, and it reveals an 
important set of relationships. 

Not all instances of loss of phonemes may be regarded as subtractive morphemes. For 
example, in Samoan there are the following sets of forms i 

Problem 6l 

1. tani 'weep' la. tanisia 'wept' 

2. inu 'drink' 2a. inumia 'drunk' 

3. ulu 'enter' 3a. ulufia 'entered' 

It is obvious that the simpler procedure here is to take the stems from the series 
having the suffix -ia. The forms of the first column can then be described as having lost 
the final consonant of the stem. This difference is not, however, morphemic, for there 
are no final consonants in Samoan, and thus such a loss is phonologically "conditioned" by 
the environment. Accordingly, we may list the stem alternants as tanis- ~ tani, inura- ~ 
inu, and uluf- ~ ulu. The feature which distinguishes this Samoan problem from the French 
problem cited above is that in French there is no such phonologically definable distribu
tion for alternative forms, since some adjectives ending in a consonant do not lose any 
final consonant in the formation of the masculine, e.g. national /nasyonal/, naturel 
/naturel/, jeune /zoen/, raisonnable /rezonabl/, riche /ri§/« 

3.22 Positional Relationships of Morphemes to Each Other 

Morphemes have the following positional types of occurrence! (l) successive, (2) in
cluded, and (3) simultaneous. 

Most morphemes occur in succession. These have been abundantly illustrated in the 
preceding data. 

Some morphemes occur in included positions, either partial or complete. The Zoque 
morphemes -hay- 'benefactive' and -pa 'present tense'' (see Problem 52) may occur in the 
sequence -hapya. Here each morpheme occupies a partially included position within the 
other. Infixes, on the other hand, are completely included within other morphemes, e.g. 
the intransitivizing -h- in Tzeltal (see section 3.13). 

Suprasegmental morphemes always have simultaneous occurrence with some segmental units. 
In some instances morphemes consisting of segmental phonemes may have a partial or a com
plete simultaneous occurrence. For example, in the English form /miyc'uw/, as an optional 
variant of /miyt yuw/ meet you, the phoneme /£/ is actually a part of two morphemes, in 
that the /t/ and the /y/ of the basic forms of the morphemes have coalesced and another 
phoneme has taken their place. In describing such a series as /kiSuw, hicuw, b9?uw, 
liyjuw/ kiss you, hit you, buzz you, lead you we usually list such alternants as /kis « 
kiS, hit <» hie-, bez «•> baz-, liyd «° liyj-/, and /yuw <» -uw/, -'•' and then describe the cir
cumstances in which they occur. We could, theoretically, list the allomorphs as /kis « 

These data are taken from Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 219. 

'The hyphens in this series indicate relationships of the clitic /-uw/ to the verbs. 
k clitic i6 a form which phonologically combines with an element with which it does not 
form a morphological construction (see ChaptersU and 5). 
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ki-, hit » hi-, be2, <» be-, liyd « liy-/ and /yuw <» -Suw • cuw <= -zuw » -3uw/, but we usual
ly avoid this type of division since it makes for a more awkward description. If we are to 
be perfectly correct in our symbolization of allomorphs, we should list them as /kis <» 
ki§-, hit « hiS-, bez <= bez-, liyd <= liyj-/ and /yuw <= (-jjuw ~ -Suw ~ -zuw ~ -juw)/. The 
underlining indicates phonemes shared by the allomorphs of two different morpnemes. Usual
ly, however, we find it simpler to list allomorphs without indicating such matters as par
tial simultaneous occurrence. 

Problem 6_2 

Instructions! List the morphemes in Problems 2k, 26, 27, and 32 which have partial 
simultaneous occurrence with other morphemes. 

There are some instances- in which morphemes have a complete simultaneous occurrence. 
For example, in French the word _au /o/ 'to the' results from a combination of a 'to' and 
le 'the.' It would be possible for us.to describe the allomorphs of le as /le » -o/,l° 
and of a as /a «° _o-/. The relationship of the allomorphs is symbolized by <=, since the 
occurrence of such an allomorph is dependent upon the morphemes which occur. Hyphens are 
employed to indicate (l) the relative order of the allomorphs and (2) the fact that the 
allomorphs occur only in combination. Such instances of complete simultaneous occurrence 
are very rare. ̂-9 

1DThese are not the only allomorphs of le. 

°It is net legitimate to consider that a suffix such as /-o*/ in Greek /lu«o«/ 'I 
loose' represents the complete simultaneous occurrence of five morphemes because this one 
form /-o*/ indicates person, number, tense, mode, and voice. Allomorphs may not be con
strued as having the capacity of simultaneous occurrence unless they are relatable to overt 
allomorphs occurring in structurally parallel situations. 
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THE DISTRIBUTION OP' MORPHEMES 

U.l Significance of the Distribution of Morphemes 

In the analysis of any language we are concerned with two primary features» (l) the 
morphemic inventory (i.e. the morphemes which exist) and (2) their distribution. The so-
called grammar of a language consists largely in describing the kinds of morphemes which 
go together. In general, if these combinations constitute words, they are described in 
the morphology; if they constitute phrases, they are described in the syntax. The de
scription of the types of morphemes in any given language is relatively simple in compari
son with the description of the meaningful constructions in which these morphemes occur. 

Each language has a different system for the combining of morphemes, and within each 
system there are rigid restrictions. In the syntax there may be such alternative orders 
as John ran away, Away ran John, and Away John ran, but in the morphology of most languages 
the order is fixed, and in some languages it is very complicated. Even in English we find 
rather complex structures, e.g. the word formalizers, consisting of five morphemes. The 
shift in order of one morpheme makes the word quite unintelligible, e.g. »formizalers. 

In some languages, for example, Eskimo, Quechua, and Turkish, the roots are initial 
and all bound forms are suffixed. 

Problem 63 (data from the Barrow [Alaska] dialect of Eskimo) 

1. nigiin 'eat (sg.)' 

2. nigipkagiñ 'you (sg.) feed him (cause him to eat)' 

3. nigipkanagiñ 'you (sg.) fed him' 

U. nigipkagana 'he feeds me' 

5. nigipkaktuna 'I feed myself (I eat)' 

6. nigipkanazuna 'I fed myself' 

7. nigisuktuna 'I want to feed myself' 

8. nigiyumazuna 'I intend to feed myself' 

°. iglu 'house' 

10. iglukpiiñ 'build (you sg.) a houseJ' 

11. iglukpisukturja 'I want to build a house' 

12. iglukpiyumazuna 'I intend to build a house' 

13. iglukpiyumalaaktuna 'I am anxious to build a house' 

78 
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Supplementary informationi 

1. The reflexive morpheme is -tu ~ -zu. 

2. The subject-object suffixes are irregularly fused. 

Problem 6U (data from Quechua, a language of South America) 

1. t'ika 'flower' 

2. t'ikay 'my flower' 

3. t'ikaykuna 'my flowers' 

U. t'ikaykunaman 'to my flowers' 

E>. t'ikaykunamanta 'of my flowers' 

6. t'ikaykunamantapac'a 'from my flowers' 

7. t'ikaykunamantapacalva 'from my flowers also' 

8. t'ikaykunamantapacalvapis 'also from my flowers only' 

Supplementary information: The postposed elements -al^a and -pis are clitics. 

Problem 65 (data from Turkish)1 

1. git- ~ gid- 'to go' °. gitseydi 'if he had gone' 

2. gidejektim 'I would have gone' 10. gittiyseler 'if they went' 

3. gidejéksem 'if I am to go' 11. gittillrse 'if they went' 

h. gidejekmiS 'he would probably have gone'12. gitmeli 'he ought to go' 

5. gitmiyejegim 'I will not go' 13. gitmemeli 'he must not go' 

6. gitmi§ti 'he probably had gone' lit. gitmeliydim 'I was obliged to go' 

7. gitmedi 'he did not go' 1$. gitmeliymis 'he probably had to go' 

8. gittiyse 'if he had gone' 16. gitmissem 'if I went' 

Supplementary informationi 

1. Morphemes may differ in form depending upon whether they occur before a vowel or 
a consonant. 

2. Certain morphemes have allomorphs with or without an initial y, e.g. -di <= -ydi, 
' -mis <» -ymis, -se <» -yse, -e^ek °° -y_ej[ek. 

3. The vowels of the suffixes are dependent upon the vovrel of the stem. The phoneme 
_e before y_ becomes _i. 

These data are taken from C. F. Voegelin and M. E. Ellinghausen, "Turkish Str-ucture," 
Journal of the American Oriental Society, 63 (19U3), Is 5U-56. 
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k. In certain instances suffixes may belong to different orders, as in items 8-9 and 
10-11. 

In other languages the bound forras may be largely prefixal. In Navaho,^ for example, 
all the bound forms occurring in finite forms of the verb are prefixes.-̂  There are eleven 
relative orders of prefixes which are closely bound in structure to the verb stemt^ 

1. Adverbial prefix: 9á- 'thus,' na- 'back,' naa- 'around.'5 

2. Theme prefix: dah- 'to start off,' °áíah- 'together,' dah- 'up on.' 

3. Iterative mode: ná- 'again and again.' 

U. Number; da- 'distributive plural.' 

5. Direct object: si- 'me,' bi- 'third person,' yi- 'third person (when subject is 
also third person),' ha-, ho- 'time, place.' 

6. Deictic prefix; 9a- 'someone, something,' ji- 'third person.' 

7. Adverbial prefix: ni- 'completive,' di- 'inceptive.' 

8. Tense: di- 'future.' 

9. Mode; si- 'perfective,' go- 'optative,' yi- 'progressive.' 

10. Subject pronoun: _s- 'I,' ni- 'you (sg.).' 

11. Classifiers: zero, _d-, 1-, and _1-. 

12. The stems, which occur in several different possible forms: -''aah 'momentaneous 
imperfective,' -°ah 'continuative imperfective, ' -94 'perfective, -°ááí 'progres
sive and optative,' and -^ááh 'iterative,' of the stem meaning 'to handle one 
x;ound or bulky object. ' 

The following words illustrate the ways in which these constituents of various orders 
combine; 

l 5 8 
1. °áhodoolííí 'he will make the place thus' (<j^á- 'thus,' ho- 'place,' doo [ < di-

9 11 !12 
'future' + yi- 'progressive'], _0- 'zero classifier,' -luí [progressive stem] 'to 

make'). 

See Harry Hoijer, "The Apachean Verb, Part I: Verb Structure and Pronominal Prefixes," 
International Journal of American Linguistics, 11 (19U5), U; 193-203, and Robert Young and 
William Morgan, The Navaho Language (Phoenix, Arizona: United States Indian Service, 19U3). 

3 
Certain noun-forming elements are suffixal. 

There are two preceding orders, consisting of an indirect object pronoun plus a post
positional element, but these need not be considered a part of the essential verb struc
ture, even though they do occur in a fixed position. 

The illustrative data listed under each structural order are incomplete except for 
orders 3, h, 7, 8, and 11. The allomorphs and homophonous morphemes are not listed for a 
number of the forms. 
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2. ndadidoot'ááí 'he will forgive you' (<n- [<ná- 'back'], da- 'distributive plural, 

7 8 9 . 1 1 
dl- 'inceptive,' doo- [ < di- 'future' + yj.- 'progressive'],^ 'classifier' [<d-

12 
'classifier' + ' of the stem-^ááí], -^á4i [progressive stem] 'to handle'). 

Rather than having predominantly or exclusively a prefixal or suffixal structure, the 
majority of affixing languages have both prefixes and suffixes. These have been abundantly 
illustrated in Chapters 2 and 3. Where languages have both prefixes and suffixes, certain 
categories may be expressed by prefixes and others by suffixes. For example, in most Bantu 
languages the verb prefixes indicate person (subject and object), tense, and negation, 
while the suffixes indicate voice (active or passive), mode, and aspect (see Problems 5, 6, 
32, and 33). 

The description of the distribution of morphemes is not easy, and there are many dif
ferent factors involved. These will be taken up in the following sections, which deal with 
(l) the types of morphemes as determined by their distribution, (2) the ways in which mor
phemes combine formally, (3) the pertinence of the distributional environment in terms of 
immediate constituents, (U) the types of morphological structures which result from various 
combinations of immediate constituents, (5) primary structural layers, and (6) the limits 
of morphological structures. 

U.2 Types of Morphemes as Determined by Their Distribution 

The distribution of morphemes differentiates a great many classes of morphemes and 
combinations of morphemes: (A) bound vs. free, (B) roots vs. nonroots, (A) roots vs.. stems, 
(D) nuclei vs. nonnuclei, (E) nuclear vs. peripheral, (F) same order vs. different orders, 
(G) mutually exclusive, (H) mutually obligatory, (I) obligatory vs. nonobligatory, (J) clos
ing vs. nonclosing. 

A. Bound vs. Free Forms 
4 

Bound morphemes never occur in isolation, that is, are not regularly uttered alone in 
normal discourse. Such bound forms include prefixes, suffixes, suprafixes, infixes, re-
placives, subtractives, and some roots. Free morphemes are those which may be uttered in 
isolation, e.g. boy, girl, man. They always consist of a root. Stems, which consist of a 
root or a root plus some other morpheme, are by definition always bound, e.g. -ceive (cf. 
receive) and recep- (cf. reception), manli- (cf. manliness) and formaliz- (cf. formalizer). 
Such stems as /maenliy-/ in /meeliynes/ and /fowrmalayz-/ in /fowrm9layz9r/ differ from the 
corresponding free forms only because of the postposed juncture (see section U.3). The 
forms /msenliy-/ and /fowrmelayz-/ are potentially free, though in the combinations 
/maenliynes/ and /fowrmelayzar/ they are actually bound. A distinction may thus be made 
between potentially free, actually free, and bound. For example, the word boy is actually 
free in such an utterance as BoyJ (an exclamation of enthusiasm or a vocative, depending 
upon the intonation), but it is only potentially free in such a word as boyish. "Actual 
freedom," however, always involves seme combining intonational morphemes. What we usually 
mean to indicate by distinguishing free morphemes from bound morphemes is the potential 
freedom of forms, not their actual free occurrences. Some morphemes are always bound, e.g. 
-ceive, whereas others may have a bound allomorph, e.g. /gbil-/ (the bound allomorph of 
/éybel/ able) in ability /abilitiy/. 

In special contexts it is always possible to employ a bound form in isolation. For 
example, in response to the question, "What is this suffix?" one may reply "-ly." 
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B. Roots vs. Nonroots 

Roots constitute the nuclei (or cores) of all words.' There may be more than one root 
in a single word, e.g. blackbird, catfish, and he-goat, and some roots may have unique 
occurrences. For example, the unique element eran- in cranberry does not constitute the 
nucleus of any other words, but it occurs in the position occupied by rootsj cf. redberry, 
blueberry, blackberry, and strawberry. All other distributional types of morphemes con
stitute nonroots. 

It is not always easy to distinguish between roots and nonroots. This is because some 
roots become nonroots and vice versa. For example, the nonroot -ism in such words as fa
talism, pragmatism, fascism, and communism, has become a full root, e.g. (I'm disgusted 
with all these) isms. We may say that ism fills the position of both a root and a nonroot. 
As a suffix it is a nonroot, and as a noun it is a root. Conversely, the root like became 
the bound form -ly. Historically, a form such as man-like became manly, but a new forma
tion man-like was reintroduced. There is no difficulty in this instance, because there is 
so little phonetic-semantic resemblance between like and -ly, and hence we consider them 
two morphemes. But in the words disgraceful and bucketful we recognize elements which have 
phonetic-semantic resemblance to the root full. There are actually three allomorphsj (l) 
/fél/ full, (2) /f&l/ -ful having secondary morphological stress and combined with the pre
ceding word with an opennjuncture (see section U.3) as in /péyl-f&l/ pailful, ./béket-f&l/ 
bucketful, and (3) /fsl/ with zero stress and combined with close juncture, as in 
/disgréysfsl/ disgraceful. Allomorph 1 occurs in syntactic constructions, and allomorph 2 
combines in the same way as do compounding roots (see sections U.UU and U.£), but allomorph 
3 combines in the same formal and structural manner as do suffixes, and hence it is a suf
fix. Combinations with allomorph 2 result in nouns, e.g. bucketful, handful, cupful, 
spadeful (typical root-plus-root constructions), but combinations with allomorph 3 result 
in adjectives, e.g. plentiful, bountiful, careful, tasteful, spiteful (typical root-plus-
nonroot constructions). 

Criteria for determining roots include the followingi 

1. Positions of occurrence, e.g. in Eskimo, Quechua, Turkish. 

2. Occurrence with certain prosodic features. Roots frequently have different prosod
ie characteristics of stress or tone from those of other morphemes. 

3. Occurrence with different bounding junctures, e.g. full and the suffix -ful in dis
graceful. 

h. Statistical frequency. There are many more roots than bound forms, i.e. by mor
phological listing, not necessarily by occurrence in context. 

f>. Parallelism of structure. Having determined the structure of most morphological 
constructions, the same patterns may be employed to establish the roots and nonroots 
where there may be some doubt.' 

There are some very rare instances in which it may be necessary to postulate a zero 
stem, and sometimes the stems may have empty meanings (see Morris Swadesh, "Nootka Internal 
Syntax,n International Journal of American Linguistics, 9 (1939)? 2-U: 90). 

Q 

It is frequently valuable to be able to distinguish a phonemic juncture from a struc
tural one orthographically. The phonemic external juncture may be indicated by a regular 
hyphen, and a structural juncture, e.g. the relationship of suffix to root, by a slanted 
hyphen. Allomorphs 2 and 3 could then be written /-fal/ and /vfal/. 

9 
There is, of course, always the possibility of unique constructions, but these are 

rare. 
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6. Meaning. The root (or roots, in compounds) are usually, but not always, the prin
cipal "carriers" of the meaning.^ 

Problem 66 

Instructions» 

a. Write the forms phonemically. 

b. Underline each morpheme. 

c. Indicate under each morpheme the following distinctions» B "bound," F "free," 
R "root," and NR "nonroot." 

1. football 

2. friends 

3. foolish 

h. fisherman 

5. guardedly 

6. leaderless 

7. distasteful 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

1U. 

bandageless 

resourcefulness 

glueyness 

bombsights 

blackberry 

disappoint 

angelic 

15. 

10. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

peaches 

fanatical 

greenhouses 

old-maidish 

provide 

involve 

fish 

C. Roots vs. Stems 

All bound roots are stems, but not all stems (they are all bound) are roots. A stem 
is composed of (l) the nucleus, consisting of one or more roots, or (2) the nucleus plus 
any other nonroot morphemes, except the last "structurally added" morpheme that results in 
a word. The form man- in manly is at the same time a root and a stem. The form breakwater 
is the stem of breakwaters, but it is not a single root. There are two root morphemes, 
break and water. The stem /ebíl-f in ability is a bound alternant of a root morpheme 
/éybel °> ebil-/. A form such as men's may never constitute a stem since the genitive mor
pheme -s always closes any morphological construction in English. 

D. Nuclei vs. Nonnuclei 

The nucleus of a morphological construction consists of (l) a root or (2) a combina
tion of roots (including possible nonroots attributive to respective roots). The nonnucle-
us is made up of nonroots. In the construction boyishness the element boy is the nucleus 
and -ishness constitutes the nonnucleus. In breakwaters the nucleus breakwater consists 
of two roots. 

Some nuclei are bipartite, with dependent nucleus-nonnucleus included constituents. 
For example, the nucleus of the Greek word /hippopotamos/ 'hippopotamus (lit. horse-river)' 
consists of (l) the root /hipp-/ (cf. /hippikos/ 'horsey') plus its stem formative -o and 
(2) the root /potam-/ (cf. /potamios/ adj. 'of a river') plus its stem formative -0. The 
final declensional suffix -s is added to the combination. The construction /hippo-/, con
sisting of a root and a nonroot (also a nucleus and a nonnucleus), is not a nucleus. The 
construction /potamo-/ is similarly not a nucleus, but the combination /hippopotamo-/ 

In actual practice, the criterion of meaning is most frequently employed, but it is 
not reliable and must be substantiated by structural criteria. 
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constitutes a bipartite nucleus. The significance of such a division will become more 
obvious after we consider immediate constituents, in section U.U. 

A nucleus may be tri'partitej e.g. the San Bias word mu'amu'amu'a 'to rise and fall 
successively and quite rapidly' consists of three identical roots. Here the nucleus is 
also a word. Tripartite nuclei of nonidentical roots are quite rare, e.g. foot-pound-
second, a unit of measurement, franco-anglc-américaine (cf. la declaration franco-anglc-
américaine 'the French, English, and American declaration'), rouge-blanc-bleu (cf. le 
drapeau rouge-blanc-bleu 'the red, white, and blue flag'), and suoúetaur(iíia) (Latin) 'a 
sacrifice of a pig, a sheep, and a bull. ' ^ 

E. Nuclear vs. Peripheral Structures 

A nuclear structure consists of or contains the nucleus. A peripheral morpheme never 
consists of a root and is always structurally "outside" of the nuclear constituent. ¿ In 
the word formal the nuclear element is form- and the peripheral element -al. In the word 
formalize the nuclear structure is formal- and the peripheral element is -ize. Similarly 
in formalizer the nuclear constituent is formalize- and the peripheral element is -er. 
"Nuclear" and "peripheral" are simply names for the immediate constituents (see section 
U.U). 

The Greek word /hippopotamos/ (cited above, under D) has a structure which may be 
symbolized as [(N + P) + (N + P) = N] + P in which N stands for nuclear and P for periph
eral elements. In the first two instances of N the nuclear element is also both a nucleus 
and a root, but that is not pertinent to the problem here. 

F. Morphemes of the Same Order vs. Morphemes of Different Orders 

In the structure of words we find morphemes which belong to the same order or to dif
ferent orders. In Problem $, for example, the subject pronouns ni- 'I,' wu- 'you (sg.),' 
a- 'he,' tu- 'we,' mu- 'you (pi.),' and wa- 'they' all belong to the same order. As such, 
they belong to a particular order class. They are in contrast with the tense morphemes 
which all belong to the same order and the object pronouns which all belong to the same 
order. The morphemes ni- 'I' and wu- 'you (sg.)' belong to the same order, but ni- 'I' and 
na- 'present tense' belong to different orders. Similarly, the subject pronoun wu- 'you 
T"sg*)' is of a different order from the object pronoun ku- 'you (sg.). ' 

G. Mutually Exclusive Morphemes 

Morphemes of the same order are always mutually exclusive. 

Morphemes of different orders may also be mutually exclusive. For example, of the 
Navaho prefixes listed in section U.l, those in orders 3 and 9 are mutually exclusive, and 
so are those in orders 6 and 10. That is to say, if ná-, the prefix of the iterative mode, 
occurs in the word, then none of the modal prefixes in order 9 occur. Similarly, if a 
deictic prefix from order 6 is employed, then none of the subject prefixes of order 10 are 
employed. 

H. Mutually Obligatory Morphemes. 

If the occurrence of one morpheme requires the occurrence of another, then the two 
morphemes are mutually obligatory. If forms are mutually obligatory in all situations, 

The French and Latin examples are cited by Henry Frei, "Note sur 1'analyse des 
syntagmes," Word, h (19U8) 2: 66. 

Note, however, that infixes and some replacives are "peripheral" even though they 
are formally included within the nuclear constituent. 
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then they constitute a single discontinuous morpheme, but some forms may be mutually ob
ligatory in some constructions and not in others. 

I. Obligatory vs. Nonobligatory Morphemes 

Certain morphemes may be obligatory to a structural class and others not. For example, 
in the finite verb forms of Bantu (cf. Problem 33) there are usually only two obligatory 
affixal morphemic classes, namely, the subject indicator and the suffixal modal indicator. 
In Kekchi a finite verb must consist of a verb stem and a subject, though in the third per
son singular the subject may be indicated by a zero morpheme. All the other order classes 
are optional. 

J. Closing vs. Nonclosing Morphemes 

Certain morphemes "close" the construction to further formation. For example, in 
English the use of a genitive suffix closes the noun to further suffixation. No suffix 
may follow the genitive. In Greek the addition of /-o/ to the root /hipp-/ 'horse' does 
not prevent further derivation, e.g. /hippote*s/ 'horseman' and /hippodromos/ 'racecourse,' 
but the addition of a declensional ending such as the nominative singular /-s/ closes the 
word to any further derivation. Nothing like /-te*s/ can be added to /hippos/. The mor
pheme /-o/ is a nonclosing morpheme, and /-s/ is a closing morpheme. 

There are two distinct degrees of closure in some languages. For example, a. morpheme 
such as -ize in formalize and legalize does not close the form to further word formation, 
e.g. formalizer and legalization. But the addition of the plural -s closes any form to 
further derivation by such suffixes as -ment, -ity, -ence, -ion, -ian, -ize, -er. A geni
tive suffix does the same thing. This break in structure in English coincides with the 
division between inflectional and derivational formations (see section U.6). 

U.3 Formal Combining of Morphemes 

The formal combining of morphemes involves two factors: order and juncture. The vari
ous possible orders have already been discussed in Chapter 3. 

« 
By "juncture" we mean the type of transition between morphemes. Thess junctures be

tween morphemes are of two important kinds: (l) phonemic (i.e. contrastively perceptible 
in utterance) and (2) structural. 

There are two (rarely more) degrees of phonemic juncture which are morphologically 
pertinent: (l) open juncture and (2) close juncture. Open juncture is generally equivalent 
to the "break" occurring between words, and close juncture is what we normally find within 
words. In English there are two words (l) recover, meaning 'to recuperate,' and (2) re
cover, meaning 'to cover again.' These words are phonemically different, and this differ
ence may be syirb'olized as (l) /riykáver/ and (2) /rly-kéver/. The acute accent indicates 
a primary stress, the grave a secondary stress, and the hyphen denotes a type of open tran
sition. There is no actual phonetic break (i.e. cessation of sound) in /riy-klvsr/, but 
the phonemes /iy/ preceding the hyphen are pronounced with more emphasis (this is to be 
expected from the secondary stress), and somewhat longer, and the consonant following it 
exhibits a different "attack." The transition in /riy-kéver/ is equivalent to the one in 
the sequence see Cuthbert. This may be phonemically symbolized as /siy ké9b8rt/.-L3 

-^The accents in the two expressions are written in the same way so as to point out 
the phonological similarities, but the phonological identity is the result of different 
structural features. In /riy-kévar/ the accentual pattern is morphologically determined, 
but in /siy ké6bart/ the secondary stress is the result of an intonational pattern which 
may be readily shifted. The secondary accent on /sly/ is an intonationally reduced prima
ry stress, whereas the secondary accent on /riy-/ is the property of the morpheme as a 
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One must not assume a one-to-one correspondence between types of phonetic open and 
close transition and open and close phonemic junctures. Such a correspondence is usual, 
but in Chitimacha1^ a sequence of identical consonants is pronounced with open phonetic 
transition within a word and with close phonetic transition between words. For example, 
each 2 °£ the cluster pg in kappa 'light' is aspirated, but in the phrase ni• hkup pes"k 
'flying downward' the sequence p_£ is pronounced with a single closure of the lips. 

Structural junctures are of two types» (l) overt and (2) covert. 

Overt structural junctures are marked by formal contrasts in types of sequences. For 
example, in the English word kingdom the sequence /nd/ is structurally distinctive, because 
it never occurs within a single morpheme] the sequence /nd/, on the other hand, does occur 
within morphemes, e.g. sandy, landed. A sequence such as nn is also structurally distinc
tive. Since no single morpheme occurs with such a cluster, it always marks a morphemic 
juncture, e.g. unnatural /ennéSerel/ and meanness /miynnes/. 

Covert structural junctures involve potential and nonpotential pauses. The potential 
position of intonational pauses1-3 is important for the analysis of word and phrase units. 
These potential positions of pause are also very significant in syntactic analysis. The 
fact that such intonational pauses do not occur within words provides the covert evidence 
of the morphological and phonological unity of a word. A form such as blackbird 
/büik-b&rd/ has a phonemic open juncture between the morphemes, and two structural junc
tures. The overt structural juncture (quite apart from the phonemic /-/) consists of the 
cluster /kb/, which never occurs within a single morpheme, and the covert structural junc
ture consists in the fact that an intonational pause never comes between the morphemes 
when they occur in this structural relationship. 

U.U Immediate Constituents 

U.Ul Significance of Immediate Constituents 

The distribution of any morpheme must be given in terms of its environment, but some 
of its environment may be important and the rest relatively unimportant. This is true of 

whole. The junctures are phonetically identical, but one is written with a hyphen to indi
cate the structurally pertinent fact that an intonational pause never coincides with it. 
An open juncture of the type /-/ is phonemically a part of both contiguous morphemes. (A 
sequence of a preposed and a postposed open juncture reduces to a single open juncture.) 
The difference between night-rate and nitrate is that night- and -rate have open junctural 
phonemes. Such a juncture phoneme does not belong to the form nit- in nitrate. The fact 
that the juncture is a part of the morpheme has already been noted in the discussion of 
full and -ful in section h.2, B. One morpheme in English has the characteristic of induc
ing a noncontiguous open juncture. Compare effigy /éfijiy/ and refugee /refyuw-jly/. The 
suffixal morpheme in the second word may be symbolized as /-Cxy/~. A pertinent part of the 
description of all allomorphs of morphemes is the type of juncture which may precede and 
follow. 

Intonational pauses, which normally occur only between words, are morphemes and be
long to the intonational structure, which is syntactically pertinent. 

^See Morris Swadesh, "The Phonetics of Chitimacha," Language, 10 (l°3U), ht 3kS-kl-

These are not hesitations which mark a speaker's indecision as to what to say next, 
for such hesitations may occur within'words, as well as between words, though they do so 
much less frequently. See Kenneth L. Pike, The Intonation of American English (Ann Arbor» 
University of Michigan Press, l°Ui>), for a discussion of intonational pauses. 

In a phrase structure it is possible to find such a pause. For example, in a 
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both morphology and syntax, and perhaps it is more easily illustrated by the syntax. For 
example, in the sentence Peasants throughout China work very hard we could describe the 
environment of very as bounded by a preposed work and a postposed hard and of work as 
bounded by a preposed China and a postposed very, but this kind of description of the en
vironment does not seem to be quite pertinent. We "feel" that very goes first with hard 
and that very hard then goes with the verb. Similarly, throughout and China appear to "go 
together," and these in turn "modify" peasants. We unite the subject peasants throughout 
China with all of the predicate work very hard. What we have done in this simple sentence 
is to discover the pertinent environment of each word or group of words. These sets of 
pertinent environments correlate with what we shall call immediate constituents, i.e. the 
constituent elements immediately entering into any meaningful combination. In terms of the 
above sentence we would describe the most inclusive set of immediate constituents as con
sisting of Peasants throughout China | work very hard. ' The successive sets of immediate 
constituents may be marked as follows: Peasants || throughout III China | work II very III 
hard. This may be diagramed somewhat differently as: 

Peasants throughout China work very hard 

The situation in morphology is analogous to what we find in syntax, though the imme
diate constituents are usually not so involved and there are fewer successive sets. We 
have already noted in section U. 2, E that nuclear constituents may be of different sizes. 
In the following series the nuclear constituent occurring with the peripheral -er varies 
in morphemic size: 

1. dancer 

2. condenser 

3. formal!zer 

In describing the distribution of -er we need to know the pertinent environment. We 
could, of course, say that in 1 -er follows the root dance-, in 2 it follows another root, 
-dense-, and in 3 it follows a suffix, -ize /-ayz/. But these environments are not par
ticularly pertinent ones. What is important is that all the nuclear constituents with 
which the peripheral -er occurs are verbs. The -er combines structurally with the entire 
nuclear constituent and not with just the preceding morpheme. Accordingly, vie may say that 
-er constitutes the peripheral immediate constituent and all the forms which precede con
stitute the nuclear immediate constituents. 

Note that the nuclear immediate constituents may in themselves contain nuclear and 
peripheral elements. For example, condense consists of a nuclear immediate constituent 
-dense and a peripheral con-. Similarly, formalize consists of a nuclear-'-0 formal- and 
the peripheral -ize. Formal consists of a nuclear form- and a peripheral -al. 

deliberate, emphatic utterance of the sentence We sawa gigantic black bird hovering over 
us, intonational pauses may occur following gigantic and black, though their occurrence in 
these positions is admittedly not frequent. 

'Upright bars mark the successive breaks. 
-i O 

It is unnecessary to repeat "nuclear immediate constituent" and "peripheral immedi
ate constituent," for in discussing a particular construction "nuclear" and "peripheral" 
are synonymous with "nuclear immediate constituent" and "peripheral immediate constituent." 
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In establishing these sets of nuclear and peripheral constituents \re have been iden
tifying the pertinent environment of each morpheme. It would be quite hopeless to describe 
all words such as formalizer as strings of morphemes, each with an equal rank or attachment 
to all the other morphemes. Such a description would be entirely too long and involved, 
and furthermore, it would not reveal the essential structure. It is a fact that in formal
izer /-ayz/ follows /-el/ and precedes /-9r/, but it is not the pertinent fact we need to 
know. These divisions into immediate constituents will become even more meaningful when we 
consider the organization of the grammar in Chapter °, for there we shall see that the com
binations which make up formalizer are discussed in entirely different parts of the grammar. 
For example, the root form is discussed as a morpheme with two class memberships, namely, 
noun and verb. The combination formal is discussed, elsewhere, as a derived form having 
two class memberships, namely, noun and adjective. The word formalize is treated under 
verb derivation, and formalizer is treated in still another section, under noun derivation. 
At no one place in the grammar is a word such as f ormalizer "pulled apart" (or "put togeth
er") layer by layer, but the various layers (sets of immediate constituents) are discussed 
in those parts of the grammar where all similar formations are discussed. 

U.1|2 Positional Relationships between Immediate Constituents 

There are a number of possible positional relationships between the nuclear and the 
peripheral immediate constituents. These may be classified on the basis of constructions 
with two immediate constituents and those with more than two immediate constituents. The 
first class may be subdivided between constructions in which the nuclear and the peripheral 
immediate constituents are each continuous and those in which either may be discontinuous. 

A. Combinations of Two Immediate Constituents 

1. Continuous Nuclear and Peripheral Immediate Constituents 

a. With All Successive Peripheral Constituents on One Side of the Nucleus 

In the Eskimo, Quechua, and Turkish data cited in Problems 63-65 the peripheral con
stituents all follow the nucleus. In the English word formalizers the successive periph
eral constituents are all on one side of the nucleus, and each successive morpheme combines 
with the preceding element or elements to form a construction. This is the usual situation, 
but there are some exceptions. For example, two peripheral constituents may combine to form 
a unit, and then this unit is in turn combined with the rest. Note the following series in 
Taos:1^ 

1. ,anp,uywa°i «my friend' 

2. kapjUywa"'! 'your (sg.) friend' 

3. kanp|uywa
,i 'the friend of us two' 

The element kan- is a combination of the morphemes of the first and second persons singular, 
and though it is a combination of two morphemes, it fills the same structural position as a 
single morpheme. Hence, in analyzing these peripheral morphemes we would first combine 
them into a construction kan- and then unite this complex peripheral immediate constituent 
with the following nuclear immediate constituent. When all nonnuclear constituents are on 
one side of the nucleus, the immediate constituents are generally successive series with 
each morpheme adding another layer to the morphological "concretion." 

See George L. Trager, "An Outline of Taos Grammar" in Linguistic Structures of Na
tive America (Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology, 6) (New York, 1°Í4Ó), p. 206. Used 
by permission. 
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b. With Successive Peripheral Constituents on More than One ..Side of or within the 
Nucleus 

In languages having many bound forms we usually find nonnuclear elements on more than 
one side of the nucleus. We could say both sides, except for the fact that there are pre
fixes, suffixes, infixes, and suprafixes. Accordingly, there are four relative positions. 
The word condenser consists of a nucleus dense and two nonnuclei con- and -er. The manner 
of dividing condenser into immediate constituents may be complicated by the fact that the 
apparent partials condense and denser both make sense, but we immediately recognize that 
the form denser contains quite a different morpheme, namely, the homophonous comparative 
-er (cf. fuller, meaner, darker, blacker). If we "combine" con- with -dense and then "add" 
to condense the suffix -er, we do not violate any such meaningful relationship, and hence 
we "feel" assured that this latter division is correct. The .meaning is, of course, a very 
important guide, but it is not the only one and in some instances it is not too reliable. 
What does count is the substitutability. A verb such as condense may be substituted for 
by a verb of a single morpheme, e.g. dance, and since the form dancer consists of only two 
morphemes, there is no difficulty in deciding upon sets of immediate constituents. There 
is also a structural fact to help us, namely, that con- does not combine with other com
parative adjective forms, e.g. -*conbetter, »confuller, and frconmeaner. 

The decision is not always so easy. For example, in deciding upon the immediate con
stituents of disgraceful (and hence the pertinent environment of the morphemes), we can 
select the alternatives (l) disgrace plus -ful and (2) dis- plus graceful. It would seem 
at first that either division could be made, since the potential nuclears disgrace and 
graceful are meaningful combinations, and since dis- may occur with single morphemes, e.g. 
discount, and -ful may occur with single morphemes, e.g. faithful. There are two ways of 
resolving this apparent contradictioni (l) by analyzing the meaningful relationships and 
(2) by studying the structural parallels. 

By analyzing the meaningful relationships, we may decide that -ful as a modifier of 
disgrace, meaning 'full of disgrace,' is more in keeping with the total meaning of dis
graceful than the division dis- plus graceful, which would mean 'not graceful.' 

The structural analysis by substitutes will give us the same results. By comparing 
all the various types of combinations in which dis- occurs and all the combinations in which 
-ful occurs, we find that dis- and -ful both combine primarily with nouns and verbs, e.g. 
discolor, discord, discount, disfigure, bountiful, plentiful, careful, tasteful. However, 
the resultant combinations with dis- are usually nouns or verbs and the resultant combina-
tions with -ful are adjectives. The only way in which these structural parallels may be 
preserved is to combine dis- with grace and then -ful with disgrace. 

To employ the meaningful relationships of forms as criteria in determining sets of 
immediate constituents is entirely justifiable. There are meaningful relationships between 
forms, and it is essential to adhere to these in analyzing the structure. Furthermore, 
there are some expressions which are identical in form, but which are different in meaning 
depending upon differences of immediate constituents. For example, in the sentence I hit 
the man with the cane the phrase with the cane may be an immediate constituent with the 
phrase the man, in which case the meaning is 'I hit the particular man who had a cane.' 
On the other hand, with the cane may be an attributive of the entire preceding verb expres
sion, in which case it means 'I hit the man by means of a cane.' In some instances, only 
an appeal to the meaning of a construction will enable us to determine the sets of immedi
ate constituents. In the analysis of foreign languages one constantly employs meaning as 
the first and most important criterion, but divisions made on the basis of meaning must be 
confirmed by supporting structural evidence. 

21 
This form must be distinguished from the allomorph -ful which occurs in handful, 

hatful, and the like, and which has a different type of juncture and a secondary stress 
rather than a zero stress (see section U.2, B). 
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Problem 67 

Instructions» 

a. Determine sets of immediate constituents. 

b. List the semantic and structural criteria employed. 

1. manliness 6. unmanly 

2. old-maidishness 7. distasteful 

3. harshly 8. resourceful 

h. surpassing 9. engaging 

5. untruly 10. confining 

2. Discontinuous Immediate Constituents—Nuclear, Peripheral, or Both 

Nonnuclear constituents may combine to form a discontinuous peripheral immediate con
stituent. For example, in the Kekchi data of Problem 37, we noted that the third person 
plural possessor consists of a prefix and a suffix, e.g. roSoSe'-'p 'their house' r-,..-e9p 
'their' and oSoc* 'house.' The two peripheral morphemes are structurally equivalent to a 
single morpheme in the form qococ 'our house.' For this reason we consider r-...e^p a dis
continuous immediate constituent." 

The nuclear immediate constituent may also occur in a discontinuous form. For example, 
in the word sons-in-law the nuclear immediate constituent is son...-in-law and the periph
eral immediate constituent is -s. Such inclusion of a peripheral immediate constituent 
within a nuclear one is not common, and the "pressure" of the structural pattern in English, 
in which nuclear and peripheral immediate constituents are in sequence rather than included, 
results in the alternative son-in-laws. 

B. Combinations of More than Two Immediate Constituents 

Combinations of more than two immediate constituents are rare, and so far as is known 
involve only nuclear elements. Certain illustrations of these have already been cited in 
section U.2, D. To these may be added some repetitive compounds from Lingombe, a Bantu 
language of the Belgian Congoi 

1. ko'ko'ko', an ideophone denoting the noise of rapping 

2. gbágbágbá, an ideophone denoting continuity 

3. kpíkpíkpí, an ideophone denoting pulsation 

h. gbákugbákugbáku 'gobble, gobble, gobble' 

h*k3 Principles of Procedure in Determining Immediate Constituents 

Principles of procedure employed in determining immediate constituents have already 
been touched upon in the preceding sections. The principles are not many and they appear 
comparatively simple, but their application is not easy. This is because we cannot say 

0 0 
The form rococe^p may also mean 'h is houses ' ; when i t has t h i s meaning the immediate 

const i tuents are r - and -ococe''p. 
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that one division of morphemes is inherently right and another wrong, but only that one 
division produces a relatively simple, coherent description of a language and that another 
division produces a more complicated and contradictory type of description. This difficul
ty is reflected in the very way in which the principles are statedi 

1. Divisions should conform to meaningful relationships. 

2. Divisions are made on the basis of the substitutability of larger units by smaller 
units belonging to the same or a different external distribution class. 

3. Divisions should be as few as possible. 

U. Divisions should be supported by the total structure of the language. 

5. Other things being equal, a division into continuous immediate constituents has 
precedence over a division into discontinuous immediate constituents. 

h.U3.1 Principle _1 

Divisions should conform to meaningful relationships. 

This principle has already been illustrated in the preceding discussions of condenser 
and disgraceful (section k.h2, B). In practical analysis it is more frequently employed 
than any other. This is because we are more accustomed to thinking in terms of meaningful 
units than in terms of structural units. We must not allow ourselves, however, to follow 
blindly what seems to be a valid meaningful relationship when this contradicts the struc
tural relationships. Furthermore, there are some words, e.g. untruly, in which we cannot 
obtain any very satisfactory leads from the meaningful relationships. 

h.h3.2 Principle 2 

Divisions are made on the basis of the substitutability of larger units by smaller 
units belonging» to the same or a different external distribution class. 

The principle of division on the basis of substitutability is of primary importance. 
We found, for example, that in the word formalizer it was possible tó substitute dance, a 
verb of a single morpheme, for the three-morpheme verb formalize. By reducing the overall 
number of morphemes to two, we remove the difficulty in deciding where to divide the. im
mediate constituents. Note that in substituting the verb dance for the verb formalize we 
are employing a word of the same general external distribution class. J In some instances 
we may employ a substitute of a different external distribution class, though different 
external distribution classes occurring in the same environment are much rarer in the mor
phology of a language than in the syntax.2^ We may, however, decide to divide naturalism 
between natural and-ism, rather than between natur- and -alism, because of the form 

-'k class "whose members have some internal morpheme in common, e.g. dancer, player, 
walker, worker, constitutes an internal distribution class. A class whose members occur in 
the same external environment, e.g. all verbs which may occur before the suffix -ing, con
stitutes an external distribution class. However, once the suffix -ing has been added, we 
describe such a series as an internal distribution class, since they all have the same mor
pheme in common. Such a group, however, constitutes another external distribution class in 
that its members may all follow î he verb form is_t ijs working, is walking, is playing, is 
dancing. 

This part of the principle is, consequently, much more applicable to syntactic 
analysis. 
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snobbism. Snob, a noun, belongs to a different external distribution class from the adjec
tive natural. The word purism contains a substitute of the same external distribution class 
as natural, and this confirms the pattern of substitution and the validity of the division. 
Substitution by members of the same external distribution class is far more important than 
substitution by members of different classes, for in substitutions from the same class there 
is much greater likelihood of preserving the same meaningful relationships. 

U.U3.3 Principle 3 

Divisions should be as few as possible. 

Because we find from experience that linguistic structure tends to be binary (i.e. to 
consist of two-divisional constructions), we assume in analysis that a particular construc
tion consists of two immediate constituents unless we cannot find substitutional patterns 
which will make such a division possible. There is, for example, no adequate manner in 
which we can describe the French adjective rouge-blanc-bleu 'red-white-blue' as anything 
but three immediate constituents. The same is true of the English foot-pound-second and 
of the Lingombe kpíkpíkpí, the ideophone of 'pulsation.' No two of these sets of constit
uents may be regarded as structurally prior to a third. -* 

h.h3.k Principle k 

Divisions should be supported by the total structure of the language. 

This principle requiring any division to be supported by the total structure of the 
language is of course the most difficult to apply, for it necessitates a comprehensive 
knowledge of the various structures. It is the principle we employed in the discussion of 
condenser and disgraceful (section U.U2, B). No division of data may be made without con-
sideration of the other similar and different structures. If, for example, we should de
scribe the object pronouns in Congo Swahili (see Problem $) in terms of their relationships 
to the tense prefixes or to the subject prefixes, our description would be more or less 
meaningless. Even if we described the relationship of the object pronouns to the roots, 
it would still not be enough. We must describe the distribution of the object pronouns in 
combination with the entire verb stem, for the occurrence or nonoccurrence of an object 
pronoun can be determined by whether or not the verb stem contains a simple passive suffix. 
Hence, it is not only a matter of the kind of root, but whether the root may occur with the 
suffix -iw that is important. The overall structural relationships make it valuable to de
scribe all the suffixal formations in Congo Swahili (these form immediate constituents be
ginning with the root), before taking up the prefixal formations. 

U.U3.5 Principle 5 

Other things being equal, a division into continuous immediate constituents has pre
cedence over a division into discontinuous immediate constituents. 

It is doubtful if there is ever a situation in which a perfect balance exist» between 
continuous vs. discontinuous immediate constituents. The purpose of this principle, how
ever, is to call attention to the fact that in analyzing the structures of strange lan
guages, we must assume that forms which are juxtaposed are mere likely to go together than 
ones which are not juxtaposed. A translation into English frequently violates such an 

Coordinate series in syntax may consist of more than two immediate constituents, 
e.g. Father, mother, Jack and sister (went away). The subject expression is made up of 
four immediate constituents, of which the first three are single words and the last con
sists of two words. Such series are uncommon in morphology. 
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arrangement of constituents, but no analysis of a language can be based upon its transla
tion in another language. 

Problem 68 

Instructions: 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

b. Determine all the sets of immediate constituents. 

c. List the principles which are applicable in any division and illustrate the use 
of each principle employed. 

1. football 7. greenhouses 

2. unfriendly 8. resourceful 

3. foolish 9. surpassing 

h. fisherman 10. ungentlemanliness 

5. glueyness 11. unpretentiousness 

6. angelic 12. attractive 

Supplementary information: 

1. Where there are only two morphemes, none of the five principles listed above need 
be employed. 

2. Regard the noun pretense as being one of the constituent elements in item 11. 

3. The types of answers required may be illustrated vfith unfriendly: 

The sets of immediate constituents are /onfréndliv/. 

This division into immediate constituents involves the following principles: 

a. Conformance to meaningful relationships. The present division means 'not 
friendly.' The alternative division /gnfrendliy/ would mean 'the quality 

of not being a friend.' Either meaningful relationship is possible, but the 
division chosen does not violate the meaning of the word as a whole. 

b. The nuclear constituent friendly is readily substitutable by many monomor-
phemic adjectives, e.g. unkind, untrue, unchaste, uneven, unjust, unfair. 
The potential nuclear constituent ^-unfriend is not rea"dily identifiable as 
to class, but, assuming that it is analogous to the noun unbelief, one may 
substitute nouns, e.g. manly, godly, cowardly, timely. 

c. On the basis of either division there would be only two immediate constit
uents on any level of analysis. 
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d. The first division is more fully supported by the total structure of the 
language, since un- combines with many adjectives, and -ly combines with 
many nouns. The alternative division has only unbelief as a structural 
parallel, and this does not occur with -ly. 

LwUU Functional Relationships between Immediate Constituents 

Functional relationships between immediate constituents are defined here as denoting 
(l) the relationships of the parts to the whole, and (2) the relationships between parts. 
The first type of relationship may be defined as endocentric or exocentric and the second 
as subordinate, or coordinate, or nonsubordinate and noneoordinate. 

U.UU.l Endocentric vs. Exocentric Constructions 

Endocentric constructions are those in which the unit as a whole belongs to substan
tially the same external distribution class as the nuclear immediate constituent or both 
immediate constituents (there are rarely more than two). The word blackbird consists of 
two morphemes black and bird, and in terms of the syntactic structure cf English, bird 
constitutes the nucleus of such a construction. The unit blackbird belongs to .substan
tially the same distribution class as bird, i.e. it takes the same suffix -s and occurs in 
the same positions as the noun bird occurs. We must, however, say that the classes are 
"substantially the same," rather than "identical," since blackbird obviously does not com
bine with red in *redblackbird as bird does in redbird. 

In some instances the resultant combination belongs to substantially the same class 
as both constituents. For example, the word queen-mother is a noun and both "immediate 
constituents are nouns. A compound such as foot-pound-second is also endocentric. 

Certain combinations appear to be endocentric, but are net. For example, Redcoat is 
a noun, and the nuclear immediate constituent, coat, is also a noun. But this nuclear con
stituent belongs to a class for which the pronominal substitute is _it, whereas the construc
tion Redcoat has the pronominal substitute he. Coat and Redcoat are to this extent not 
members oT the same external distributional classes, and we treat such forms as Redcoat as 
exocentric. Similarly, butterfingers, though it is a noun, does not belong to the same 
external distribution class as the nuclear immediate constituent fingers, for the nuclear 
form occurs with plural agreement, e.g. those fingers, but butterfingers occurs with sin
gular agreement, e.g. (Here comes) that butterfingers. 

Exocentric constructions are those in which the unit as a whole belongs to a different 
external distribution class from the nuclear constituent or from both of the immediate con
stituents. For example, pickpocket consists of a verb and a noun, of which the verb is the 
nuclear immediate constituent.* The noun pickpocket belongs to a different external dis
tribution class from the verb nuclear constituent pick, and hence the construction pick
pocket is exocentric. In the word income the immediate constituents are an adverb _in and 
a verb come; the resulting combination, being a noun, is exocentric, in that it does not 
belong to the class of either immediate constituent. 

Both endocentric and exocentric constructions may consist wholly of roots or may in
clude nonroots as immediate constituents. For example, eyelet is an endocentric root-plus-
nonroot construction. It belongs to substantially the same external distribution class as 
the nuclear constituent eye. The adjective fishy is an exocentric root-plus-nonroot con
struction, because the resultant combination does not belong to the same class as the noun 
nuclear constituent fish. 

In the analysis of predicate constructions in thfi syntax of English the verb con
stitutes a nuclear and the direct object a peripheral. 
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ii.l4.i4..2 Coordinate vs. Subordinate vs. Noneoordinate and Nonsubordinate Constructions 

Coordinate constructions are those in which the immediate constituents are of equal 
structural rank and belong to substantially the same external distribution classes. For 
example, the adjective bittersweet consists of two coordinate nuclear constituents. The 
same is true of queen-mother and God-man. 

In the constructions eyelet and fishy the peripheral elements -let and -y are subor
dinate to the nuclear constituents. In blackbird the peripheral black is subordinate to 
the nuclear bird. 

In the word overall, as in the phrase the overall appearance, the immediate constit
uents over (a preposition) and all (a pronoun), exhibit a noncoordinate and nonsubordinate 
relationship. In the syntax of English the parallel prepositional phrases constitute exo-
centric constructions, since the units as a whole do not belong to the same external dis
tribution class as either immediate constituent. 

Coordinate immediate constituents must consist entirely of nuclei or of nonnuclei. 
Subordinate immediate constituents consist of nuclei, combinations of nuclei and nonnuclei, 
or combinations of nonnuclei. The Kekchi immediate constituent r-^.-e^p 'their' in 
rococe^p 'their house' is a combination of nonnuclei. 

Problem 6? 

Instructions: 

a. Write out the forms phonemically. 

b. Underline the primary set of immediate constituents. 

c. Identify the functional relationships of the immediate constituents as endocentric 
or exocentric and as coordinate or subordinate, or noncoordinate and nonsubordin-
ate. 

1. ability * 

2. funny 

3. playground 

U. jumpy 

5. postman 

6. jackknife 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

haystack 

unable 

greenhouses 

goldfish 

setup 

upset 

13. baseball 

lU. cheerful 

15. figurehead 

l6. thoroughbred 

17. lazybones 

18. know-all (noun) 

Problem 70 (data from Tzeltal, a language of Mexico) ' 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the external distribution classes of the immediate constituents: adjec
tive, noun, or verb. This may be done from the English translation.¿ 

'These data are from Marianna C. Slocum, "Tzeltal (Mayan) Noun and Verb Morphology," 
International Journal of American Linguistics, lU (I9I4.8), 2: 79-80. 

?fl 
In the actual analysis of a language the translation cannot be used with any degree 

of accuracy. Only a knowledge of the structural types of the language in question will 
allow the assigning of external distributional class membership. 

http://ii.l4.i4
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b. Identify the constructions as exocentric or endocentric and as coordinate or 
subordinate, or noncoordinate and nonsubordinate. 

1. tomut 'egg' < ton 'stone' + mut 'hen' 

2. pante0 ' b r idge ' < pam ' f l a t ' 4- t e 9 'wood' 

3 . k'atimbak ' h e l l ' < k 'a t im ' t o hea t ' + bak 'bone' 

U. Sik'pom ' incense-burner ' < Eik' ' t o burn' + pom ' incense ' 

5. holwic 'summit' < hoi 'head' + wic 'mountain' 

6. nick'ahk' ' spark ' < ni3 'flower' + k'ahk' ' f i r e ' 

7. 5 ' u l t a t 'god' < S 'ul 'holy' + t a t ' f a the r ' 

8. mer 'ot 'an 'sadness ' < mel ' t o explain' - t - 9ot 'an ' hea r t ' 

9. k'anpatan ' t ax -co l l ec to r ' < k 'an ' t o ask for ' + patan ' t a x ' 

10. 9ancir>al 'daughter1 < 9 anc i l 'female' +• 9 a l ' c h i l d ' 

11. muk'ha9 ' r i v e r ' < muk' ' b ig ' + ha9 'water ' 

12. ha^S'uht' 'diarrhea' < ha9 'water' + S'uht' 'stomach' 

Supplementary information: In combinations of noun plus noun, the second noun is attrib
utive to the first. 

Problem 71 (data from Tonkawa, an Indian language in the United States)29 

Instructions: By analyzing the meanings of the resultant combinations in comparison 
with the constituent parts, determine which element is nuclear and which periph
eral, 

1. hawawne-taxka- 'to carry (several) to this place' < hawawne- 'to carry a burden' 

-i- taxka- 'several arrive' 

2. yakaw-ka-na- 'to kick away' < yakaw- 'to kick' -i-ka-na- 'to throw away' 

3. so'1-to'xa- 'to drip onto' < so«l- 'to drip' -I—to«xa- '(to fall) on' 

h. ho«s-taxsew- 'to be morning' < ho-s 'early' -+- taxsew- 'day breaks' 

5>. yako-n-yapal9- 'to knock down' < yako*n- 'to strike' H—yapal9- 'down' 

6. na«x-sokna- 'to guide, reconnoitre' < na«x 'road' -t- sokna- 'to put away, to 
have' 

7. 9a«x-pix 'cider' < 9a*x 'water' -|- pix 'sweet' 
(Continued on next page.) 

Harry Hoijer, "Tonkawa" in Linguistic Structures of Native America (Viking Fund 
Publications in Anthropolgoy, Vol. 6) (New York, I9I46), pp. 296-97. Used by permission. 

Such a procedure is not conclusive and must always be tested by structural patterns. 
Nevertheless} it is helpful in selecting nuclears. 
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8. tan-maslak ' r a b b i t ' < tan ' t a i l 1 + maslak 'white1 

9. tan- 'ok-apay 'opossum' < tan ' t a i l ' + °ok ' h a i r ' + kapay 'none' 

10. c°axw-yapec 'thread' < c°axw 'cloth' -\- yapce- 'to sew' 

Supplementary informationi In combinations of verb plus verb, the second modifies the 
first. 

U.f? Types of Morphological Structure 

Morphological structure may be simple or complex. Simple structures consist of a 
single morpheme, free or bound. Complex structures consist of more than one morpheme. 
Simple structures maybe called "monomorphemic11 and complex structures "polymcrphemic." 

A simple structure always consists of a root. This may be potentially free, e.g. boy, 
John, run, and ug, or it may be bound. A bound root may be either a stem, e.g. -ceive, 
-tain, -veal (cf. receive, retain, reveal) or a clitic, e.g. /s-, -8, -l/, atonic forms of 
a, you, and will. These bound allomorphs of free forms never occur in isolation, but they 
"do not necessarily form morphological constructions with the constituents with which they 
are phonologically bound. For example, the clitic a in a bored person /abówrd pérsen/ 
phonologically "leans''-̂  on the form bored, but it constitutes an immediate constituent 
with bored person. Similarly, you and will occur in atonic allomorphic forms in I'll hit 
yuh (you) /áyl hí5a/, in which /-l/ '11 is an immediate constituent with the verb form hit, 
and /-Q/ is the object of the verb phrase will hit. 

In many instances clitias are not relatable to free alternants. For example, in the 
Chanca dialect of Quechua there is a postposed element -ña 'already' which is phonological
ly a part of many different types of words. There is no doubt about its phonological de
pendence, because it always occurs within a phonological unit accented on the next to the 
last syllable. The following are a few of the combinations in which it occurs» 

1. With a free particle, mañana 'no already' 

2. With a nominalized verb, tukuruspanña 'already his finishing' 

3. With an adjective-like word, miskiña 'already sweet' 

U. With a verb, toqyaroqockanña 'already it is blown up' 

$. With a pronoun, kayña 'already this' 

6. With a noun, wataña 'year already1 

An investigation of the structures in which this -ña occurs reveals that it is an im
mediate constituent with entire phrases and not necessarily with the word immediately pre
ceding. The very fact that it is postposed to all types of words leads us to suspect that 
it has the same sort of positional freedom as syntactic items have. In the inventory of 
morpheme classes we must list these simple types of clitic structures, but their distribu
tion is described in the syntax, since they form immediate constituents with phrases. 

Complex morphological structures include the following typesi 

1. Bound stem plus bound periphery 

•This is the literal meaning of the Greek derivative clitic. 
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2. Free stem plus bound periphery 

3. Bound or free stem plus bound or free stem-^ 

The results of these three structural types may be either bound or free. 

A bound stem plus a bound periphery^ may be illustrated by English receive, detain, 
ability,^ function, all Ngbaka verbs (see Problem h6), Mongbandi plural verbs (see Prob-
lem U7J, and Eskimo verbs (see Problem 63). In Barrow Eskimo one may add a causative -pka-
to the stem nigi- 'to eat,' but the resultant form is still bound. Even the further addi
tion of the third person subject -ga- results in a bound stem. Only the suffixation of an 
objective form such as -13a 'me' results in a free form. Nigipka- 'to cause to eat' and 
nigipkaga- 'to cause him to eat' and nigipkagana 'he causes me to eat' are all illustrative 
of'this'first type of complex structure. The bound stem in such constructions may consist 
of more than one root, e.g. Greek /hippopotamo-/ literally 'horse-river' to which is added 
/-s/ (see section U.2, D). 

Free stems plus bound peripheries may be illustrated by English formal, retake, dis
graceful, Kekchi gwococ 'my house' ( < gw- 'my' + oSoc 'house') (Problem 37), and Popoluca 
9im0'ya 'his flower' (~< 0i- 'his' + mo»ya 'flower') (Problem 28). The free stems may 
consist of more than one root, e.g. blackbirds, in which the immediate constituents are 
the free stem blackbird and the suffix -s. 

Constructions consisting of free stems plus bound peripheries may themselves be either 
free or bound, e.g. formal /fowrmal/ or formal- /fowrmsel-/ in formality /fowrmálitiy/. The 
suffix -al is polyallomorphic /-el/ and /-ael/. The first allomorph constitutes an immedi
ate constituent of free forms (words) and the second of bound stems. 

Morphological structures consisting of bound or free stems plus bound or free stems 
may be illustrated by blackbird, whatnot, upset, and gocart. Each stem may in turn consist 
of a root plus a nonroot, e.g. Greek /hippopotamo-/ in which the derivative suffix /-o/ is 
added to each root /hipp-/ and /potam-/. The resultant combination of free stems may be 
bound, e.g. first-night- /férst-nayt-/, which combines with -er /férst-naytsr/. 

U.6 Primary Structural Layers 

Languages with an extensive morphological structure frequently exhibit well-defined 
structural layers. The principal division is' between derivational and inflectional forma
tions. The derivational formations may in turn be divided between formations of the nu
clei (these are compounds) and constructions consisting of nuclei and nonnuclei. 

Complex structures which belong to the same general external distribution class^-5 as 
the simplest member of the class in question are derivational formations. For example, 
farmer, refusal, formalizer, instrumentalist are all English nouns consisting of two, three, 

-^There may be more than two immediate constituents consisting of such stems (see sec
tion U.2, D), but these are rare. 

-'-'The particular order is not pertinent. 

-^Bound alternants of free forms are considered bound. Polyallomorphic morphemes hav
ing a bound and a free form are common. In some descriptions it is convenient to distin
guish between the two types of bound stemst (l) those with free alternants and (2) those 
without free alternants. 

These are the so-called parts of speech, e.g. nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, 
and particles. 
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four, and five36 morphemes, but all belong to the same external distribution class, in 
that they occur with plural formations: farmers, refusals, formalizers, and instrumental-
ists. These plural formations also occur with the simplest members of the class, e.g. 
boys, girls, houses. A word such as boys does not belong to the same distribution class 
as the simplest member of the noun class. There is no single morpheme which is struc
turally a plural noun. Even the plural form of the word sheep occurs with a zero morpheme. 

The derivational formations are usually, but not always, ••inner-layer'' formations, and 
the inflectional formations are usually "outer-layer" formations. Note the following series 
in Zoque. 

Problem 72 (data from Zoque, a language of Mexico) 

1. ka'- 'to die' 6. ka°uw90s 'of the dead person' 

2. ka'u 'he died' 7. ka'yahuwQ's 'of the dead persons' 

3. ka*>yarra 'they died' 8. yomo 'woman' 

U. ka^uwe 'a dead person' °. yomo's 'of the woman' 

5. ka°yahuw8 'dead persons' 

The inflectional suffixes are -yah- 'pluralizer' and -u 'past tense.' To the in
flected forms may be added the nominal!zing3 ' suffix -we. The resultant nominalized verb 
belongs to the same external distribution class as the simple monomorphemic noun yomo 
'woman, ' and both of these occur with the genitive inflectional suffix -''s. 

Certain features are characteristic of derivational and inflectional formations. 

Derivational Formations» Inflectional Formations! 

1. Belong to the same general external 1. Do not belong to the same general external 
distribution class as the simplest distribution class as the simplest member 
member of the class. of the class. 

2. Tend to be "inner" formations. 2. Tend to be "outer" formations. 

3. Tend to be statistically more numer- 3. Tend to be statistically less numerous. 
ous.38 

U. Have derivational morphemes with more h. Have inflectional morphemes with more 
restricted distribution.3° extensive distribution. 

5. fey exhibit changes in major distri- 5. Exhibit no changes in major distribution 
bution class membership.̂ '-' class membership. 

3 There are, of course, many longer words. 

3'"Nominalizing" means "to make a noun of." 

That is, statistically more numerous in terms of morphological listing, not neces
sarily in terms of any particular context. 

J7k derivational morpheme, e.g. -let in eyelet, armlet, eaglet, hamlet, tends to have 
a more restricted distribution than an inflectional one, e.g. -s plural suffix. Deriva
tional morphemes tend to be more numerous, but to occur in a smaller number of combinations. 

For example, derivational morphemes may verbalize adjectives, e.g. enable, endearj 
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6. "Form" words. 

Problem 73 

6. May show a grammatical relationship be
tween words. 

Instructions» 

a. Determine the primary sets of immediate constituents. 

b. Indicate whether the formation is inflectional or derivational. 

1. boys 6. sang 

2. men's 7. walked 

3. freshman 8. runner 

U. first-nighter 9. jigsaw 

5. baby 10. manly 

Problem Tk (data from Tzeltal, a language of Mexico)^1 

Instructions» 

a. Indicate whether the formation is derivational or inflectional.^2 

b. List the characteristics which provide the basis for your decision. 

1 1 . sees 

12. ran 

13 . smar ter 

lU. f u l l e s t 

15. John ' s 

1. h-camel 'sick person' 

2. Siwel 'fright' 

3 . lumal ' l a n d ' 

h. mahk'il ' l i d ' 

5 . awinam ' your ( s g . ) w i f e ' 

6 . S e n k ' u l t i k 'bean p a t c h e s ' 

7. h - ' u ' e l ' i n f l u e n t i a l pe rson ' 

8 . S 'uune l ' o f f e r i n g ' 

9. k ' a b a l ' c u s t o d y ' 

l a . camel ' i l l n e s s ' 

2a. siw ' t o be a f r a i d ' 

3a . lum ' e a r t h ' 

Ua. mahk' ' t o c l o s e ' 

5a. ' inam ' w i f e ' 

6a . c e n k ' u l 'bean pa tch ' 

7a. ' u ' e l 'power ' 

8a. c 'uun ' t o b e l i e v e , obey' 

9a. k ' ab 'hand ' 

(Continued on next page.) 

nominalize verbs, e.g. dancer, inheritance; adjectivize nouns, truthful, gracious; nominal
ize adjectives, e.g. truth, fatalism; and adverbialize adjectives, e.g. truthfully, really. 

See Slocum, _og. cit., pp. 77-83. 

ii2 
It is obvious that not enough data are given to provide an adequate basis for judg

ment, but the characteristics listed above furnish practically all that is needed for most 
examples. The Tzeltal data are purposely chosen for their simplicity. 
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10. ha°al 'rain' 

11. bihil 'intelligence' 

12. tatab 'fathers' 

13 . n i c ' n a b ' s o n s ' 

i l l . miltomba 'war ' 

15. pak'hom ' p o t t e r ' 

16. t i ' b a l 'meat ' 

10a. ha 9 ' w a t e r ' 

11a. b i h ' i n t e l l i g e n t ' 

12a. t a t ' f a t h e r ' 

13a. n i c ' a n ' s o n ' 

lUa. - m i l ' t o k i l l ' 

17. milaw 

18. nawil 

19. °ewil 

20. pamleh 

21. kuSleh 

'murder ' 

' h o u s e b u i l d e r ' 

' c a r r i e r ' 

' l e v e l p l a c e ' 

' l i f e ' 

22. awi l 'you ( s g . ) s e e ' 

23. awiloh 'you ( s g . ) have seen ' 

2iu manohel ' c r e a t o r ' 

25. k ' e s l a l 'shame' 

?6. t o n t i k i l ' s t o n y - p l a c e ' 

l 5 a . - pak ' 

16a. - t i ° 

17a. - m i l 

18a. na 

19a. - ' e -

20a. -pam 

21a. ku§ 

22a. ' ' i l 

23a. * i l 

2Ua. -man 

25a. k ' e s 

26a. t on 

• t o mold c l a y 1 

' t o ea t meat ' 

' t o k i l l ' 

' house ' 

'to transport corn' 

'to flatten' 

'to live' 

'to see' 

'to see' 

'to create' 

'to be shy1 

'stone' 

Supplementary information: Nouns in the sets 1-la, 3-3a, 7-7a, 9-9&, 10-10a, l8-l8a, 
and 26-26a belong to substantially the same external distribution class. 

The distinction between primary structural levels is most important in the organiza
tion of the grammar, for it makes it possible for one to distinguish the pertinent from 
the nonpertinent environments of many forms. Any other type of description becomes hope
lessly involved and exceedingly long. For example, in a language such as Totonac, spoken 
in Mexico, there are many complex structures and only a careful division into derivational 
and inflectional layers will enable one to make a concise and accurate description. In the 
word kilila* pa*ski•qu*t 'my necessity of loving them reciprocally' there are the following 
morphemes: ki-, first person possessive prefix added to nouns, li-...-t, a noun formative 
meaning 'it is necessary,' la*-, reciprocal prefix added to verbs, pa^ki*, the stem 'to 
love,' -qu*, third person object suffix added to verbs. The sets of immediate constituents 
are as follows: 

ki li la* pa*ski* qú* t 

In a descriptive grammar of Totonac the first construction la-pa'Ski* would be dis
cussed under the derivation of verbsj the second construction la*pa*ski*qu* would be des
cribed under the inflection of verbs; the third construction lila* pa» §kl• qú* t belongs 
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under the derivation of nouns, and the last construction kilila-pa» ski•qú«t would be des
cribed under the inflection of nouns. Only be describing such complex structures accord
ing to their types and according to some systematic arrangement can we possibly reveal the 
essential structure. 

H.7 The Limits of Morphological Structures 

There are two limits of morphological structures» lower, which is the level of the 
morpheme, and upper, the point at which the structure becomes syntactic. The lower limits 
have been treated in Chapters 2 and 3, and, on the whole, there is not too much difficulty 
in establishing the morphemes. It is by no means so easy to determine the point at which 
the morphology of a language divides from the syntax, for there is constant overlapping, 
especially in such languages as Bantu. 

4.71 Structural Contrasts 

There are certain important distinctions between the morphological and the syntactic 
structural levels» 

1. Relative order in morphological structures is more rigid. 

2. Morphological structures are more fused phonologically. 

3. The internal distribution classes in morphological structures are smaller, espe
cially in derivational formations. 

U. Morphological distribution clashes are less open to new members (i.e. they are 
less productive of new combinations). 

5. Morphological structures are smaller. 

6. Morphological structures do not readily admit internal pauses. 

7. Morphological structures have a more limited substitutability of expanded expres
sions. 

U.72 Phonological Criteria for Establishing the Limits of Morphological Structures 

In the analysis of any language phonological and distributional data are relevant in 
establishing the limits of morphological units. Phonological data include» 

1. Occurrence of open vs. closed junctures. Open junctures mark certain phonological
ly and morphologically pertinent points. 

2. The distribution of phonemes within juncture limits. For example, certain clusters 
may occur medially between such junctures but may not occur contiguous to such 
junctures. 

3. The distribution of allophones within juncture limits. (See example from Chiti-
macha in section JÜ3TI 

In Stress patterns. Forms bounded by open junctures may exhibit certain stress char
acteristics. For example, each such unit in English has at least one primary or 
secondary stress. 
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5. Potential pause vs. nonpotential pause. An intonational pause may occur at the 
point of some external junctures and not of others. For example, in English the 
juncture which we write with a hyphen never coincides with an intonational pause, 
but the juncture which we may write with a space may coincide with such a pause. 

6. Patterns of phonological change. These include loss of vowels, as in Tpnkawa (see 
Problem 25), alternating unvoicing and reduction as in Southern Paiute,43 vocalic 
harmony as in Turkish (see Problem 65), and more frequent assimilative changes 
within external junctures than across such juncture points. All th.ese types of 
changes may be related to external junctures, though often there is not a complete 
correlation. 

These phonological criteria supplement each other and give us the basis for determin
ing what may be called "the phonological word." In some instances phonological words are 
equivalent to phrases or entire sentences. For example, the French expression _il faut 
prendre deux cabinas'it is necessary to take two cabins' is written by Hall as 
/ilfopradred^kabin/.^ In this expression the phonological junctures are not helpful in 
distinguishing the morphological structure from the syntactic. Furthermore, French has no 
word stress as English does, but rather a phrase stress. Hence, there are no phonological 
features (except possibly positions of potential pause) which materially assist us in de
termining the borders of morphological structures. We are thus dependent entirely upon 
distributional data. 

U.73 Distributional Criteria for Establishing the Limits of Morphological Structures 

Distributional data includei 

1. Occurrence of bound forms. Such bound forms are either (l) nonclitics—addi
tives, replacives, subtractives—or (2) clitics. Nonclitics have a more re
stricted distribution and occur (for the most part) as immediate constituents 
with items with which they are phonologically bound. Clitics have a greater 
freedom of distribution and only accidentally form immediate constituents with 
the items with which they are phonologically bound. 

2. Occurrence of free forms. All minimal free forms constitute the limits of some 
morphological structure. 

3. Occurrence of nonsyntactic sequence classes.^5 Certain sequence classes con
sisting of potentially free forms may be abundantly illustrated in phrases. 
There are other sequence classes of similar types of constituents which show 
marked contrast in (a) order, (b) juncture, (c) morphemic content, and (d) rel
ative imperviousness to internal expansion. 

a. The constructions outcast and sight-see differ in order from the corre
sponding syntactic sequence classes cast out and see sight(s). 

See Edward Sapir, "The Southern Paiute Language," Proceedings of the American acad
emy of Arts and Sciences, 65 (1930), li 27. 

^Robert A. Hall, Jr., French, Language Monograph No. 2h, Structural Sketches 1 
(19U8), P. lli. 

Sequence classes are discussed in Chapter 5. In brief, they are any sequence of 
forms constituting a construction. For example, the combination good man belongs to an 
adjective-noun sequence class, to which such phrases as red house, bad chimney, and fishy 
story also belong. This sequence class differs from such sequence classes as adverb-
adjective very good, noun-verb (or subject-predicate) John ran, and preposition-object for 
me. 
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b. The constructions greenhouse /griyn-haws/ and blackbird /blák-bsrd/ have 
the same order as the corresponding syntactic sequence classes green house 
and black bird, but the juncture /-/ never coincides with an intonational 
pause. 

c. The Greek word /nea«poleo»s/ 'of Naples (lit. new city)' differs in mor
phemic content from the syntactic phrase /nla'S poleo*s/ 'of the new city' 
in that the adjectival attributive /nea*/ has no genitive suffix / - s / . 
Similarly, in the English compound thoroughbred there is lacking the mor
pheme -ly which occurs in the corresponding syntactic sequence class 
thoroughly bred. The word cutthroat differs in morphemic content from the 
corresponding syntactic sequence class cut the throat. 

d. Morphological structures such as greenhouse and blackbird do not permit 
internal expansion to give such forms as frgreenerhouse and frblackestbird. 
However, there are some exceptions, e.g. fathers-in-law. 

U. Occurrence of sequence classes with different external distribution class mem
bership from what they have in syntactic constructions. For example, the verbal-
adverb sequence castaway does not belong to the external distribution class of 
the nuclear verbal, but rather to the noun class. The word sobersides belongs 
to a singular external distribution class, e.g. an old sobersides, whereas the 
syntactic parallel sober sides belongs to the same class as the nuclear sides. 

$. Occurrence of unique constituents. Morphemes which occur only in one construc
tion are usually part of a morphological structure, e.g. eran- in cranberry, 
and cray- in crayfish. 

k.lh Overlapping between Phonological and Morphological Criteria 

In general, the phonological and morphological data supplement each other in deter
mining divisions between morphological and syntactic structures. In French this is not 
true, and in English vre have a number of nonconformities. For example, I'll is homopho-
nouswith "aisle, though there is an important structural break in the first and not in the 
second. Similarly, a board is homophonous with aboard, but the first / Q / is a clitic and 
the second a prefix. The occurrence of clitics always involves an overlap between phono
logical and morphological criteria. 

U.75> Overlapping between Morphological and Syntactic Distributional Data 

In English there is one frequent overlap between morphological and syntactic distri
butional data. The genitive -s may occur with single morphological units, as in John's, 
his, and everybody's, or it may occur Tilth phrases, e.g. the old man's (aches and pains) 
and the king of England's (hat).^' This morpheme is considered a suffix rathor than a 
clitic because its distribution is limited to occurrence with nouns and pronouns^" and be
cause the resultant construction belongs to one of two external distribution classes» (l) 
attributive to nouns, e.g, the king of England's (hat) or (2) a substitute for nouns, e.g. 

^°There is also, of course, difference in stress, and undoubtedly one of juncture. 

^'Statistically according to context, the genitive -s occurs more frequently with 
phrases. 

) fi 
Certain other combinations are theoretically possible, e.g. the man we saw there's 

(hat). 
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the king of England's was there. The second expression is possible in a context in which 
the thing possessed by the king of England has already been named. The distributional 
behavior of the genitive -s is quite diiferent from that of the usual clitic, vrtiich may be 
combined with any number of classes of forms and with numerous resultant external distri
bution class memberships. 

In Bantu languages there is a great deal of overlapping in the concordant system. For 
example, in the Yipounou phrase dibaandu dibilimba biandi 'beginning of his signs,' 
dibaandu 'beginning' consists of the concordant prefix di- and the stem -baandu; dibilimba 
'signs' consists of a double concordant prefixal set di- which shows agreement with the 
preceding dibaandu and bi- the basic concord of the noun; and the adjective biandi 'his' 
shows agreement with bilimba by means of the prefix bi-. The immediate constituents of the 
series are as followst 

dibaandu dibilimba biandi 

The prefix dl- in its second occurrence is an immediate constituent with the entire 
following phrase. These bound forms which combine with phrases are not, however, clitics, 
for they are rigidly restricted in positions of occurrence and may occur with single mor
phemes or words in the same way that all other concordant prefixes occur, e.g. dibaandu 
diandi 'his beginning.' 

The limits of morphological structures may be defined asi All single morphemes or com
binations of morphemes of which one immediate constituent is a nonclitic bound form,^ 
Three features of this definition are important! (1) the distributional contrast between 
clitics and nonclitics (the nonclitics include additives, replacives, and subtractives), 
(2) the characteristics of the bound form, including (a) phonemes, segmental and supraseg-
mental, and (b) junctures, and (3) the form of the immediate constituent which may not be 
bound. Forms may be bound in the sense that (l) they never occur alone, e.g. the plural 
suffix in English, (2) they are bound alternants of free forms, e.g. /wayv-/ (cf. wives) 
in contrast with wife /wayf/, (3) they occur with certain junctures, e.g. fresh- in fresh
man /frésmsn/, which is bounded by an internal (unmarked) juncture, and (k) they occur 
with certain suprasegmental features, e.g. -bird in blackbird /blák-b&rd/, which occurs 
with a secondary stress. The particular type of external juncture is also pertinent. 

The immediate constituents which combine with such bound forms may be wholly bound or 
include free forms. In the king of England's there is (l) a phonologically free form 
/dQkin/, consisting of a clitic plus a potentially free noun, and (2) a potentially free 
form /evingland/. 

In the morphological section of the grammar we discuss all the morphological struc
tures, and this includes some phrases as immediate constituents with nonclitic bound forms. 
There are two other alternatives! (l) setting up a special section of the grammar to deal 
with all instances of overlap or (2) discussing all constructions which include phrases in 

^The term "word" cannot be conveniently used as an equivalent cf "morphological 
structure," for it has too many other traditional associations. In this text ,hword" is 
used to define morphological structures which do not include phrases phonologically iden-
ticle with parallel syntactic formations, but which may include clitics having no corre
sponding free forms. Thus, the king of England's would not be considered a "word," but 
the Quechua expressions in section U.5~Would be words. 
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the syntax. Either alternative would necessitate describing the same bound morphemes more 
than once, and this is neither economical nor consistent with the structure. 

U.76 The Practical Limits of the Word 

Because we discuss all the morphological structures under the morphology or because 
we write clitics together with the forms with which they are phonologically combined does 
not mean that in the practical orthography of a language for native speakers we should 
write all such structures as single undivided elements. It must be remembered that read
ing is in many respects strikingly different from listening, and the process of isolating 
and assimilating visual impressions contrasts with auditory recognition. A great deal of 
essential research is lacking in this field, but those who have dealt with the practical 
problems of language show a remarkable degree of agreement in their manner of writing 
words. In summary, the basic principles may be stated as follows» 

1. Clitics which are bound alternants of free forms are written separately. These 
would include English &, the, of, will, would.^ 

2. Clitics which are not relatable to free alternants are written in combination with 
other words, e.g. Quechua enclitics. 

3. Nonclitics are combined, but any included phrases are left separated, e.g. the 
king of England's. 

h. When there is doubt as to whether or not potential free forms constitute a single 
morphological structure, the forms are written separately.-'2 

5o,¡ 

wri 

Lts 

There are some notable exceptions to this in the arguments for and against conjunc
tive writing of Bantu. 

The apostrophe is a device for indicating a special type of separation in writing, 
but its use is not recommended. 

"Theoretically there should be no doubt, but the analyst frequently works for many 
years in a language before discovering all the pertinent data. This fourth principle is a 
safeguard against the tendency to unite forms into long words simply because they may 
translate a single word in English. 
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STRUCTURAL CLASSES 

5.1 Types of Structural Classes 

Structural classes consist of f_arm_classes, sequence classes, and distribution 
classes. Form classes are determined purely by their phonological formsj sequence classes 
and distributional classes are determined by the identification of morphemes. 

5.11 Form Classes 

o 
Any set of forms which exhibits some phonological similarity may constitute a form 

class. Such phonological groupings may be based on: 

1. Form and number of syllables. Forms ending in open syllables contrast with those 
ending in closed syllables, and those consisting of one syllable differ from those 
having more than one syllable. 

2. Sequence of segmental phonemes. Differences of clusters and arrangements of seg
mental phonemes differentiate forms. 

3. Occurrence of specific segmental phonemes. Forms beginning with a consonant such 
as a glottal stop contrast with those beginning with some other consonant. 

1;. Occurrence of suprasegmental phonemes. Differences of form may be based upon 
positions and types of stresses and tones. 

5. Junctures. Forms with only internal junctures contrast with those including ex
ternal junctures. 

These five types of phonological features are the principal ones, and in every lan
guage they distinguish hundreds of form classes, but only a relatively small number of 
these classes are morphologically significant. In English, for example, there are mono
syllabic and polysyllabic verbs. These constitute two different form classes, but this 
distinction is not structurally significant, for it is. not the basis of any distributional 
facts. In Kissi, a language of French Guinea, West Africa, the distinction between mono
syllabic and polysyllabic verbs is pertinent, since there are parallel differences of tone 
classes. In Maya there are verbs ending in bilabial, dental, and velar consonants, but no 
distinction is made, as there is in English, between (l) those which palatalize before a 
following /y/, e.g. /hica/ hit yuh, /liyje/ lead yuh, /kisa/ kiss yuh, /beza/ buzz yuh, 
and (2) those which do not palatalize. In Maya these form classes based upon final 

This is a departure from the traditional usage, in which "form class" has been em
ployed to include formally and distributionally determined classes. Sequence classes are 
a special type of distribution class. 

It is, of course, possible to have a class with a single member, if there is a con
trast with other forms. 

107 
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consonants are simply net significant. One of the primary tasks of the linguist is to dis
cover which form classew are pertinent to the structure and which are not. 

The morphological significance of a form class is frequently manifest by its rele
vance in the following circumstances? 

1. Change of phonemes. Certain form classes may undergo such phonological processes 
as palatalization, loss of a final vowel, reduction of clusters, or assimilation, 
whereas others may not. 

2. Definition of a sequence class by a form class. If, for example, stems should 
always consist of CVC patterns and affixes of VC patterns, then formal classes 
could define sequence classes. A form CVCVC would constitute a stem-suffix se
quence class. 

3. Definition of a distribution class by a form class. If, as in Ngbaka, verb stems 
consist of segmental phonemes only and noun stems consist of segmental and supra-
segmental phonemes, then formal distinctions define distributional classes. If, 
as in Kekchi, certain alloiuorphs of the pronominal affixes occur before consonant-
initial stems and others before vowel-initial stems, a form-clars distinction 
determines a distribution class. That is to say, a form-class contrast in the 
stems determines the distribution of the allomorphs. 

U. Junctures. Certain formally distinctive items may always occur with open junctures 
and others with closed junctures. 

5. Order. The order and arrangement of morphemes may be identified by formal distinc
tions. For example, in Zoque the metathesis of ŷ  occurs with certain consonants 
and not with others. 

Problem 75» 

Instructions» 

a. Determine the morphologically pertinent form classes in the following problems» 
7, 8, 10, 11, 12, lU, 1(1, 20, 2U, 26, 32, 33, 3k, and 37. 

b. State the basis of this pertinence in terms of the preceding five types of cir
cumstances. 

5.12 Sequence Classes 

Sequence classes consist of sequences of morphemes in which the corresponding immedi
ate constituents belong to structurally parallel externa] distribution classes. Structural 
parallelism is defined as occurrence with the same class of constituents and in the same 
order. Morphological sequence classes are of two principal types» (l) those which have at 
least one nonroot immediate constituent and (2) those which have only root-containing im
mediate constituents. The second type of sequence class has syntactic parallels. 

Morphological sequence classes of the first type may include the following» 

1. Stem plus affixj e.g. contain, deceive, and remit belong to the same sequence class, 
since they consist of the verb derivational prefixes con-, de-, and re- and the 
bound stems -tain, -ceive, and -mit. 

2. Stem plus replacive, e.g. mice, feet, and geese. 

3. Stem plus subtractive, e.g. French /move/ mauvais < /movez/ mauvaise 'bad' and 
/so/ chaud < /sod/ chaude "hot.' 
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U. Stem plus stem, e.g-. choo-choo and tut-tut. 

5. Stem plus derivative formative,-' e.g. truth and kindness. 

6. Stem plus inflectional formative, e.g. boys, oxen, and sheep (pi.). 

Sequence classes of the second type are parallel to or contrast with the syntactic 
structure. In English they may be illustrated by the following: 

Syntactic sequence classes in morphological constructions: 

1. Adjective plus noun, e.g. blackbird, greenhouse, and Redcoat. 

2. Noun plus noun, e.g. goldfish, beefsteak, and seacoast. 

3. First (i.e. -ing) verbal plus noun, e.g. drawing-room, walking-stick, 
spinning-wheel. 

U. Verb plus adverb, e.g. go-between, holdup, and setup. 

5. Noun plus phrase, e.g. father-in-law and cat-o'-nine-tails• 

6. Limiting attributive plus noun, e.g. everybody, nobody, and something. 

Nonsyntactic sequence classes in morphological constructions: 

1. Adverb plus verb, e.g. backfire, upset, and outcry. 

2. Verb plus noun, e.g. playground, gocart, and driveway. 

3. Pronoun plus noun, e.g. he-goat, she-goat. 

h. Noun plus noun, e.g. God-man, queen-mother. 

Problem J6 

Instructions: Determine the sequence classes in the following problems: 3, 5, 7, lU, 
16, 20, 28, 3k, 37, h0, 1;7, and 55. 

Supplementary information: 

1. Sequence classes should be determined by sets of immediate constituents, but 
where it is impossible to decide upon the immediate constituents on the basis of 
the data given, one may identify each type of morpheme in the sequence. 

2. The sequence classes of Problem 3 may be described as follows: 

a. Noun plus attributive, e.g. komitwewe 'big cooking-pot1 and petatsosol 'old 
mat. ' 

b. Noun plus pluralizer, e.g. komitmeh 'cooking-pots' and petatmeh 'mats.' 

c. Possessive prefix plus noun, e.g. ikalwewe 'his big house' and ikalsosol 'his 
old house.' 

In terms of immediate constituents there are three sets of sequence classes, but 

Types 5 and 6 are structural subdivisions of 1-3. 
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if one were unable to 'determine the immediate constituents the sequence series^ 
would be as follows: 

a. Possessive prefix plus noun plus attributive, e.g. ikalwewe 'his big house.' 

b. Noun plus attributive, e.g. komitwewe 'big cooking-pot.' 

c. Possessive prefix plus noun plus pluralizer, e.g. ikalmeh 'his houses.' 

d. Noun plus pluralizer, e.g. petatmeh 'mats.' 

5.13 Distribution Classes 

5.13.1 Definitions of Significant Features 

An internal distribution class consists of a set of forms all of which have the same 
morpheme for one of the immediate constituents. Members of an internal distribution class 
must consist of at least two morphemes. 

An external distribution class consists of a set of forms which occur in the same en
vironment. Every internal distribution class (except, of course, the discourse) has an 
external distribution.^ 

Supplementary morphemes have identical meanings and overlap in distribution with the 
same external distribution class. For example, in the past-tense formation there are the 
supplementary morphemes /e «- iy/:' bled, read, met, and /-d ~ -t/j flowed, walked, with 
supplementation in /fled/ fled and /kept/ kept. Supplementary morphemes occurring in the 
same form comprise a single immediate constituent. That is to say, the immediate constit
uents of kept are the nuclear /k...p/ plus the complex peripheral /e «- iy + -t/. 

Complementary morphemes have differences of meaning, but within the same semantic 
category,4and are in complementary occurrence in at least one series. For example, the 
class suffixes in Futa-Fula (Problem 3°) and in Ilamba (Problem 38) aie complementary mor
phemes in that they indicate the noun classes and v.rith nouns (but not with attributives and 
verbs) are mutually exclusive. 

A structural series consists of a single internal distribution class or of multiple 
distribution classes united by means of supplementary or complementary morphemes. For ex
ample, the past-tense and the plural formations in English constitute two structural series, 
each containing supplementary morphemes. The Futa-Fula and Ilamba nouns are structural 
series containing complementary morphemes. 

Morphemes of the same order occur in the same relative order, counting from the nucleus, 
and are mutually exclusive. They usually belong to the same category. 

Morphemes of the same category are mutually exclusive and of the same general meaning 
class^ In Totonac the subject pronouns, including the first person singular prefixal pro
noun ki- and the other, suffixal pronouns, are mutually exclusive and belong to the same 
general meaning class, i.e. 'subject indicator.' 

A "sequence series" is not a sequence class, unless it identifies sets of immediate 
constituents. 

Sentences may occur in certain wider distribution classes determined by the context. 
These may be called "context classes." 
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A simple paradigm consists of a single series of complementary morphemes in an iden
tical environment. For example, forms 1-6 of Problem 5 constitute a simple paradigm. 

A complex paradigm consists of multiple simple paradigms (not always complete) with 
at least one morpheme in common between each set of simple paradigms. Complex paradigms 
are abundantly illustrated in the data of Chapters 2 and 3. 

A determiner consists of a single morpheme, supplementary morphemes, or complementary 
morphemes, and constitutes the peripheral immediate constituent of a structural series. 

Subclasses of determiners include allomorphic determiners, e.g. /-9z » -en/ in boxes 
and oxen, supplementary determiners, e.g. /-Qd/ and /e *- iy/ in faded, bred, and fled, and 
complementary determiners. 

A set of allomorphic, supplementary, or complementary determiners constitutes a single 
determiner series, 

A determined is an immediate constituent occurring with a particular determiner. A 
determined series is a set of immediate constituents occurring with a single determiner 
series. For example, all the English singular nouns occurring with the plural determiner 
series constitute a determined series. 

5.13.2 Types of Pistributional Arrangements 

The types of distributional arrangements may be described most satisfactorily in terms 
of occurrence in single sequence classes and in multiple sequence classes. 

5>.13.21 Distributional Arrangements in Single Sequence Classes 

There are two primary types of distribution in single sequence classes: (l) those in 
which there are determiner and determined immediate constituents and (2) those in which 
there is no such4determiner-determined relationship. The first type includes structural 
series in which the determiner is a single morpheme or a set of supplementary or complemen
tary morphemes. The members of the determiner immediate constituent are strictly limited 
in number, and the members of the determined immediate constituent are equal in number to 
the number of forms in the structural series. The second type of distributional arrange
ment involves compounds, in which there are approximately the same number of different 
members in each immediate-constituent series. 

It is possible to employ "determiner" and "determined" in another sense. For example, 
the forms of the stems may be considered determiners of the distribution of the alternants 
/-9z ~ -z ~ -s/ of the English plural morpheme. Here the stems may be said to be the de
terminer constituents and the particular form of the suffix is determined. In the series 
of allomorphs /wayf °° wayv-, Giyf <*> Giyv-, layf <•> layv-, riy6 °° riyd-, yuw© =° yuwd-, haws » 
hawz-/ wife <*> wiv(es), thief « thiev(es), life <*> liv(es), wreath <•> wreath(s), youth » 
youth(s), house => hous(es), there is a phonological similarity in the type of allomorphic 
development. The particular form of this change from voiceless to corresponding voiced 
continuants, i.e. /f/ to /v/, /6/ to /d/, or /s/ to /z/, may be described as determined by 
the forms of the stems. Similarly, it may be said that the stems are the determiners of 
the distribution of the plural suffix allomorphs: /(-ez ~ -z ~ -s) » -en <= -0/. However, 
in the system employed in this text the peripheral elements are always treated as the de
terminers and the nuclear ones as the determined, since it is the peripheral constituent 
which determines the membership of any structural series. The limitations of distribution 
within any structural series are treated in terms of subclasses of determiner or determined 
constituents. 
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5.13.21.1 Forms Occurring in Determiner-Determined Series 

There are four primary arrangements of determiner and determined constituents in single 
sequence classes: 

1. With no subclasses of determiner and no subclasses of determined. 

2. With subclasses of determiner and no subclasses of determined. 

3. With no subclasses of determiner but subclasses of determined. 

U. With subclasses of determiner and subclasses of determined. 

All the following problems consist of single structural series, and some are simple internal 
distribution classes. The subclasses of determiner or determined constituents are based 
upon allomorphic contrasts, supplementary morphemes, or complementary morphemes. 

5.13.21.11 Structural Series with No Subclasses of Determiner and No Subclasses of 
Determined 

Structural series in which there are no subclasses of determiner or determined immedi
ate constituents are very simple. In English there are two such formations: (l) the noun 
formation with agentive -er, e.g. dancer, player, walker, worker, filer, beginner, and (2) 
the verbal formation with -ing, e.g. dancing, playing, walking, working, flying, beginning. 
There are, of course, some verbs which do not occur with -er, e.g. seem, be, mean, and the 
so-called auxiliary verbs may, can, shall, will, must, and ought. Likewise, there are cer
tain verbs which do not occur with -ing, namely, these same auxiliaries, may, can, shall, 
will, must, and ought. 

These structural series may be described in terms of the distribution of the deter
miners. For example, in, describing the noun derivatives of English we would list -er as 
one of the noun-forming suffixes, and under -er we would list all the forms which occur 
with -er,, Since in this instance, however, almost all verbs are included, it is simpler 
to list the exceptions. Similarly, in discussing the inflection of verbs, we would list 
the suffix -ing and then note all the verbs with which this suffix occurs. But here, too, 
it is easier to list the exceptions. 

Several fundamental principles of description should be noted: 

1. A structural series is described on the basis of immediate constituents. 

2. The determiner immediate constituent is noted first. 

3. The distribution of the determiner immediate constituent is described in terms of 
the determined immediate constituent. 

ii. The determined immediate constituents may be identified as follows: 

a. By listing. 

b. By reference to a previously listed class, with or without exception. 

5.13.21.12 Structural Series with Subclasses of Determiner and No Subclasses of Determined 

Problem 77 (data from Huave, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: Describe the structural series in terms of the determiner constituents and 
their distribution. 
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1. andiomáac 'we (incl.) wish' 

2. aciatiac 'we (incl.) tear' 

3. imboláac 'we (incl.) fear' 

U. ahiráac 'we (incl.) have' 

5. aciciac 'we (incl.) suck' 

6. Gh9ciac 'we (incl.) give' 

7. andokóoc 'we (incl.) fish' 

8. isnáac 'we (incl.) come from' 

9. acohóoc 'we (incl.) play a game1 

10. uwiac 'we (incl.) borrow1 

11. akoociac 'we (incl.) cut' 

12. auwáac 'we (incl.) go out' 

13. anjialáac 'we (incl.) grind' 

lU. asomáac 'we (incl.) find' 

Supplementary information: 

1. The determiner morpheme consists of the last three phonemes of each form. 

2. The variant forms constitute allomorphs of this morpheme. 

Discussion of Problem 77: 

There are three allomorphs of the first person plural inclusive subject pronoun: 
-áac, -íac, and -óoc. There are no observable phonologically definable environments 
which could determine the distribution of these allomorphs. Accordingly, their dis
tribution can only be described by listing the forms with which they'occur. This 
structural series may be described as follows: 

-áac °° -íac » -óoc, first person plural inclusive subject pronoun, occurs with the 

following distribution: 

-áac: 

andiom- 'to wish' 
4 

imbol- 'to fear' 

ahir- 'to have' 

ion- 'to come from' 

auw- 'to go out' 

anjial- 'to grind' 
asom-

-iac: 

aciat-

aciS-

ehec-

uw-

akooc-

'to find' 

'to tear' 

'to suck' 

'to give' 

'to borrow' 

'to cut' 
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andok- 'to fish' 

acoh- 'to play a game' 

The discussion of Problem 77 introduces two practical problems» (l) the form of the 
descriptive statement and (2) the amount of data which must be included. There are three 
essentials to the formi (l) that the structural series be introduced by identifying the 
determiner, (2) that the meaning or some identifier of the determiner be given, and (3) 
that the distribution of the subclasses of the determiner be indicated. Of course, it is 
not necessary to list forms in a column. This is simply easier in introductory analyses. 
It is also possible to give the full forms with the suffixes, but where there are no pho
nological changes involved, it is an economy to list only the steins. 

It is possible to reduce the amount of data given in the solution of this problem by 
listing the two classes with -iac and -óoc, and then stating that all other stems occur 
with -áac. This is quite an acceptable procedure. For example, in describing the plural 
formations in English, we would list the exceptions in full under -en, -zero, -ren, -i 
(alumni), -a (criteria), and so on, and state that all other plurals occur with the pro
ductive formation /-©z ~ -z ~ -s/. For the limited problems which occur in this chapter, 
all the members of each distributional subdivision should be listed unless it is otherwise 
indicated in the instructions. 

Problem 78 (data from Futa-Fula, a language of French Guinea) 

Instructions: 

a. Isolate the suffixal morphemes by comparing the data given in Problem 39 with 
those below. 

b. Describe the structural series of noun formations. 

•person' 8. gomd'irjd'o0 ' b e l i e v i n g ' 

9 . n y a l a - n d e ' ' day ' 

10. d 'oudi 'shadow' 

11. d i - n i r i ' b o t t l e ' 

12. nya*wo«re9 ' judgment ' 

13. yurme-nde0 'mercy' 

1. a*den 

2. paikun ' c h i l d ' 

3 . g e r t o g a l ' ch i cken ' 

k. pu t tyu ' h o r s e ' 

£. qgurndan ' l i f e ' 

6 . f ena-nde 9 ' l i e ' 

7. d'yi-d'yan 'food'-

Supplementary information: 

1. Regard a«den 'person' as having a zero noun-class suffix. 

2. Regard gomd'ind'o0 'believing' as occurring with the noun-class suffix -o°. 

3. In Futa-Fula there are many structural subclasses of determined immediate constit
uents, so that this problem is not typical. 

Discussion of Problem 78: 

This structural series consists of complementary morphemes. The morphemic status 
of the morphemes is determined by their occurrence with the same attributives. Their 
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meaning consists in their identification of grammatically significant classes. The 
structural series may be described as follows» 

-un, -al, -u, -an_, -e'', -o°t -i, and zero, complementary noun-class morphemes, 
occur in the following distribution» 

-un» paik- 'child' 

-alt gertog- 'chicken1 

-ui putty- 'horse' 

-anj ngurnd- 'life' 

d'yi-d'y- 'food' 

-69i fena«nd- 'lie,-1 

nyala•nd- 'day,' 

nya-wo-r- 'judgment,' 

yurme•nd- •'mercy * 

-o°i gomd'ind'- 'believing' 

-i » d'oud- 'shadow' 

diTiir- 'bottle' 

7 
zeroi a-den 'person' 

Problem 79 

Instructional 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

b. Describe the structural series, using only the forms listed here. 

1. bridges $. pits 9. sheep 

2. roses 6. lips 10. grouse 

3. bills 7. tricks 11. salmon 

h. cows 8. oxen 12. deer 

Supplementary information» All the allomorphs in this problem belong to a single morpheme. 

Problem 80 

Instructions» 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

•7 

'It is customary to list a zero morpheme last. vert forms have precedence over cov
ert ones. 
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b. Describe the structural series, using only the forms listed here. 

1. filled 5. pulled 9. cut 13. hurt 

2. braided 6. slipped 10. hit lU. fled 

3. towed 7. kicked 11. pled l£. felt 

h. rented 8. beat 12. bled 16. meant 

Supplementary information: All forms are past-tense forms. 

Discussion of Problem 80: 

The suffixal morpheme consists of /(-ad ~ -d ~ -t) <= -t =•> -0/. The supplementary 
replacive morpheme consists of /e «- iy/. This structural series may be described as 
follows: 

1. Past-tense forms with simple periphery: 

a. /-ed/ (after dental-stop stems) ~ /-d/ (after non-dental-stop voiced stems) ~ 
/-t/ (after non-dental-stop voiceless stems): braid, rent, fill, tow, pull, 
slip, kick. 

b. -0: beat, cut, hit, hurt 

2. Past-tense forms with complex periphery: 

a. /e *- iy/ •+- -0: plead, bleed" 

b. /e <- iy/ + /-ed ~ -d ~ -t/« flee 

c. /e *- iy/ + /-t/: feel, mean 

Problem &L (data from Tzeltal [cf. Problem 35]) 

Instructions: Describe this verb structural series in terms of allomorphic distribution. 

1. -betan 'to loan" 

2. -'ipan 'to nourish' 

3. -k'opan 'to speak with' 

h* -'abatin 'to serve1 

5. -mulin 'to commit sin' 

6. -hawc'un 'to fall backwards' 

la. bet 'loan' 

2a. 9ip 'strength' 

3a. k'op 'speech' 

Ua. 9abat 'servant' 

5a. mul 'sin' 

6a. -hawc'- 'fall backwards' 

The replacive attains morphemic status by the very fact that it occurs with zero. 
See Chapter 2, Principle k. 
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Problem 82 (data from a Guerrero dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: Describe the plural structural series. 

1. picomeh 'pigs' la. pico 'pig' 

2. cicimeh 'dogs' 2a. cici 'dog' 

3. wakasti 'cows' 3a. wakas 'cow' 

h. noSimeh 'all' Ua. noci 'all' 

5. kwecwahkeh 'rattlesnakes' 5a. kwecwa 'rattlesnake' 

Supplementary information: Regard -meh and -hkeh as allomorphs. 

Problem 83 (data from Spanish)' 

Instructions: Describe the structural series consisting of the root and the stem forma
tive which precedes the first person plural ending -mos. 

1. sentimos 'we feel1 la. sent- 'feel1 

2. ablámos 'we speak' 2a. abl- 'speak' 

3. kontámos 'we count' 3a. kont- 'count' 

1|. desimos 'we say' Ua. des- 'say' 

5. kalmos 'we fall' 5a. ka- 'fall' 

6. dolemos 'we grieve' 6a. dol- 'grieve' 

7. mobémos 'we move' 7a. mob- 'move' 
4 

8. kebrámos 'we break' 8a. kebr- 'break' 

°. andamos 'we walk' °a- and- 'walk' 

10. damos 'we give' 10a. d- 'give' 

11. tenemos 'we have' 11a. ten- 'have' 

12. dormimos 'we sleep' 12a. dorm- 'sleep' 

13. pedímos 'we ask for' 13a. ped- 'ask for' 

Supplementary information: These should be construed as present-tense forms. The pret
erite is, of course, homophonous in most instances. 

5.13.21.13 Structural Series with No Subclasses of Determiner but Subclasses of Determined 

Problem 8U 

Instructions: 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

?The phonemic notation follows usage in Mexico. 
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b. Determine the morphological classes of the nuclear immediate constituents. 

c. Classify the phonological changes which have taken place in the determined immedi
ate constituents by comparing them with corresponding free forms. 

d. Describe the structural series on the basis of allomorphic contrasts in nuclears. 

1. countess 6. governess 11. empress 16. negress 

2. duchess 7. waitress 12. poetess 17. sorceress 

3. princess 8. tigress 13. huntress 

h. goddess 9. lioness lU. hostess 

5. heiress 10. mistress 15. murderess 

Discussion of Problem 8UJ 

There are a number of morphological classes represented by the nuclear immediate 
constituent. For example, there are single-morpheme nuclears, e.g. count, poet, god, 
heir, and multiple-morpheme nuclears, e.g. waiter, hunter. Also, there are noun nu
clears, e.g. count, prince, god, and verb nuclears, e.g. govern, murder. Some nucle
ars are free forms, e.g. count, god, heir; others are bound alternants of free forms, 
e.g. duch-, tigr-, mistr-j and still others are always bound, e.g. sorcer- and negr-. 
Omitting, however, these problems of class, we may, in accordance with the instruc
tions, describe this structural series as followsi 

/-es/, formative of feminine nouns, occurring 

1. With free stems» 

/káwnt/ /layen/ /gávern/ 

4 /príns/ /pówet/ /morder/ 

/géd/ /hówst/ /ér/ 

2. With bound stems 

a. Exhibiting allomorphic alternation 

1'. In the root: 

/dec*- (< dúwk)/ 

/émpr- (< émpayr)/ 

/táygr- (< táyger)/ 

/místr- (< mister)/ 

/níygr- (< níger)/ 

2'. In a nonroot morphemei 

/wéytr- (<wéyter)/ 

/héntr- (< hénter)/ 
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b. Exhibiting no allomorphic alternation: 

/sówrser-/ 

This description of the distribution of -ess is in an outline form showing sub
classes. It would also be possible to list the four resultant classes as coordinate» 

1. Free stems: /káwnt, príns, gád/, etc. 

2. Bound stems exhibiting allomorphic alternation in the root: /déS- (< dúwk), 
émpr- (<émpayr)/, etc. 

3. Bound stems exhibiting allomorphic alternation in a nonroot morpheme: /wlytr-
(<wéytar), héntr- (<hént9r)/. 

h. Bound stems exhibiting no allomorphic alternation: /sówrssr-/. 

The coordinate listing of classes has many advantages, and is frequently used, but for 
the sake of our analyses in this text, it is preferable to employ an outline form, unless 
otherwise directed. An outline form helps to emphasize the parallelisms and the contrasts. 

Problem 85 

Instructions: 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

b. Compare the related free forms of the nuclears. 

c. Determine the number and relative size of the morphological classes of the nuclears. 

d. Classify the nuclears in terms of allomorphic alternation. 

e. Describe the structural series on the basis of allomorphic contrasts in the nucle
ars. * 

1. width 6. strength 11. depth 

2. breadth 7. health 12. dearth 

3. length 8. warmth 13. birth 

U. death 9. stealth lU. truth 

5. growth 10. filth 15. wealth 

Supplementary information: 

1. Regard die, foul, bear, and weal (cf. the public weal) as the related free forms 
of death, filth, birth, and wealth. 

2. The basic forms of long and strong occur with final /g/j cf. longer /longgr/ and 
stronger /stronger/! The forms /Ion/ and /strón/ are allomorphs occurring as 
morphologically free forms. The allomorphs /link-/ and /strénk-/ involve assimi
lation, but this phonological process need not be considered when we treat the 
distribution in terms of allomorphs and when the pattern is as limited as in this 
instance. 
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Problem 86 

Instructions: 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

b. Determine the subclasses of nuclears. 

c. Describe the structural series. 

1. reddish 6. old-maidish 

2. oldish 

3. childish 

1*. boyish 

5. Spanish 

7. p rudish 

8. se l f i sh 

9. doggish 

10. bookish 

11. Turkish 

12. English 

13. foolish 

lU. purplish 

lfj. uppish 

16. Irish 

17. British 

18. thievish 

19. flattish 

20. ticklish 

Discussion of Problem 86: 

There are four types of facts observable in this series: (l) some nuclears are 
bound and others free, (2) free nuclears are adjectives, nouns, or verbs, (3) some 
nuclears are bound allomorphs of free forms and others are not, (U) the resultant 
forms may be adjectives or (in some cases) nouns, but this last class is limited, 
since none of the nouns occur with plural formations. 

As has been suggested in Problems 8U, 85, and 86 there are a number of facts to be 
observed about any set of nuclears. The descriptive linguist must make two decisions 
about such facts: (l) what the relative importance of the various types of data is 
and Í2) which facts are relevant to a particular description. Having made a decision, 
he must preserve the same perspective throughout the section of the grammar which 
treats similar structures. 

There are five primary facts about any set of nuclear data, and they have the fol
lowing priority of relevance: (l) the determiner (including its subclasses), which 
makes a set of forms a structural series, (2) the major-^ external distribution class 
or classes of the structural series, (3) the major external distribution class or 
classes of the nuclear constituents, (U) the morphologically defined allomorphs of 
the nuclear constituents, and (5) the phonologically defined allomorphs of the nuclear 
constituents. Every description must indicate the first and second types of data: 
the third and fourth are optional: and the fifth should be indicated in the listing 
of the morpheme. Priority is given to the determiner by making it the heading for the 
description of the structural series. The external distribution class of the struc
tural series is indicated by (l) the placement of the description in the grammar (for 
example, such classes as derived nouns, inflected nouns, derived verbs, and inflected 
verbs are discussed in separate, labeled sections), and (2) by the identifying name 
given to the determiner, e.g. "noun-forming suffix," "noun-class suffix," "third 
person singular verb suffix." 

When the nuclear constituents all belong to the same major external distribution 
class, this fact can be easily noted. For example, the agentive noun-forming suffix 

uThe major external distribution class membership, e.g. noun, adjective, verb, ad
verb, pronoun, must be distinguished from the limited external distribution class member
ship, since by occurrence with the same determiner any determined series constitutes a 
limited external distribution class. 
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-er occurs only with verb stems, e.g. dancer, player, worker, contriver, formalizer. 
This fact may be indicated when the determiner is listed, e.g. "-er, agentive noun-
forming suffix occurring with verbs." However, the situation is not usually so sim
ple, for there may be several different classes, including some bound stems (which 
may not be identifiable as belonging to a particular word class), and there is some
times little or no correlation between the subdivisions of external distribution 
classes and differences of allomorphic alternation. If the facts of types 3 and k 
are to be indicated by some outline form, then separate outlines are usually needed, 
but this involves repetition. Accordingly, one is left with the alternative of sys
tematic notation in a list. A partial statement of the structural series of Problem 
86 will illustrate the procedure: 

/-is/, derivational formative of adjectives and of a few words belonging to ad
jective and noun classes, occurs with noun, adjective, adverb, and verb 
nuclears. 

1. Adjective resultants: 

/owld/ adj. 

/cáyld/ n. 

/ép/ adv. 

/tiki- (< tikel)/ v. 

/brit-/ 

2. Adjective and noun (limited) resultants» 

/térk/ n. 

/ Í13E1-/ 

1 /áyr- / 

There are several significant features about this type of description: 

1. The structural series is identified and described "under" the determiner. 

2. The class of the determiner and the class of the resultant structural series 
are stated next.H 

3. The classes of the resultant forms are specifically indicated by the subdi
vision in the listing. 

h. The classes of the free nuclears are listed in the heading and noted by ab
breviations postposed to each form. 

$. The external distribution classes of nuclears are marked only in dealing with 
free forms or bound alternants of free forms. In some languages bound stems 
are class distinctive, but in others there is relatively little significance 
in listing their class memberships. 

Uln this series there is a special difficulty with the nouns having restricted dis
tribution.. A form such as British is not considered a noun, even though one may use it in 
such a construction as The British are ..., for almost all adjectives may occur in a similar 
environment, e.g. The poor are ..., The intelligent are .... Adjectives do not, however, 
occur as the final words in such expressions as very poor English and rather good Spanish. 
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6. It is possible, but cumbersome, to avoid the subdivision of data by a fuller 
notation of each form, e.g. 

/ówldis7 adj. (/ówld/ adj.) 

/SáyldiV adj. (/SayId/ n.) 

/tiklisV adj. (/tiki- < tikel/ v.) 

/ingliS/ adj., n. (/ingl-/) 

Problem 87 

Instructions» 

a. Rewrite the data phonemically. 

b. Compare the forms with the corresponding free or bound nuclears. 

c. Describe the structural series, following the form suggested for Problem 86. 

1. cubic 7. demonic 13. atomic 

2. nomadic 8. melodic lit. heroic 

3. climatic °. magic lf>. oceanic 

k. catholic 10. idiotic 16. lunatic 

5. music 11. egoistic 17. catastrophic 

6. angelic 12. metric 18. philanthropic 

Supplementary informatiom 
4 

1. The differences in stress must be treated as characteristics of the allomorphs. 
Note that not all forms have presuffixal stress. 

2. Certain nuclears consist of two morphemes, but the alternation is more conveniently 
described as belonging to a single unit rather than as consisting of separate 
changes occurring in each morpheme. For example, catastroph- (cf. catalogue, 
catabolic, strophe) consists of the two morphemes having the forms /katá-/~and 
/strowf-/ in /ketéstrowf iy/ catas trophy, but the forms /kfete-/ and /stróf-/ in 
/ksetsstrófik/ catastrophic. In recording these allomorphic contrasts it is not 
necessary to list each separately, for the combination may be treated as a whole. 
It then constitutes a complex allomorphic unit. In a series these forms would be 
listed as follows: 

/kfetestróf- (» ketéstrowf-)/ 

This listing of entire allomorphic units is in keeping with the principle of treat
ing immediate constituents as the significant combining units.12 

In describing the construction catastroph- (in another place in the grammar) it 
would be necessary to note that each morpheme has two allomorphs and that they occur in 
particular combinations. That is to say, /ksté-/ occurs only with /strowf-/ and /katg-/ 
only with /stróf-/. 
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Problem 88 

Instructions» 

a. Rewrite the forms phonemically. 

b. Describe the structural series, following the 

1. deaden 5. lengthen 

2. gladden 6. strengthen 

3. widen 7. sicken 

U. harden 8. lessen 

Problem 8Q (data from the Sierra dialect of Zapotee, a 

Instructions» Describe the structural series of the 
not include the subject suffix. 

1st Person Sg. Progressive Present 

1. rudibiciza9 'I am drying' 

2. rekabiza9 'I am answering•' 

3. ri9ellaza9 'I am sending' 

h. rugalaza9 'I am setting fire-' 

5. rikwanaza9 'I am robbing' 

6. rikiza9 'I am washing1 

7. rikiaza9 'I am sewing" 

11 am keeping' 

'I am living' 

'I am serving' 

'I am putting' 

'I am putting down' 

'I am watering' 

'I am crying' 

'I am hoping' 

16. ribieza0 'I am drying' 

17. ribiazeciza9 'I am dividing' 

18. runaza9 'I am knowing' 

8. rikuwaza9 

9. riduwaza9 

10. r iga9aza9 

11. rigu9uza9 

12. rigisieza' 

±3. rigilaza9 

lU. ribeciza9 

15. ribedaza9 

procedure suggested for Problem 86. 

9. threaten 

10. frighten 

11. open 

12. happen 

language of Mexico) 

present progressive stem. This does 

Basic Stems 

la. udibici-

2a. ekabi-

3a. ieella-

Ua. ugala-

5>a. ikwana-

6a. ki-

7a. kia-

8a. kuwa-

9a. duwa-

10a. ka9a-

11a. ku9u-

12a. kisie-

13a. kila-

lUa. kweci-

l^a. déda

lo a. kwie-

17a. kwiazeci-

18a. guna-

(Continued on next page.) 
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19. ru 9naza 9 'I am throwing' 19a. 5u 9na-

20. rapaza0 'I am going' 20a. ca°a-

21. ritaza° 'U am coming' 21a. zita-

22. rl^aza 0 'I am taking' 22a. si'a-

Supplementary information: 

1. The tones are not indicated. 

2 : The first person subject affix is -z a ? . 

3. The present progressive stems consist of the determiner ri- ~ _r- plus the basic 
stem. 

U. The basic stems may consist of one morpheme or more than one morpheme, but any 
internal construction is derivational. 

5. The distribution of the allomorphs ri- ~ r- is determined by (l) whether or not 
the stem begins with a vowel or a consonant and (2) the particular consonant in 
question. Before certain consonants the form ri- occurs and before others r-
occurs with the loss of the first consonant of the stem. 

6. The allomorphs of stems undergoing loss may be listed as guna- <*• -una-. This loss 
occurs only in certain combinations. 

7. In describing this structural series, treat the distribution of _ri- ~ r- in the 
heading to the section and the differences in nuclear allomorphic alternation under 
the following subdivisions: (l) stems exhibiting no allomorphic alternation, (2) 
stems exhibiting allomorphic alternation: (a) voiceless to voiced consonant and 
(b) loss of initial consonant of the stem. 

Problem 90 (data from Spanish) 

Instructions: Describe the structural series of the third person singular present in
dicative. 

3d Person Sg. Present Ind. Basic Stems 

1. pide 'he asks for 1 la. ped-

2. sige 'he follows' 2a. seg-

3. sirbe Jhe serves' 3a. serb-

h . blnde 'he sells' ka. bend-

5. báfe 'he sweeps' 5>a. bar-

6. kóme 'he eats' 6a. kom-

7. krle 'he believes' 7a. kre-

8. aprende 'he learns' 8a. aprend-

9. deside 'he decides1 9a. desid-

(Continued on next page.) 
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10. lúse 'he (it) shines' 10a. lus-

11. siente 'he feels' 11a. sent-

12. miente 'he lies' 12a. ment-

13. duerme 'he sleeps' 13a. dorm-

lU. pierde 'he loses' ilia, perd

ió, buélbe 'he returns' l5a. bolb-

16. múebe 'he moves' loa. mob-

Supplementary information: 

1. The placement of the accent need not be considered in this particular description. 

2. Classify the nuclears on the basis of occurrence or nonoccurrence of allomorphic 
alternation. 

3. The suffix -e is actually a stem formative, with the third person being indicated 
by zero, but for the sake of our analyses here it is more convenient to treat this 
morpheme as including the third person subject indicator. 

5.13.21.lU Structural Series with Subclasses of Determiner and Subclasses of Determined 

Problem 91 (data from Spanish) 

Instructions: 

a. Add the following forms to those of Problem 90. 

b. Describe*the total structural series. 

17. ábla 'he speaks' 17a. abl-

18. kéma 'he (it) burns' 18a. kem-

19. sita 'he cites' 19a. sit-

20. gósa Jhe enjoys' 20a. gos-

21. roba 'he steals1 21a. rob-

22. piensa 'he thinks' 22a. pens-

23. siéra 'he closes' 23a. ser-

2u. kuésta 'he (it) costs' 2Ua. kost-

25. sueña 'he dreams' 25a. soñ-

26. duda 'he doubts' 26a. dud-

Supplementary information: 

1. The third person singular suffix may be construed as -a <*> -e, but see supplemen
tary information 3 under Problem 90. 
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2. The subclasses of the determiner constitute the primary division in the structural 
series. The allomorphic alternations are secondary.-^ 

Problem £2 (data from Chichewa, a language of Nyasaland)-^ 

Instructional Describe the causative stem. 

Causative Infinitive 

1. kubúntnica 'to cause to become blunt1 

2. kupézeca 'to cause to find' 

3. kugwádica 'to cause to kneel' 

U. kukúmbica 'to cause to dig' 

5. kufuteirica 'to cause to become red' 

6. kuzúzica 'to cause to make miserable' 

7. kugiilica 'to sell' 

8. kulavúlica 'to cause to spit' 

9. kucokámoleca 'to cause to cough' 

10. kuwálovya 'to cause to become wet* 

11. kuwáfya 'to cause to fear' 

12. kusánkheca ' to cause to gather taxes' 

13. kubwéreza Jto repeat* 

lU. kukániza 'to cause to refuse' 

1$. kusúngiza 'to cause to protect' 
v. 

ló. kut ávya 'to cause to run away' 

Active Infinitive 

la. kubúnt a 'to become blunt' 

2a. kupéza 'to find' 

3a. kugwáda 'to kneel' 

Ua. kukúmba 'to dig' 

5a. kufiiteira 'to become red-' 

6a. kuzúza 'to make miserable' 

7a. kugilra 'to buy' 

8a. kulávura 'to spit' 

9a. kucok&nora 'to cough' 

10a. kuwálotea 'to become wet' 

lia. kuwápa 'to fear' 

12a. kusánkna 'to gather taxes' 

13a. kubwera 'to return1 

lUa. kukána 'to refuse' 

15a. kusunga 'to protect' 

16a. kuthába ' to run away' 

Supplementary informationi 

1. The final -a in both series of forms is an indicative-mode morpheme. 

2. The initial ku- is the infinitive-forming morpheme. 

3. In phrase-final position all these forms occur with long vowels in the penultimate 
syllable. These long vowels have not been written, since they are not pertinent 
to this problem. The long vowels are essentially an intonational feature. 

U. The changes in placement of the high tones should be included in the listing of 
nuclear allomorphs. 

-'This is in accordance with the discussion under Problem 86. 

Mark Jianna Watkins, A Grammar of Chichewa, Language Dissertation No. 2h (Baltimore» 
Linguistic Society of America, 1937;, pp. 72-76. 
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5. Treat th causative stem as consisting cf (l) basic stems, as they occur in the 
active infinitives (i.e. the forms of the second column minus leu- and -a) plus 
(2) the causative suffixal morpheme. 

6. The distribution of the vocalic differences in the suffixal forms -ic, -ec, -iz, 
and -sz may be phonologically defined. 

7,. The allomorph -y_ occurs in a phonologically definable environment. 

Problem £3 (data consist of the Tzeltal forms listed in Problem 35) 

Instructions: Describe the verb structural series. 

Problem 9h (data consist of the Shilluk forms listed in Problem 58) 

Instructions: 

a. Describe the plural forms as a structural series. 

b. Describe the singular combinative forms as a structural series. 

5.13.21.2 Forms Not Occurring in Determiner-Determined Series 

Certain sequence classes do not exhibit determiner or determined constituents. These 
are compounds, i.e. combinations of nuclei. According to the terminology we are employing, 
such sequence classes do not constitute structural series, but they have structural simi
larities which make it possible and necessary to describe them by classes. 

Constructions consisting of nuclei as immediate constituents may be classified on the 
basis of (l) the general external distribution class or classes of the resultant construc
tions and (2) the general external distribution class or classes of the immediate constit
uents. For example, millstone and catbird are considered to belong to the same class be
cause they are both nouns and because the corresponding nuclei in each construction belong 
to the same classes. Similarly, greenhouse and redbird belong to the same class, since 
they are members of the same external distribution class and the corresponding nuclei in 
each are adjectives and nouns. On the other hand, pickpocket, which is also a noun and 
hence belongs to the same external distribution class as millstone, catbird, greenhouse, 
and redbird, differs in internal structure from all four, just as greenhouse and redbird 
differ in internal structure from millstone and catbird. The first task in a descriptive 
analysis of compounds is to determine the external distribution classes. Then the com
pounds are classified according to internal structure. The internal structure is analyzed 
first in terms of distribution classes and secondly in terms of allomorphic alternation. 

Problem 95 

Instructions: 

a. Rewrite the following- compounds phonemically. 

b. Classify the forms according to external distribution classes. 

c. Subdivide the classification according to sequence classes. 

1. skinflint 3. make-believe (n.) 5. upset (v.) 

2. figurehead U. wind-up 6. know-it-all 

(Continued on next page.) 
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7. s t a t e - w i d e 

8. b l u e - p e n c i l ( v . ) 

9 . hand-p ick 

10. b u l l ' s - e y e 

1 1 . j e w ' s - h a r p 

12. j a c k - i n - t h e - b o x 

13 . j a c k - o ' - l a n t e r n 

ll*. s ea -adder 

15. kn i fe -edge 

16. p ickpocket 

17. himself 

18. herself 

Problem 96 

MORPHOLOGY: THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF 

19. he -goa t 

20. she -goa t 

21 . go-between 

22. holdup 

23. driveway 

2k. p layground 

25« mother - in - l aw 

26. foot-pound-second 

27. ton-mile-day 

28. redbird 

29. tut-tut (v.) 

30. choo-choo (n.) 

WORDS 

31. flip-flop (n.) 

32. tiptop (adj.) 

33. bittersweet (adj.) 

3k. queen-mother 

3$. overhead 

36. carefree 

37. purse-proud 

38. greenhouse 

39. everybody 

UO. nobody 

Ul. breakwater 

k2. anyone 

Instructions» 

a. Rewrite the following noun compounds phonemically. 

b. Classify the forms according to sequence classes. 

1. cutthroat 

2. kill-joy 

3. spendthrift 

k. turnkey 

5. outcast 

6 . thoroughbred 

7. hea r say 

8. whatnot 

9. overhead 

10. a f t e rnoon 

1 1 . c u r e - a l l 

12. dreadnought 

13 . giveaway 

lk. k ickback 

15 . s topover 

16. castaway 

17. se tback 

18. grownup 

19. once-over 

20. c r o w ' s - f o o t 

21 . helmsman 

22. b lueb lood 

23. dry-bones 

2k. a c r e - f o o t 

25. w a t t - h o u r 

26. secretary-treasurer 

27. bonbon 

28. tom-tom 

29. hodgepodge 

30. riffraff 

31. downpour 

32. zigzag 

33. backdrop 

3k. onrush 

35. upstart 

36. inlay 

37. blowpipe 

38. gocart 

39. drawbar 

(Continued on next page 
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14.0. chimney-sweep U7. beeswax 5U. forget-me-not 

14.1. sunup U8. bluebell $$. stay-at-home 

]\2. sundown k9- greyhound 56. fly-by-night 

U3. cranberry 50. bloodshed 57. free-for-all 

LLU. crayfish 5l. hide-and-seek 58. son-in-law 

U5« aircraft 52. thick-and-thin $9- man-of-war 

I46. anthi l l S3, hand-me-down 60. cowboy 

Problem 97 (data consist of the Tzeltal forms listed in Problem 70) 

Instructions» Describe the noun compounds. 

Discussion of Problem 97» 

The Tzeltal forms may be described as follows» 

Noun compounds in Tzeltal consist of the following sequence classes» 

1. Noun (nuc.) plus noun (per.):^-5 

tomut 'egg' < ton 'stone' + mut 'hen' 

holwic 'summit' < hoi 'head' + wic 'mountain' 

nick'ahk' 'spark' < nic 'flower' -+ k'ahk' ' f i re 1 

ha9 i 'uht ' 'diarrhea' < ha° 'water' + c'uht' 'stomach' 

2. Adjective (per.) plus noun (nuc.)» 

pante' 'bridge' < pam 'flat' + te' 'wood' 

c'ultat 'god' < 5'ul 'holy' + tat 'father' 

'ancil9al 'daughter' < 'ancil 'female' -4- ''al 'child' 

muk'ha9 'river' < muk' 'big' 4. ha9 'water* 

3. Verb (nuc.) plus noun (per.)i 

k'atimbak 'hell' < k'atim 'to heat1 + bak 'bone' 

cik'pom 'incense-burner' < cik' 'to burn' 4- pom 'incense' 

-L5The abbreviations "nuc." and "per." identify the nuclear and peripheral immediate 
constituents. Both of the immediate constituents constitute nuclei, but by comparison with 
syntactic patterns in Tzeltal (which are reflected in the meaningful relationships of the 
forms), we may identify the nuclear and peripheral constituents of the endocentric construc
tions. It is also possible to employ certain symbols» a simple arrow to point to the nu
clear constituent, an arrow pointing in both directions to mark coordinate endocentric con
structions, and an x to mark exocentric constructions. It is not always necessary to indi
cate the relationships of peripheral to nuclear constituents, but there are some instances 
in which sequence classes differ only in this respect. 
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mel ' o t ' an ' s a d n e s s ' < mel ' t o e x p l a i n ' + ' o f an ' h e a r t ' 

k 'anpatan ' t a x - c o l l e c t o r ' < k ' a n ' t o ask f o r ' + pa tan ' t a x ' 

Problem 98 (da ta cons is t of the Tonkawa forms of Problem 71) 

I n s t r u c t i o n s i Describe the compounds on t h e b a s i s of e x t e r n a l d i s t r i b u t i o n c l a s s e s and 
i n t e r n a l s t ruc tu re . The Tonkawa c l a s s e s may be i d e n t i f i e d from the c l a s s e s of t he 
English forms used i n the t r a n s l a t i o n . 1 6 

ses ^ • 1 3 - 2 2 D i s t r i b u t i o n a l Arrangements i n M u l t i p l e Sequence Clas 

D i s t r i b u t i o n s of determiners i n r e l a t e d sequence c l a s s e s ( i . e . sequence c l a s s e s having 
t h e same nuc lea r s j tend to be s i m i l a r . This means t h a t i f vie d i s t i n g u i s h subc l a s se s of nu-
° 7 e a r s J 1 " - . o n e determiner, we may be able to use these same subclasses in describing the 
distributions of other determiners. If several determiners have similar distributions, we 
set up nuclear classes and describe the various structural series on the basis of these. 

Problem 22 ( d a t a from Spanish) 

Instructions: 

a. Determine the number of parallel distributions. 

b. Describe the major distribution classes of nuclear constituents. 

I 
II III IV VI 

3d Sg. Pres. 3d Sg. Pres. 3d Sg. Pret. 3d Sg. ̂ m- Past Part 
Ind. Subj. 

la, ábla 

2a. sita 

3a. duda 

Ua. xulga 

Sa. kéma 

lb. able 

2b. site 

3b. dude 

lib. xuége 

Ind. 

le. abló 

2c. sitó 

3c. dudó 

lie. xugó 

5c kemó 

Infinitive 

1. ablár 'to speak' 

2. sitar 'to cite' 

3. dudar 'to doubt' 

k. xugár 'to play' 

5. kemár 'to burn* 

6. pensar 'to think' 

7. robar 'to steal' 

8. kostár 'to cost' 

9. barer 'to sweep' 

10. bender 'to sell' 

11. perder 'to lose' 

12. komér 'to eat' 

! „ - . Practlce is, of course, unreliable as an analytical procedure, but may be fol-
lowed in this exercise i n making a tentative description. 

perf. Ind. 

Id. ablába le. abládo 

2d. sitaba 2e. sitado 

3d. dudaba 3e. dudado 

lid. xugába Ue. xugádo 

5d. kemába 5e. kemádo 

6d. pensaba 6e. pensado 

7d. robaba 7e. robado 

8d. kostába 8e. kostádo 

5b. kéme 

6a. piensa 6b. piense 6c. pensó 

7a. roba 7b. robe 7c robó 

8a. kulsta 8b. kuéste 8c kostó 

9a. báre 9b. bára 9c bario 9d. baria 9e. bafído 

10a. bénde 10b. bénda 10c. bendió lOd. bendía lOe. bendído 

lia. pierde 11b. pierda 11c perdió lid. perdía lie. perdido 

12a. kóme 12b. kóma 12c. komió 12d. komía 12e. komído 

(Continued on next page») 
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13. mobér 'to move' 13a. rauébe 13b. mueba 13c. mobió 13d. mobía 13e. mobído 

lU. gañir 'to yelp' ll+a. gane lUb. gaña lHc gañió lUd. gañía lUe. gañido 

lp. admitir 'to admit' l5a. admite 13*b. admita l$c. admitió l5d. admitía 1$e. admitido 

ló. adkirír 'to acquire' loa. adkiére lób. adkiéra l6c. adkirió l6d. adkiria l6e. adkirido 

17; sentir 'to feel' 17a. siente 17b. sienta 17c sintió 17d. sintía 17e. sentido 

18. pedir 'to ask for' l8a. pide 18b. pida 18c. pidió l8d. pedía l8e. pedido 

19. dormir 'to sleep' 19a. duerme 19b. duerma 19c durmió 19d. dormía 19e. dormido 

20. bruñir 'to burnish1 20a. bruñe 20b. bruña 20c. bruñió 20d. bruñía 20e. bruñido 

Supplementary information» 

1. The abbreviations in the headings may be explained as follows: II, third person 
singular present indicativej III, third person singular present subjunctive^ IV, 
third person singular preterite indicativej V, third person singular imperfect 
indicativej and VI, past participle. 

2. These forms include the major classes of the so-called regular and radical-changing 
verbs. 

3. These sequence classes do not represent all the principal variants, but they are 
typical. 

U. The final -_o in the past participles is a separate morpheme. 

Discussion of Problem 99s 

In analyzing a series of related forms to determine whether there is any parallel
ism of distribution and hence any justification for setting up principal stem classes 
to which one may refer the distribution of more than one determiner, we check the 
data to discover (1) any distributional agreement between two or more determiners and 
(2) any similarities between allomorphs of the determined constituents. The following 
similarities of determiner distribution may be notedi 

1. In series II the suffix -a has the same distribution as -ar in series I. Sim
ilarly, the suffix -e has the same distribution as the suffixes -Ir and -ir 
combined. 

2. In series III the suffix -e has the same distribution as the suffix -a of series 
II, and the suffix; -a of series III has the same distribution as the "suffix -e 
of series II. -

3. In series IV the suffixes -6 and -ió have the same distribution as the set -a 
» -e of series II and the set -e °° -a of series III. ~" 

U. In series V the suffixes -aba and -ia have the same distribution as the com
plementary sets noted in series II, III, and IV. 

5. The distributional differences in series VI between -ád- and -id- parallel 
those in the other series. 

6. In describing all of the Spanish verb series it would be more economical to 
split some of these forms into two morphemes, e.g. the stem formative vowels 
~k " ~k m ~i Plus -r, -áb «° -1 plus -a, and -á » -i plus -d. However, because 
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of the small amount of data and for the sake of greater simplicity in this 
particular problem, we are treating the suffixal elements as units, except the 
final -o of series VI. 

To understand something of the structural parallelisms we may diagram the relation
ships as followsj 

II III IV VI 

-ár 

- I r 

* - i r 

-a 

-e 

-e 

-a 

* 
- 0 

- 1 0 

-aba 

- ia 

-ád-

-£d-

Forms 

1-8 

Forms 

9-13 

Forms 

lli-20 

If we examine the allomorphs of the stems we find the following types» 

1. Stems with two allomorphs-1-' 

a. With no changes in segmental phonemes» 

1 2 

abl- ~ ábl- 'to speak1 

sit- ~ sit- 'to cite' 

bar- ~ bar- 'to sweep' 

bruñ- ~ brúñ- 'to burnish' 

gañ- ~ gáñ- 'to yelp' 

admit- ~ admit- 'to admit' 

b. With changes in segmental phonemesi 

1 2 

xug- ~ xulg- 'to play1 

pens- ~ pilns- 'to think' 

kost- ~ kulst- 'to cost' 

1 2 

dud dud- 'to doubt' 

kern- ~ kirn- 'to burn1 

fob- ~ ?6b- 'to steal' 

bend- ~ bind- 'to sell' 

kom- ~ kóm- 'to eat' 

1 2 

adkir- ~ adkilr- 'to acquire' 

perd- ~ piérd- 'to lose' 

mob- ~ mueb- 'to move' 

'The first allomorphs occur before a morpheme bearing a stress and the second allo
morphs occur before a morpheme not bearing a stress. 
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2. Steins with three allomorphsi 

1 2 3 

(sent- ~ siént-) °° sint- 'to feel' 

(dorm- ~ dulrm-) » dunn- 'to sleep' 

(ped- ~ pid-) <= pid- 'to ask for' 

An examination of the distribution of the allomorphs shows that second allomorphs 
occur in series II and III and that where there is a third allomorph, it occurs in 
series IV. 

There is certainly sufficient parallelism of distribution to warrant our setting 
up basic stem classes in order to simplify the total description. Of course, we 
could decide to list all the verb stems as we describe the distribution of each de
terminer, but this is uneconomical. Furthermore, it actually obscures the great 
amount of structural parallelism, which is an essential part of the language. The 
verb stems may be classified as follows: 

A-class stems: 18 

abl-, ~ abl-„ 

sit-, ~ sit-p 

dud-., 

xug-1 

dud-. 

xueg-,. 1 "—° 2 

E-class stems: 

bar-. bar-. 

bend- ~ bind-, 
1 c 

'to speak'^ 

'to cite1 

•to doubt' 

'to play' 

'to sweep' 

'to sell» 

perd-.. ~ piérd- 'to lose' 

I-class stems: 

admit-, ~ admit-- 'to admit' 

adkir- ~ adkiér- 'to acquire' 

bran- ~ bruñ-p 

gañ^ ~ gáñ-2 

'to burnish' 

'to yelp' 

kern-. klm-p 'to burn' 

pens--, ~ pilns-p 'to think1 

rob-. rób-, 

kost- ~ kuést-p 

kom-. kóm-. 

mob-, ~ mueb-p 

'to steal' 

'to cost' 

'to eat' 

'to move1 

(sent- ~ siént- ) <*> sint-, 'to feel' 

(ped-, ~ p£d-p) » pid-, 'to ask for' 

(dorm- ~ duénn- ) » durm-, 'to sleep' 

1R 
The classes are named by the characteristic vowel of the infinitive form. These 

stems could be called A, B, Cj I, II, IIIj or 1, 2, 3, but there is a great convenience in 
being able to identify a series by some formal distinction. The division of stems is into 
three classes because the distribution of all the determiners may be made on the basis of 
three classes, whereas a division into two classes would necessitate a further subdivision 
to take care of certain forms in the distribution of the infinitive suffix. 

19 
First, second, and third allomorphs are indicated by subscript numerals. For stems 

which exhibit no allomorphic alternation except loss of stress, we could cover all the 
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Having set up the basic stem forms, we have little difficulty in describing the dis
tribution of the various suffixal morphemes: 

1. -ar <» -er <» -ir infinitive formative, suffixed to the first allomorphs of the 
A-stems, E-stems, and I-stems respectively» 

ablár 'to speak' 

bender 'to sell' 

dormir 'to sleep' 

2. -a «• -e 'third person singular present indicative,' suffixed to the second 
allomorphs: 

-a suffixed to A-stemst 

ábla 'he speaks' 

duda 'he doubts' 

-e suffixed to E-stems and I-stems: 

pierde 'he loses' 

duerme 'he sleeps' 

3. -e » -a 'third person singular present subjunctive,' suffixed to the second 
allomorphs: 

-e suffixed to A-stems: 

able '(that) he speak' 

dude '(that) he doubt' 

-_a suffixed to E-stems and I-stems: 

pierda '(that) he lose' 

duerma '(that) he sleep'' 

h. -£ °° -ió 'third person singular preterite indicative,' suffixed to the third 
allomorphs (where they exist) or to first allomorphs: 

-6 suffixed to A-stems: 

abló 'he spoke' 

dudó 'he doubted' 

-ió suffixed to E-stems and I-stems: 

sintió 'he felt' 

bruñió 'he burnished' 

allomorphs in a single statement, but for the sake of the structural parallelism we are 
employing a fuller notation. 
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5. -aba <•> -xa 'third person singular imperfect indicative,' suffixed to the first 
allomcrphs» 

-aba suffixed to A-stems: 

ablába 'he was speaking' 

dudaba 'he was doubting' 

-ia suffixed to E-stems and I-stems: 

komia 'he was eating' 

dormía 'he was sleeping1 

6. -ád- • -id- past participle formative, suffixed to the first allomorphsi 

-ád- suffixed to A-stemst 

ablád- 'spoken' 

dudad- 'doubt ed' 

-id- suffixed to E-stems and I-stems i 

komid- 'eaten' 

dormid- 'slept' 

If we should assign certain symbolic values to the various morphemes and their 
alternants,we could obtain an even more concise statement. If, for example, we iden
tify the stems as A, E, and I, using subscript numerals to identify the allomorphs 
(e.g. abl- >speak' would be A., and ábl- would be A ), and if we identify the suffixes 
as I, II, III, IT, V, and VI, using similar subscript numerals to identify the allo
morphs (e.g. -ár, -ér, and -ir would be I , I , and I , respectively), we could de
scribe the structural series as followsi ^ 

1. Infinitive: 

A +- I-, i ablár 'to speak120 

E + I i komér 'to eat1 

I.. + lo: dormir 'to sleep'21 

2. Third person singular present indicative» 

A + II i ábla 'he speaks,' piensa 'he thinks' 

E , I_ + II2i pierde 'he loses,' duerme 'he sleeps' 

In Chapter 8 a much more adequate system of symbolic notation will be introduced, 
but we are using the symbols indicated here in order to show the relationship to the pre
ceding form and discussion of the problem. 

2 The typography results in an ambiguity because the capital letter I and the Roman 
numeral I are identical. 
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3. Third person singular present subjunctive» 

A 2 + III-^ able '(that) he speak,' piense '(that) he think' 

E , I_-+- III i pierda '(that) he lose,' duerma '(that) he sleep' 

U. Third person singular preterite indicative» 

A +- IV » abló 'he spoke,' pensó 'he thougnt' 
on 

E-, In -, +- IV„» perdió 'he lost,' durmió 'he slept' 

5. Third person singular imperfective indicative» 

A +- V » ablába 'he was speaking,' pensaba 'he was thinking' 

E , I + V » perdía 'he was losing,' dormía 'he was sleeping' 

6. Past participle» 

A + VI i ablád- 'spoken,' pensad- 'thought' 

E , I +- VI » perdíd- 'lost,' dormid- 'slept' 

Problem 100 (data from Spanish) 

Instructions» 

a. Add the following data to Problem 99. 

b. List the additional allomorphs. 

c. Describe the entire series of forms (those in Problems 99 and 100), using either 
an expanded form (like the first description given above) or a reduced form (like 
the second description). 

21. uir 'to flee' 

22. lusir 'to shine' 

23. ablr 'to have' 

21a. úye 21b. úya 21c. uyó 21d. uía 21e. uído 

22a. lúse 22b. lúska 22c. lusió 22d. lusia 22e. lusido 

23a. á 23b. aya 23c. ubo 23d. abía 23e. abído 

2U. tener 'to have, hold' 2Ua. tiene 2l|b. tenga 2l*c. tubo 

25. sir 'to be' 

26. ir 'to go' 

27. benir 'to come' 

28. poner 'to place' 

29. asér 'to make1 

30. desir 'to say' 

25a. Is 25b. sea 25c fué 

26 a. bá 26b. baya 26 c. fué 

27a. biéne 27b. bénga 27c. bino 

28a. pone 28b. ponga 23c. puso 

29a. ase 29b. ága 29c íso 29d. asía 29e. eco 

30a. díse 30b. diga 30c. díxo 30d. desía 30e. díco 

2Ud. tenía 2Ue. tenido 

25d. era 25e. sido 

26d. iba 26 e. ido 

27d. benia 27e. benido 

28d. ponía 28e. puesto 

The order of the allomorphs indicates their distributional priority. 
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Supplementary information» 

1. The forms of Problem 99 (1-20) represent the predominant, productive formations. 
The irregular forms (21-30) should be described in terms of the principal patterns. 

2. One may describe subclasses of allomorphs. For example, in accordance with the 
system set forth under Problem 99, the verbs benir and ser could be listed as 
having the following allomorphs: 

ben- , bien- , béng- , bín-

S~l> ér"la' és~2> Sl_2a' fu"3 

The reason for setting up subclasses of the first and second allomorphs is that in 
the predominant patterns the first allomorph occurs in sequence classes I, V, and 
VI and the second allomorph usually occurs in sequence classes II and III. Where 
there is a third allomorph, it occurs in sequence class IV. If we follow this 
primary arrangement, we can simplify our statements by making subclasses of allo
morphs, rather than continue to number them serially. 

3. One of the allomorphs in form 26 is the stem_i-, which contracts with an identical 
vowel. 

h. There are four allomorphs in the determiner of IV: -6, -io, -o, and -J.^ 

5. This treatment of the data in Problems 99 a-nd 100 is not supposed to constitute 
the basis of a structural statement for all the Spanish verbs. Some important 
adaptations of this must be made when considering all the tenses and all the per
sons. 

23lt is quite wrong to assume that our descriptive statements of the structure reflect 
altogether accurately the system of symbolics (the language as a whole) which we are de
scribing. For example, we set up an allomorph in this series as -o, and describe the dis
tribution of this morpheme in relation to its occurrence with certain allomorphs of the 
stem: tubo 'he had,' bino 'he came,' puso 'he put,' dixo 'he said.' This allomorph -o is 
homophonous with the most common allomorph of the first person singular, e.g. kánto 'I sing,' 
áblo 'I speak,' tengo, 'I have,' bengo 'I come,' pongo 'I place,' digo 'I say.' The way in 
which we usually describe these forms involves setting up kánt-, ábl-, téng-, béng-, póng-, 
and dig- as allomorphs of the particular stems, and we assign the "meaning" of person, 
tense, and number to the suffix. At such points our description of the structure does not 
always "square" with the semantic units. 

It must be assumed that allomorphs whose distribution is not phonologically defined 
carry their share of the meaning in any combination. For example, in áblo 'I speak' and 
ablo 'he spoke' we can describe the difference in terns of the suffixes -o 'first person 
singular present indicative' and -6 'third person singular preterite indicative.' This 
seems perfectly sufficient, and the allomorphic contrast between abl- and abl- may appear 
to be more or less meaningless. But, having set up such a distinction, we then assume that 
in forms such as tubo 'he had,' puso 'he put,' and dixo 'he said,' the tense-person-mood 
meaning can be assigned to the allomorph -o. This, of course, is not entirely true, for it 
is the entire composite form which provides the meaning. The allomorph dix-, stem of the 
preterite dixo 'he said,' does not bear the same relationship as a symbol to des-, the stem 
of the infinitive desir 'to say,' as abl-, stem of the preterite ablo 'he spoke,' bears to 
the homophonous abl- stem of the infinitive ablár 'to speak.' Structurally the parallelism 
is exact, but we cannot assume ipso facto that this adequately describes the symbolic 
entities as reflected by the semantic distinctions. 

There is much research which must be done on this phase of descriptive analysis. 
Nevertheless, sufficient data are in hand to allow us to realize thab the "signaling 
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It is somewhat easier to understand the types of descriptions which may be made of any 
series of related sequence classes and the validity of combining descriptions of such 
classes, if certain hypothetical sets of data are employed. 

Problem 101 (hypothetical data) 

Instructions» 

a. Describe each structural series. 

b. Determine the degree of conformity. 

c. Describe all the structural series by means of basic stem classes. 

d. Make a composite statement of all structural series. 

Present Past Future 

la. minki lb. mimfo 

2a. sanki 2b. samfo 

3a. lobki 3b. lobfo 

Ua. tuki lib. tukzi 

$a. feski $b. feszi 

6a. tabpu 6b. tabzi 

7a. rempu 7b. renzi 

8a. mapu 8b. mapna 

9a. bogpu 9b. bogna 

Supplementary information! The stems consist of CVC- patterns. 

Discussion of Problem lOli 

In relating the structural series in Problem 101 we are confronted with two types 
of datai (l) the similarities in allomorphs, phonologically and morphologically de
fined, and (2) the structural parallelisms. 

An examination of the phonologically defined allomorphs reveals that (l) nasals 
assimilate to the point of articulation of the following consonant, (2) sequences of 
identical consonants reduce to a single consonant, and (3) the suffix -Vto assimilates 
the first vowel to the stem vowel. The first two facts apply to any morpheme, and 
the last fact refers only to one morpheme. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

minito 

samato 

lobato 

tukuto 

feseto 

tabka 

renka 

mapisa 

bogiáa 

'eat' 

'go' 

'walk' 

'jump' 

'cry' 

'wish' 

'think' 

•fall' 

'c ome' 

features" of a form include all the morphologically defined allomorphs. It is true that we 
find it "more convenient" and "structurally more valid" to describe the differences of mean
ing between digo and dixo in terms of different distributions of homophonous morphemes, i.e. 
-o 'first person present1 vs. -o 'third person preterite,' but this does not mean that our 
structural analysis reflects adequately the symbolics of the language. The very fact that 
certain new analogical creations may arise means that symbolics and structure have not been 
identical, and when this happens the structure is reformed or extended to conform with the 
semantic symbolism. 
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The morphologically defined allomorphs of the present and past formations show 
partial parallelism in distribution, and the future series agrees to some extent with 
the present. This structural parallelism and nonconformity may be diagramed as 
follows: 

Forms Present Past Future 

-Vto 

-ka 

- i s a 

-Id. 

-pu 

- f o 

- z i 

- n a 

In any description it is advantageous to list allomorphic alternations which may 
be characteristic of all morphemes. For example, initial statements that nasals as
similate according to the point of articulation of the following consonant and that 
sequences of identical consonants reduce to a single consonant make it unnecessary 
to repeat these facts when the particular morphemes are being listed. The assimila
tion of -Vto cannot be described as applicable to the language as a whole, for the 
morpheme of similar shape -isa does not assimilate in the same way. Hence, the pho-
nologically» defined distribution of -Vto should be described when the morpheme is 
listed, rather than in any introductory morphophonemic statement. 

The description of the structural series may be made in two waysi (l) by setting 
up stem classes and then describing the distribution of each morpheme on the basis 
of these classes or (2) by making a composite statement of the distribution of all 
the morphemes. We shall consider these two methods in order. 

The three structural series subdivide the stems into four classes» I (stems 1-3), 
II (stems U-5>), III (stems 6-7), and IV (stems 8-9). On the assumption that this 
hypothetical problem represents the proportion of stems in the various classes of an 
actual language, several hundred stems would then be listed under each stem type. 
The distribution of the morphologically defined allomorphs of the present, past, and 
future series could then be described as followsi 

1. Present formationi 

-Vto, with assimilation of V to the vowel of the stem, occurs with classes I 
and II» 

minito 'eat' 

tukuto 'jump1 
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-ka occurs with class III: 

tabka Jwish' 

renka 'think' 

-isa occurs with class IVi 

mapisa 'fall' 

bogisa 'come' 

2. Past formation! 

-ki occurs with classes I and II: 

minki 'ate' 

tuki 'jumped' 

-pu occurs with classes III and IV: 

tabpu 'wished' 

mapu 'fell' 

3. Future formation: 

-fo occurs with class I: 

mimfo 'will eat' 

samfo 'will go1 

* -zi occurs with classes II and III: 

tukzi 'will jump' 

tabzi 'will wish' 

-na occurs with class IV: 

mapna 'will fall' 

bogna 'will come1 

This description presupposes, of course, some general morphophonemic statement 
about allomorphic alternations which occur throughout the series. 

A composite statement could be made as follows: 

Stems in Problem 101 occur with tense formatives in the following distribution
al arrangements: 

1. Stems suffixing -ki 'past tense' and -Vto 'present tense,' with V assim
ilating to the vowel of the stem 
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A. With -fo 'future tense'i 

sam- 'go' 

lob- 'walk' 

B. With -zi 'future tense': 

tuk- 'jump' 

fes- 'cry' 

2. Stems suffixing -pu 'past tense' 

A. With -ka 'present tense' and -zi 'future tense'i 

tab- 'wish' 

ren- 'think' 

B. With -isa 'present tense' and -na 'future tense'i 

map- *fall1 

bog- 'come' 

The composite statement has the advantage of combining a formational statement with a 
listing of stem classes. However, when there are many overlapping classes áuch a statement 
involves repeating determiner morphemes, and on the whole appears to be less valuable as a 
descriptive technique than the first method, which sets up stem classes. 

When there is perfect parallelism of distribution, the composite statement, whereby 
more than one determiner may be described at a time, is more economical, but it is less and 
less valuable the fewer the parallelisms. A description of stem classes, followed by in
dividual treatment of the determiners, is more efficient in dealing with complex relation
ships and structural nonconformities. 

Problem 102 (data from Chichewa, a language of Nyasaland)2U 

Instructions! 

a. Identify the two parallel structural series. 

b. Describe the forms (l) by setting up classes and describing each structural series 
and (2) by means of a composite statement. 

c. In listing the determiners, state the phonologically defined distributions of the 
allomorphs. 

U. feá»na 'children' 

?. mu* Aa •man's sister's child' 

6. feá'p^ra 'man's sister's children' 

(Continued on next page.) 

1. mu«nthu 

2. ba-nthu 

3. mwá-na 

'man' 

•men' 

•child' 

T'hese data are from Watkins, op_. c i t . , pp. 2^-UU. 
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7. mná ' s i 

8. ana*s i 

•ne ighbor ' 

' n e i g h b o r s ' 

° . mza-mba 'midwife ' 

10. aza-mba 'midwives ' 

1 1 . dá*mbo 'marsh ' 

12 . madá-mbo 'marshes ' 

13 . fu*no 'wish , need1 

lh. mafu-no 'w i shes , needs ' 

1 5 . pemp E T O ' p r a y e r ' 

1J6. mapemphe*ro ' p r a y e r s ' 

17 . bw£*zi ' f r i e n d ' 

Supplementary in fo rma t ion : 

18. mabwé•zi ' f r i e n d s ' 

19. c á ' k a ' y e a r ' 

20. vyá ' ka ' y e a r s ' 

21 . c i b á - l s 

22. vifeá-le 

23. cipa*nda 

2li. vipa-nda 

2f>. cisá-nga 

26. v isá*nga 

27. C Í C U T O 

2 8 . ViCUTO 

'coconut tree' 

'coconut trees' 

'calabash' 

'calabashes' 

'wooden arrow point' 

'wooden arrow points' 

'iron' 

'pieces of iron' 

1. The differences of tone should not be considered in describing these structural 
series. The tones are basic to the stems. 

2. The penultimate (next to the last) syllable is always long in these forms. This 
is true of these nouns in isolation, but not necessarily in context. 

3. Certain phonologically defined allomorphs occur: 

a. mw~ and vy- occur before vowels. 

b. m- and _a- occur before polysyllabic stems. 

c. The stem of form 3 and h is -ana. 

IN The list of forms in Problem 102 is highly selective, so that many of the compli
cations are not included. 

Discussion of Problem 102: 

There are six noun-class morphemes, of which one is zero. They comprise three 
distributional doublets in occurrence with noun stems, but they all occur with the 
same attributives or verbs. (Compare the forms in Ilamba, Problem 38.) These mor
phemes may be numbered Is, lp, 2s, 2p, 3 s , 3p. The numerals stand for the three sets 
of forms* _s stands for singular, and _p_ for plural. Prefixes of classes 1,. 2, and 3 
are in complementation in this structural series and may be described as follows: 

Nouns exhibit the following concordant-class formations: 

1. mu- (preceding monosyllabic stems) ~ m- (preceding polysyllabic consonant 
stems) ~ mw- (preceding polysyllabic vowel stems) 'singular concordant pre
fix' and tea- (preceding monosyllabic stems) ~ a- (preceding polysyllabic 
stems) 'plural concordant prefix': 
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-nthu 'man'2^ 

-ana 'child' 

'-p"wa 'man's sister's child' 

etc. 

2. Zero 'singular concordant prefix' and ma- 'plural concordant prefix't 

fu»no 'wish, need' 

pemp^e•ro 'prayer' 

etc. 

3, Si- (preceding consonant stems) ~ _5- (preceding vowel stems) 'singular con
cordant prefix' and vi- (preceding consonant stems) ~ vy- (preceding vowel 
stems) 'plural concordant prefix': 

-áka 'year' 

-bá'le 'coconut tree' 

etc. 

This type of composite statement may be altered a little by listing the determin
ers first and assigning a number to each. Then the distribution may be described in 
a slightly more concise manner. 

Is. mu- ~ m- ~ mw- 'singular concordant prefix'2" 

lp. fea- ~ a.- 'plural concordant prefix'26 

2s. Zerd 'singular concordant prefix' 

2p. ma- 'plural concordant prefix' 

3s. Si- ~ _c- 'singular concordant prefix'2" 

3p. vi- ~ vy- 'plural concordant prefix'20 

The distribution could then be described as followsi 

Is and lpi 

-nt^u 'man• 

-ana 'child' 

etc. 

-'The fact that penultimate vowels in phrase-final position are long would be indi
cated in the morphophonemic section of the morphology. 

Some statement as to the distribution of phonologically defined allomorphs would 
have to be made. 
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2s and 2pi 

fu«no 'wish , need ' 

pemp^e•ro ' p r a y e r ' 

e t c . 

3s and 3ps 

-áka ' y e a r ' 

-feá'le 'coconut tree' 

etc. 

The forms in Problem 102 exhibit two parallel structural series. Morphemes Is, 2s, 
and 3s constitute complementary morphemesj^' similarly, lp, 2p, and 3p are complementary 
morphemes. Morphemes Is and lp occur in a simple paradigms so do set 2s and 2p and set 3s 
and 3p. The parallelism of distribution warrants in this instance some type of composite 
statement. 

Problem 103 (data from Loma, a language of Liberia) 

Instructions: Describe the structural series (l) by setting up stem classes and then 
describing the distribution of each determiner and (2) by a composite statement. 

Indef ini te Singular 

1. bálá 

2. táá 

3 . súbü 

k. náágb 

5. kbfí 

6. rjábú 

7. mít l 

8. bóá 

9. k í s i 

10. kbpú 

11. b i l í 

12. bété 

' b r ace l e t ' 

'town' 

'morning' 

' four ' 

'coffee ' 

' f i r e ' 

'spoon' 

'kni fe ' 

'k i tchen ' 

'cup' 

1 goat ' 

'bed' 

Definite Singular 

l a . báláí 

2a. t áá í 

3a. súbíii 

Ua. náágbi 

5a. kbfígí 

6 a. nábúí 

7a. mítéí 

3a. béáí 

9a. kísil 

10a. kbpúí 

lia. bílií 

12a. bétéí 

Indefinite Plural 

Ib. báláá 

2b. táá 

3b. súbua 

Ub. náágba 

5b. kbfígá 

6b. nábúá 

7b. mítéá 

8b. bááá 

9b. kísia 

10b. kbpúá 

11b. bílíá 

12b. bltéá 

(Continued on next page.) 

2'Complementary morphemes must, of course, be distinguished from complementary allo
morphs. Allomorphs are complementary in all occurrences, but morphemes may be complemen
tary only in certain structural series. 
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13. bebe 'bag' 13a. beblgi 13b. bebega 

llu pete 'mirror' lUa. petegi lUb. p£tega 

1$. kpákpb 'chair' l£a. kpákpbgl l^b. kpákpbga 

16. tete 'thatch' 16a. tétegl 16b. tetega 

17. másá 'chief 17a. máságí 17b. máságá 

18. wub 'frog' 18a. wubgi 18b. wubga 

19. máázá 'banana' 19a. máázágí 19b. máázágá 

Supplementary informationi 

1. A sequence of aaa reduces to aa. 

2. Analyze the suffixal forms as consisting of two layersi (l) stem formatives -g «> 
-0 and (2) the suffixes -i and -a. 

3. The tonal differences in the suffixes may be described in terms of phonological 
environment. 

Problem lOl; (data from Loma, a language of Liberia) 

Instructions: Describe the structural series by setting up stem classes and then noting 
the distribution of each determiner. 

Basic Stem Progressive Recent Past 

1. 1Í 

2. pv 

3. bó 

U. tó 

5. gilí 

6. dówá 

7. pete 

8. láámi 

9- W 

10. wúdé 

11. dódó 

12. záá 

13. ké 

lU. gúó 

'go' 

'pour-' 
4 

'tell' 

'build' 

'cook' 

'beat' 

'see' 

'eat' 

'sleep' 

'jump' 

'read' 

'die' 

'do' 

'wash' 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

LUa. 

liizu 

* * * 
puuzu 

bosu 

tósú 

glllZU 

dówázíi 

pétesíi 

láámizu 

* * * n^zu 

wúdé su. 

dódósu 

záázú 

keezu 

* 0 * 
guozu 

Ib. 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5'b. 

6b. 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

10b. 

11b. 

12b. 

13b. 

lllb. 

(Continued on 

lía 

púa 

bógá 

tógá 

gílíá 

dówáá 

pétega 

láámia 

rtM 
wúdéga 

dodóga 

záá 

k££ 

gúá 

next page.) 
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15. páá 'kill' l£a. páázú l£b. páá 

16. tlvl 'send' l6a. tlvlsu 16b. tévéga 

17. tlvl 'cut' 17a. tlvlzu 17b. tlvéá 

18. vá 'come' 18a. váázú 18b. váá 

Supplementary information: 

1. Monosyllabic short-vowel stems lengthen the vowel before the stem formative -z. 

2. Identical vowel sequences of the type W V reduce to W . 

3. Sequences of identical vowels are phonetically long without rearticulation. 

k. The suffix -a assimilates to a preceding _e and occurs in an allomorphic -ya before 
monosyllabic stems ending in a long vowel ii. 

5. Form 9b contains a phonologically definable nasal assimilation. 

6. The tones on these verbs are first person plural subject forms. They may be taken 
as constituting the basic tone patterns. The tones of the suffixes may be deter
mined by the tones of the stems. 

7. Stems 16 and 17 are homophonous but belong to two different basic classes. 

8. Analyze the progressive and recent past forms as consisting of stem formatives 
plus the suffixes -u and -a. 

Problem 105 (data from Loma, a language of Liberia) 

Instructions: Describe the structural series by setting up stem classes. 

Basic Stem Singular Plural Recent Progressive Continuous 
Definite Indefinite Past State 

1. kpádí 'hot' la. kpádíí Ib. kpádíá le. kpádíá Id. kpádízíi le. kpádíve 

2. págá 'goodJ 2a. págáí 2b. págáá 2c. págáá 2d. págázii 2e. págáve 

3. déí 'cold' 3a. déígl 3b. déíga 3c. déíga 3d. déísíi 3e. déíge 

h. gwálá 'large' Ua. gwáláí Ub. gwáláá he gwáláá Ud. gwálázu he. gwáláve 

5. té£ 'black' 5a. téígi $b. tlíga 5c téíga 5d. tlísü 5>e. tlíge 

6. kpákpá 'big' 6a. kpákpáí 6b. kpákpáá 6c. kpákpáá 6d. kpákpázu 6e. kpákpáve 

7. kpáánk 'hard' 7a. kpáánagi 7b. kpáánagk 7c. kpáánkga. 7d. kpáánasíi 7e. kpáánagl 

Supplementary information» 

1. These so-called adjectives may follow the noun which they modify, and any suffixes 
indicating definite or indefinite, singular or plural categories are added to the 
final adjective of the construction. 

2. These same stems occur with all the tense forms of regular verbs as well as with 
the continuous state. 
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3. All inflected parts of speech are divided into two mbre or less equal classes. 

U. The plural indefinite -a and the recent past -a are homophonous in these forms, 
but they never occur in the same syntactic constructions and they may differ in 
tone depending on different types of subjects and certain arbitrary classes of 
stems which pertúrbate the suffixal tone. 

5. The verb tones are first person plural subject forms, but they do not follow the 
same patterns as do those in Problem 10H. 

5.2 Systems of Structural Classes 

Languages differ greatly in number and types of structural classes. In the Indo-
European languages we are accustomed to a great many major structural classes, which we 
call "parts of speech." These are nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, pro
nouns, conjunctions, and interjections. These parts of speech are sometimes formally dis
tinguishable by their internal structure (this is particularly true in Greek and Latin), 
but in a language such as English the parts of speech are distinguished largely by their 
ext ernal di stributi ons. 

In Turkish there is no such elaborate set óf word classes. Voegelin and Ellinghausen^" 
have described Turkish on the basis of two principal word classes, nouns and verbs. There 
are also certain enclitic particles which are syntactically pertinent. Though, structur
ally, there are only two major classes, noun and verbs, this does not mean that there are 
no possessive pronominal relationships such as nj£ housesj it is only that mv is a suffix 
-im in such a form as evlerim 'my houses.' There are, as well, forms equivalent to English 
prepositions, but these, also, are suffixes, e.g. kaza^en 'by accident' (kaza 'accident') 
and klsin 'in winter' (kis 'winter'). 

In Maya there are four principal word classes: nouns, verbs, attributives, and parti
cles. In translating from Maya to English there is a certain amount of correspondence in 
word classes, but there are also many important exceptions. For example, ye'tel 'and' is 
according to its structure a possessed noun meaning 'his with-ness,' and uti°al, usually a 
conjunction translated 'in order that,' is a possessed noun meaning literally 'his for-ness' 
(compare inti'al 'for me' and ati'al 'for you'). In Tojolabal (a Mayan language) the in
direct or benefactive object may be expressed by a possessed noun. For example, wa Sk'ulan 
awi 'I make it for you' consists of a tense particle wa, the verb s*k'ulan, and the bene
factive object noun awi 'for you,' which is possessed like any other noun (compare ki 'for 
me' and y± 'for him'). In Kekchi (another Mayan language) certain forms translated by prep
ositional phrases in English have quite a different structure from what the translation 
would seem to imply. One might at first assume that the forms cinben 'on me' and Saben 
'on you (sg.)' consist of c...ben plus the pronominal infixes -in- 'me' and -a- 'you (sg.).' 
These forms are, however, prepositional noun phrases consisting of the prepositional par
ticle _c- (~ ci-) 'at' or 'to' plus the possessive pronominal prefixes in- and a- and the 
noun -ben 'upper surface of.' The form cigwu, translated 'before me,' is literally 'at my 
face.' 

Hall¿° describes Marshallese in terms of three principal structural classes, illus
trated as follows: 

28 
C. F. Voegelin and M. E. Ellinghausen, "Turkish Structure," Journal of the American 

Oriental Society, 63 (l°U3), 1: 5U-56. 

"Robert A. Hall, Jr., Leave Your Language Alone (Ithaca: Cornell University, 19^8), 
pp. 62-63. This book provides an excellent orientation in scientific linguistics. 
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Class A 

neju ,;my child*' 

nejim 'your (sg.) child1 

nejin 'his child' 

bara 'my head' 

baram 'your (sg.) head' 

baran 'his head' 

ainigio 'my voice' 

ainigiom 'your (sg.) voice' 

ainigiSn 'his voice' 

ao 'my property' 

am 'your (sg.) property 

an 'his property' 

ituru 'beside me' 

iturum 'beside you (sg.)' 

iturin 'beside him, her, it 3 
beside ...' 

ibba 'with me' 

ibbam 'with you (sg. )' 

ibben 'with him, her, itj with 

Class B 

medak 'pain, suffering; to suffer' 

nuknuk 'clothing, clothes' 

bok 'to take1 

judak 'to stand" 

jerabal 'work, to work' 

rik 'little, to be little' 

'slow, to be slow' 

'to burn1 

'sky' 

'to die, be dead' 

bat 

til 

lang 

mij 

Class C 

Alone Before Forms of 

nga 

kwa 

kirn 

kom 

Type 

i -

ko-

A or 

• I ' 

B 

'you ( s g . 

•he, 

'we 

, she , 

(you 

) ' 

i t 1 

and 

i 

I ) 

ir re 

'we (he, she, it, 
or they and I)' 

'you (pi.)' 

'they' 

The forms of class A all occur with a suffixal possessive pronoun, whereas those of 
classes B and C may not occur with such suffixes. If one wants to possess a form belonging 
to class B, it is necessary to use a combination such as ao medak 'property-my suffering.' 
Similarly, 'your (sg.) clothing' is am nuknuk, literally 'property-your clothing,' and 'his 
work' is an jerabal, literally 'property-his work.' Forms in class B may combine with pro
nominal elements, e.g. ijerabal 'I work' and ebat 'it is slow.' A typical Marshallese 
sentence is ebat am jerabal 'you (sg.) work slowly,' literally 'it-is-slow property-your 
work.' 

In describing the morphology of a language we are concerned primarily with the morpho
logical classes as detennined by their internal composition. These classes usually parallel 
quite closely the significant syntactically defined classes, but this is not always true. 
For example, in Maya there is a distinct break between those possessed nouns which may func
tion as conjunctives and those which may not. In a syntactic inventory of Maya, such noun 
formations would be divided. 
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The most frequently distinguished morphological classes are nouns, verbs, particles, 
and pronouns. It is quite impossible to predict what will occur in any one language or 
the characteristics which any class will have. For example, we generally associate tense 
with the verb, but in Mongbandi the tense may be indicated by the tone on the pronouns. 
The pronouns mbi 'I' and 'e 'we' occur with low tone in the pest, mid tone in the present, 
and high tone in the future. The tones on the Mongbandi verbs represent completive, con-
tinuative, and future tense-aspects. These two tonal systems are, however, independent, 
for 2_§> future tense of 'we, ' occurs with gwé, completive of 'go,' in ^é gwé 'we may go' 
or 'in order that we go,' in contrast with 2¿ gwé 'we went' and 'é give 'we will go.' De
spite such very evident contradictions, there are some features which may profitably be 
noted about the morphological categories and the structure of the principal word classes.-' 

Nouns 

1. Possessable by pronominal affixes. 

2. Singular and plural contrasts. 

3. Case relationships, e.g. subject, direct object, indirect object. 

U. "Prepositional" relationships, e.g. in, by, for, through, with. 

Verbs 

1. Agreement with subject or object or inclusion of a subject or object pronoun. 

2. Time and aspect of the action. 

3. Voice, e.g. transitive, intransitive, active, and passive.-'I 

k. Mode (the psychological background of the action as represented by the speaker), 
e.g. indicative, optative, conditional, interrogative, and potential. 

Particles 

1. Relatively shorter than other parts of speech. 

2. Uninflected, and hence exhibit no formal categories. 

3. Frequently clitic. 

Pronouns 

1. Relatively short. 

2. Very irregular in derivation and inflection. 

3. Affixal or clitic. 

1¿. Grammatically related to classes of nouns. 

There are so many languages in which the following generalizations do not hold that 
one is tempted to avoid such statements altogether, and yet with proper caution and due 
reservations, there is something to be gained from a brief consideration of some of the 
primary formal and semantic characteristics of these word classes. 

"voice" defines the relationship of the verb to the subject and object elements. 
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Many of these features have been illustrated a number of times in the data included in 
various problems, but it must not be assumed that we can classify a form of another lan
guage because it exhibits some of these characteristics or expresses one of these catego
ries. Every language is a system within itself, and a morphological classification must be 
based upon the language in question. 



C H A P T E R 6 

THE MEANING OF MORPHEMES AND SEQUENCES OF MORPHEMES 

In the preceding chapters on the development of methods of linguistic analysis we 
have assumed that morphemes have meanings, and in Chapter 2 we discussed the bases for de
ciding whether meanings are related or different. In describing only the structure of a 
language it is not necessary for us to do more than identify morphemes and state their 
distributions, but the structure of a language is not everything. Even though our tech
niques for treating the meaningful units of a language are much less adequate than those 
for discovering its structure, we must make some attempt to describe the ways in which a 
language may symbolize phenomena. 

6.1 Semantic Principles 

There are three principles which govern semantic analysis and classification; these 
principles are concerned with: (l) the nonexistence of real synonyms, (2) the definability 
of meaning by environment, and (3) the nonconformity between systems of symbolization. 

6.11 Principle 1 

No morphemes or combinations of morphemes are identical in meaning. 

This principle means that there are no real synonyms, i.e. forms which have identical 
meanings. Words such as peace and tranquillity are ordinarily listed as synonyms, but they 
are far from bteing identical in meaning. One may speak of a peace conference, but the ex
pression tranquillity conference is certainly no identical equivalent. Forms such as 
childish and puerile or truth and reality illustrate this same principle, namely, that 
there are no semantically equivalent terms. By equivalence we mean capacity for occurrence 
in precisely the same linguistic and contextual environments with the same meanings, both 
denotative and connotative. 

This principle of semantic nonequivalence extends to optional allomorphs and morpho
logically defined allomorphs. For example, the alternant pronunciations of duty (l) 
/duwtiy/ and (2)/dyuwtiy/ carry certain distinct connotations. In some circumstances the 
form /dyuwtiy/ induces an unfavorable response from the listener, who interprets it as 
pedantic or associated with people whose culture he does not appreciate. On the other hand, 
among a certain small set of speakers of American English the form /duwtiy/ is a mark of 
educational and cultural inferiority. The alternant pronunciations of creek /kriyk/ and 
/krik/ bear similar distinctions, but to different types of speakers. If alternant pronun
ciations of morphemes do nothing more than identify the dialect area, they are to that ex
tent nonequivalent. 

We have already touched upon the problems of different meanings of morphologically de
fined allomorphs in section 2.23.1, H. Alternants such as shown and showed indicate that 
there is a meaningful difference between such allomorphs. The semantic differences which 
exist are subclass distinctions within the framework of the phonetic-semantic contrastive-
ness of the morpheme as a whole. The contrast in meaning between the allomorphs -en and -ed 
is primarily one of connotation. The productive suffix -ed, having an expanding distribu
tion, is less acceptable in traditional contexts than the suffix -en. This is a matter of 
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appropriateness and involves the reactions of the speakers and hearers. There is nothing 
intrinsic about the semantic values; they are dictated simply by the reactions of language-
users to the sociolinguistic environment. 

Phonetically defined allomorphs do not exhibit semantic differences, for the environ
ment provides no basis for contrast, and without this contrast there can be no difference 
in meaning. 

6.12 Principle 2 

Meaning is definable by environment. 

The significance of this principle is most vividly appreciated by those who have 
learned a foreign language in a purely monolingual situation. Having been suddenly thrust 
into a foreign-language community, they have been forced to learn a language by closely 
observing the environment in which certain forms are used. The meaning of every word and 
phrase had to be learned from its sociolinguistic setting. 

Environment is very complex and includes several significant subdivisions. These are 
primarily (A) nonlinguistic and (B) linguistic. The nonlinguistic environment may be di
vided into (l) objective and (2) subjective, and the linguistic environment into (l) struc
tural and (2) contextual. 

A. Nonlinguistic Environments 

1. Objective Environments 

Morphemes and combinations of morphemes are definable in terms of the various phenomena 
for which they are symbols. For example, they may be symbols for (l) objects: horse, cow, 
sun, moon, tree, grass; (2) relationships 1 in, from, behind, high, low, one, two"} [3) ab
stractions: good, bad, red, true; (U) processes: run, walk, speak, swim; and {"TJ states: 
sick, full, be. This is only a very general classification, and by no means all-inclusive 
or accurately restrictive. For example, the morpheme ouch does not fit any of these sub
divisions accurately. It may be said, however, to symbolize a state, which results in a 
process of exclamation, because of a relationship to some irritating object. The objective 
environment of such an exclamatory term is very complex. There is no altogether satisfac
tory way to classify the various types of symbolization. 

2. Subjective Environments 

Almost as important as the objective symbolization of the various aspects of the en
vironment is the subjective evaluation of these symbols. The objective part of symboliza
tion we call the denotation and the subjective part we term the connotation. For example, 
the denotation of damn is a condemnatory imprecation, but the connotation of the word de
pends very largely on who is speaking and under what circumstances. Similarly, the word 
colonial produces one emotional response in an empire-worshiper and quite a different re
action in some downtrodden native. The word is objectively the same, but differences of 
environment provide a basis for different subjective reactions. A word may also carry a 
different connotation when used by the same person in varying circumstances. For example, 
there are probably no raised eyebrows when a minister uses damn in the pulpit, but if he 
used the same term in conversation about some uncooperative neighbor, it would produce quite 
a different response. 

Whether the meaning is denotative or connotative, however, it must still be referred 
to the environment for a definition. Regardless of whether we are analyzing a form as a 
symbol for something in the environment or in terms of its emotional overtones, we can only 
define its value in the light of the environment to which it refers and of which it is a 
part. 
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In every society there are certain taboo words. For example, in English thejre are the 
so-called four-letter words which designate various bodily functions, but their connotation 
is such that they cannot be used in most situations without loss of prestige among those 
whose conduct dictates the cultural norms. In many other societies the equivalent terms 
are not at all taboo, but the name of one's grandmother, for example, may never be uttered. 
These differences are the result of the cultural past of a people. In seme cases, we may 
learn enough of the history of a people to know why, for example, they may name their 
children Peter or Paul, but not Nero or Judas, but in many instances there are few histori
cal evidences of the reasons for such predispositions. However, knowledge of the history 
of a situation is not necessary in describing the present semantic value of the symbols. 

Problem 106 

Instructions: 

a. Describe the intended connotations of the following words in a rabble-rousing 
American newspaper. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

$. 

b. Describe the 

communism 

America First 

vivisection 

socialism 

imperialism 

connotations which th. ese terms have for you. 

6. Wall Street 

7. democracy 

8. republican 

9. England 

10. Jap 

B. Linguistic EnvironmentsL 

1. Structural Environments 

There are certain symbols which (l) stand for other symbols or (2) mark relationships 
between symbols. Pronouns illustrate the first type. The English word she is an obliga
tory substitute (a type of symbol) for feminine singular persons: Mrs. Jones, woman, girl; 
it is an optional one for (a) institutions: church, school, state, (b) countries: England, 
France, India, (c) ships: the President Harding, the Queen Mary, (d) fauna (particularly 
those which have sex-distinctive names): cow, ewe, dee, mare, sow, and (e) abstracts: art, 
science, beauty. The meaning of any pronoun must be defined in terms of the linguistic 
symbols for which it may substitute. Such an environment is strictly limited, though some
times it is possible to provide nonlinguistic parallels from the practical world (as with 
English she); but in German the cognate sie is an obligatory substitute for Sprache 'lan
guage, ' Sorge 'care,' and Frau 'woman,' whereas es (equivalent to English it) is the sub
stitute for Fraulein 'young woman' and Schiff 'ship,' and er (equivalent to English he) is 
the substitute for Hut 'hat,' Grund 'ground,' and Freitag 'Friday.' The meaning of the 
German pronouns _er, sie, and _es must be defined in terms of the words for which they sub
stitute, and this can be done only on the basis of the linguistic environment. The same is 
true of the Spanish pronouns el and ella and the Bantu pronominal substitutes with verbs 
(see Ilamba, Problem 38). 

There are a number of connotative differences which are defined primarily by the 
structural linguistic environment, but these are relatively insignificant, and hence they 
are not treated in a special section. 
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Problem 1Q? 

Instructions! Define the meanings of the following pronouns. 

1. which h. it 

2. who $. all 

3. what 

Some morphemes symbolize the relationships between linguistic symbols. For example, 
in the German sentence Per Knabe sah den Mann 'the boy saw the man' the suffix -r of der 
signals that der Knabe 'the boy1 is the subject of the sentence, and the suffix -n of den 
signals that den Mann is the object of the verb. The meanings of -r and -n are definable 
in terms of the linguistic environment of German syntactic constructions. 

In Chinese there is a particle ti which marks the end of an attributive expression 
just before the head word of the phrase. Note the following phrases»2 

tin xaw ti Sen 'very good (particle) man' 

wo gye tso ti p_i 'I write (particle) brush,' that is, 'the brush I write with' 

may ti §u 'buy (particle) book,' that is, 'the purchased book.' 

The particle ti has a grammatical meaning which marks the relationship of the preceding to 
the following expression. This is a linguistic environment. 

We may state that there are three functional types of symbolization» (l) signals for 
objects (this is in the broadest sense of the term), (2) signals for classes of signals 
(these are pronouns and other types of substitutes), and (3) signals for relationships be
tween signals. To define the meaning of any of these types of symbols we must refer to the 
environment in which they are employed. In the first instance, we refer to the practical 
world and to the subjective reactions of speakers to the signals for practical-world ob
jects. In*the second two instances, we refer to the linguistic environment. There are 
some slight connotative differences perceptible in these second two types, but they are 
very minor in comparison with those conveyed by the first type. Subjective reactions are 
much more evident in matters involving human actions than in features of linguistic rela
tionships. Nevertheless, morphemic differences which are primarily definable by linguistic 
environment, e.g. the difference between I and me, do take on connotative significance in 
the sociolinguistic environment which provides It's _I vs. It's me. 

2. Contextual Environments 

The contextual environment of a form consists of the particular meaningful collocations 
in which it may occur. For example, we define out in terms of its general nonlinguistic 
environment, which indicates a relationship between the interior and the exterior of an ob
ject. However, this does not give all the meaning of out, for in the phrase Look out.' the 
morpheme out may not preserve its usual meaning derived from the nonlinguistic environment. 
More than one joke has been constructed on this apparent contradiction, for look out may 
have precisely the opposite meaning from what one might be led to expect from the primary 
meanings of the morphemes in question. In the compound setup we have no difficulty deriv
ing the meaning of the combination from the central, primary meanings of the constituent 
parts set and ug. In the word upset this is not nearly so easy. 

Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1933), p. 199. Tone and 
stress markings are omitted. 
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There are two ways in which we can describe these types of problems. First, we may 
depict the meaning of any morpheme as an area, and plot the central (or primary) meaning 
and then describe various peripheral meanings; or, secondly, we may describe each morpheme 
as having a sememe (cf. the root sem- of semantics), and each sememe (the meaningful con-
trastiveness of any morpheme) would then be subdivided into aliosernes. Though each mor
phologically defined allomorph would have a different alloseme, yet the primary divisions 
of allosemes might not parallel these allomorphic distinctions. Just as we describe the 
various allomorphs of the plural suffix in terms of their distribution, so we may describe 
the various allosemes of out in terms of their distribution. Some of these allosemes are» 

1. Exterior to a delimitation: go out of the house, come out to see, look out of the 
door. 

2. Result to a process i turn out (well), outcome. 

3. Surpassing degree: jto be out-and-out, outright, outwit. 

U. Selectivity: to find out the answer, look out for trouble (he'll hit you). 

Even these allosemes do not adequately treat all the circumstances, for the semantic 
function of an expression cannot be described purely in terms of the constituent morphemes. 
To know the meaning of Look out J in such a context as Look out.' He'll hit youJ we must con
sider the morphemes, the construction, the intonation, the voice quality, the linguistic 
context (that it occurs together with an expression of warning), the particular circum
stance in which it is uttered, and the relationship of the persons speaking and hearing. 
Even when we have added all these factors together, we still do not have all the signifi
cance, for this totality of individual items occurs in a configuration which has a meaning 
of its own. Meanings of recurring complex items are more than the sum total of the parts, 
for such a combination has its own history and acquires its own set of associations. 

Problem 108 

Instructions: Describe the allosemes of got in the following expressions. 

1. He got caifght by the cop. 7. He got cold in the hall. 

2. He got a hundred dollars from the State. 8. He got a thrill. 

3. He got silly before the evening was over. °. It got him down. 

U. He got him at the railroad station. 10. He has got to go. 

5. He got a beating at home. 11. He got it in the neck. 

6. It got him how she could find out so much. 

In every language there are combinations of morphemes which do not seem to reflect the 
meaning of the individual morphemes. For example, in Loma the word tineb'ab'ai 'umbrella' 
is derived from tine 'rain' and b'ab'ai 'group of small thatch shelters.' Of course, it is 

-̂ There is nothing metaphysical about this meaning of the whole. The point is just that 
configurations and patterns acquire meaning as well as do individual units, and the combina
tions are not fully explicable in terms of the constituent parts. This is precisely what 
gives meaning to style, and such complex configurations must be treated as meaningful on the 
basis of their overall patterns. In the same way that a rain dance among the Hopi Indians 
has more cultural significance than the sum total of the paraphernalia, the participants, 
and the movements of the dancers, so constantly recurring conventional groupings of morphemes, 
whether in words, sentences, or discourses, have meanings which can only be understood in 
terms of their own environments. 
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possible to conceive of circumstances which would lead to this type of compound, but it is 
quite unnecessary to revert to the cultural history. We may set up allosemes for the sem
emes involved and include in our description (by implication) the fact that this combina
tion has its own corporate semantic value. 

In Spanish the pronoun se in se pega 'he hits himself' may be described as the reflex
ive goal of the action. But in _se dise 'it is said' or 'they say' (literally, 'it says 
itself') the _se is obviously not the goal of the action. The phrases _se pega and se dise 
are formally identical, but the meanincs of the constructions (wholly apart frcm the mean
ings of the verbs) are quite different. Part of this difference may be described by set
ting up two allosemes for £e: (l) a reflexive alloseme with certain verbs and (2) a neutral-
voice, indefinite-subject alloseme with other verbs.^ 

In the Zacapoaxtla dialect of Aztec there is an excellent example of allosemic con
trast. 

Problem 109 (data [restricted] from the Zacapoaxtla dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions; Identify the morphemes, comparing the forms in Problem 2. 

1. nikita 'I see it' 6. kitah 'they see it' 

2. tikita 'you (sg.) see it' 7. tikitah 'we see it' 

3. tikinita 'you (sg.) see them' 8. nankitah 'you (pi.) see it1 

h. nikinita 'I see them' 9- tikinitah 'we see them' 

5. kita 'he sees it' 10. kinitah 'they see them' 

Supplementary information: 

1. The morphemes are as followst -ita stem of 'to see, ' _k- third person singular ob
ject, kin- third person plural object, ni- first person singular subject, nan-
second person plural subject, -h plural subject, and ti- second person singular 
and first person plural. 

2. The third person subject morpheme is zero. 

The morpheme ti- indicates both second person singular and first person plural. When 
there is no plural subject suffix -h, the morpheme ti- means second person singular. When 
the suffix -h occurs, then the ti- denotes first person. This is, of course, not too much 
of a contradiction, for in the meaning of Uve' the second person may be included." We may 
state that ti- has two allosemes: (l) second person singular and (2) first person plural in 
combination with -h. The distributional contrasts make this type of semantic alternation 
possible. 

In Potawatomi there is a basic distinction between animate and inanimate nouns. The 

This construction may often be translatedin English by the so-called passive construc
tion, and in French by the indefinite subject pronoun _on (cf. French _on parle francais 
'French is spoken' and Spanish se habla español 'Spanish is spoken'). These two Spanish 
constructions, however, do not exhaust all the allosemes of se. 

^This is, however, true only of the inclusive first person plural, but this Aztec dia
lect makes no distinction between inclusive and exclusive first person. 

See Charles F. Hockett, "Potawatomi II: Derivation, Personal Prefixes, and Nouns," 
International Journal of American Linguistics, lU (19U8), 2: 69. 
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plural suffix for animates ends in -k' and for inanimates ends in -n.7 In general, there 
is very little difficulty in describing these suffixes, for names of people, animals, and 
spirits are animate and nouns denoting things are inanimate. There are, however, some im
portant exceptions. Though, for example, body parts are generally inanimate, the nouns 
meaning 'fur,' 'feather,' and 'hip' are animate. Similarly, though names of plants and 
parts of plants are usually inanimate, the nouns meaning 'log,' 'flat cedar,' 'bean,' and 
'blackberry' are animate. There are also certain other exceptions such as 'bluff along a 
river,' 'big cooking spoon,' 'snow,' 'bucket,' 'ice,' 'bow,' 'kettle,' and 'clay,' which 
are all animate. We may describe the allosemes of the animate suffix -k as including (l) 
plural animate objects and (2) certain plural inanimate objects. The second class may be 
treated as exceptions, or, better, as subdivisions of the sememe of the morpheme. The 
meaning of -k is based essentially on the environment, and we are obliged to include all of 
the environment. 

Problem IIP (data from a Veracruz dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a.. Compare the forms cited in Problem I4.2. 

b. Define the sememes of the morphemes in the following forms. This may be done by 
means of one definition to cover all the environments or by the use of allosemes. 

1. nikwa- 'I eat' 

2. tikwa* 'you (sg.) eat' 

3. kwa* 'he eats' 

h. nikwah 'we (excl.) eat' 

5>. tikwah 'we (incl. ) eat' 

6. ankwah 'you (pi.) eat' 

7. kvvah 'they eat' 

8. nikwas 'I will eat' 

9. tikwas 'you (sg.) will eat' 

10. kwas 'he will eat' 

11. nikwaske 'we (excl.) will eat' 

12. tikivaske 'we (incl. ) will eat' 

13. ankwaske 'you (pi. ) will eat' 

lU. kwaske 'they will eat' 

15. nikwah 'I ate1 

16. tikwah 'you (sg.) ate' 

17. kwah 'he ate' 

18. nikwake 'we (excl.) ate' 

19. tikwake 'we (incl.) ate' 

20. ankwake 'you (pi.) ate' 

21. kwake 'they ate' 

6.13 Principle 3 

Systems of symbolization differ in the way in which they classify phenomena. 

Not only are there no synonymns within languages, but no two languages agree completely 
in the manner in which they classify phenomena. In English, for example, we employ a num
ber of words denoting color, e.g. red, white, blue, yellow, orange, purple, pink, vermilion, 
green, brown, black, gray, and tan. In Tarahumara there are only five primary words for 
color :~sitákame, uráname, rosákame, siyóname, and cókame. Each cf these words covers a much 
wider segment of the spectrum than any corresponding English term. For example, sitákame 
includes any bright pink, red, or orange, and uráname applies to the darker reds in the 

?These suffixes have a variety of forms. 
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direction of brown. Rosákame means 'white,' though this may be a degree of whiteness in 
comparison with something*else, and cókame similarly denotes 'black, or objects compara
tively blacker than something else.' The word siyóname covers 'blue, green, and purple.' 
Of course, in Tarahumara one may be more explicit about color by saying that some particu
lar object has the same color as another object, but these five primary color words serve 
for the entire spectrum. 

Other languages may make far more distinctions than does English. In Totonac, for 
example, there are eight basic stems for different varieties of smells, and these occur 
with a number of suffixal formatives. The principal words, grouped by stems, are as fol
lows: 

1. mu'kiun, a pleasant smell, as of flowers or food 

mu'qs'un, the smell of corn mush which has too much lime 

mu'ksún, the smell of mint, parsley, tobacco, Sloan's liniment 

mú'kun, the smell of raw beans and unripe fruit, with a related meaning of a puck-
ery taste 

2. püksa, the smell of a skunk, a dead dog, foul meat, manure 

puqsa, the smell of mold or mushrooms 

pukia, the smell of human excrement and rotten things 

3. haksa, the smell of alcohol, camphor, burnt chile, dust just settled by a rain 

haqia, the smell of urine, certain medicines, and ashes 

hakSa, the smell of citrus fruits, especially the skins 

U. ci'ki-n, the smell of perfume, scented soap, sometimes with the definite pejorative 
implication of a nice smell but in the wrong place, e.g. in speaking of 
effeminate men who use perfume 

5. skunka, the smell of metals, mice, fish, and snakes 

squnqa, the smell of some fish and of dirty feet 

ikunka, the smell of grease and fat 

6. squta, the smell of leather, sweat, an open sore, and walls that have been damp for 

a long time 

skuta, the smell of anything sour, e.g. vinegar 

7. skiha, the smell of savory, tasty food 

Sqaha, the smell of burnt gunpowder, firecrackers, and rockets 

8. kinkalah, a smell, usually bad, which has permeated an area 
Two features about the meanings of this series of Totonac stems are important: (l) the 

meanings can be defined only in terms of the local environment and (2) the system does not 
conform to any "logically" definable set of relationships. We may be assured that no other 
language would have precisely this type of classification, but this failure of agreement 
between languages does not destroy the validity of the classificatory system used by the 
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Totonacs. Sets of symbols have no more scientific validity than the styles of hats or the 
designs in neckties. Any apparent lack of logic in this Totonac series may be matched by 
the use of she in English to substitute for nouns denoting ships, countries, and institu
tions. Symbolic systems tend to reflect the relationships of things, but they are never 
exact, and are frequently quite contradictory. 

There are some types of symbolic classification which we expect to find in certain 
classes' of words, but not in others. For example, We frequently discover nouns classified 
as to form, e.g. round, long, flat, flexible, animate, and inanimate, but we do not expect 
to find these distinctions indicated in verbs. Some languages, however, do indicate such 
object-distinctive differences by means of verb forms. In Cherokee these differences are 
expressed by different verb affixes. 

1. 'áahh^ 'it is lying (round object)' 

2. ciiyj 'it is lying (long object)' 

3. ka'nj 'it is lying (flexible object)' 

U. kaneehfi 'it is lying (a liquid)' 

5. kahnkj 'he is lying (living object)' 

la. c'i'ahŝ  'I gave ... (round object)' 

2a. ciitiisj 'I gave ... (long object)' 

3a. 5iin|hs^ 'I gave ... (flexible object)' 

lia. Siin'^hs^ 'I gave ... (container with liquid contents)' 

5a. Siiyákk^áasJ 'I gave ... (living being, nonhuman)' 

lb. Sikj. 'I pick up ... (round object)1 

2b. Slyf 'I pick up ,.. (long object)' 

3b. Sinakj. 'I pick up ... (flexible object)' 

lib. Sineek^ 'I pick up ... (container with liquid contents)' 

5b. S^nakj. 'I pick up ... (living being, nonhuman)' 

6b. Sj^nakJ 'I pick up ... (living being, human)' 

Differences in number of the subject or the object may be indicated by the verb stem. 
For example, Muskogee" has some verbs of rather irregular formation which indicate differ
ences of singular, dual, and plural subjectsi 

Mary R. Haas, "Classificatory Verbs in Muskogee," International Journal of American 
Linguistics, ill (I9l|8), 1|* 2l|l|. 

Haas, op_. cit., p. 2li5. 
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Singular 

1. litkitá 

2. ayíta 

3. leykitá 

U. huyütá 

5. wakkitá 

Dual 

la. tukulkitá 

2a. ahuyitá 

3a. ka'kitá 

Ha. sihu-kitá 

5a. wakhukíta 

Plural 

Ib. pifa'tkitá 

2b. api«yitá 

3b. apu-kitá 

lib. sapaklitá 

5b. lumhitá 

'to run' 

'to go' 

'to sit' 

'to stand' 

'to lie' 

In other constructions a difference in the number of the object may be indicated by the 
verb stems i 

Plural Objects 

la. atihitá 

2a. lumheycitá 

3a. cawita 

Ua. halatheycitá 

'to put ... insido' 

'to lay ... down' 

'to grasp, hold ...' 

'to take hold of 

Singular Objects 

1. apaykitá 

2. wakicitá 

3. isíta 

i|. halatitá 

Navaho also distinguishes certain classes of objects by means of the verb: 

1. "áái11 'to handle one round or bulky object' 

2. géél 'to handle a load or pack' 

3. káál 'to handle anything in a vessel' 

!u llei 'to handle a slender flexible object' 

5. joi 'to handle noncompact matter (wool)' 

6. cos 'to handle a flat flexible object' 

7. tioh 'to handle mushy matter" 

8. jih 'to handle plural granular objects' 

°. till 'to handle one animate object' 

10. t^Jl 'to handle a slender stiff object' 

11. °ai 'to eat a hard object' 

12. gal 'to eat meat' 

13. kil 'to eat one round object' 

10 
Robert W. Young and Will iam Morgan, The Navaho Language (Phoenix, Arizona: United 

S t a t e s Ind ian S e r v i c e , I°k3)> p . k3. 
11, The stems are listed in the progressive form. 
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lU. c'ah 'to eat mushy matter' 

15. cos 'to eat herbs' 

16. °al 'to lose or toss a flat flexible object' 

17. dil 'to lose or toss a slender flexible object' 

18. niii 'to lose or toss a round or bulky object' 

The illustrati/e data which have been cited from Totonac, Tarahumara, Cherokee, Mus
kogee, and Navaho demonstrate quite adequately the nonconformance of various systems. It 
is impossible to anticipate the types of semantic distinctions which will be found in any 
particular language. Such systems of symbols certainly differ as much as the cultures 
which they reflect, and their meaning can only be ascertained from their environmental dis
tribution. 

6.2 The Use of Symbols 

Linguistic symbols are used in three different types of situations; (l) Immediate, (2) 
displaced, and (3) transferred. Immediate symbolization occurs when the speaker employs a 
form in response to some factor in the immediate environment. For example, when a person 
spies a rat running across the floor and exclaims "Look.1 There's a rati" the employment 
of symbols is in response to an immediate situation. When the same person speaks of his 
experience the next day, he uses displaced symbols, for the action to which he is referring 
is not in the immediate environment. The word rat may also be used in a transferred sense, 
as when someone says, "That gangster is a rat." Determining the meanings of forms occurring 
in an immediate context is comparatively easy. The meanings of forms in a displaced context 
demand fuller explanation. Forms used in transferred contexts are very difficult to define, 
for the subjective features of the environment are vitally important. If we set up immedi
ate,, displaced, and transferred contexts as representing three successive stages of symbol
ism, we may state that the number of allosemes and the degree of difference in allosemes in
creases proportionately as we pass from one stage to the next. 

6.3 Definabil i ty of Meaning 

Even at best, the meaning of any form is very difficult to define adequately. There 
are four principal methods employed by dictionaries: (]_) the citation of so-called synonyms 
and antonyms (i.e. words with similar or contrastive meanings), (2) a description of the 
object or process, (3) indication of a corresponding word or phrase in a foreign language, 
and (k) the listing of expressions in which the form is employed. 

None of these methods are entirely satisfactory, largely because of our insufficient 
knowledge of many features of the environment which we symbolize. In the meaning of words 
such as love and hate there are many emotional and cultural factors which we do not under
stand. We cannot expect to make completely satisfactory definitions of such terms without 
a great deal of help from other sciences. 

Even in defining a word such as boy there are many complications. It would seem sim
ple enough to define boy as an adolescent male homo sapiens, but this definition dees not 
include all the situations in which boy is used, e.g. BoyJ (used in addressing a male serv--
ant of any age), Oh boyJ (an exclamation of delight), and He's a grand old boy (usually 
applied to a rather old man). 

This usage is particularly frequent in the Orient and in Africa. 
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The meanings of bound forms are particularly difficult to describe. Even the meaning 
of a root such as -ceive (receive, deceive, perceive, conceive) cannot be easily defined. 
It is difficult to discover any common feature of meaning in all the occurrences of this 
stem, and even the allosemes are not easily related. Nevertheless, within the area of the 
phonetic-semantic contrastiveness of this morpheme to all other morphemes we can identify 
a semantic entity, though we may not be able to define it adequately or accurately. 

Nonroots (e.g. -th: truth, growth} en-t enable, empower; and -merit: statement, equip
ment) are especially difficult to define, since they do not correspond to any features in 
the nonlinguistic world. Tn terms of our present techniques for treating such problems of 
meaning we usually can do little more than make the following types of statements:^ 

-th forms abstract nouns from character and process stems. 

en- forms process verbs from character and object stems. 

-ment forms concrete nouns from process stems. 

These descriptions define the bound form by stating its semantic relationship to the re
sultant form in contrast with the stem. 

The description of any language includes a grammar and a lexicon. The grammar should 
contain a description of the phonology, the morphology, and the syntax, and the lexicon 
should contain a description of the sememes of morphemes, the meanings of all constantly 
recurring combinations of morphemes (including words and phrases), and the meanings of all 
grammatical sequences. A lexicon would treat such morphemes as apple and sauce in terms 
of their individual meanings, noting that each morpheme has, among other allosemes, a par
ticular alloseme in the combination applesauce. There would be one aspect of the meaning 
of applesauce which would not be explicable in terms of the constituent parts. Applesauce 
as an expression of rejection or contempt (roughly equivalent to bologna and horsefeathers) 
is a configuration, the meaning of which should be described in terms of the entire unit. 
In a similar way such expressions as flew the coop, between the devil and the deep blue 
sea, jeepers creepers, stood her up, and blow me down must be described as units. It would 
be hopeless to attempt to describe the meaning of the combinations from any set of allo
semes. A form such as applesauce would also be described in terms of the meaning of the 
sequence class to which it, together with such other noun-noun combinations as goldfish, 
airplane, lampstand, and tabletop, belongs.. 

6.U Procedures in Determining the Meanings of Morphemes 

Despite the actual and theoretical difficulties involved in describing the meanings 
of morphemes, we are able, for all practical purposes, to arrive at fairly satisfactory 
working definitions. To do so, we may employ the following suggested steps in procedure: 

1. Collect a number of occurrences of a morpheme. It is quite impossible to arrive at 
an adequate definition of a morpheme on the basis of two or three occurrences. Of 
course, one may make some tentative hypotheses about the meaning, but _at least 
eight or ten occurrences should be checked. 

2. Note carefully the context of the morpheme in each occurrence. The context includes 
the practical and the linguistic environment. 

3. Attempt to find some striking minimal contrast or similarity in relation to this 
morpheme. This procedure was employed frequently in Chapter 2. 

These statements are only partly accurate. 
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U. Make some hypothesis as to meaning on the basis of one or more such contrasts or 
similarities. 

5. Check all the forms, to confirm or destroy the hypothesis. 

6. If the hypothesis proves correct in all the forms examined, the procedure is fin
ished, but if the hypothesis is not correct, then 

a. Modify the hypothesis to include the contradictory data or 

b. Begin again with other contrasts or similarities and frame other hypotheses, 
testing them in all the data. 

Problem 111 (data from the Sier ra d ia lec t of Zapotee, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the derivational morpheme which is common to most of the following words. 

b. Describe its meaning. 

6. skalaciza9 'I want' 

7. slalaciza9 'I am mad1 

8. edalaciza' 'I remember' 

9. ekalaciza0 'I am well' 

10. edakalaciza0 'I am content1 

1. zu bici 'dry earth' 

2. udibiciza0 'I am dry' 

3. ibicilaciza'' 'I am thirsty-' 

U. rulabaza' 'I count' 

5. rulabalaciza9 JI think, wonder.' 

Supplementary information! 

1. The suffix -za° indicates a first person singular subject. 

2. Tones are not written. 

Discussion of Problem lilt 

The form which is common to most of the words is -laci-. If we follow the suggest
ed steps in procedure, we will (l) note carefully all the words which contain this 
form, (2) attempt to find some striking contrasts or similarities in relation to this 
form, (3) frame a hypothesis, and (U) test the hypothesis with the other forms. We 
find a contrast in forms 2 and 3, and we might assume that the difference here is one 
of desire. Form 2 seems to indicate only a condition, whereas form 3 adds a possible 
desiderative aspect. This interpretation would apply very satisfactorily in form 6 
skalaciza9 'I want,' but it does not seem to be supported by the differences in forms 
U and 5. In the rest of the words there is only a very remote connection to it. 

Since our initial hypothesis has not proved satisfactory, we should look for some 
other contrast. Forms h and $ provide some basis for a contrast, and we could assume 
that the difference is one of continued mental activity vs. noncontinued activity. 
This, however, does not seem to be substantiated by the other words. But if we check 
forms 2 and h against the rest (except, of course, form l) we do find some persistent 
contrast between emotional and nonemotional psychological response or activity. The 
action of 'counting' and the state of 'being dry' have no emotional content, but 'be
ing thirsty' and 'thinking, wondering' do have such a content. Pending further corrob
oration by other forms we may assume that this meaning gives us some clue to the value 
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of the morpheme -laci-. ^ 

There is also an interesting connection between forms 8, 9, and 10, for the form 
edakalaciza9 'I am content' includes the morphemes meaning 'to remember, ' and 'to be 
well,' and -laci-. 

Problem 112 (data from Huichol, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Define the meanings. 

1. nepinaneni 'I will buy it1 

2. pepinaneni 'you (sg.) will buy it' 

3. pe98naneni 'you (sg. ) will buy' 

h, pepinanenike 'you (sg.) are about to buy it' 

5. pinanenikekai 'he was going to buy it' 

6. neptinaneni 'I will buy them' 

7.. zaka tinaneni 'if he buys them' 

8. petinaneme 'after you (sg.) buy it, [you (sg.) . . . ] ' 

9. neptikwani 'I will eat them' 

10. tepinaneni 'we will buy it' 

11. te'irianeyu 'after we buy it, (I, you, he, they . . . ) ' 

Supplementary information: 

1. The third person singular subject is indicated by a zero prefix. 

2. The prefixal modal morpheme has the allomorphs _p- ~ pa-. 

Problem 113 (data from Mazatec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify as many morphemes as possible. 

b. Define the meanings. 

1. só9yá 'rose' k. na^yac*^ sstinger' 

2. sí'yá 'flea' 5. ntlc% 'tail' 

3. ná">yá 'thorn' 

^Further investigation in the language does substantiate this conclusion. 
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Supplementary information: There is a morpheme -,yá occurring in forms 1-U. 

Problem 111; (data from Mazatec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify as many morphemes as possible. 

\- _ 

b. Define the meaning of the morpheme -h^ ~ -hj.. 

1. cáhj 'to forget' 7. vithba 'I go out' 

2. ca 'to be missing' 8. s^eh^kja 'I memorize' 

3. thjh^ 'to remember' 9- fa9a 'I pass' 

k. thi 'to have' 10. fá^as9^ 'I go in' 

5. tĥ hj.k9§! 'I agree' 11. fa^as^fh^a 'I go in among' 

6. vithbhj|r 'I go out from among' 12. fá9ahj§i 'I choose' 

6.5 The Labeling of Morphemes 

Definition of the meaning of morphemes belongs properly to the lexicon, but in the 
grammatical description of a language there is a certain amount of meaning indicated by the 
process of labeling morphemes. In the actual analysis of a language we first identify the 
morphemes, and then label them. This is to enable us to refer to them quickly and accu
rately. The labeling can be done in a number of different ways, but there are three prin
cipal methods: (l) by applying descriptive names, (2) by identifying the form, and (3) by 
using arbitrary symbols. 

Descriptive names are drawn from (a) the meaning of the form, e.g. singular, plural, 
agentive, past, tense, locative, instrumental, or (b) its relationship to other forms, e.g. 
subject, object, attributive, nuclear, first order, second order, peripheral. These names 
are valuable, for they may identify categories and structural features at the same time. 
They do, however, have two principal drawbacks: (l) the same words have different meanings 
in different languages (no two languages are identical in any part) and the reader way 
make the mistake of assuming structural similarities where they do not exist, and (2) there 
are not enough of these terms to cover all the features of a language accurately. 

The second type of label consists of a formal identification. For example, the Span
ish stems in Problem 99 were identified as A-stems, E-stems, and I-stems, because the char
acteristic vowels in the infinitive forms were a, _e, and _i. Similarly, the so-called pres
ent participle in English may be termed the -ing verbal and certain plurals may be called 
-s plurals. In Bantu the classes of nouns are referred to by such names as "the mu- ba
dass," "the zero ma- class," and "the ci- vi- class" (see Problem 102). 

The third type of label is an arbitrarily chosen symbol. These symbols are generally 
A, B, O; a, b, c; 1, 2, 3j or I, II, III, and so on. To these may be added superscript and 
subscript numerals and letters to indicate subclasses. Such symbols may be combined in a 
number of ways. Certain of these systems will be treated more extensively in Chapter 8. 

It is possible to write an entire grammar employing only the last type of label, but 
though the statements are quite concise they are frequently very difficult to follow and 
the objectivity gained by arbitrary symbolization may not prove such an asset as it is re
puted to be. Sometimes symbols of this sort fail to make fully evident many of the 
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significant features of the language. For the most part, linguists employ all types of 
labels, using the first type for the larger classes of forms and the second and third 
types for those classes which are not so economically treated by the more easily remembered 
and understood symbols. 

6.6 Grammatical Categories Expressed by Bound Forms 

There are many grammatical categories which may be indicated by bound forms, e.g. 
tense, person, number, voice, mode. It is quite impossible to predict which part of 
speech will distinguish aiy particular category. For example, we normally expect tense 
indicators to be a part of the verb if they occur as bound forms, but in Hupa, a language 
of Northern Cplifórnia, tense may be indicated by nouns: ̂  

xonta 'house now existing' 

xontaneen 'house formerly existing, i.e. in ruins' 

xontate 'house that will exist, i.e. not yet builtj 

The following list of categories is not complete, but it will provide some basis for 
understanding the ran-~e of meanings indicated by various grammatical forms. It may also 
serve as a set of convenient labels, if the corresponding grammatical forms are found in 
any language. One is not bound, of course, to employ the more or less technical terms 
given here. Any unambiguous terms are adequate, but these names have a certain convention
al usage in descriptions of grammatical structure. 

Some of the categories listed below are illustrated, either by references to previously 
cited data or by translations. For example, in describing the category of tense the English 
expressions 'had gone' and 'have gone' are used. This specific contrast between perfect and 
pluperfect is indicated in English by verb phrases, but in other languages it may be indi
cated by a bound form attached to the verb. It must be understood that in the following 
list the categories refer to the use of bound forms in various languages, even though the 
illustrations may be translation equivalents which are phrases. 

4 

1. Possession, e.g. Popoluca (Problem 28) ''imo-ya 'his flower' (< °i- 'his,' mo»ya 
'flower'J. 

2. Tangibility, a contrast between objects which are touchable and those which are not. 

3. Identification, a contrast between items which have been previously identified by 
the context and those which have not. 

U. Definite vs. indefinite, e.g. Loma (Problem 103) bálá 'a bracelet* and báláí 'the 
bracelet.' 

$. Proper vs. common, e.g. John, which normally occurs without a proclitic determiner 
in English, and boy, which normally occurs with some determiner! the boy, a. boy, 
this boy.16 

6¿ Number, e.g. English boys, oxen, alumni. Some languages distinguish singular, dual, 
and plural, and a few indicate singular, dual, trial, and plural. Number is fre
quently denoted in nouns, verbs, pronouns, and attributives. 

1*R obert A. Hall, Jr., Leave Your Language Alone (Ithaca: Cornell University I9I48), 
p. 15U. 

^This category in English is syntactically pertinent, but is indicated morphologically 
in many languages. 
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7. Location, e.g. Huichol nepeinanai 'I bought it in another place' (ne- 'I,' _p- 'in
dicative mode,' _e- 'action in another place,' _i- 'third person object,' -nanai stem 
used in completive aspect). Languages may distinguish a position near the speaker 
(Spanish éste 'this'), near the hearer (%>anish ése 'that'), and away from either 
(Spanish akél 'that' ). 

8. Size, e.g¿ Spanish pero 'dog' vs. perito 'little dog' and niño 'child' vs. niñíto 
'little child.» 

9. Value, a contrast between more valuable (i.e. socially honored) and less valuable 
objects or action. For example, the honorifics in Aztec-'-' distinguish degrees of 
social value, e.g. moma 'your hand,' moma'ci» 'your honorable hand,' moma*wa 'your 
hands' and moma'cici«wa 'your honorable hands,' koSi 'he sleeps' and koSiwa 'he 
(the honored one) sleeps. '•*-" 

10. Causation, classified as (a) agentive, if an animate object performs the action, 
e.g. English dancer, painter, worker, or (b) instrumental, if an inanimate object 
is responsible. 

11. Shape. Nouns may be classified as to shape, e.g. long and slender, flat and round, 
angular, -^ and so on, and verbs may identify the different shapes of their so-called 
objects, e.g. Navaho verbs (section 6.13). 

12. Animateness, e.g. Potawatomi nouns (section 6.12). 

13. Gender, e.g. German masculine der 'the,1 feminine die, and neuter das. 

ill. Grammatical relationships, e.g. Greek nominative (subject) /hippos/ 'horse,' geni-
tive /hippou/ 'of a horse,' dative /hippo-i/ 'to a horse,' accusative (object) 
/hippon/ 'horse,' vocative (calling form) /hippe/ 'horseJ' and Eskimo avku absolute 
or accusative 'the ones in the north' and avkua relative or nominative. Verbs may 
indicate grammatical relationships by forms which denote that one verb is subordi
nate to another verb. This occurs in Comanche. 

1$. Tense, te.g. Hupa nouns (see section 6.6), English run, rani walk, walked. Tense is 
frequently divided into three primary classes: past, present, and future. Past 
tense may be divided into remote past, regular past, and near past (e.g. in many 
Bantu languages), and future time may be divided into near future, regular future, 
and remote future (e.g. in many Bantu languages). Relative tenses define time in 
terms of other times, e.g. perfect (past action in relationship to the present) 
'have gone,' pluperfect (prior action in relationship to the past) 'had gone,' fu
ture perfect (prior action in relationship to the future). Tenses may be very 
closely associated with aspects. 

16. Aspect (the kind of action);2° 

a. Punctiliar, action considered as a single temporal unit. 

b. Momentaneous, action covering a short period of time. 

1'See Richard S. Pittman, "Náhuatl Honorifics," International Journal of American 
Linguistics, Ik (19U3) U: 236-39. 

-i Q 

The plural morpheme -wa and the honorific -wa are different morphemes. 

"Such classifications occur in Tarascan, a language of Mexico. 
Aspect may also identify a type of process, a quality, or a state. 
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c. Continuative, action which continues. 

d. Repetitive, repeated action. 

e. Frequentative, action repeated frequently. 

f. Habituative, a habitual action. 

g. Customary, a customary action. 

h. Simulfactive, an action occurring all at the same time. 

i. Inchoative (or inceptive), an action beginning. 

j. Cessative, an action ceasing. 

k. Completive (or perfective), an action which is complete. 

1. Incompletive (or imperfective), an action which is not complete. 

m. Augmentative, an action increasing in volume. 

n. Diminutive, an action decreasing in volume. 

17. Voice (the relationship of the participants to the action): 

a. Active. The subject performs the action, e.g. 'he went.' 

b. Passive. The subject is the goal of the action, e.g. 'he was hit.' 

c. Reflexive. The subject acts upon himself, e.g. 'he hit himself.' 

d. Reciprocal. A plural subject acts reciprocally, e.g. 'they hit each other.' 

fe. Transitive. The action carries over to a goal, e.g. 'he hit the man.' 

f. Intransitive. The action does not carry over to a goal, e.g. 'he hit.' 

g. Causative. The actor causes an action, e.g. 'he caused him to go.' 

h. Middle. The actor acts to or for himself. 

i. Benefactive. The actor acts for the benefit of someone, e.g. Zoque suffix -hay 
in kyenhayu 'he looked for him.' 

j. Impersonal. The subject is impersonal, e.g. 'it's raining.' 

18. Mode (the psychological atmosphere of an action as interpreted by the speaker): 

a. Indicative (or declarative), indicating a more or less neutral, objective 
attitude. 

b. Narrative, indicating that one is relating past events. 

c. Optative, indicating hope. 

d. Desiderative, indicating desire. 

e. Intentive, indicating intention. 
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f. Interrogative, indicating a question. 

g. Negative. 

h. Quotative, indicating that someone other than the speaker is originally respon
sible for the statement. 

i. Dubitative, indicating doubt. 

j. Potential, indicating that something may not exist at the time but that it might 
exist at some other time. 

k. Conditional, indicating that an action is conditioned in its occurrence. 

1. Subjunctive, indicating some contingent character of an action. 

m. Obligatory, indicating obligation. 

n. Imperative, indicating a command, e.g. 'Go¡' 

o. Permissive, indicating a permission granted. 

19. Persons: 

a.'First person, relating to the speaker. 

b. First persqn inclusive, relating to the speaker and the hearer. 

c. First person exclusive, relating to the speaker and others, but specifically 
excluding the hearer. 

d. Second person, relating to the hearer. 

e. Third person, relating to someone spoken about. 

f. Fourth person, relating to a second third person.2i 

20. Movement, e.g. Kekchi tolinbanu 'I will do it, coming from elsewhere' and tosinbanu 
'I will do it, going elsewhere.' 

Problem 115> (data from the Zacapoaxtla dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Assign meanings to the morphemes. 

c. Classify the morphemes by categories. 

In translating the English expression the man struck John, but he hit him back, a 
language having both third- and fourth-person forms would employ a fourth person as an 
equivalent of he and a third person for him, since he is a substitute for John, the second 
third person introduced into the context. 
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28. 
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niSoka 

niSokaya 

nicokas 

'I am crying' 

'I was crying' 

'I will cry' 

niSokak 'I cried' 

nicokaka 'I had cried' 

nicokani '(if) I had cried' 

nicokati 'I am going out to cry' 

niSokato 'I went out to cry' 

niSokaki 'I am coming in to cry' 

niSokako 'I came in to cry' 

nicokaskia 'I would cry' 

niSokatok 'I keep crying' 

niSokatos 'I will keep crying' 

niSokatoskia 'I would keep crying' 

niSokatoya 'I kept crying' 

niSokatoni '(if) I had kept crying1 

30. ticokatoyah 'we kept crying' 

31. nanSokatoyah 'you all kept crying' 

32. cokatoyah 'they all kept crying' 

33. ticokaskia 'ycu would cry' 

3U. cokaskia 'it would cry' 

35. ticokaskiah 'we would cry' 

36. nancokaskiah 'you all would cry' 

37. cokaskiah 'they would cry' 

38. ticokatok 'you keep crying' 

39> cokatok 'she keeps crying1 

1|0. ticokati 'you are going out to cry' 

ill. Sokati 'she is going out to cry' 

k2. ticokatih 'we are going out to cry' 

i;3. nancokatih 'you all are going out to 
cry' 

14*. Sokatih 'they are going to cry' 

U5« ticokakih 'we are coming to cry' 

nic'okatoti 'I am going out and keep I46. tiSokaki 'you are coming to cry' 
crying' 

5oka » 'he is crying' 

cokah 'they are crying' 

cokayah 'they were crying* 

5okaya 'he was crying' 

tiZokaka 'you had cried' 

Sokaka 'he had cried' 

tiSokakah 'we had cried' 

nancokakah 'you all had cried' 

Sokakah 'they had cried' 

niSokatoya 'I kept crying' 

tiSokatoya 'you kept crying' 

Sokatoya 'she kept crying' 

i;7. Sokaki 'she is coming to cry' 

ii8. Sokakih 'they are coining to cry' 

1*9. ticokako 'you came to cry' 

50. cokako 'she came to cry1 

51. ¡Sokakoh 'they came to cry' 

52. tiZokakoh 'we came to cry1 

$3. nanSokakoh 'you all came to cry' 

5U. tiSokatoti 'you are going to keep 
crying' 

^>$. cokatoti 'he is going to keep crying' 

56. ticokatotih 'we are going to keep 
crying' 

57. nancokatotih 'you all are going to keep 
crying' 

58. cokani '(if) he had cried' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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59..-Sokatotih 'they are going to keep 71. ticokatoh 'we went out to cry' 
crying' 

60. ticokani '(if) you had cried' 72. nancokatoh 'you all went out to cry' 

61. ticokanih '(if) we had cried' 73. cokatoh 'they went out to cry' 

62. nancokanih '(if) you all had cried' 7U. ticokas 'you will cry' 

63. cokanih '(if) they had cried' 

6J4- ticokatos 'you will keep crying' 

65. cokatos 'he will keep crying' 

66. ticoka 'you are crying' 

67. ticokah 'we are crying' 

68. nancokah 'you all are crying' 

69. ticokato 'you went out to cry' 

70. cokato 'she went out to cry' 

Problem 116 (data from Zoque, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions! 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Assign meanings to the morphemes. 

c. Classify the morphemes by categories. 

1. kenu 'he4looked' 

2. kenpa 'he looks, he will look' 

3. kyenhayu 'he looked for him (i.e. on his behalf) 

U. kyenhapya 'he looks for him' 

5. yahkenu 'he made him look' 

6. keñahu 'they looked' 

7. kyenhayahu 'they look for (on behalf of) him' 

8. kyenhaytc^yu 'he wanted to look on his behalf' 

9. kento'yu 'he wanted to look' 

10. kento9pya 'he wants to look1 

11. kento^u 'he was going to look (but did not)' 

12. kyenu 'he saw it' 

75. cokas 'he will cry' 

76. ticokaya 'you were crying' 

77. ticokayah 'we were crying' 

78. nancokayah 'you all were crying1 

79» tiSokatoskiah 'we would keep crying' 

80. nanJSokatoskiah 'you all would keep 
crying' 

81. cokatiw 'he is going out to cry later' 

82. cokakiw 'he is coming in to cry later' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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13 . kyenpa 'he sees i t 1 

lU. kyenhapya 'he sees i t f o r him' 

15. kyenhayto''yu 'he wanted to see i t for hira' 

16. keñaht8°u ' they were going to look (but did no t ) ' 

17. kenke^tpa 'he is going to look too' 

18. kenke^tu 'he looked again1 

19. kyenhakye'tu "he looked again for him' 

20. kyenhayaht89ke''tu ' they also were going to look on his behalf' 

21. kenke'tpa 'he looks again' 

22. kenke°tutih 'he looked again' 

23. kenutih 'he just looked' 

2Ü. kyenhayutih 'he just looked on his behalf (did nothing else)' 

25' yahkenatahu 'he had someone look' 

26. yahkenatshyahu 'they hao. someone look' 

27- nakyenatahyahu 'they looked at each other' 

28. nakyenatahyahke'tutih 'they looked at each other again' 

29. hakyena 'he did not look' 

30. hakyenatih 'he just did not look' 

31. hakyenke°tatih 'he did not look again; he did not look either' 

32. kenwa'a 'he already looked' 

33» kenpa9a 'he already looks' 

3h. keñahwa^a 'they already looked' 

35. kenke^twa'a 'he already looked again' 

36. kemfk 'when he looked' 

37. kenu'ka 'already when he looked' 

38. keñahpa°ka 'already when they looked' 

39> keñahpamay 'where they looked' 

U0. kenuseh 'the way he looked' 

Ul. kenpamah 'he still looks' 

(Continued 
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li2. kenpahsa9!] ' pe rhaps he l o o k s ' 

li3. kyenhayah ta , ke ' ' t u seh t i h ' t h e way t h e y were j u s t going t o look aga in on h i s beha l f 

iiU. kyenu°k 'when he saw i t ' 

h$. keñahke9 tuhse ' 'n 'perhaps t hey a l s o looked ' 

U6. kenuha ' d i d he l o c k ? ' 

hi. hakyenamah 'he d id not s t i l l l ook ' 

I18. hakyena9a ' he no longer looked ' 

U?. hakyenahs9 9 nt ih 'pe rhaps he j u s t d id no t look ' 

^0 . hakyenat ih 'he has not looked y e t ' 

5 l . kenhawya9a 'he a l r e a d y looked on h i s beha l f ' 

$2. kenhakye ' twa 'a 'he a l r eady looked aga in on h i s b e h a l f 

53 . kenpamaha 'does he s t i l l look? 1 

$h. yahkenat8hyahte ' : >utih ' t h e y were j u s t going t o have someone look ' 

55. kyenwa'a 'he already saw i t ' 

56. kyenuseh ' the way he looked at i t ' 

57. kyenke'tpatih 'he looked at i t again' 

58. ke'nanhehu 'he l e f t off looking' 

59. kye'nanhehpa 'he leaves off looking at i t ' 

60. kye^nanhehwa^a 'he already le f t off looking at i t ' 

6 1 . kye^nanhehyahke'tutih ' they again l e f t off looking a t i t ' 

62. kenahto^yu ' they wanted to look' 

63. kenwa°hs89n 'perhaps he already looked' 

6I4.. kenke^twa'Seh ' the way he already looked again' 

65. kyenuhse0nmah 'perhaps he i s s t i l l looking' 

66. kyenke'twa'tih 'he already looked at i t again' 

67. yahkenhayahke9tu',ka 'a lready when they also caused him to look on his behalf' 

68. kenahke'tusehtih ' the way they looked again' 

69. kyenke'tpatiha ' w i l l he look at i t again?' 

Supplementary informations 

1. The morpheme j - , which metathesizes :.ri_th the initial consonant of the stem, in
dicates a third person subject in transitive verb forms. 
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2. The suffix -a occurs instead of -u or -pa when the negative ha- is prefixed. 

3. The perfective suffix (translated 'already') occurs in the forms -a°a •» -'a «° -a. 

6.7 The Meaning of Grammatical Sequences 

Not only morphemes, but the grammatical arrangements of morphemes, also, have meaning. 
We are not discussing here the meaning of any particular sequence such as applesauce, but 
rather the meaning of the sequence class to which such forms as goldfish, tent-post, apple
sauce, and ax-handle belong. Such combinations of noun-plus-noun do have a meaning, which 
may be defined as A (the first noun) modifies B (the second noun). We could also state 
that B (the roots fish, post, sauce, and handle) are delimited in semantic area by A (the 
roots gold, tent, apple, and ax). Note that in Tzeltal the combinations of noun-plus-noun 
have exactly the opposite direction of attributioni tomut 'egg' (< ton 'stone'+- mut 'hen') 
and nicVahk' 'sparkJ (<nic 'flower' 4- k'ahk1 'fireT 

The meaning of grammatical sequences is far more important in the syntactic than in the 
morphological analysis. In the syntax the constituent elements have much greater freedom of 
occurrence, and hence we can contrast these positions. In the morphology the relation
ships are more or less fixed, and the lack of contrastive occurrences makes it difficult, 
if not impossible, to define adequately the grammatical meaning of the sequences. These 
complications do not mean, however, that morphological sequence classes consisting of bound 
forms have no grammatical meaning. It is only that the statement of such meanings is dif
ficult and for all practical purposes is usually unnecessary. On the other hand, when free 
forms are involved in morphological constructions, there are frequently important distinc
tions which are discoverable by checking the contrasts in the meanings of the sequences. 
For example, pickpocket, breakwater, cutthroat, playground, driveway, and gocart all consist 
of verb-plus-noun combinations. The immediate constituents belong to the same word classes, 
but the meanings of these grammatical arrangements are different. The first three pick
pocket, breakwater, and cutthroat constitute an action-goal relationship and playground, 
driveway, and gocart have an action—related-object meaning, i.e. a playground is 'a ground 
for playing,' a driveway is 'a way for driving,' and a gocart is 'a cart for going.' 

There are a number of types of morphological constructions involving bound forms in 
which some meaning may be assigned to the sequence. For example, in Kekchi the subject-
verb sequences (see Problem 37) sinkam 'I died' and satkam 'you (sg.) died' contrast in 
meaning with the verb-subject sequences yasin 'I am sick' and yasat 'you (sg.) are sick. 
The grammatical meaning of the subject-verb sequence is 'A indicates the subject of the 
action B' and the meaning of the verb-subject sequence is 'A indicates the state of the 
subject B.' 

In the series ability, truth, and kindness we may state that 'B (the suffixes -ity, 
-th, and -ness) substantivizes the quality A.' This type of statement is, however, very 
little different from a description of the resultant noun word class as being derived from 
adjectives plus nominalizcrs. The fact that -ity, -th, and -ness are extremely restricted 
in distribution means that we have very little contrast to enable us to define the partic
ular semantic value of the grammatical sequence. 

There is a definite parallelism between the subdivisions of structure and meaning. On 
the structural level we recognize allomorphs, morphemes, and grammatical sequences; on the 
semantic level we recognize allosemes, sememes, and episememes." The episememes are the 
meanings of the grammatical sequences. 

See Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 166. 
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FIELD PROCEDURES 

Actual work in the field differs greatly from the analysis of nicely formulated prob
lems. The paradigms which are cited in the previous chapters are not easily obtained from 
the informant, and psychological and cultural difficulties often beset him. To utter words 
out of their natural context may seem foolish and meaningless to him, and he may grasp their 
significance only with great effort. Furthermore, he may be under accusation by fellow 
tribesmen of betraying the linguistic secrets of the tribe. 

Added to these practical complications is the fact that linguistic data cannot be neat
ly divided into phonological, morphological, and syntactic sections, each to be treated in 
turn after the preceding one has been fully analyzed. The linguist must, in a sense, operate 
a three-ring circus, and at the same time try to ascertain the meaning of all the contrasts 
in all these aspects of the language. 

Proper field procedure is absolutely essential to any adequate analysis or description 
of a language, but frequently it is the most neglected aspect of the linguist's training. 
Too much is taken for granted, and the beginner fumbles needlessly because of lack of ex
perience. He should have some understanding of the various approaches to collecting data, 
of the most successful ways of handling informants, and of the methods by which the field 
procedure may most advantageously supplement the analytical processes. 

There are two principal methods of approach to the acquisition of language data: (l) 
the monolingual, in which there is no intermediate language used by the investigator and 
the informant, and (2) the bilingual, in which there is some intermediate language (or lan
guages). The monolingual approach requires very special initial techniques, but as soon as 
the investigator can receive explanations of forms within the native language, then the two 
approaches coincide. 

7.1 Monolingual Approach 

Many missionaries and explorers have used the monolingual approach in learning the 
language of isolated peoples. Even today in some areas this method is required, since none 
of the members of a society may know any language known to the linguistic investigator. 
Usually, however, some member of the society knows another language (at least in part), and 
by means of several informants one may learn a few words or phrases which will facilitate 
the initial contacts. 

For a strictly monolingual situation, the following steps in procedure are recommended: 

1. Approach with a smile. A genuine smile has practically the same meaning in all 
cultures. 

Of course, there are instances in which investigators must work through more than one 
intermediate language, by means of several informants. This procedure is essentially a 
"bilingual" approach. 

2 
These suggestions result from the experience of missionaries and the experiments of 

the writer and his colleagues of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. 

175 
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2. Talk. It is essential to speak (English, French, Spanish, or anything). This lets 
the natives know that you want to communicate.^ 

3. Act out friendly gestures. The investigator should extend the hand or hands, mean
while watching native actions carefully, so as to conform to them, ^or example, if 
the natives^ offer to snap fingers (the practice of the Uduks near the Ethiopian 
border), the investigator must do the same. If they seize the thumb rather than 
the hand, he must do likewise. 

h. Readily smile or laugh at your own mistakes. This will at least prevent misunder
standing arising from unwitting offense because of improper conduct. A smiling, 
cheerful manner is the best means of guaranteeing that you will not be suspected 
of bad motives. 

5. Show interest in native objects. You should notice various things about the native 
dress and homes, and indicate admiration, but not covetousness. 

6. Exhibit an equal interest in displaying your own possessions to the natives. At
tempt to talk about these objects, even though you know that the people understand 
nothing of what you say. 

7. Ask for the name of some object,5 using appropriate gestures. The natives will 
usually guess what is wanted and will reply with something. 

8. Repeat this procedure for several objects. If you get the the same response each 
time, the likelihood is that the natives are commenting about your request. It is 
reported that in one instance the natives were giving the name of the finger with 
which the investi¿ator was pointing. He should have stuck out his lower lip toward 
the objects. 

9. If different responses are given for each object, then go back to them in a differ
ent order and repeat the words, noting carefully the natives' reaction. If the na
tives are at all friendly toward you, they will, probably be delighted and amazed by 
tĥ is use of their words. 

10. Continue to ask for the names of objects. 

11. In order to pick up the phrase 'What is that?' pay very careful attention to natives 
speaking to one another about your paraphernalia. Once this phrase has been ob
tained, the process of word acquisition can be speeded up considerably. 

12. Write down the words in a notebook. In doing this in a society which is not likely 
to know anything about writing, the investigator should be careful to show the na
tives precisely what he is doing, as any attempt to be secretive may be gravely 

-*There is, of course, also the possibility that the natives may catch on more quickly 
than the investigator. 

It must be understood that "native" is not employed here with any pejorative connota
tion. It is simply a convenient term to designate a native speaker of any language, re
gardless of the degree of complexity of the culture. 

-'Be sure to avoid the impression of asking for the names of people, for the knowledge 
of personal names is often guarded out of fear that they may be used in black magic. 

The investigator must attempt to employ the proper gestures. This he can usually do 
by carefully noting the beliavior of the people. The gesture of pointing is accomplished in 
various ways, e.g. with the chin, the lower lip, the elbow, or a nod of the head. 
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misunderstood. After writing down a list of words, he should point to each word 
in turn (while the natives look on), pronounce it, and then identify the object. 
Complete openness about this writing procedure will alleviate possible suspicion 
and may indirectly enhance the investigator's prestige. 

13. Use care in selecting words to be elicited. Certain types of words should be 
avoided at firsti (l) names of people, (2) names of body parts, and (3) names of 
what may be religious objects, e.g. sacrifices, shrines, amulets, and fetishes. 

lU. Act out processes. For example, the investigator may walk around, and talk about 
himself, attempting to get some response from the natives to describe his action. 
All the time he must be alert to hear native comment about his activity and to 
apply it to himself, and if possible to someone else doing the same thing nearby. 
If the form selected is correct, there will inevitably be an assent on the part of 
the natives. 

15. While acting out a process, attempt to catch the native phrase 'What is he doing?' 
This phrase may then be applied to someone performing some other type of action, 
nearby. 

16. Mimic other processes, e.g. jumping, running, eating, sleeping, and drinking. 

17. Attempt, in good humor and fun, to get some native to participate in a mimic per
formance with you. If you succeed, try to talk to him about the action performed 
by the two of you. By this means the pronouns 'I' and 'you' will probably be 
elicited. By getting another person to act and by speaking about him to the first 
participant, the forms of 'he' may be elicited. 

18. Try all the verbs with possible forms of 'I,1 'you,' and 'he.' The chances are 
that there will be a number of mistakes in forms uttered by an investigator, but 
the people will usually understand what is wanted and correct him. 

19. Write down everything, together with possible meanings. 

20. Analyze these forms as soon as you can, so as to isolate the morphemes. 

21. Memorize everybhing, even if it appears to be wrong. The ability of the investi
gator to reproduce what he has heard on previous occasions is the best means of 
guaranteeing that the natives will be willing to continue helping him. Nothing 
stimulates a teacher like a smart student. 

22. Enjoy being laughed at. The investigator's mistakes may provide a great deal of 
merriment for the native speakers, and his willingness to entertain others at his 
own expense may prove to be his greatest social asset. 

23. Remain, if possible, in a place where you may hear the language constantly. It is 
very desirable to live in the village, even though this means a fish-bowl type of 
existence. 

2U. Use the language on every opportunity and repeatedly. This is particularly neces
sary during the first few days, for once the novelty of the experience wears off 
for the natives and they take the stranger as a matter of course, they may be much 
less willing to assist him in learning the language. 

25>. Listen to the language on every possible occasion. Though the native speech may 
mean absolutely nothing at first, you will gradually pick up recurring expressions. 
Listening is the all-important part of language learning which some people neglect. 
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The monolingual approach quickly becomes identical with the bilingual one, and hence 
we shall not describe the procedure in full under each type. Since the bilingual situation 
is the more common, the further developments of the field procedure will be treated in re
lation to it. 

7.2 Bilingual Approach 

There are three principal phases of the bilingual approach: (l) the nature of the 
data, (2) the methods of recording the data, and (3) the informant. During the discussion 
of the first two phases we must take for granted an average informant, who knows something 
of an intermediate language, though this knowledge may be, and frequently is, limited to a 
trade usage. For example, if he is an Indian in Latin America he may know some Spanish or 
Portuguese, but we cannot expect him to explain fine distinctions of tense or aspect in his 
own language or to provide equivalents for the numerous tense forms in Spanish or Portuguese. 
He probably does not use more than three or four tenses in the language foreign to him, 
maybe only one mode, and even these do not have any one-to-cne correspondence with forms in 
his own language. These practical limitations must always be considered in a realistic 
field procedure. 

7.21 The Data 

There are six increasingly complex types of data which the investigator attempts to 
obtain: (l) simple object words, (2) object words in possible morphological categories, 
(3) simple process words, (h) process words in possible morphological categories, (5) ob
ject and process words in combinations, and (6) texts. The first five types of data are 
elicited from informants by direct questions, such as "How do you say 'so-and-so'?" The 
last type of data consists of expressions given in more or less normal contexts. 

7.21.1 Simple Object Words 

The investigator attempts at first to obtain the names of objects. These should be 
concrete'things to which one may point, e.g. houses, trees, grass, sun, clouds, dogs, 
sticks. The names of such objects are generally as short as any nounlike words, but some 
compounds may be conspicuous exceptions. Long terms may be set aside for analysis after 
one has learned more of the language structure. 

The investigator should ask at any one time for words with related semantic areas. 
For example, names of body parts, articles of clothing, objects about the house, industries, 
fauna, and flora should be asked for in their appropriate groupings, rather than jumbled in 
such sequences as 'head, pants, pot, plow.' Semantic grouping makes it easier for the in
formant, and morphological characteristics often parallel such semantic subdivisions. 

It is absolutely essential that the words elicited be culturally pertinent. There is 
no point in asking for 'plow' in the rocky terrain of Yucatan, where people employ only a 
dibble stick. Where natives use grinding stones, one should ask for the term for these; 
there is no value in trying to obtain the names for mortar and pestle, if these utensils 
are unknown. Various peoples' manufactured articles, their relationships to one another, 
their domesticated animals, and the flora and fauna of the areas in which they live differ 
so greatly that one must be constantly aware of the local factors. This means that no list 
of words will be universally applicable, and hence that the investigator must make up his 
own list, preferably in advance of working with the informant. 

One should exclude minute semantic subdivisions in the initial investigation. For 
example, in eliciting names of body parts one should not attempt to get further different 
words for the extremities than 'arm, hand, finger, leg, foot, toe.' Even in regard to these 
simple body parts, languages may not make the Same distinctions, and a single native term 
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may be used for arm and hand or hand and finger. To ask for such distinctions as 'upper 
arm, lovier arm, elbow, thumb, palm, wrist, thigh, calf, knee, ankle, instep' may prove very 
confusing. Even though a language may make some of these distinctions, many of them will 
not correspond exactly, and the informant is not likely to know these less familiar terms 
in the intermediate language. 

One must avoid terms possibly taboo, and in questioning the informant any sign of em
barrassment about a particular question should be immediately passed over by asking for 
some other word. 

The following groupings of words may provide some basis for selecting similar types of 
words for a particular culture: 

A. Body partsi 'head, hair of the head, nose, eye, ear, neck, arm, hand, finger, stomach, 
heart, leg, foot, toe, bone, blood, flesh.' 

B. Clothing: 'hat, shirt, pants, sandals, beads, face paint, body paint. ' 

C. Objects about the house: 'knife, spoon, ladle, water container, animal skin, bed, 
hammock, fire, mush, bread, flour, meal, grinding stone, mortar, pestle, bananas, 
oranges, meat.' 

D. Relationships between people: 'father, mother, daughter, son, sister, brother, uncle, 
aunt, brother-in-law, sister-in-law.'' 

E. Articles used in native occupations: 'machete, hoe, dibble stick, plow, seed, hammer, 
saw, forge, iron, ax, nails, planks, vines for tying, thatch, canoe, paddles, bow, 
arrow, spear, gun.' 

F. Fauna: 'horse, cow, ox, pig, dog, cat, sheep, goat, ass, lion, tiger, jaguar, wildcat, 
elephant, buffalo, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, antelope, deer, monkey, snake, eagle, 
hawk, buzzard, sparrow, crane, fly, flea, louse, spider, ant.' 

G. Geographical and astronomical objects: 'river, stream, rapids, lake, water hole, hill, 
mountain, Valley, forest, planted field, cleared field, star, sun, moon, cloud.' 

It is not only valuable to select words by semantic groups, but the order of these 
groups should be considered also. It has been found from experience that some of the eas
iest forms to obtain are names for body parts, since they can readily be pointed to. Next 
may come the names for clothing and objects about the house. But among the other semantic 
groups there is not much basis for preference. The one difficulty with the words for body 
parts is that they sometimes occur with obligatory possessive affixes, and this may greatly 
complicate the initial problems. 

Problem 117 

Instructions: 

a. Select one of the following cultural areas: 

The system of such relationships between people may be extremely complex. For ex
ample, there may be different terms depending upon whether a man or a woman is speaking 
about a relative, whether the person is older or younger than someone else, or whether the 
person belongs to one's mother's or one's father's family line. These are only a few of 
the many possible complications. The investigator should try to obtain sane knowledge of 
the kinship systems in the area beforehand, and then not attempt to work out too many of 
the details immediately. Many of the complexities can only be explained in the native lan
guage, for the intermediate language would fail to convey all the distinctions adequately. 
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1. Nilotic, in the southern Anglo-Egyptian Sudan 

2. Bantu, central Belgian Congo 

3. Marshall Islands 

h. Aboriginal southwest China 

$. Aboriginal central Australia 

6. Eskimo, northern Canada 

7. Hunting-fishing tribe in the Amazon jungle 

b. Make out a culturally appropriate word list including 1?0 object words and $0 proc
ess words. 

7.21.2 Object Words in Possible Morphological Categories 

After obtaining the names of words for various objects, it is important to discover 
whether these words occur with certain additive, replacive, or subtractive formatives. The 
most important practical structure to elicit is the possessive formation. For example, 
having obtained the Kekchi words ococ 'house' and ci 'dog' (together with many others), we 
should proceed to elicit 'my house, your (sg.) house, his house,' and so on, and 'my dog, 
your (sg.) dog, his dog,' and so on. It is of course impossible to know at first whether 
the forms gwococ 'ray house' and inci 'my dog' are each two words or one, but we would not 
expect a nonsyllabic gw- to constitute a word by itself, and if we ask the informant the 
meaning of gw- he is quite incapable of explaining. These are both excellent bits of evi
dence that gwococ is a single word and that we have here a morphological construction. 
Though in- is pronounceable in isolation, it nevertheless has no meaning in isolation, and 
can likewise be considered a prefix. 

In eliciting possessed forms one should obtain the equivalents of 'my, your (sg.), his, 
our, your *(p]_«), and their. ' Further distinctions may also be attempted between dual and 
plural 'our, your, and their,' between 'his, her, and its,' and between 'our (inclusive)' 
and 'our (exclusive).' 

At the beginning it is better to sample data rather than obtain comprehensive paradigms. 
For example, select one word from each cf the semantic categories and elicit all the possi
ble possessives with each of these word.s. If all these forms are perfectly regular in for
mation, the chances are that most of the other words will be regular. This can be investi
gated by chosing twenty more words at random and trying them with various personal forma
tives. It may be that certain persons fall into one class and others into another. For 
example, in Mongbandi it is necessary to know only the first person singular and plural 
forms of verbs, for all the other forms may be predicted on the basis of these. 

There are two very important cautions in eliciting possessed forms» (l) be sure that 
the informant is clear as to the pronominal reference and (2) choose words that make sense. 
If the investigator asks for 'my house,' the informant is likely to reply with a form mean
ing 'your house.' With a little accommodation to the informant's difficulties, the inves
tigator can easily avoid misunderstanding) but it is the investigator who must conform to 
the informant's understanding and not the reverse, if satisfactory results are to be ob
tained. Forms must also make sense. For example, one investigator began asking a Chipe-
wyan Indian to give the paradigm 'my skunk, your skunk, his skunk,' and so on, and the 

These rules of thumb are by no means adequate for a final analysis, but they indicate 
some important features about the structure and provide clues to further investigation. 
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informant refused, saying that no Chipewyan owns a skunk. If for some special reason it is 
important to discover such possible though unused forms (as a practice, however, this is not 
recommended), one must make it perfectly clear to the informant that the forms are only 
"make-believe." 

There are important reasons for eliciting the possessive forms with nouns early in the 
investigationt 

1. They are often very irregular and reveal many basic morphological classes. 

2. They are more easily elicited than many other categories, e.g. case, gender, and 
location. 

3. They occur frequently in text and should be analyzed in anticipation of other more 
complex combinations. 

U. They are important to the language-learning process since they are used in many 
practical situations. 

5>. They are often closely related in form to independent pronouns or to affixes used 
as subjects or objects of verbs. 

The second morphological category which may be elicited is number. The same nouns 
used before should be tested for plural and, possJbly, dual forms. In some languages there 
are no distinctions, e.g. Tarahumara towiki means 'boy' or 'boys.' In a great many lan
guages, however, the distinction between singular and plural is highly important, and basic 
to the linguistic analysis. But one must not be blind to the many discrepancies between 
languages. In English, for example, there are no common plurals for mass nouns, e.g. flour, 
wheat, sand, except in the sense of different kinds of flour, wheat, and sand. The inves
tigator must be fully aware of such problems and not attempt to force a language into an 
artificial mold. 

Many other categories occur with nouns, e.g. definite vs. indefinite, case, identifi
cation, causation, and shape, but these formations are difficult to elicit by means of a 
paradigmatic approach. For example, once a form has been identified by the context, it is 
then generally treated as definite by the informant. It is extremely difficult for a more-
or-less untrained informant to take a list of words and constantly shift back and forth be
tween indefinite and definite forms. Case relationships are even more complicated to elicit, 
because in isolation the framework into which the words would normally fit is lacking. 
Frames are treated in section 7.12.15. 

7.21.3 Simple Process Words 

In eliciting simple process words one should observe the following principles: 

1. Select easy demonstrable words. For example, 'walking, running, jumping, seeing, 
hitting' are more readily obtained than 'thinking, feeling, trying, becoming.' 

2. Employ full sentences, e.g. 'he is walking, we are running, they are swimming.' 
One should avoid asking for infinitive or stem forms. Imperatives such as 'Go.' 
Walk.' RunJ ' often involve special inflectional and suprasegmental features which 
are not easily treated at first. 

3. Use present continuous-action forms, e.g. 'he is walking, they are running.' 

h. Begin by using third person singular or plural subjects. If one begins with 'I' or 
'you,' the informant is very likely to be confused by the form of the question. 
After he becomes used to giving verb forms, however, and after the investigator is 
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somewhat acquainted with the stems and possible tense-mode-aspect indicators, there 
is less danger of misunderstanding about the persons. 

5>. Select first those processes which are not likely to require an object and secondly 
those which may require an object. This means that possible intransitive verbs, 
e.g. 'walk, run, fall, climb, jump, swim, sing, whistle, sleep, work, laugh, speak, 
write' should be elicited first, and then possible transitive verbs, e.g. 'see, 
hear, smell, feel, hit, hunt, hurt, kill, like, love, talk to, recognize, desire.' 
It is, of course, impossible to predict whether a particular verb in any language 
will be transitive or intransitive, but processes which normally involve a goal are 
often more complex in formation than those which do not require a goal. 

7.21.U Process Words in Possible Morphological Categories 

Process words should be tested for four possible morphological categories: (l) person, 
(2) tense-aspect, (3) negation, and (U) interrogation. It is not particularly important 
whether the forms elicited prove to be morphological or syntactic constructions, except 
that as morphological constructions they are usually more complex and include more allo-
morphic alternation. These four types of formation are both practically and theoretically 
significant. 

The various persons should be obtained for subjects of transitive and intransitive 
verbs. If the transitive verbs include a pronominal object, then all the possibilities of 
that relation must be discovered also. One may construct a frame for obtaining all the 
possible forms, e.g. 

I . 

I . 

I .. 

I .. 

I .. 

I .. 

You 

You 

You 

etc, 

. myself 

. you (sg 

. him 

9 
. us7 

4 

. you (pi 

. them 

(sg.) ... 

(sg.) ... 

(sg.) ... 

.) 

.) 

me 

yourself 

him 

If there are differences of dual and plural, inclusive and exclusive, masculine, 
feminine, and neuter, animate and inanimate, or human and nonhuman, these add to the com
plications and the possible number of forms. In Barrow Eskimo, which distinguishes reflex
ives, and singular, dual, and plural (though dual and plural are not distinct throughout), 
there are fifty-seven forms for every subject-object paradigm of a transitive verb. 

One should restrict the tense-aspect paradigms elicited from the informant to three: 
(l) a past or completive, (2) the present continuous (this has already been obtained under 

With many verbs, and in a number of languages, this form is not possible. For exam
ple, 'I spoke to us' does not make sense, but 'I involved us in trouble' is meaningful. 
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the preceding step in procedure), and (3) a future or intentive» It is quite difficult for 
an informant to provide more than this number of forms with any degree of consistencyj and 
even in eliciting these there are often difficulties, for he may think first of one and 
then of another completive aspect or past tense. The same is true of the future forms. 
Many times the complications can be resolved only by examining text material. 

The negative forms of some languages (e.g. many Bantu languages, cf. Problem $) are 
extremely complicated; but whether they are complex or not, it is necessary for the sake of 
subsequent analysis to collect data on this important semantic and structural feature. 

Samplings of just four types of formations—i.e. persons (subject and object), tense-
aspects (past, present, and future), negation, and interrogation—often provide a good 
structural framework by means of which one may proceed rapidly with the analysis and, on 
the basis of the analysis, with the further probing of the language and the eliciting of 
other forms. Knowledge of these structures has, furthermore, practical importance for the 
investigator in helping him to learn the language as he proceeds with the analysis.-^ 

The investigator must be warned against trying to gather all the data first and to 
analyze them later. This is a fatal mistake, for the nature and extent of the data gather
ed will be determined largely by the concurrent analysis. Field procedures and analytical 
procedures must go hand in hand. 

7.21.5 Combinations of Object and Process Words 

We have been assuming that the forms elicited in steps l-U (sections 7.21-7.2Í).) would 
result in single words. This is, of course, not always true, for there are numerous impor
tant exceptions, depending upon the language. However, having elicited forms the majority 
of which contain only one root or one structurally primary root, we may combine these ex
pressions in a number of ways by means of simple and complex-'--'- paradigmatic series. 

Simple paradigms consist of a frame in which certain substitutions may be made. We 
may, for example, substitute different subjects, leaving the verb the same, e.g: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

U. 

5. 

'The 

'The 

'The 

•The 

'The 

etc. 

boy'runs.' 

man runs.' 

horse runs.' 

cow runs.' 

pig runs.' 

Such a frame seems perfectly fixed, but in another language it may be necessary to em
ploy at least two different words for 'run,' one to denote the action of a two-legged runner 

Though it is frequently true that professional linguists are not able to acquire a 
facility in the speaking of the language during the limited time alloted for the structural 
analysis, yet it is essentially a mistake to believe that one can do a completely satisfac
tory job of analysis without actually learning to speak the language under investigation. 
There are many of its features which only a speaking knowledge will reveal. 

It must be remembered that simple and complex paradigms in the intermediate language 
may not correspond structurally with forms which are semantic equivalents in another lan
guage. 
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and t h e o the r of a fou r - l egged runner . Frames which a r e cons t an t i n one language of ten 
undergo change i n o the r l anguages . 

I n s t e a d of making s u b s t i t u t i o n s of s u b j e c t s , we may s u b s t i t u t e d i f f e r e n t v e r b s , e . g . j 

1 . 'The boy r u n s . ' 

2. 'The boy wa lks . ' 

3 . 'The boy swims. ' 

h... 'The boy f a l l s . ' 

5 . 'The boy jumps»' 

I t i s a l s o p o s s i b l e t o p re se rve t h e same r o o t s and change the v a r i o u s number, t e n s e , 
p o s s e s s i v e , a f f i r m a t i v e - n e g a t i v e , and d e c l a r a t i v e - i n t e r r o g a t i v e fo rma t ive s , e .g .» 

1 . 'The boy r u n s . ' 7. 'His boy w i l l no t r u n . ' 

2. 'The boys r u n . ' 8. 'His boys w i l l not r u n . ' 

3 . 'The boy r a n . ' ° . 'Wi l l h i s boy run? ' 

h. 'The boys r a n . 1 10. 'Wi l l h i s boys run? ' 

5>. 'His boy w i l l r u n . ' 1 1 . 'Wi l l h i s boy not r u n ? ' 1 2 

6 . 'His boys w i l l r u n . ' e t c . 

Such s t r u c t u r a l frames may inc lude o b j e c t s , e . g . i 

1. 'He h i t t h e man. ' 

2. 'He h i t t he b o y . ' 

3. 'He hit the girl.' 

h. 'He hit the horse.' 

5. 'He hit the post.' 

etc. 

Or we may have different verbs with the same object, e.g.» 

1. 'He hit the man.' 5. 'He hated the man.' 

2. 'He saw the man. ' 6. 'He killed the man.' 

3. 'He beat the man.' etc. 

1;. 'He addressed the man. ' 

It is by means of frames such as these that one may discover various case distinctions. 
For example, if there is a difference between the subject and the object form of a noun, 

12 
This series is a restricted type of complex paradigm. 
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then all nouns can be placed in one or the other of the pertinent frames in order to elicit 
the proper forms. Generally, it is only in frames of this sort that the informant will 
provide the proper form of the word. 

Complex paradigms consist of series in which a different member (or members, sometimes) 
is substituted in each successive expression. It is important to change the lexical elements 
in such a series just as little as possible, for the occurrence of similar elements in dif
ferent combinations is the purpose of the series. There should also be some narrative con
tinuity if possible. This will insure the informant's preserving some meaningful relation
ship between the various portions, and the series will more closely resemble actual text. 
The following is an illustrative seriest 

1. 'The boy heard a monkey in the forest.'^ 6. 'The monkey screeched at the boy.' 

2. 'The boy saw the monkey in the forest.' 7. 'The boy was afraid.1 

3. 'The boy followed the monkey.' 8. 'The boy ran.' 

U. 'The monkey saw the boy.' °« 'The monkey chased the boy.' 

5. 'The monkey stopped.' 10. 'The boy ran out of the forest.' 

This same type of structural framework may be employed with different nouns, e.g.t 

1. 'The man heard a buffalo in the tall grass.' 

2. 'The man saw the buffalo in the tall grass.' 

3. 'The man followed'the buffalo.' 

U. 'The buffalo saw the man.' 

$. 'The buffalo stopped.' 

6. 'The buffalo bellowed at the man.' 

etc. 

The framework may also be expanded by including various attributives to the nounlike 
words, e.g.: 

1. 'The little girl heard a large dog in the cotton field.' 

2. 'The little girl saw the large dog in the cotton field.' 

3. 'The little girl followed the dog.' 

etc. 

This constant repetition of the same object and process words may seem unnecessarily 
tedious and appear to be practically useless. But no linguistic investigator beginning the 
analysis of a language can plunge immediately into the task of taking down text material. 
He must become familiar with the sounds, the morphological structure, the sentence forms, 
and the vocabulary. To be sure, he cannot do this all at once, but by employing successive
ly more complex types of expression which contain already analyzed or recognized data, he 

-The words chosen for this type of series will, of course, depend upon the nonlin-
guistic environment. 
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can discover a great deal in regard to the structure. No satisfactory analysis can be made 
without using expressions containing a high percentage of recurring patterns. Rather than 
being obliged to hunt for such expressions in widely scattered portions of text material, 
the investigator may construct expressions which will serve something of the same purpose. 
The extent to which he employs this means of eliciting forms depends largely upon the in
formant's ability to respond in natural phraseology. There is a very strong tendency for 
informants to translate more or less word for wordj and if this happens, the morphological 
forms may be more or less accurate, but the sentence structure may be badly distorted. 
Whether or not there is distortion can only be discovered later, when actual texts are ob
tained. 

Even if the informant is quite exceptional, there are severe limitations to the para
digmatic approachi 

1. The informant is often confused, for the context is not normal. 

2. The form of the paradigms is necessarily based upon the intermediate language, and 
many distinctions in the informant's language cannot be adequately approximated in 
the intermediate language. 

3. The paradigmatic approach will of necessity fail to discover many structural dis
tinctions in the informant's language. No extent of probing can unearth all the 
significant structures. 

h. The paradigmatic approach is especially inadequate in revealing the syntactic struc
ture, since the form of the intermediate language determines so largely the form of 
the informant's response. 

Despite these facts it is possible with alert and capable informants to expand the frames 
even more than we have in the preceding sentence types. For example, we may substitute dif
ferent and larger units, e.g.» 

1. 'When the old man came to the water hole he saw the fierce buffalo.' 

2. 'Then he was very much afraid of the fierce buffalo.' 

3. 'Because he was afraid of the buffalo, he ran back to the village.' 

k. 'When he arrived at the village, he got his gun. ' 

etc. 

Theoretically there is no limit on the extent to which one may use such sentence frames, 
employing constant variations. However, by the time the investigator is able to take down 
rather complex sentences from dictation, he should be prepared to start writing text mate
rial. Paradigmatic data that one obtains by eliciting forms must be thoroughly checked and 
corroborated by actual text data, for one cannot be absolutely sure of forms which have been 
elicited. The meanings are particularly subject to question, and the order' of words should 
be suspect until text material is found to exhibit the same characteristics. 

7.21.6 Texts 

Texts consist of anything uttered by a native speaker which is not in response to some 
such question as "How do you say 'so-and-so'?" There are six principal kinds of texts: (l) 
greetings, (2) conversation, (3) exposition and personal narrative, (U) traditional stories, 
(5) songs and poetic forms, and (6) proverbs. 
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Greetings tend to be stereotyped and clipped expressions with highly idiomatic usages. 
It is particularly important to note (l) the persons speaking, (2) the time of the day, and 
(3) the religious implications. 

Conversational texts are extremely difficult to take down from dictation, for the speed 
is too great for them to be recorded by the conventional means. Some investigators have 
employed shorthand symbols, and others have made use of various mechanical recording de
vices. Such records are valuable, but they must be transcribed before they can be adequate
ly studied. An electric recorder is extremely helpful for advanced study of a language, 
but it is of quite limited value for the investigator in the beginning stages of analysis. 
For matters of intonation, sentence sequence, and rapid conversational give-and-take these 
recordings are most important, but this type of study can be profitably undertaken only 
after much preliminary analysis and after a considerable practical facility in speaking and 
understanding the language has been acquired. Even where the investigator cannot record 
large sections of conversation in writing, it is very helpful to take down snatches of it. 
Forms are often phonologically redv.ced in conversation, and in the use of pronouns the syn
tax of conversation is frequently quite different from that of narrative or expository 
styles. 

Expository and personal-narrative texts consist of explanations of activities or proc
esses and descriptions of actual events. The investigator may ask the informant to de
scribe a journey he has made, a hunting expedition, a severe illness, a period of famine, 
the clearing of fields in the jungle, the making of a canoe, or the building of a house. 
These texts are usually the easiest to take down from dictation and are likely to contain 
the least number of complications due to stylistically idiomatic forms. 

Traditional stories are the most common type of text requested by investigators, and 
if the informant happens to be a famous storyteller, there may be an almost inexhaustible 
supply of these tales. Such stories are sometimes more difficult to analyze than straight 
expositions or personal narratives because the very familiarity of the story permits the 
informant to omit many syntactic devices employed in other types of discourse. For example, 
in personal narratives the informant may make the pronominal reference quite explicit or he 
may repeat nouns to make sure that the participants in the action are properly identified. 
In traditional stories there is a tendency to omit such explicit reference, since it is 
assumed that the nearers will understand perfectly well who is being talked about. 

Songs and poetic forms are often very complicated, for they frequently contain archaic 
or pseudcarchaic forms, together with many allusions to historical and supernatural phenom
ena. 

Proverbs are as difficult as songs, for in many instances the meaning of a proverb is 
intentionally obscure, and the significance may depend upon some play on words. The cul
tural features of proverbs are also highly complex. A language cannot be fully investi
gated without some analysis of songs and proverbs, but the investigator is urged to consider 
these forms only after rather thorough treatment of other types of texts. Furthermore, he 
will find it more efficient to describe these specialized forms in terms of the more stand
ard data found in expository and narrative styles. 

In writing down text it is important to space the material adequately. At least three 
blank lines should be left after each line of text. One should first write down all of the 
story without inquiring as to the meanings cf the individual words and phrases. After the 
story has been dictated and transcribed, one should then go over it, trying to read it back 
from the transcription. Some errors will be picked up in this fashion. During this process, 
or subsequent to it, one may inquire as to the meanings of the individual words or phrases. 
It is important to select first for inquiry the units in the text marked by hesitation or 
pause, since pauses generally coincide with the borders of words or phrases. Frequently it 
is possible to break up such phonological phrase units and to obtain the meanings of 
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individual items included within them. As long as the informant is responding readily and 
consistently to questions about the meanings of forms, it is profitable to pursue this in
quiry as far as possible. The meanings may be indicated directly under each word. Often, 
however, the informant can give only the meaning of a phrase as a whole, and there are nu
merous instances in which the meaning of the phrase differs from the meaning of the con
stituent parts. This type of problem has already been treated in section 6.3. When the 
meaning of the phrase differs from that of the individual words, it is necessary to indicate 
this discrepancy in the space immediately below each line of text. 

Where the word order and the syntactic structure of the native language is radically 
different from that of the intermediate language, one must write out a complete free trans
lation in the intermediate language, in order that the meaningful arrangements of words may 
be known. A person beginning work in Quechua surely needs to construct a translation of 
the sentences as a whole, for the word order is conspicuously different from the intermedi
ate language, Spanish. 

The analysis of texts depends very largely on the proper elaboration of text data by a 
type of paradigmatic approach. This is, however, primarily an analytical procedure, and 
hence will be discussed in the following chapter. 

7.22 Recording the Data 

The following suggestions are important in recording the data: 

1. Print each phonetic symbol. If symbols are connected as in traditional forms of 
writing, there is too much tendency to confuse them afterward. 

2. Use pencil or permanent ink. Many investigators prefer pencils because they are 
more easily carried about than ink and because there is less danger of losing notes 
if the paper becomes watersoaked by accident. 

3. Use unlined paper, preferably 8 1/2 by 11 inches. It is helpful to put a consider
able amount of data on a single page, for it is then possible to discover relation
ships more easily. These data can later be transferred to small slips to be filed. 

h. Record the data at the normal speed of utterance. It may be necessary to ask the 
informant to speak slowly, in order to pick up all the sounds, but the recording 
should be based upon the normal utterance, and not upon the unnaturally slowed-up 
speech. 

5. Do not phonemicize too soon. The investigator inevitably commences to phonemicize 
the moment he begins to listen to a language, but it is a grave error to phonemi
cize the transcription immediately on the basis of more-or-less intuitive guesses 
as to tiie relationships of sounds. Later analysis may reveal that important pho
netic distinctions have been neglected. 

6. Mark all the phonetic features which can be readily detected. These should include 
pauses, the general intonational contour, and the segmental phonemes. Pauses prove 
to be very significant in distinguishing word and phrase boundaries, and intona
tional contours are basic t'o morphological and syntactic analysis. The intonation
al contour cannot be marked precisely, but a line indicating the general rise and 
fall of the syllables can be drawn right through the transcribed segmental phonemes. 

The investigator should not be too meticulous and exacting about the first tran
scriptions. After the informant has pronounced the form three or four times and 
the investigator has become able to utter a fairly acceptable reproduction, the 
form should be written down. Some linguists prefer to write down the forms on the 
basis of the first utterance, and to employ repeated utterances to check this 
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transcription. It is not a good practice to ask an informant to repeat an expres
sion dozens of times in order to analyze some particularly difficult sound. Any 
special complication should be noted for further investigation, after the linguist 
has had more experience with the language. Subsequent data may clear up initial 
difficulties. 

7. Be honest with the data. Some investigators are tempted to regularize and systema
tize the findings. Apparent discrepancies are as much a part of the language as the 
regular forms and must not be set aside. 

8. Indicate the name of the informant providing the forma* Not all speakers, even 
within a comparatively compact ethnic group, use the same forms. Differences may 
represent two or more dialects, or optional variants within a single dialect. The 
source of each bit of datum should be noted. 

9. Date the data. The investigator will find that recording improves with experience, 
and that s-ometimes a discrepancy in forms is due to his inexperience in the initial 
stages of the work. 

10. Indicate all corrections plainly. When going over data at a later time to check 
for accuracy of recording, it is advisable to use pencil or ink of a different color 
in marking changes. This is a distinct aid in subsequent analysis of the materials. 

7.23 The Informant 

7.23.1 Dialect Differences among Informants 

Any native speaker of a language is a potential informant. It makes no difference 
whether he is a poor peasant selling vegetables in the market place or a court scribej he 
is still a speaker of the language. It is true, of course, that in every society there are 
differences of dialect depending upon many personal and cultural factors. These fall into 
three major classes» 

4 

1. Economic and social groups. These differences include dialect contrasts between 
outcasts and caste peoples, slaves and free men, and ignorant and traditionally 
educated persons. In some instances the dialect differences are so great that the 
various groups can scarcely understand each other when they employ the forms cus
tomarily used within their own social and economic units. The linguist must treat 
such differences in terms of dialectal contrasts, and certainly not as if one set 
of them were some "pure" form of the language in contrast with a "corrupted" variety. 

2. Men vs. women. Men's and women's speech may differ in the words customarily used 
and the forms employed. In some languages the formal differences are quite exten
sive, e.g. in Koasati, Yana, and Chukchee. ^ 

3. Young people vs. adults. The differences in speech between the younger generation 
and their parents may be quite extensive in some areas. This is particularly true 
where the native usage may be in a state of rapid transition because of the influ
ence of some trade language. In a number of languages in Africa one finds the 
younger generation unfamiliar with many terms of religious and ethnic significance 
known by their parents. This is especially true in areas where the old cultural 
forms are rapidly dying out. Linguistic borrowings are usually greater among the 
younger generation, especially if there is some formal education in the trade 

Tiary R. Haas, "Men's and Women's Speech in Koasati," Language, 20 (19UU), 3» Ik2-k9. 
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language. In regions where less and less emphasis is being placed upon village 
community life, one may also find that younger speakers employ fewer of the refine
ments of tense and aspect. Frequently this is because they receive less practice 
in using their own tongue and because the native language may have lost some of its 
prestige to the trade language of the area. 

7.23.2 Qualifications of Informants 

In selecting informants one should recognize the factors of dialect difference and 
consider certain personal matters as well. Linguists have found the following factors 
highly important» 

1. Age. The informant should be over sixteen years of age. With very rare exceptions 
a person younger than this does not have sufficient language experience to qualify 
as an informant. Elderly people often make the best informants since they have a 
rich experience and are frequently more disposed to the sedentary type of work which 
is involved. 

2. Sex. Men usually have broader social contacts and a wider tribal experience. As 
a group, they generally have a better grasp of the trade language which may con
stitute the intermediate language in the bilingual approach. 

3. Intelligence. Mental alertness is extremely important in an informant. 

U. Knowledge of the intermediate language. An adequate knowledge of the intermediate 
language is distinctly valuable, though much less so after the analyst progresses 
to the point where the investigation may be carried on within the framework of the 
native tongue. 

f>. Communicative personality. The reticent,, taciturn person rarely qualifies as an 
informant. The more genuinely communicative the native speaker, the more helpful 
he is. 

6. Acceptable social group. In some tribes only persons of a particular group are re
garded as qualified to teach a foreigner the language. It is advisable to conform 
to this tradition in the beginning of the investigation. In certain areas the sex 
of the investigator determines the choice of the informant, since it may be con
sidered quite improper for people of opposite sexes to be together under the circum
stances of language study. 

7.23.3 Handling of Informants 

The success of field work depends largely upon the linguist's handling of his inform
ants. The investigator must not exhibit a patronizing superiority, but, rather, a genuine 
appreciation of the informant's ability and his willingness to teach. The Golden Rule 
applies in this situation as well as in all others. 

The following principles should assist the investigator to understand more fully the 
practical problems of dealing with informants. 

1. Do not argue with the informant. 

This means that the investigator must assume as a basis of operation that the 
informant is always right. In reality, the informant may be wrong, but it rarely, 
if ever, does any good to argue. If the informant appears to be contradicting data 
previously given, it may be that there is an entirely different aspect involved. 
On one day the informant may give a past completive and on the next day a past 
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incompletive for substantially the same action. The difference is essentially one 
of perspective, and quite without realizing it, the informant may have shifted his 
viewpoint. Such problems cannot be resolved by arguingj their solution depends 
primarily upon evidence acquired in other contexts. 

2. Let the informant teach. 

The investigator should pronounce each expression after the informant, insisting 
that the informant approve only when the forms are fully intelligible. 

3. Do not ask the informant to repeat many times. 

Dozens of repetitions are tedious and nonsensical. Furthermore, the linguist 
will profit by returning to a particularly difficult problem after he has examined 
more data. 

U. Do not work too long at a stretch. 

It has been found that forty-five minutes is usually long enough. Some type of 
intermission of ten or fifteen minutes before another session is important. 

Usually an investigator will acquire sufficient data in three forty-five minute 
sessions to keep him busy for the rest of the day analyzing and memorizing the 
material. It is most essential that analysis keep up with acquisition, for other
wise a great deal of time is wasted. If the linguist is unable to take the time to 
memorize all the roots, he must, at any rate, be fully familiar with all the bound 
forms. 

5. Do not inquire as to the "why's" of the language. 

Questions as to why a language has certain allomorphs or why certain combinations 
occur rather than others should not be asked. If the informant is honest, he will 
probably not be able to answer^ and if by such a question the investigator implies 
a lack of knowledge on the part of the informant or a deficiency in the language, 
then the question has done more harm than it could ever do good. It would be quite 
as ridiculous to ask the average speaker of English to define the meaning of -ceive 
in receive, deceive, perceive, and conceive, to explain why intolerable begins with 
in- and improbable begins with im-,or why I occurs with.am and he with is, or how 
it is that mushroom looks as though it were derived from mush and room. The in
formant is the source of the data, but he is not the analyst. 

6. Elicit meanings by asking how a form is used. 

It is often difficult for informants to provide adequate meanings of forms 
(either bound or free), but they can usually offer illustrations of how a particular 
form would be used in various contexts. 

7. Show genuine appreciation of the informant's help and ability. 

The linguist's enthusiasm about the informant's language, about his assistance, 
and about his willingness to teach is often the most rewarding compensation for 
work which may be regarded by the informant's own tribesmen as socially degrading 
or suspect. Treating the informant as a person and a friend is the best guarantee 
of success. 
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ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

The steps in-the analysis of a language differ considerably from the order of exposi
tion of linguistic techniques. In the process of working with an informant we cannot ex
pect to receive neatly classified data and complete paradigmatic series. We are confronted 
with an interrelated mass of phonological, morphological, and syntactic materials. Further
more, we must have all of these types of data, for problems of allophones and allomorphs 
are closely related to matters of juncture, and these in turn point to morphological and 
syntactic groupings. The sounds are, of course, primary and basic, but as a matter of 
practical procedure, we do not attempt to solve all the phonemic problems without consider
ing the structural features. 

8.1 Relationship of Analytical to Field Procedures 

Analysis must go hand in hand with field work. In fact, it may be considered a large 
part of it. The person who expects to gather all the materials before beginning the analy
sis will find that many pertinent data have been neglected because no evaluation accompanied 
the collection. Furthermore, even the best phonetician will not detect all the significant 
features of any language without at the same time investigating the structural and semantic 
contrasts. 

4 

The analysis tells the investigator what to look for. As the data are analyzed he 
begins to realize which categories are expressed in the language and which not. In sampling 
the language material (practically all linguistic work consists to some degree of sampling) 
the linguist then knows what type of forms to elicit and which distinctions should be fur
ther investigated. To elicit paradigms without supplementing the process by analysis may 
be a sheer waste of time. 

8.2 Steps in Analytical Procedure 

It is impossible to keep all the details of a language in one's mind. This means that 
one must sort, classify, and file observations and the substantiating data. But one cannot 
afford to file blindly, or the materials will be classified in a more-or-less irrelevant 
manner and the investigator may be able to find what he wants only with great difficulty. 
It is necessary, therefore, to make some initial observations of the data, and on the basis 
of these to work out some practical format for a file in which data may be classified. Af
ter making the initial observations and planning the framework of classification, one begins 
the major task of filing and analysis. 

8.21 Initial Observations 

Morphological analysis entails three principal types of initial observations: (l) pho
netic, (2) identificational, and (3) distributional. 

192 
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8.21.1 Phonetic Observations 

Certain phonetic facts are particularly pertinent to the morphological analysis. 
These include; 

1. Pauses or breaks between intonational units. Intonational pauses and breaks usu
ally occur between morphological constructions rather than within them and thus 
they provide important clues to the boundaries of such constructions. 

2. The distribution of allophones. Certain contrasts of allophonic distribution pro
vide valuable clues to word units. For example, phrase-initial and phrase-final 
forms tend to be extended by analogy to word-initial and word-final positions. 

3. The distribution of clusters. The distribution of certain clusters is often found 
to coincide with the occurrence of certain morphological units, e.g. morphemes, 
compounds, and words. 

U. Phonemic junctures. These junctures are based on phonetic features which may be 
included in the preceding types of phonetic data. 

5. Position of the stress. The stress may De variable, as in Eskimo, or fixed, as in 
Kekchi (on the last syllable) and Quechua (Tor the most part, on the next to the 
last syllable). If there is only one stress for each word, then the stress may be 
very helpful in determining structural units. If the stress is always on a posi-
tionally fixed syllable, then the problem is simplified even more. 

6. Phonological sequences. If there are patterns of vocalic or tone harmony which 
have a definitely restricted distribution, it usually happens that the boundaries 
of such formations coincide with some structurally pertinent groupings. 

8.21.2 Idehtificational Observations 

From the very beginning it is essential to identify as many morphemes as possible. 
There are two principal techniquesi 

1. Comparing partially similar forms to determine whether the formally similar portion 
reflects a corresponding semantic likeness. For example, we may compare the two 
Congo Swahili forms wunasema 'you (sg.) speak' and wutakapikiwa 'you (sg.) will be 
hit' and conclude, temporarily at least, that wu-, which is identical in the two 
forms, is probably the same morpheme, since there is a corresponding similarity in 
the meaning of the two forms. 

2. Comparing partially similar forms to determine whether a formally contrastive por
tion reflects a corresponding semantic difference. For example, we may compare the 
Congo Swahili words ninasema 'I speak1 and wunasema 'you (sg.) speak' and conclude 
that ni- must mean 'I' and wu- must mean 'you (sg.).' 

These two techniques are just the converse of each other, but their employment is determined 
by the extent of conformity between the partially similar forms. 

The investigator may, depending upon the ability of the informant and the structure of 
the language, ask the informant to identify the meanings of the forms. The chances are that 
the informant will be able to identify only full words (free or in morphological construc
tions) and some bound roots. If it is found that he can identify the meaning of almost 
every syllable-morpheme, then one may be comparatively certain that the language has a type 
of isolating structure, in which practically every syllable-morpheme is a syntactically 
pertinent unit. In such languages, however, there are usually a number of particles to 
which the native informant cannot readily assign a meaning. 
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The identificational techniques have been fully discussed in Chapter 2, but the solu
tion of many difficulties listed there depends upon considerable knowledge of the language. 
The procedures indicated here are the initial techniques which enable one to get a quick, 
overall glance at the language structure. 

8.21.3 Distributional Observations 

Even in the very beginning of linguistic investigation there are some distributional 
facts which should be notedi 

1. The classes of morphemes 

a. Do the roots and nonroots differ in size and shape? 

b. Are some nonroots inflectional and others derivational? 

c. Are there many root-plus-root combinations which seem to act like single words? 

d. Are there many nonroot morphemes? 

2. The order of the classes of morphemes 

a. Do all roots occur in the same relative order as regards the nonroots? 

b. Is the relative order of morphemes fixed? 

c. Do apparent derivational and inflectional formations preserve a strict relative 
order? 

3. Recurring combinations of morphemes 

a. Do some morphemes seem to be mutually obligatory? 

b. Do some morphemes seem to be mutually exclusive? 

U. Degree of allomorphic alternation 

a. Do morphemes exhibit many allomorphs? 

b. Do the allomorphs appear to be phonologically conditioned in distribution? or 

c. Do the changes in phonological form appear to be completely arbitrary? 

!?. Separability of units 

a. Can the informant readily divide expressions into constituent parts and assign 
meanings? 

b. Are combinations readily split by what seem to be free forms?1 

6. Sequences of morphemes 

a. Do some roots occur with certain nonroots and not with others? 

b. Do some roots act only as nounlike words and others only as verblike words? or 

If so, they are probably not morphological, but syntactic, constructions. 
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c. Are there many roots which seem to occur in both types of situations?^ 

It is quite impossible to give complete and final answers to all these questions, but 
they serve to direct the analysis and guide the formation of the file. 

8.22 Filing of Data 

8.22.1 Purpose of Filing Data 

By the process of filing each bit of information on a separate slip of paper one is 
able to collect in one place a quantity of similar data. It is, of course, also possible 
to achieve the same result by making long lists of words on large sheets of paperj but this 
device proves very awkward, for in all linguistic analysis it is constantly necessary to 
reorganize data. As more data are gathered, the relevance of certain distinctions may be 
increased or diminished, and constant regroupings must be made. For example, in Maya one 
might conclude that there is a class of words which are conjunctions, and which are struc
turally entirely separate from other types of words. It is only after considerable study 
of the language that most of these so-called conjunctions turn out to be possessed nouns 
(see section 5.2). If the data are filed on separate slips, the entire sections can be 
easily shifted from one place to another^ but if the data have been laboriously described 
on long sheets of paper, then the necessary recopying or repagination (or both) must be 
undertaken. 

In addition to its flexibility one of the principal advantages of a filing method of 
this type is its expandability. One cannot anticipate the size of certain classes of forms 
and only an expandable device can adequately meet the investigator's needs. 

Such a file has a further advantage in that it may be organized along the lines of the 
ultimate grammatical description of the language. Theoretically, it should be possible to 
file the data in such a manner that in the final description of the structure one could pro
ceed section by section through the file. 

8.22.2 Form of the Filing Slip 

The most convenient size for the filing slip is 3 by 5 inches. 

The slip should contain the following informationt 

1. An identification of the form under which the slip is to be filed. The form may be 
entered in the upper left-hand corner, with or without the meaning, or may be under
lined, with or without starring (see below). 

2. An indication of the location of the form in the field notes from which it was 
copied. It is absolutely essential that one be able to refer to the context when 
necessary. This notation may be made in the upper right corner. 

3. An expression which contains the form in question. At least one full morphological 
construction should be given. If the morpheme appears to be relational, then an 
entire phrase or sentence should be recorded, in order to illustrate the use. 

U. The meaning of the entire expression. 

2 
As, for example, man, hit, bull, roar, fish, jump, and run, which may be either nouns 

or verbs in English. 
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The following facsimiles (reduced) show the two types of file slips; they contain 
the data for form 2$ of Problem £i 

A. 

- i z - ' causat ive ' 

wutakanipikLzwa 

'you (sg.) w i l l cause me t o be h i t ' 

1-6 

B. 

1-6 

wutakanipikizwa 
I !• ii I A .• II_I> 1 

* 

'you (sg.) will cause me to be hit' 

In facsimile A we assume that the morpheme has been fully identified and its meaning 
determined. In B the morpheme is identified, but no meaning is given, either because the 
morpheme is of frequent occurrence and this is simply a supplementary form illustrating its 
use, or because the meaning has not been properly identified and illustrative examples are 
being filed so that the meaning may be ascertained later, on the basis of the several occur
rences. The star under the form -iz- indicates that the slip is to be filed under this 
particular morpheme. 

There are, of course, a number of variations of such filing slips possible} but they 
must all contain (l) an indication of the morpheme under which the slip is to be filed, (2) 
the illustrative form which contains the morpheme, and (3) the reference. In the facsimiles 
above the numerals 1-6 stand for notebook 1, page six. The line, too, may be indicated. 

8.22.3 Relationship of Filing to Analysis 

The investigator has presumably collected or is in the process of collecting two types 
of data, paradigmatic and text. The analysis of the paradigmatic data should be compara
tively easy, for the partially identical forms help to reveal the minimal recurring units. 
Once the morphemes are isolated, a separate slip should be made out for each, and then the 
slips should be filed under the individual morphemes. The place in which each morpheme is 
to be filed will be considered in section 8.22.6. There are, of course, many morphemes 
which are difficult to identify because of their ambiguous meanings, their relatively nu
merous allomorphs, or their shifting positions. It is particularly important to file data 
on as many instances of these forms as are recorded in the field notesj on the basis of a 
score or more of such occurrences it is often possible to determine the numerous allosemes, 
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a l lomorphs , and the complex d i s t r i b u t i o n . Only by c o l l e c t i n g t h e s e examples i n some form 
of f i l e can one conveniently t r e a t such d i f f i cu l t problems. 

The analysis of t ex t s i s by no means so simple, for there are no such ser ies of par
t i a l l y similar forms. For example, in a popular Comanche story one finds the following 
two l ines of tex t :^ 

1. pa ' ru 'ku , 'hunu9ru no'hini«nA. 

raccoon creek-in played-around. 

2. ' s u r i k i s e ' p i - 'pu iha ' c a n t o 9 i ' e t l , 'hu ' - ,ma- tu ,Tnri.hl,e«yU.^ 

he his-own-eye with-his-hand-takes-out t ree-on- in it-was-throwing. 

A free t rans la t ion of these sentences i s : 'The raccoon played around in the creek. He 
took out his eye and was throwing i t up in to the t ree .* 

With no more information than i s provided in these two sentences i t i s quite impossi
ble to i so l a t e the morphemes and to know how to classify and f i l e them. There are two pos
s ib le solutions» ( l ) to continue taking hundreds of pages of text u n t i l there w i l l be a 
suff icient number of p a r t i a l l y similar forms or (2) to supplement the text with a paradig
matic ser ies of questions which w i l l enable the invest igator to i s o l a t e the morphemes and 
determine something about t h e i r d i s t r ibu t ions . This second method i s adopted for the f i r s t 
sentence of text above in the following eight sentencesi 

1. wa'sape, 'hunu'ru no'hini-nA. 

bear creek-in played-around. 

2. pa ' ru 'ku , 'va*ru no'hini-nA. 

raccoon water- in played-around. 

3 . pa ' ru 'ku, 'hunu'kuhpa'ikl no'hini«nA. 

raccoon creek-through played-around. 

U. pa ' ru 'ku , 'hunu'ru poh'pini 'nA. 

raccoon creek-in jumped-around. 

5. pa ' ru 'ku, 'hunu'ru nih'kani 'nA. 

raccoon creek-in danced-around. 

6. pa ' ru 'ku, 'hunu'ru no'hini 'yU. 

raccoon creek-in was-playing-around. 

Eugene Nida, "Field Techniques in Descriptive Linguis t ics , " In ternat ional Journal of 
American Linguist ics , 13 (19U7), 3» I38-I46. 

Hyphens in the Comanche mark phonemic junctures which are phonologically iden t ica l 
with spaces, but s t ruc tu ra l ly contras t ive . Commas mark secondary pauses, and periods prima
ry pauses. A raised v e r t i c a l bar marks the onset of primary s t r e s s , and a lowered one the 
onset of secondary s t r e s s . Capitals indicate voiceless vowels. These data are not fu l ly 
phonemicized, but they are admittedly more so than would be possible af ter only a week or 
two of work in the language. 
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7. pa'ru*ku, 'hunu'ru no'hi-yU 

raccoon creek-in was-playing. 

8. pa'ru'ku, 'hunu'ru no'hinU. 

raccoon creek-in played. 

By means of t h i s ser ies of paradigmatic forms we have succeeded in i so la t ing the mor
phemes in the f i r s t sentence, as well as in discovering a number of others which are used 
in the supplementary sentences. The morphemes, in so far as our data reveal, consist of» 

1 2 3 k 5 6 
u-ku, 'hunu'' ru no 'hi ni« nA. pa'ru-ku, 

raccoon creek-in played-around. 

This means that we should file six different slips, one for each morpheme. We may not be 
able to assign the full meanings to the morphemes or state their distribution, but that is 
not necessary at this stage. In fact, the filing of the forms is precisely to enable us 
eventually to state the distribution on the basis of numerous instances of each morpheme 
in various combinations. From what we would already have learned about the structure of 
Comanche before reaching the stage of analyzing texts, we would know that pa'ru-ku 'raccoon' 
has the distribution of a noun in this sentence, Though it is rather long for a single 
morpheme, we are unable to analyze it into any smaller segments,-* and hence we file it under 
simple nouns, but in a special subdivision composed of forms which may prove to be complex. 
The morpheme 'hunu''- 'creek' may be filed under noun stems. The morpheme -ru 'in' may be 
tentatively filed as a suffix occurring with nouns. However, if we filed a number of occur
rences of -ru, we would discover that it has a very wide distribution and is postposed to a 
number of different types of expressions. As such, it would actually prove to be a clitic, 
and we would treat its distribution in the syntax and not in the morphology. 

The fourth slip containing no'hi- 'play' would be filed under verb stems, and the 
fifth, with -ni* 'around,' under suffixes to verbs. Since -ni* does not appear to be in
flectional either in meaning or distribution, we can treat it tentatively as derivational. 
The finals suffix -nA should be filed as occurring with verbs and as probably inflectional. 

We could then isolate the various additional morphemes occurring in the eight sentences 
of supplementary paradigmatic data and could file these forms, alsoj but if we did so, we 
should indicate on the slips that these data were not found in original texts, but in sup
plementary paradigmatic forms. 

These two processes, of supplementing the text data by paradigmatic forms and of fil
ing such data in order to collect the occurrences necessary for describing the distribu
tions of forms, are the most essential features of the analytical procedures. 

8.22.U Nature and Quantity of the Data to be Filed 

We are concerned in this chapter only with the data which are pertinent to the mor
phology. These include (l) the morphemes, including their allomorphs, (2) the meanings of 
the morphemes, and (3) the distributions of the morphemes. The data concerning the meanings 
of morphemes are only indirectly pertinent to the morphological structure, but one must know 
something of the meaning in order to isolate the morphemes. Furthermore, a complete state
ment of the distribution involves many features which require a more or less adequate 

Popular etymology connects the first syllable pa- with the morpheme pa- <= va- 'water' 
(cf. 'vaTu, second sentence of the supplementary paradigmatic data), but this connection 
is not certain. 
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semantic analysis. However, the meanings of the morphemes are primarily a problem of the 
lexicon and not of the structure. 

All instances of morphophoneiric contrasts should be listed under types of allomorphic 
alternation. Subdivisions based on phonologically and morphologically defined environments 
should be made. 

In filing a morpheme to determine its meaning one should continue to make entries so 
long as there are occurrences with apparent allosemic differences. 

In filing occurrences of a morpheme to determine its distribution, one should continue 
to list and file examples until in any new context the distribution can be accurately pre
dicted. Linguists usually do not attempt to file all the occurrences of each morpheme in 
several hundred or a thousand pages of field notes, but in checking over text data one 
should record and file any previously unnoted type of distribution. 

8.22.5 Number of Files 

Whether one keeps a number of separate files on the data of a language or makes major 
subdivisions in a single file is unimportant. What does matter is the proper division of 
data. There are three principal subdivisions! (l) phonological (including data on phonetics 
and phonemics), (2) structural (including morphology and syntax), and (3) lexical. We are 
concerned here primarily with the structural, or grammatical, file and secondarily with the 
lexical one. 

As noted in the previous section, the lexical file constitutes a type of supplementary 
aid to the structural analysis, for it proves valuable in the isolation and identification 
of morphemes. 

The structural file, which may be called the "grammar file," includes the morphophone-
mic differences, the inventory of morphemic classes, and the distributions of these classes. 

It is also convenient to have a reference, or discard, file, into which may be placed 
all slips which for one reason or another have been taken out of the regular structural 
file. In the process of working on the distribution of morphemes one frequently makes out 
several hundred slips for a particular morpheme, only to discover later that its distribu
tion can be succinctly stated in terms of some other recognized class. These hundreds of 
slips may encumber the structural file, and it is advisable to remove them and to substi
tute a simple statement in their place. Such slips, however, should not be thrown away, 
for one may wish to refer to these illustrative data later. Furthermore, it may be that 
the restatement of the distribution will not be entirely correct. The slips will then be 
of great value in revision. 

8.22.6 Form of the Structural File 

The structural file contains three primary divisions! (l) morphophonemics (including 
all allomorphic alternations), (2) morphology, and (3) syntax. We are concerned here only 
with the first two divisions, but it has already been remarked that one cannot treat the 
morphology properly without at the same time analyzing the syntax. As we have noted in 
previous chapters, there is often no clearly marked distinction between morphological and 
syntactic structures; furthermore, at the beginning of one's filing and analysis there are 
ajways important structures which are not immediately classifiable as unmistakably morpho
logical or unmistakably syntactic. 

The illustrative data of the language are written on slips of paper, as described in 
section 8.22.2. Each division in the file should be marked by an index card, on which may 
be written the name of the division, e.g. Morphophonemics, Morphology, Syntax, 
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Syntactophonemics, Nouns, Derivation, Inflecti on, Suffixes, Order 3> -3s '1st pi.' The 
number and variety of such index cards depends upon the structure of the language. 

Some investigators have found it convenient to indicate the successive sets of pri
mary coordinate divisions by different-colored tabs. These color distinctions make it pos
sible to file the data more rapidly, and at the same time they serve to emphasize the struc
tural divisions. 

8.22.61 Morphophonemic Section 

All allomorphic alternations should be filed in the morphophonemic section of the file. 
Some of these changes may be morphologically pertinent and others syntactically so, but this 
subdivision can be made only after considerable investigation of the structure. If the mor
phologically and syntactically significant allomorphic alternations are identical, and es
pecially if they can be defined in terms of phonological environment, it is profitable to 
classify them together; in the. description of the grammar they may be treated in the same 
section. 

As soon as possible one should begin to subdivide allomorphic alternations on the basis 
of phonologically vs. morphologically defined environments. This classification must be 
constantly reexamined, for differences which are apparently definable in terms of phono
logical environment may prove to be morphologically conditioned, and vice versa. 

Under the subdivisions of phonologically and morphologically definable environments 
the different allomorphic alternations should be classified, in so far as they can be, 
under phonological processes, e.g. assimilation, dissimilation, reduction of clusters, loss 
of final vowels, palatalization, and nasalization. This is the most significant manner of 
assembling possibly related changes. Such subdivisions will not include all the types of 
allomorphic alternation, but they will account for a high percentage of the morphophonemics, 
and the exceptions (most of which will be morphologically defined) can be listed as special 
types. 

It is important to file all the morphophonemic data in a single section, even though 
in the ultimate description of the language one may not include all of these data in the 
morphophonemic section of the grammar. As a rule, one does not include in the morphopho
nemic section of a grammar those allomorphic alternations which occur in only one morpheme. 
Such matters affecting individual morphemes are discussed at the point where the distribu
tion of the morpheme in question is described, but it is impossible to know the extent of 
any one type of allomorphic alternation unless one lists all the examples of it in an 
appropriate place in the file. 

8.22.62 Morphology Section 

Allomorphic alternation which occurs in morphological constructions is essentially a 
part of the morphology of a language, in the same way that similar changes occurring in 
syntactic constructions are actually a part of the syntax. If we find thatthe types and 
occurrences of such changes are distinct, we may set up two sections, (l) morphophonemics 
and (2) syntactophonemics, each of which would treat the allomorphic alternations occurring 
within its province. In the beginning of our analysis of a language we cannot easily make 
such distinctions, so we tend to group all these changes together in a single morphopho
nemic section. This does not mean, however, that we must follow this procedure in the ul
timate organization of the grammar. On the other hand, if we do distinguish morphophonemic 
and syntactophonemic changes, then we should file each of these under the proper headings 
in the following type of arrangementt 
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A. Morphology 

1. Morphophonemics 

2. Morphology proper 

B. Syntax 

1. Syntactophonemics 

2. Syntax proper 

The morphology (or the morphology proper) includes the following primary divisions: 
(l) the inventory of morphemes by classes, and (2) the distributions of morphemes, 

The inventory of morphemes is divided between (a) roots and (b) nonroots. This is for 
most languages the primary structural division. Certain isolating languages, in which each 
morpheme is a root and has a syntactic type of distribution, would exhibit no such dichot
omy. 

Roots are divided on the basis of their major distributional environments, e.g. nouns, 
verbs, pronouns, nouns and verbs, nouns and pronouns, particles. Further distinctions may 
be made between free roots and bound roots, but this distinction is generally indicated by 
the manner in which the morpheme is listed, i.e. with or without a structural hyphen. 

Nonroots are divided on the basis of occurrence with various classes of roots, e.g. 
nouns, verbs, nouns and verbs, pronouns. The divisions of roots and nonroots in the inven
tory of forms anticipates the distributional statements made later in the grammar. 

In the inventory section of the file there must be a special division for unclassified 
stems. There are always morphemes which do not seem to fit into any class, and the assign
ing of class membership to such morphemes must wait further examination of the distribu
tions. 

It is obvious that this section of the file reflects the data included in the follow
ing section, where the distribution of specific morphemes and classes of morphemes is list
ed. However, the grouping of classes of morphemes in this inventory section makes possible 
more accurate and comprehensive descriptions of the particular distributions. 

The section on the distribution of morphemes is subdivided according to the principal 
word classes (and morphological-structure classes, or both) of the language as determined 
by their internal distribution. The external distribution of such classes is a matter for 
the syntax. In many instances, however, we need to recognize internal and external distri
butions in order to make a coherent description of the language as a whole. One will prob
ably find it necessary to set up at least three principal classes: nouns, verbs, and par
ticles. As the number of primary distributional distinctions increases, more principal 
classes may be set up. Later such classes may be combined if the structure reveals impor
tant affinities not previously recognized. The value of the filing system lies precisely 
in this flexibility. 

If we set up nouns as the first principal structural class, we should then subdivide 
this class into derivational and inflectional formations, provided, of course, that the 
language exhibits such distinctions. Under the derivation we distinguish (1) root-plus-
root (or nucleus-plus-nucleus) and (2) root-^plus-nonroot formations. Nouns in the first 
of these constructions we subdivide under their sequence classes and those in the second 

Many languages, among them Chinese and Burmese, exhibit only derivational formations. 
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we list under their determiners. The determiners may at first be subdivided purely on the 
basis of alphabetical listing, but later it may be convenient to classify them by relative 
orders, categories, or sets of .mutually obligatory or mutually exclusive morphemes. 

In actual practice the analysis of the derivational formations of any word class is 
undertaken rather late in the procedure. The usual reasons for this are: 

1. The many complex allomorphic alternations. 

2. The nonproductive character of many of the structures, which makes it difficult to 
isolate morphemes. 

3. Complications due to borrowings from foreign languages. Portions of the borrowed 
words may show partial resemblances to nonborrowed ones, but they may be structur
ally and semantically very difficult to relate. 

As a result of these complications, many descriptive grammars merely touch on the 
derivation, mentioning solely the very productive patterns. 

The inflectional formations, as well as the derivational ones, should ultimately be 
treated in terms of immediate constituents, since they determine the pertinent environment 
of any morpheme. It is quite impossible, however, to know the immediate constituents of 
formations without a knowledge of all the patterns. Accordingly, in filing inflectional 
formations the determiners, which identify and define the extent of the structural pattern, 
may be filed (l) alphabetically, (2) by broad subdivisions of structure, e.g. prefixal, 
suffixal, suprafixal, (3) by categories, and (U) by relative orders. Whether one employs 
a subdivision by categories depends largely upon the relationship of categories to formal 
and distributional features¿ The significance of relative orders is likewise dependent up
on their correlation with successive sets of immediate constituents. However, there tend 
to be many more relationships between relative orders and immediate constituents, than 
between categories and immediate constituents. Special attention must also be paid to 
mutually obligatory and mutually exclusive occurrences between different orders. 

Having treated the nouns in accordance with derivational and inflectional formations, 
one then considers the other structural classes, e.g. verbs, pronouns, attributives, and 
particles. The term "particle1' is usually not applied to a class of forms exhibiting in
flectional formations^ and so in this instance at least, one would describe only the deri
vation. Treatment of the derivation might consist solely in listing a few complex forma
tions. All single root words serving as particles would be listed in the inventory section. 

It is impossible to determine in advance of analysis what specific form a file should 
have. Nevertheless, the following outlines will be found to be broadly applicable in a 
number of situations. 

Outline A 

I. Morphophonemics 

A. Phonologically defined distribution 

1. Classifiable by phonological processes 

a. Assimilation 

b. Nasalization 

c. Palatalization 

d. Reduction of clusters 

etc. 
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2. Not classifiable by phonological processes 

B. Morphologically defined distribution 

1. Classifiable by phonological processes 

a. Assimilation 

b. Nasalization 

etc. 

2. Not classifiable by phonological processes 

II. Morphology 

A. Inventory of morphemes 

1. Roots 

a. Noun' 

b. Verb 

c. Noun and verb 

d. Attributive 

e. Attributive and noun 

f. Particle 

etc. 

2. ifonroots 

a. Occurring with nouns 

b. Occurring frith verbs 

c. Occurring with nouns and verbs 

etc. 

B. Distribution of morphemes 

1. Nouns 

a. Derivational formations 

1'. Root plus root 

a'. Noun plus noun 

7 
These classes may be subdivided to indicate any major distribution classes. 

8 
These classes may be further subdivided to distinguish derivational and inflectional 

morphemes. 
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b'. Noun plus verb 

c'. Noun plus attributive 

etc. 

2'. Root plus nonroot° 

b. Inflectional formations-1-0 

2. Verbs 

a. Derivational formations 

b. Inflectional formations10 

3. Attributives 

a. Derivational formations 

b. Inflectional formations10 

k. Particles 

a. Derivational formations11 

III. Syntax12 

Whether any file has these particular divisions depends entirely upon the structure of 
the languagej similarly, the number of subdivisions is dependent upon the complexity of the 
structure. In languages where the allomorphic alternation occurring in morphological con
structions differs significantly from that occurring in syntactic constructions, it is ad
visable to employ a somewhat altered file outlinei 

Outline B13 

I. Morphology 

^Subdivisions in this class are usually listed under specific determinersj but where 
successive layers occur, the subdivisions should reflect such sets of immediate constituents. 

Subdivisions should ultimately reflect successive sets of immediate constituents, 
beginning with the uninflected stem, but initial filing usually follows an alphabetical 
listing of morphemes. 

There are usually very few such formations] inflectional formations are rare in 
classes called particles. 

The construction of the syntax file does not come within the scope of this treatment, 
but the general pattern is the same. The primary division is between (l) inventory of syn
tactic word classes and (2) distribution of these classes. The second section is subdi
vided between (a) non-sentence-forming constructions and (b) sentence-forming constructions. 
The non-sentence-forming constructions may be subdivided in accordance with endocentrie, 
exocentric, coordinate, and subordinate distinctions, and the sentence-forming constructions 
may be subdivided conveniently between principal and nonprincipal. 

This second outline does not attempt to include the detail of the first, since the 
differences are ones of primary, not secondary, divisions. 
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A. Morphophonemics 

1. Phonologically defined distributions 

2. Morphologically defined distributions 

B. Morphology proper 

1. Inventory of morphemes 

2. Distribution of morphemes 

II. Syntax 

A. Syntactophonemics 

B. Syntax proper 

8.3 Determining the Relative Order of Morphemes 

In determining the relative order of morphemes there are two steps in procedure: (l) 
plotting the actual positions as they occur in the recorded data and (2) determining the 
successive sequences. 

We may illustrated the process of determining the relative order of morphemes by treat
ing the suffixes of Zoque in the data of Problem 116. The procedure includes several steps» 

1. List the morphemes in a column. 

2. Rule off and number additional columns in which to indicate successive positions 
counting from the stem. 

3. Indicate in these columns (by x) all the actual positions, counting from the stem, 
which are occupied by each morpheme. 

i+. List for one of the morphemes all the forms in which it occurs in its farthest 
position from the stem (or numerically highest position) according to step 3. 

5. Now determine the farthest position from the stem (or numerically highest position) 
which may be occupied by each of the morphemes that immediately precedes the par
ticular morpheme in the forms listed for it in step U. 

6. Assign the particular morpheme a relative order that is one number higher than the 
numerically highest position of any of the morphemes treated in step £. 

A chart of the actual positions of the Zoque suffixal morphemes would look like thisi 
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Forms Containing Suffix in Farthest 
Suffixes Actual Position Counting from Stem or Highest Actual Position from Stem 

1 2 3 U 5 6 7 8 9 101¡i 

1. -pa ~ -p x x h, 10, lU, 17, 21, 38, 39, 57, 59, 69 

2. -u ~ -w x x x x x 20, U3 

3 . -hay1^ x 3 , U, 7, 8, lU, 15, 19, 20, 2k, k3, 

51, 52, 67 

U. -yah x x 7, 20, 26, 27, 28, k3, 5U, 6 l , 67 

5. -to-'y x x 8, 15, 62 

6. - t e 9 x x x 20, 1|3, 5U 

7. - k e ' t x x x x 20, U3 

8. - t i h x x x x U3 

9. -Seh x x x 1;3 

e tc . 

Having charted the actual positions of morphemes and listed the forms which exhibit 
the suffixes in their hightest actual positions, our next task is to determine the rela
tive order of each morpheme by the fifth step in the procedure. To describe this process 
we may designate the morpheme whose relative order we wish to determine as X and all other 
morphemes as Y. Step 5 may be subdivided as follows: 

1. List the Y morphemes immediately preceding X in those forms in which X occurs in 
its highest actual position. For the morpheme -pa ~ -p we must list all the mor
phemes occurring in forms k, 10, lU, 17, 21, 38, 39, 57, $9, 69. 

2. Determine which Y morpheme has the highest actual position. We will then know that 
the X morpheme has a relative order at least one number higher than the highest Y. 
In the case of -pa ~ -g we find that in forms 17, 21, 57, and 69 the Y morpheme 
immediately preceding X is -ke^t (morpheme 7), which occurs in a fourth actual po
sition. This means that -pa ~ -p belongs to at least the fifth relative order. 

3. Select the highest Y morpheme, and treat it as an X morpheme in determining its own 
relative order. This means that we shift our attention to -ke°t and consider its 
Y morphemes, which occur in forms 20 and k3. The Y morpheme in these forms is -t99, 
which never occurs in an actual position higher than 3. 

U. Continue to select Y morphemes to establish successive series of X morphemes until 
all the relative orders are determined. 

The test of mutually exclusive occurrence must be employed in dealing with morphemes 
listed as belonging to the same relative orders. For example, we may determine that -pa ~ 

-^It is possible to treat morphemes in orders 8, 9, and 10 as clitics, but the evi
dence for this is not provided by the data of Problem lió. 

It is obvious that a form which is always juxtaposed to the root belongs to the first 
relative order. 
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-p and -u ~ -w both belong to the fifth relative order. We must then proceed to check 
through "all the data to see whether any one form contains both morphemes. If it does, 
then we have made a mistake. If not, then our description of relative orders can stand 
until we discover contradictory evidence. 

Problem 118 (data consisting of the Zoque forms listed in Problem 116) 

Instructions: 

a. Continue "the charting of the actual positions of the suffixes. 

b. Determine the relative orders of all the suffixes. 

Problem 119 (data consisting of the Congo Swahili forms listed in Problem 5) 

Instructions» Determine the relative orders of the morphemes in the verb forms. 

Problem 120 (data consisting of the Aztec forms listed in Problem 115) 

Instructions: Determine the relative orders of the morphemes in the verb forms. 

8.U Use of Arbitrary10 Symbols in Identifying Forms 

Just as the mathematician finds it convenient to employ symbols for various factors 
and to describe relationships by these, so the linguist uses symbols to simplify and clar
ify his statements about structure.^• 

Symbols may be used in a number of different ways to identify forms and structure. 
For example, in describing the inflection of verbs, various classes of roots or stems may 
be identified as A, B, C, etc.; I, II, III, etc.} or 1, 2, 3, etc. In some analyses one 
may wish to distinguish verb, noun, attributive, and pronominal roots as V, N, A, and P, 
respectively. Then subclasses of verb stems may be indicated by subscript numerals, e.g. 
V1, Vp, V,, etc.j or if the subclasses are related to such distinctions as transitive and 
intransitive, then*the classes may be indicated as V and V. or, somewhat more conveniently, 
as Vt and Vi. Noun stems may be distinguished as Np 'possessed noun stems' and Nu 'unpos
sessed noun stems.' Or one may want to distinguish masculine, feminine, and neuter stems 
by Nm, Nf, Nn. There are no limits, except practical ones, to the extent to which one may 
employ such symbols, and there is no fixed manner in which this symbolization must be car
ried out. 

In symbolizing inflectional formations it has been found convenient to use series of 
numerals which indicate the various features of the structure. For example, the Zoque in
flectional affixes in Problem 116 may be symbolized by numerals arranged according to the 
following system: 

-^The term "arbitrary" does not apply to the system employed, but to the fact that the 
symbols chosen are not related to the forms of the morpheme. In this sense, all mathemati
cal symbols, also, are arbitrary. 

'The following articles indicate how structural statements may employ arbitrary sym
bolization: C. F. Voegelin, "A Problem in Morpheme Alternants and Their Distribution," 
Language, 23 (19U7), 3: 2U5-Í&J Zellig S. Harris, "Structural Restatements II," Internation
al Journal of American Linguistics, 13,(19^7), 3: 175-86j and Paul L.Garvin, "Kutenai III» 
Morpheme Distributions (Prefix, Theme, Suffix),1' International Journal of American Linguis
tics, lk (I9ii8> 3» 171-87. 
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1. Successive positions counting to the left from a decimal point. 

a. The number of the morpheme within a relative order. 

b. The relative order counting from the stem. 

c. The relationship of the affix to the form as a whole, i.e. suffixal or prefixal. 

2. Successive positions counting to the right of the decimal point. 

a. The morphologically defined allomorphs. 

b. The phonologically defined allomorphs. 

In the Zoque data there are three suffixes in the fifth orderi -pa ~ -p_ 'incompletive,' 
-u ~ -w 'completive,' and -a 'neutral aspect,' occurring in forms with ha-, negative prefix. 
We may list these as follows: 

-pa 251.01 

-p 251.02 

-u 252.01 

-w 252.02 

-a 253. 

When there is no need of distinguishing phonologically defined alternants then the 
numerals 25l. and 252. suffice. To identify all of this series we may employ 250. 

The prefixal morpheme v- 'third person subject in the transitive verb1 could be sym
bolized as 111., and yah- 'causative' as 112. 

The first numeral indicates whether the form is prefixal pr suffixal. Prefixes are 
100., and suffixes 200. 

The perfective morpheme -a9a <•> -9a <» -a constitutes a set of morphologically defined 
allomorphsi10 -a9a occurs in forms 32, 33, 3k, 3$, 5l, 52, 55, and 60j -°a occurs in form 
U8j and -a occurs in forms 37, 38, and 67. These may be listed as 271.1, 271.2, and 271.3. 
There are no other morphemes of the seventh order. 

Having determined a numerical value for all the morphemes, we may describe the forms 
by their symbols, e.g.» 

1. kerlu V + 252.011? 

2. kenpa V -+• 251.01 

3. kyenhayu lll.± V ± 211.+ 252.01 

1R 
In the restricted data treated here it would be possible to describe these allomorphs 

as having phonologically defined distributions, but because of the nature of the environ
ments given in this problem, it is "safer" to consider them morphologically defined. 

°0ne does not normally indicate phonologically defined allomorphs, particularly if 
some comprehensive statement may be made in the morphophonemics covering all such phonolog
ical alternants. 
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U3. kyenhayahtQ''ke?tuSehtih 111. ± V i 211.± 221. i 231 ¿z 2Í-1.+- 2^2. ± 281. ± 291.20 

There are some statements which may be simplified by the use of such symbols. For 
example, we may say that the basic requirements of any verb are V -(- 250. These are the 
only required constituents. All the others are optional. Furthermore, we can easily state 
the types of sequences which occur, and may even determine something in regard to their 
frequency. 

Problem 121 (data consisting of the Zoque forms listed in Problem 116) 

Instructionsi Write out the formulas for the following formsi 10, 16, 19, 36, h9, 55, 
and 62. 

Problem 122 (data consisting of the Ilamba forms listed in Problem 38) 

Instructions: 

a. Set up three major classes of stemsi nouns, adjectives, and verbs. 

b. Subdivide the adjectives into Al, e.g. -ko• lu 'big,' and A2, e.g. -akoe 'his,' -moe 
•one,' and -bele 'two.1 

c. Subdivide the noun stems into eight classes, e.g. NI, *N2, N3, etc. 

d. Treat only the prefixal forms of the first five words in each sentence. 

e. Do not attempt to indicate the different relative orders in the verbs. 

f. Describe the distributions which occur. 

Certain important cautions must be indicated in the use of arbitrary symbols to iden
tify morphemes and classes of morphemes: 

1. Symbolization should simplify. The difficulty with any system of symbolization is 
the tendency to be exceedingly complicated. The economy enjoyed as a result of 
neater statements does not always compensate for the space occupied in the listing 
and defining of the symbols. 

2. Symbols must be adapted to the language. It is impossible to adopt one type of 
symbolization and employ it for all types of languages. 

3. Symbols should be used only when the structure of the language is so complicated 
that it can be much more easily described in this fashion. 

h. The construction of symbolic formulas cannot substitute for description by immedi
ate constituents. The mechanical listing of sequences without indicating the lay
ers of formation and the successive sets of immediate constituents is entirely in
adequate. 

20 
The symbol ± means "plus or minus" and denotes that a form is not obligatory. Note 

that order S> is always marked by the symbol+. 
21 
It should be noted in this connection that Garvin's treatment of Kutenai (op. cit.) 

is an excellent listing of the sequences, and indirectly indicates the main outlines of the 
sets of immediate constituents! but it is essentially a step (though a very important one) 
in the analytical procedure, rather than a final description of structure. 
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Problem 123 (data [restricted] from the Isthmus dialect of Zapotee, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions: 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. File the data in accordance mth the proper outline. 

1. ba9du 'child' 

2. nawi9ini 'is small1 

3. nabiji 'is dry' 

h. bibijini 'it dried' 

5. b a 9 d u - w i 9 i n i 'baby ' 

6 . ma b i j a g a a 9 ' I ' m a l r e a d y t i r e d ' 

7. b i k i S i n i ' i t became w h i t e ' 

8. g iS i ' p a p e r ' 

9 . g i c i - k i c i 'wh i t e pape r ' 

10. nanaa9 ' I know' 

1 1 . nakaa9 ' I am' 

12. nanalu 'you ( s g . ) know' 

1 3 . nakabe l a ' i s h e ? ' 

l l ; . ñauo0 ' i s b i g ' 

1 E > . yo 9 o ' h o u s e ' 

16 . y o 9 o - r o 9 ' b i g house ' 

17. - j a p a ' feminine pe r son ' 

18 . ba 9 du- j apa ' g i r l ' 

1? . n g i 9 i u 'man' 

20. b a 9 d u - n g i 9 i u 'boy ' 

21 . n a k i c i ' i s w h i t e ' 

22. kayo9o ' h o u s e s ' 

23. yo0oka ' t h a t house ' 

2U. n g i ' i u k a ' t h a t man' 

2f?. kang i 9 i uka ' t h o s e men1 

26. b a 9 d u - w i 9 i n i k a ' t h a t baby' 

27. kaba 9 du-Japa ' g i r l s ' 

28. ba9duka 'that child' 

29. nabaaninu 'we live' 

30. nabaanitu 'you (pi.) live' 

31. zabaanipe 'they will live' 

32. bika9a9 'I wrote' 

33. bika9nu 'we wrote' 

3U. zabi'itu 'you (pi.) will go home' 

35» zabi'ilu 'you (sg.) will go home' 

36. ma 'already' 

37. izi9 'tomorrow' 

38. yanna 'now' 

39. tobi 'one' 

UO. tapa 'four' 

Ul. ga9ayu 'five' 

U2. skici 'paper (someone's)* 

h3. spa9du 'child (someone's)' 

UU. geta 'corncake' 

li5. sketa 'corncake (someone's)' 

I46. di9ija 'word' 

U7. st:i9ija 'word (someone's)' 

U8. do9o 'rope' 

ll9» sto9o 'rope (someone's)' 

$Q. sto9o la 'rope? (someone's)' 

5l. nabi9ilu la 'are you (sg.) going home?1 
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Problem 12U (hypothetical data)22 

Instructions» 

a. Phonemicize the following data. 

b. Identify the morphemes. 

c. File the data in accordance with the proper outline. 

211 

1. 

2. 

3. 

k. 

$. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Ik. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

linaa] 'his hand' 

ndii9 linaa] 'this is his hand' 

panda lopalu9] 'how many sticks do you have?' 

lcnaala9] 'your hands' 

lanNña9a] 'our mother' 

lonnaala9] 'your (pi.) hands' 

nangaki9 linaala9] 'look at his hands]' 

nangawa9 elba9du] 'they are looking at the boy' 

nangawa elba9du] 'the boy is looking' 

beendawa9 enba9aldu] 'the boys are coming' 

beendapa9 eriba9aldu] 'the boys came' 

mualama9 enkiiSala9] 'the girls will return' 

ñenepa elkiiSa] 'the girl thought1 

elbere ganupama] 'you saw the chicken' 

linlayala9] 'their teeth' 

manisa elbeenda9] 'the fish is in the water' 

maniiza enberela0] 'the chickens are in the corn' 

ganuki9 ennaaza9] 'see the twins.' ' 

zendata niiza] 'he will gather corn' 

kanula9] 'listenj' 

ganupa9 biisi toobi] 'they saw one ghost' 

(Continued on next page.) 

22, -The stems and phonemic problems are from Zapotee of the Isthmus, while the affixes 
and the manner in which they occur with the stems reflect the usage in Chontal of Oaxaca, 
Mexico. 
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22. [sanisa winiwa elbe9enda] 'the snake lives under water' 

23. [ndii9 be9enda toobi] 'this is one snake' 

2U. [gaseta9 dSi9iña] 'they will look for sugar' 

25. [zendapa9 eldzi9iña] 'they gathered the sugar' 

26. [nuuma] 'he will start' 

27. [rienemama] 'you will say' 

28. [rawawaya] 'I am calling' 

29. [rienepaya9] 'we said' 

30. [bene rawapaya9] 'we called it clay' 

31. [qgaa] 'that?' 

32. [sapalu elnisa] 'the water is under the stick' 

33. [madzi9iña niiza] 'there is corn in the sugar' 

3k. [para9a zialawama9] 'where are you (pi.) going?' 

35. [para'a enbeendala'' tSona] 'where are the three fish?' 

36. [ganuwaya] 'I am seeing' 

31. [panda d5uu9 gase 9wa 9] 'how many soldiers are they looking for?' 

38. [ganaya] *I have seen' 

39. [So on o palu9] 'eight sticks' 

UO. [gasa endzuu9 Mmaa] 'more soldiers are near' 

111. [ndii9 bene Mmaa] 'this is more clay' 

1|2. [tsona dzii 9 zialama9] 'they will go for three days' 

J4.3. [yaana zialamaya9] 'now we will go' 

kk. [starama] 'he will go home1 

U5. [Starapa9] 'they hit' 

U6. [waraataya9] 'we will ask it' 

Ii7. [gaSa winipa9] 'they lived nearby' 

U8. [wina9] 'they died' 

h$. [tapa Ñña9ala9] 'four mothers' 

50. [nazaki9] 'try it:' 

(Continued on next page.) 



51. 

52. 

53. 

51*. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

6U. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

7U. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

78. 

79. 
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nazawaya0] 'we are trying' 

laaduwaya9] 'we are singing' 

laadula9] 'singJ' 

laada] 'he finished singing1 

laatula9] 'run!' 

para9a laatuwa9] 'where are they running?' 

zialama] 'you have gone?' 

rgaa liniiza] 'that is his corn' 

para'a loberela9] 'where are your chickens?' 

ganupa elNna'a elkiiSa] 'the mother saw the girl' 

lanlayala'' ] 'our teeth' 

toobi laya] 'one tooth' 

tSona bii§ali] 'three ghosts' 

rienaya9] 'we finished saying' 

rienewaya9] 'we are saying' 

gasa be9endala9] 'there are snakes nearby' 

zialamaya9 ] ' let' s go' 

nene9maya9] 'let's think' 

haa naaza9] 'imagine that] they are twins' 

tsVu] 'let's goj' 

hana] 'let's' 

nese elbeenda9] 'the fish is ready' 

nele elniiza] 'the corn is ready' 

haa rawawa] 'imagine that J he is calling1 

ngaa palu] 'that is a stick' 

kanuwama] 'are you listening?' 

para9a winipa] 'where did he live?' 

mualapaya9] 'we returned' 

nene°aya9] 'we finished thinking' 

(Continued on next 
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80. [naaza elkiisa] 'the girl is a twin' 

81. [beendawaya] 'I am coming' 

82. [gasepama0 elba'du ngaa] 'you (pi.) looked for that boy1 

83. [elstala] 'the house' 

8U. [lanstala9] 'our houses' 

8£. [lastala] 'my house' 

Problem 125 (hypothetical data) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. File the data in accordance with the proper outline. 

1. minak 'I hunt' 18. nilamu 'I begin to see' 

2. mitonak 'we hunt' 19. nilametu 'I began to see1 

3. mitonaket 'we hunted' ?0. somi 'my blanket' 

h. mitonaks 'we will hunt' 21. somito 'our blanket' 

5. tinaket 'you (sg.) hunted' 22. sosomito 'our blankets' 

6. tidilet 'you (sg.) climbed1 23. sosoti 'your (sg.) blankets' 

7. titodils 'you (pi.) will climb' 2l|. sosoka 'his blanket' 

8. kaddls 'he will climb' 2$. nuka 'his horse' 

9. kalams 'he will see1 26. nunuka 'his horses' 

10. katolam 'they see' 27. nunukato 'their horses' 

11. katolamet 'they saw' 28. smoti 'your (sg.) grandfather' 

12. titolam 'you (pi.) see' 29. smosmotito 'your (pi.) grandfathers' 

13. titodilu 'you (pi.) begin to climb' 30. smosmomi 'my grandfathers* 

lU. tidiletu 'you (sg.) began to climb' 31. ksami 'my house' 

l5. titodilsu 'you (pi.) will begin to climb' 32. ksaksaka 'his houses' 

3J6. kanaku 'he begins to hunt' 33. ksaksamito 'our houses' 

17. kanaksu 'he will begin to hunt' 

Problem 126 (data from Tojolabal, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» 

a. Identify the morphemes. 
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b. File the data on verb inflection in accordance with the proper outline. 

c. Work out a system of numerical symbolization for the inflectional affixes. 

215 

1. hman 'I buy' 

2. ak'an 'you (sg.) want' 

3. slap 'he dresses' 

'I see' 

'you (sg.) say' 

'he drinks' 

'buy' 

'want' 

h. kil 

5. awal 

6. yu* 

7. -man 

8. -k'an 

9. -lap 'dress' 

10. -il 'see' 

11. -al 'say' 

12. -v? 'drink' 

13. sk'elawa 'he looks at you (sg.)' 

±k. sk'elawon 'he looks at me' 

15. atup 'you (sg.) pay' 

16. atupuwon » 'you ( s g . ) pay me' 

17. atupu 'you ( s g . ) see i t ' 

18 . hSono ' I s e l l i t ' 

19. aconowon 'you ( s g . ) s e l l me' 

20. hk 'e lawa ' I look a t you ( s g . ) ' 

2 1 . smak'awon 'he h i t s me1 

22. awi la 'you ( s g . ) s ee him1 

Supplementary in format ion i 

23. stupuwotik ' he pays us ( i n c l . ) ' 

2U. spayawes ' he c a l l s you ( p i . ) ' 

25. sk 'uSu 'he b i t e s him, them' 

26. hmahatik 'we ( i n c l . ) loan i t ' 

27. ak 'ep 'awones 'you ( p i . ) g ive i t t o me' 

28. smukuwe'' ' t h e y concea l i t ' 

29. h l i k ' a t i k o n 'we ( e x c l . ) l i f t i t ' 

30 . swetawotikon 'he k icks us ( e x c l . ) ' 

3 1 . hmak'awatikon 'we ( e x c l . ) h i t you ( s g . ) ' 

32 . hmesuneh ' I have swept i t ' 

33. a tu luneh 'you ( s g . ) have ga thered i t ' 

3k. sk 'anuneh 'he has asked f o r i t ' 

35* hmanuneh ' I have bought i t ' 

36 . hs ihpuneht ikon 'we ( e x c l . ) have dropped 
i t ' 

37. amahluneheS 'you (pi.) have waited for 
it' 

38. sk^lunehe' 'they have made it* 

39. sk'ep'unehotikon 'he has given us 
(excl.) a gift' 

I4.O. smak'uneheS 'he has hit you (pi.-. )' 

Ul. slik'unehon 'he has lifted me' 

1|2. hmak'uneheStik 'we have hit you (pi.)' 

I4.3. ahekunehones" 'you (pi.) have sent me' 

UU. slik'unehone'' 'they have lifted me* 

1. The first-order suffixal morpheme -a ~ -aw ~ -o ~ -ow ~ -u ~ -uw, exhibiting vo
calic harmony with the stem vowel, indicates that an object follows. 

2. Third person singular and plural objects are indicated by zero. 

3. Third person subjects are overtly plural only when the suffix -e° occurs. Other
wise, third person subject forms may be singular or plural depending upon the 
context. 
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U. Certain of the suffixal morphemes are structurally combined prior to their addi
tion to the stem, e.g. -otik, -tikon, and -otikon. 

Problem 127 (data from the Tetelcingo dialect of Aztec, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. List the types of pronouns. 

1. itlak 'near him' 

2. kotlaha 'which one?' 

3. tlininu 'what is that?' 

li. oki 'who?' 

5. okinu 'who is that?' 

6. welaha 'the very one' 

7. yaha inu 'that one' 

8. nokniwa 'my brothers' 

9. ikniwa 'his brothers' 

10. tokni 'our brother1 

11. mokni 'your brother' 

12. oki mehwa 'who are they?' 

13. tli 'what?' 

17. sikmaka 'give it to him' 

18. yehwa nemec'maka 'they give it to you 
(pl.)< 

Io. yehwa tecmaka 'they give it to us' 

20. nemehwa nenecmaka 'you (pi.) give it 
to me' 

21. yaha kLmaka 'he gives it to him' 

22. siteSmaka 'give it to us' 

23» yaha neSmáka 'he gives it to me' 

2U. taha ttkmaka 'you (sg.) give it to 
him' 

2$. nemehwa nenkimaka 'you (pi.) give it 
to him' 

26. nana ttmicmaka 'I give it to you (sg.)' 

27. tehwa ttkmaka 'we give it to him' 

28. taha titeSmaka 'you (sg.) give it to 
us' 

29.- nana ninemeSmaka 'I give it to you 

(Pi.)' 
lU. tehwa timicmaka 'we give it to you 30. ika 'with him' 

(sg.)' 

15. yaha nemeSmaka 'he gives it to you' 31. totlak 'near us' 

16. sinecmaka 'give it to me' 32. noka 'with me' 

Problem 128 (data from Pame-Chichimeca, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionst 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Determine the relative orders. 

c. Describe the future conditional (1-20) and the completive (21-1|0) series. Com
bine these descriptions in so far as possible. 

1. lóhwe°uk9 'I will pay you (sg.)' 3. lohw^ukq 'I will pay you (pi. )' 

2. lóhwe,uj.k''y 'I will pay you (du. )' U. lohwe'ep 'I will pay him' 

(Continued on next page.) 



5. l6hwe°y4 

6 . lóhwe9ut 

7. k íhye 9 uk 

8. kíhye'ykrj 

9 . k í h y e ' e p 

10. k íhyg 'v4 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 

' I w i l l pay them ( d u . ) ' 23 . nóhwe'>ukr| 

' I w i l l pay them ( p i . ) ' 2l|. nohwe'ep 

•You vri.ll pay me, us (du. 25>. nóhwe'>u4 
e x c l . ) ' 

'You w i l l pay us ( p i . i n c l . 26. n6hwe9ut 
and exc l . ) ' 

'You w i l l pay him' 27. n ihye 'uk 

•You w i l l pay them ( d u . ) ' 28. nihye^ukn 

1 1 . k ihye^ut 'You w i l l pay them ( p i , ) ' 29. nihyg^ep 

12. l á h e ' u k 'He w i l l pay me, us (du. 30 . n ihye^uj 
e x c l . ) * 

13 . láhe 'uj .ky 'He w i l l pay us (du. i n c l . ) ' 3 1 . nihye'>ut 
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' I p a i d you ( p i . ) ' 

' I p a i d him' 

' I p a i d them ( d u . ) ' 

' I p a i d them ( p i . ) ' 

'You p a i d me, us (du. e x c l . ) ' 

'You p a i d us ( p i . i n c l . and 
e x c l . ) ' 

'You p a i d him' 

'You p a i d them ( d u . ) ' 

'You p a i d them ( p i . ) ' 

1Í4. láhe'ukr) 'He w i l l pay us ( p i . i n c l . 32 . ndóhwe ,uk 'He p a i d me, us (du. e x c l . ) ' 
and e x c l . ) ' 

33. ndóhwe''ujky 'He p a i d us (du. i n c l . ) ' 15. l áhe 'uk ' ' 'He w i l l pay you ( s g . ) ' 

l6» l á h e ^ u ^ ' y 'He w i l l pay you ( d u . ) ' 

17. láhe°ukQ 'He w i l l pay you ( p i . ) ' 

18. l a h e ' e p 'He T a l l pay him' 

19. lahe^uj. 'He w i l l pay them ( d u . ) ' 

20. l á h e ' u t 'He w i l l pay them ( p i . ) ' 

2 1 . nohw^uk"' ' I pa id you ( s g . ) ' 

22. nóhwf'uj.k^'y ' I p a i d you ( d u . ) ' 

3k. ndohwe^ukr) 'He p a i d us ( p i . i n c l . and 
e x c l . ) ' 

35. ndohwe^uk' 'He paid you (sg.)' 

36. ndohwe^y^k^y 'He paid you (du. )' 

37. ndóhwf9ukr) 'He paid you (pi.)' 

38. nd6hwe9ep 'He paid him' 

'He paid them (du.)' 

JHe will pay them (pi.)' 

39. ndóhwe'uj. 

I4.0. ndóhwe°ut 

Supplementary informationj 

1. Poste onsonantal y_ and w are conditioned by the occurrence of a preceding _i or o. 

2. The cluster C?rj reduces to Crj. 

3. The sequence yV becomes yy. 

U. The prefixal portion of the future conditional series should be regarded as con
sisting of two sets of morphemes. Describe the alternation _1~ <= k- in terms of 
the following morphemes. 

5. Forms lU and 17 and forms 3h and 37 are homophonous as the result of the reduction 
in consonant cluster described in supplementary information 2. 

Problem 129 (data from Pame-Chichimeca, a language of Mexico) 

Instructions» 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Describe the distributions. This may be done most conveniently by symbolizing 
the morphemes and allomorphs by some numerical or alphabetical device. 

http://vri.ll
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23. ndohwao9 

2k. nohwáoi9 

25. ninhyáoi9 

26. ndohwáoi9 

1. lahao9 'I drink, am drinking1 

2. kihyáo9 'you (sg.) drink' 

3. waháo9 'he drinks' 

k. taháoi9 'we (du. incl.) drink' 

!?. kihyáoi9 'you (du.) drink' 

6. wahaoi9 'they (du.) drink1 

7. tahabm9 'we (du. and pi. excl.) drink' 27. nohwábm9 

8. taháodn9 'vre (pi. incl.) drink' 

9. kihyáodn9 'you (pi.) drink' 

10. Iháo9 'they drink' 

11. laháo9 'I will drink' 

12. kinhyáo9 'you (sg.) will drink' 

13. lanháo0 'he will drink' 

ill. laháoi9 'we (du. incl.) will drink' 

15. kinhyáoi9 'you (du.) will drink' 

16. lanháoi9 'they (du.) will drink' 

21. nohwao9 'I drank' 

22. ninhyáo9 'you (sg.) drank' 

'he drank' 

•we (du. incl.) drank' 

'you (du.) drank' 

'they (du.) drank' 

'we (du. and pi. excl.) 
drank' 

'we (pi. incl.) drank' 28. nohwáodn9 

29. ninhyáodn9 'you (pi.) drank1 

30. ndolháo9 'they drank' 

31. ndaháo9 '(if) I had drunk' 

32. nginhyáo9 '(if) you (sg.) had drunk' 

33. ndanháo9 '(if) he had drunk' 

3k. ndaháoi9 '(if) we (du. incl.) had drunk' 

35. nginhyáoi9 '(if) you (du.) had drunk' 

36. ndanháoi9 '(if) they (du.) had drunk" 

17. lahábra9 'we (du. and pi. excl.) will 37. ndahábm9 '(if) we (du. and pi. excl.) 
drink' had drunk' 

18. laháodn9 'we (pi. incl.) will drink' 38. ndaháodn9 '(if) we (pi. incl.) had 
drunk' 

19. kinhyáodn9 'you (pi.) will drink' 39. qginhyaodn9 '(if) you (pi.) had drunk' 

20. lalháo9 'they will drink' 

Supplementary informationi 

k0. ndalháo9 '(if) they had drunk' 

1. Forms 1-10 are progressive (past or present), forms 11-20 are future conditional, 
forms 21-30 are completive (past or present), and forms 31-U0 are present or past 
conditional. 

2. The stem is -háo9. 

3. The form in- (an allomorph of the second person subject prefix) occurs' in certain 
tense-aspects and before a restricted number of stems beginning with h and 2« 

k. See Problem 128 for additional morphophonemic data. 

5. The morphemes -nd- (plural with certain persons) and -i- (dual with most persons) 
are infixes. 

6. The morpheme -mb9 replaces -o9 of the stem. 
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Problem 130 (data from the Mesquital dialect of Otomi, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the morphemes and determine the meaning of each. 

b. Describe the relative orders. 

1. 'ghf 'to come, he comes' 25>. d£hóka">£ 'I am making for you (sg.)' 

2. di'fhf 'I am coming' 26. bithókí 'it was made, someone made' 

'you (sg. ) are coming' 27. bifyti 'he was taught, someone taught' 

'I came" 28. dí'ñytíhí 'we (incl.) teach' 

'you (sg.) came' 29. d£9ñ£t£he 'we (excl.) teach1 

30. d£°ñút£s5h«. 'we (incl.) alone teach' 

31. dí°ñyt£sehé 'we (excl.) alone teach' 

32. dí'ñytwíhá 'we (incl.) teach them' 

33. dí'n^twábíhá 'we. (incl.) teach it to them' 

3. gi°|hg 

k. da'fhf 

5. gá°fh| 

6. b i ' ñgh l 

7J ndí '^hf 

8. ng í 9 fh | 

9. mbí'fhf 

10. Stá 'fhé 

11. ská-'ghf 

12. sá'ñghg 

13. g a ^ h | 

lU. gi'Shg 

l 5 . da*>ñ|hf 

36. b í ^ h g 

17. diñynf ' he i ea t s ' 

'he carne1 

' I was coming1 

'you were coming 

'he was coming' 

11 have come' 3k. hfndi''ñytwáb£h4 'we ( i n c l . ) do not teach i t t o 
them' 

you ( sg . ) have come' 35. hád£''ñi¿twáb£h4 'do we ( i n c l . ) teach i t to them?' 

'he has come' 

' I w i l l come' 

36. n d í ' ú t í ' I was teaching' 

37. nd£9£t£hm|h|i ' I was teaching but not now' 

'you (sg.) w i l l come' 38. nd£°y.t£thohm$h|. 'formerly I was teaching, no
thing more' 

'he w i l l come' 39- ndí'ytíthowáhralh^ 'formerly I was teaching here, 
nothing more1 

'he i s coming (from a UO. ndf'útwithowáhmfhll 'formerly I was teaching him 
d is tance) ' here, nothing more1 

Ul. ndf'ytáthohe 'we (excl . ) were teaching, nothing 
more' 

18. hindf 'fhf ' I am not coming' h2. ndí'útíthohewá 'we (exc l . ) were teaching here, 
nothing more' 

h3. nd£,iJtithohewáhm|h4 'formerly we (excl . ) were 
teaching here, nothing more' 

I4J4. nií'ytwábfhS 'we (excl . ) were teaching i t to 
him' 

U5. ndí 'ytwábfhS^ 'we ( excl . ) were teaching i t t o 
them' 

I46. nd£9útwáb£hetho"'4hm£h|i 'we (excl. ) were teaching 
i t to them, nothing more' 

19. sk^nfhf 'he had come' 

20. hók£ ' to make, he makes' 

21. bihyok£ 'he made' 

22. dimit í ' I teach' 

23. di 'v"t ,£ ' I teach you ( s g . ) ' 

2k. d£'vta9£ 'I am teaching you 
(sg.)' 
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Problem 131 (data from Tarascan, a language of Mexico) 

Instructionsi 

a. Identify the morphemes. 

b. Determine the meaning of each. 

c. Classify the postposed morphemes on the basis of three principal distribution and 
order classes. 

1. t'irlni 'to eat' 

2. t'iresakani 'I am actually eating' 

3. t'irlSakari 'you (sg.) are actually eating' 

U. t'irlSati 'he is actually eating1 

5. t'irlsakaci 'we are actually eating' 

6. t'irésakaxco 'you (pi.) are actually eating' 

7. t'irésatiksa 'they are actually eating' 

8. t'iresengani 'I eat as a custom1 

9. t'iresengari 'you (sg. ) eat as a custom' 

10. t'iresendi 'he eats as a custom' 

11. firessngaSi 'we eat as a custom' 

12. t'irésengaxce 'you (pi.) eat as a custom' 

13. t'irlsGndikse 'they eat as a custom' 

lU. terékwariati 'he will laugh1 

l£. terlkwarixti 'he laughed* 

16. terékwarisati 'he is actually laughing' 

17. terekwarikwekasandi 'he wants to laugh' 

18. terlkwarisamti 'he is about to laugh' 

19. terekwariseramti 'he used to laugh' 

20. terlkwarisQndi 'he laughs habitually' 

21. terlkwarintaxti 'he laughed again' 

22. terékwarintati 'he will laugh again' 

23. terlkwarixperaxtikse 'they laughed at each other' 

(liontinued on next page.) 
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2U. terekwarincasoramti 'he was wanting to laugh' 

25>. terékwaritisamu 'he laughed, I think' 

26. terékwarixtina 'he laughed, it is said' 

27. terékwaritarati 'he will cause to laugh' 

28. terékwarixtixku 'he laughed only' 

29. terékwappirindi 'he would laugh' 

30. terékwarixtindaru 'he laughed then' 

31° terlkwarisQramtimindu 'he used to laugh indeed' 

32. terekwarixtiru 'he laughed of course' 

Supplementary information» 

1. Morphemes which follow the personal pronouns are enclitics. 

2. All bound forms in Tarascan are suffixal. 

3. The stems of the verbs are t'iré- 'eat' and terékwari- 'laugh.' 



C H A P T E R 9 

THE DESCRIPTIVE STATEMENT OF THE MORPHOLOGY 

The final stage in treating the morphology of a language consists in writing up a de
scription. The problems may be classified as structural and technical. The structural 
difficulties involve the order in which the data are to be described, the relative impor
tance assigned to the various parts, and the manner in which the sections of the descrip
tion are related to each other. The technical problems include the methods of outlining, 
the terminology, and the types of statements one may employ. 

9.1 Structural Difficulties 

The formal description of the morphology should reflect as accurately as possible the 
structure of the language. By the structure we mean the morphemes and combinations of mor
phemes described according to their classes and in terms of their pertinent environments, 
i.e. by immediate constituents. 

Many of these structural problems have already been anticipated in the previous chapter 
on analytical procedures, for the construction of a file necessitates organizing the struc
tural features. There are, of course, a number of different ways in which the description 
of a language may be organized. The structural outlines in the following section help to 
point out the contrasts. 

9.11 Illustrative Outlines 
3 

Certain features of the following outlines on Chichewa, Chiricahua Apache, Delaware, 
French, Hebrew, Potawatomie, Southern Paiute, Tzeltal, and Yuma should be noted» 

1. Only the morphological sections are described in any detail. Phonological and syn
tactic sections are listed, however, where they occur. 

2. The place where morphophonemic problems are treated is indicated, even though there 
is no special section. 

3. All the outlines are given with the same set of symbols. This is designed to make 
comparison easier. 

U. Explanations of content or criticisms are contained in brackets. 

5. The outlines given may differ in the following ways from the outlines employed by 
the writers: 

a. Introductory and general explanatory information is sometimes omitted if it is 
not particularly pertinent to the structural development of the description. 

b. A good deal of minor detail is not listed. 

c. More subdivisions may be made here than in the originals. Where the headings 
and the description of the data indicate very clearly that there are subdivisions 
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or larger groupings not specifically indicated in the outline, these have been 
introduced in order to point out more clearly the structural relationships. 
Too many subdivisions in an outline make a system of notation very difficult to 
follow and cross references are accordingly more complicated. Hence there is a 
tendency to treat some sections as coordinate even though they are logically 
subordinate. Accordingly, criticisms based upon the "illogical" coordinating 
of items are applicable only in a very special sense. 

The following descriptions have been chosen because of the differences in language 
structure and in the manner of treating those differences. They are by no means exhaustive 
of the possibilities, but they serve to point out some of the more important features of 
structural organization. 

9.11.1 Chichewa, by Mark Hanna Watkins 

Outline 

I. Phonology 
[Certain phonologically defined allomorphic alternations are treated under the 
phonology. ] 

II. Morphology 

A. Nouns 
1. Class 1 
2. Class la 
3. Class 2 
U. Class 2a 
5. Class 3 
6. Class k 

etc. 
[The outline includes ten classes of nouns plus an indication of all the 
concordant prefixes which show agreement with each class.] 

B. Verbs 
1. Structure of the verb 

[This is an introductory statement of the structure, primarily from the 
phonological standpoint.] 

2. General survey of verb forms 
[This is an introductory statement of the inflectional structure.] 

3 . Verb concordances 
[This deals with the use of subject and object prefixal pronouns with the 
verb.] 

U. Indicative mood 
[All the tenses occurring with this mood are also discussed.] 

5. Imperative mood 
6. Support of reference 

[This is a detailed analysis of the difference between the modal suffixes 
-a and -e, noted in section B.U of this outline. It amounts to a descrip
tion of the contingent mode form -e. ] 

7. Voice 
8. Radical descriptives 

[These are the independent ideophones, which denote various types of action. 
They are, however, free particles and not verbs. Their inclusion here is 

"Tlark Hanna Watkins, A Grammar of Chichewa, Language Dissertation No. 2U (Baltimore» 
Linguistic Society of America, 1937). 
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based upon the fact that they frequently occur together with verbs and in 
some instances may take the place of verbs.] 

°. Auxiliary verbs 
[These are auxiliary in terms of the syntax.] 

10. Affixes of negation 
11. Auxiliary and subordinating elements 

C. Copula 
[This form has the function of a verb, but it consists of a stem plus postposed 
concordant affixes. In all other words the concordant affixes are preposed.] 

D. Qualificative constructions 
[The concords of adjective-like words are listed.] 

E. Numerals 

F. Pronouns 
1. Independent personal pronouns 
2. Pronominal concordances 
3. Enumerative pronouns 
h. Possessive pronouns 
£. The relative pronoun 

G. Demonstratives 
[These are a subclass of pronouns.] 

H. Interrogatives 
[These are types of pronouns and qualifieatives.] 

I . Locatives 
[These are a subclass of concordant prefixes.] 

J. Words with temporal significance 
[These are words having a special syntactic usage. They ac tual ly form no p r i 
mary morphological c l a s s . ] 

K. Conjunctions 
[Some of these are p a r t i c l e s , but a number belong to other morphological 
c lasses . ] 

L. In ter jec t ions 
[These are primarily p a r t i c l e s . ] 

Discussion? 

This grammar of Chichewa contains a vast amount of important information and ex
cellent, acute observations about many features of Bantu structure, but it is some
what lacking in structural organization: 

1. The sections under the verb are not coordinate. 

a. The "radical descriptives" are a separate class of words, and should not be 
treated along with mood and voice. 

b. All the moods should be grouped together. 

c. Tenses should be treated as a separate feature, coordinate with mood and voice, 
rather than subordinated to the indicative mood. 
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d. Auxiliary verbs are structurally limited, but they conform to the same general 
morphological patterns. 

2. The sections under the verb should be grouped either by categories (which is done 
in part) or, preferably, by layers of immediate constituents. 

3. Entirely too many principal types of words are listed. Structurally there are 
many fewer types. The divisions are made on the basis of semantic differences or 
syntactic usage, neither of which criteria is valid for morphological analysis. 

There is no section on syntax, but a short text reveals some of the syntactic struc
ture. Furthermore, a number of the illustrations employed in the morphological section 
consist of entire sentences and so indicate the manner in which morphological constructions 
combine. 

9.11.2 Chiricahua Apache, by Harry Hoijer2 

Outline t 

I. Phonology 

II. Morphophonemics 
[This section t r e a t s the various types of allomorphic a l t e rna t ion in terms of r e 
duced, augmented, contracted, and in t e rna l ly modified sy l l ab le s . The morphopho
nemics of Chiricahua Apache i s very complex.] 

III. Morphology 

A. Nouns 
1. Derivation 

a. Monosyllabic nouns 
b. Nouns requiring a constant possessive prefix 
c. Thematic nouns 
d. Nouns formed from verbs 
e. Compound nouns 

2. Inflection^ 
[By possessive pronoun prefixes] 

B. Verbs 
[The twelve orders of preposed morphemes are divided into the following struc
tural groupings, since their distribution is closely related. Order 1, con
sisting of proclitics and order 6, consisting of a distributive prefix, 
are only mentioned in an introductory statement and are not described.] 
1. Adverbial prefixes 

[Positions 2, h, and 9] 
2. Object pronoun prefixes 

[Positions 3 and 7] 
3. Subject pronouns and deictic prefixes 

[Positions 8 and 11] 
U. Tense-modal prefixes 

[Positions 5 and 10] 

•¿ 

Harry Hoijer, "Chiricahua Apache" in Linguistic Structures of Native America (Viking 
Fund Publications in Anthropology, Vol. 6) (New York, I9I4Ó), pp. ̂ F-BC7 

This section is not labeled, but is clearly distinguished. 
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S>. Classifiers 
[Position 12] 

C. Particles 
1. Pronouns 

a. Independent personal pronouns 
b. Demonstratives 
c. Interrogatives 

2. Particles which function as numerals, connectives, adverbs, and adjectives. 
a. Free 
b. Clitic 

Discussion» 

The structure of Chiricahua Apache is very complex. This complexity necessitates 
a rather extensive treatment of the morphophonemics of the language. The highly ir
regular verb-stem formations require a listing of forms rather than a dissecting of 
the formal contrasts into possible types of suprafixes and replacives. 

The treatment of the verb prefixes on the basis of categories rather than of rela
tive order is a distinct advantage, since the distribution of the prefixes may be de
scribed much more economically in this way. There is some attempt to treat these 
formations in terms of immediate constituents, but in Chiricahua Apache (and all 
Athapaskan languages) the sets of immediate constituents are not easily distinguished. 

This grammar is an excellent example of making the framework of the description 
conform to the structure of the language. 

9.11.3 Delaware, by_ _C. F. Voegelin^ 

Outline» 
4 

I. Sounds and phonemes 

II. Phonology 
[This is generally called "morphophonemics."] 

A. Morpheme alternants» in suffixation 
[The allomorphs of all inflectional suffixes are listed here.] 

B. Morpheme alternants» in prefixation 
[The allomorphs of all inflectional prefixes are listed here.] 

III. Prefix paradigms 
[All personal prefixes are treated in this section, whether they are possessives 
•with nouns or subject indicators with verbs. Because of the particular structure 
of Algonquian languages this section makes constant reference to suffixes.] 

TV. Suffix paradigms 
[This section is subdivided according to various combinations of mode, voice, and 
person.] 

^C. F. Voegelin, "Delaware, An Eastern Algonquian Language" in Linguistic Structures 
of Native America (Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology, Vol. 6) (New York, I9I46 ), 
ip. 130-57. 
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V. Supplementary paradigms 
[These include other affixes occurring with various word classes. Their precise 
relationship to the prefixal and suffixal paradigms is not stated.] 

VI. Themes 
[The derivation of various verb, noun, and pa r t i c l e stems i s sketchi ly t rea ted 
here . ] 

Discussiont 

This grammar attempts to describe structure primarily in terms of distributions. 
In doing so, it avoids almost completely the divisions into primary word classes and 
does not follow any system of immediate constituents. This procedure results in con
siderable obscurity, for Algonquian prefixal and suffixal formations are such that a 
description based upon sets of immediate constituents is essential if their structure 
is to be adequately understood, 

It is true that this grammar is only a sketch, but the grammar of Chiricahua, 
which treats an even more complicated type of structure, succeeds in revealing the 
major outlines of the classes of forms. 

9.11.1* French, by Robert A. Hall, _Jr.^ 

Outlinej 

I. Phonology 
[One part of this section treats morphophonemic alternations.] 

II. Inflection 
[An introductory statement lists the various word classes and treats the sandhi, 
i.e. morphophonemic changes which occur when words are combined into phrases.] 

A. Substantives 
1. Gender relation 

a. Adjectives 
b. Nouns 

2. Number relation 
3. Substantive prefixes 

a. Definite article 
b. Possessive prefixes 
c. Demonstrative prefix 

B. Pronouns 
1. Personal pronouns 
2. Interrogative-relative pronouns 
3. Demonstrative pronouns 
U. Quasi pronouns 

a. Possessive 
b. Indefinite 

C. Verbs 
[An introductory statement treats the categories, the general verb structure, 
and the classes of verbs.] 
1. Relation of stems to root 

'Robert A. Hall, Jr., French, Language Monograph No. 2k, Structural Sketches 1 (l°U8). 
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2. Tense signs 
a. Finite forms 
b. Nonfinite forms 

3. Personal-endings 
h. Liaisnn suffixes 

D. Indeclinables 
1. Adverbs 
2. Prepositions 
3. Conjunctions 

E. Minor-clause forms 
[These are in t e r j ec t ions . ] 

I I I . Derivation 

A. Alternations in bases 
1. Alternations of vowels 
2. Alternations of consonants 
3 . Extended bases 
U. Zero bases 

B. Affixation 
1. Suffixation 

a. Noun-forming suffixes 
b . Adjective-forming suffixes 
c. Pronoun-forming suffixes 
d. Verb-forming suffixes 
e. Adverb-forming suffixes 

2. Prefixation 
a. Endocentric 
b . Exocentric 

IV. Phrase structure 
(¡These are non-sentence-forming constructions.] 

V. Clause structure 

[These are sentence-forming constructions.] 

A. Major clauses 

B. Minor clauses 

Discussion» 
Rather than distinguish morphology and syntax, Hall has set up inflection and der

ivation as morphology, and phrase structure and clause structure as syntax. This has 
some advantages in dealing with a structure such as French, but it does not represent 
a wholly logical type of division. In the first place, these four structural divi
sions are not coordinate with the phonology, and the order of the four does not fol
low a systematic development. After treating the more inclusive morphological con
structions in the inflection, Hall takes up the less inclusive derivational forma
tions. He follows this immediately with a discussion of the less inclusive syntactic 
constructions and finally describes the more inclusive syntactic constructions. To 
be perfectly logical one should either begin with the most restricted formations and 
work outward, or begin with the most inclusive formations of each level and work to
ward the more restricted formations. In describing French, however, there are some 
practical considerations which help to determine Hall's choice of sequence. 
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Hall's outline distinguishes levels of formation as primary and subsumes classes 
of formations under these. This approach has many advantages to recommend it, es
pecially in a language such as French, where many derivational features of the roots 
and stems exhibit great similarity, regardless of the word class to which they be
long. 

9.11.5 Hebrew, by Zellig S. Harris^ 

Outline; 

I. The phonemes 

II. The distribution of the phonemes 

III. Morphemes 

A. The morpheme list 

[This sect ion describes the canonical types of morphemes.] 

B. The morpheme variants 
[These are the allomorphs, phonologically and morphologically defined.] 

IV. Distribution of morphemes in the word. 
[Harris takes as a definition of "word," a phonemically (i.e. orthographically) 
definable unit between certain types of junctures. Since this type of word does 
not always conform to sets of immediate constituents, a number of problems result.] 

A. Relative order of morphemes 

B. Coexistence of morphemes 
[This sect ion l i s t s those classes of morphemes which may occur within the same 
word.] 

C. Structure of the word 
[This section summarizes the preceding two.] 

V. Successive inclusive constructions 
[This is the syntax.] 

A. Distribution of the word within the phrase 

B. Distribution of phrases within the clause 

C. Note on the construction-initials 
[These are conjunctions.] 

D. Construction of the utterance 
[This section treats some of the types of sequence of clauses within the dis
course. ] 

Discussiont 

Sections I and II constitute the phonology. Sections III and IV the morphology, 
and V the syntax. Section III is essentially the inventory of morphemes, and IV the 
distribution of the morphemes. 

Zelliz S. Harris, "Linguistic Structure of Hebrew," Journal of the American Oriental 
Society, 61 (I9ll)i 1U3-67. 
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Though this grammar indicates carefully the relative order of morphemes in section 
IV and the patterns of inclusion in section V, the primary difficulties lie in the 
fact that (l) the phonologically defined "word" is not adequately treated in terms 
of its sets of immediate constituents and (2) the various principal morphological 
formations, i.e. the word classes, are not sufficiently recognized. 

9.11.6 Potawatomi, by Charles F. Hockett' 

Outline» 

I. Phonemes 

II. Morphophonemics 

III. Morphological survey 
[This section sketches the principal features of the structure.] 

A. Participation of morphemes in bound forms 
[This section deals with root classes and derivational formations.] 

B. Participation of bound forms in free forms 
[This section deals with inflectional formations and some syntactic relation
ships.] 

IV. Derivation of nouns and verbs 
[Subdivision A treats various classes of rootsj B, the derivation of nounsj and 
C-G, the derivation of verbs.] 

A. Roots, mediáis, and monomorphemic stems 

B. Noun-forming finals 

C. Intransitive finals 

D. Intransitive finalsi reciprocals 

E. Intransitive finals: reflexives 

F. Intransitive finals: passives 

G. Transitive finals 

V. Personal prefixes 

[These occur with both nouns and verbs.] 

VI. Nouns 

[Sections A-D describe classes of stems, and E-I inflectional formations.] 

A. Gender 

B. Dependency 

C. Noun compounds 

"̂ Charles F. Hockett, "Potawatomi [Parts I-IV]," International Journal of American Lin
guistics, 1I4 (19U8), 1-Ui 1-10, 63-73, 139-U9, 213-2JI 
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D. Classification of noun stems for suffixation 

E. Diminutives and pejoratives 

F. Possessed themes 

G. Plural, obviative, and vocatives 

H. Locatives 

I. Preterit 

VII. Verbs 

[An introductory section describes the various structures.] 

A. Elements before the stem 

B. Suffixation for indicative and negative 

C. Suffixation for imperative and prohibitive 

D. Suffixation for conjunct and participial 

VIII. Particles 

A. Numeral stems 

B. Substitutive particles 

C. Other particles 

Discussion» 

The morphological survey consists of an inventory of morphemes and a helpful de
scription of some of the more important structures. This type of orientation is 
valuable, even though it is not structurally coordinate with the other sections. 

Rather than discuss each word class, first as to derivation and secondly as to 
inflection, Hockett has chosen to describe the derivation of nouns and verbs in a 
single section. There is justification for this in the parallel derivational struc
tures exhibited by the nouns and the verbs. 

The personal prefixes are treated as a separate class since they occur with both 
nouns and verbs. It would also be possible to consider these as inflectional ele
ments under one class and, under the other classes, to make a cross reference to this 
description. They could also be treated as a special class of morphemes in the in
ventory. 

9.11.7 Southern Paiute, bjr Edward Sapir" 

Outlines 

I. Phonology 
[This includes a description of the phonetics and of the important morphophonemic 

^Edward Sapir, "The Southern Paiute Language, •» Proceedings of the American Academy £f 
Arts and Sciences, 6£ (1930), 1» 1-296. 
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changes. The transcription is not phonemicized, but all the data are given to per
mit phonemicization.] 

Morphology 

A. Grammatical processes 
[This is a resume of the processes of compounding, enclisis, prefixation, suf-
fixation, reduplication, consonant change, and vowel change.] 

B. Compounding of stems 
[This includes all classes of words, considered according to sequence classes.] 

C. Enclitics 
[These are structurally bound particles, which have syntactically pertinent 
distributions.] 

D. Prefixes 
1. Adverbial prefixes 
2. Instrumental prefixes 
3 . Reflexive and reciprocal na-

E. Derivative and formal suffixes 
[The term "formal" i s used for " inf lec t iona l . " ] 
1. Noun suffixes 

[These include derivat ive and in f lec t iona l formations.] 
2. Nominalizing suffixes 
3. Verbalizing suffixes 
U. Verb suffixes 

[These are inflectional. ] 
a. Suffixes of movement 
b. Suffixes of voice 
c. Suffixes of verbal aspect 
d. Suffixes of number 
e. Temporal suffixes 
f. Modal suffixes 
g. Order of verbal elements 

[This section states the relative orders of all the preceding formations.] 
5. The diminutive 

[The diminutive suffixes are derivat ional with both nouns and verbs . ] 
6. Numeral suffixes 

[These are derivat ional affixes in verb and a t t r i b u t i v e word c l a s ses . ] 
7. Suffixes of quasi-pronominal force 

[These are derivative elements with very limited distribution.] 

F. Pronouns 
[This section is introduced by a general classification of the following types.] 
1. Personal pronouns 

a. Independent personal pronouns 
b. Enclitic personal pronouns 
c. Combinations of enclitic pronouns 

2. Postnominal pronouns 
3. Demonstrative pronouns 
h. Interrogative pronouns 
5. The relative pronoun 
6. Reflexive pronouns 

G. Noun morphology 
1. Noun and verb stem 

[This section deals with the canonicity of roots and the fact that some roots 
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may occur in e i ther noun or verb morphological construct ions.] 
2. Plurality of nouns 
3. Syntactic cases 
h. Postpositions 

[These are a special type of suffix, distributionally ̂ and structurally be
tween the regular inflectional suffixes and the enclitics.] 

H. Verb morphology 
[This section is introduced by a general statement about the following struc
tures . ] 
1. The imperative 
2. Internal stem changes 
3. Singular and plural steins 
U. Verb syntax 

[This section treats the affixes and clitics which indicate various types of 
subordination of the verb to other structures.] 

5. Substantive verbs 
[This section treats the formation of a special type of verb roughly equiv
alent to English 'be.'] 

I. Negation 
[This section treats negative affixes and particles, which occur with several 
different classes of words.] 

J. Reduplication 
[This section treats derivational and inflectional reduplication in both nouns 
and verbs.] 

K. Numerals 
[This section treats the derivation of numerals.] 

L. Adverbs 
[This sect ion t r ea t s " the derivation of adverbs.] 

M. Interjections 
[This is a listing of the interjections.] 

N. Idiomatic usages 
[This section treats special semantic problems relating to the use of verbs 
meaning 'to do' and 'to say.'] 

Discussion; 

This grammar is exceedingly accurate and detailed. At first glance the structural 
divisions seem to be quite illogical, but the distinctions are much more valid than 
they appear. The morphological section of the grammar is divided into two prihcipal 
divisions! (l) grammatical processes (section A-E and J) and (2) word classes (sec
tions F-H and K-M). The contents of section I belong in various sections of F-H and 
K-M. Section N is a matter for the lexicon. 

The difficulty with distinguishing grammatical processes and word classes is that 
it requires a double listing. The same morphemes must be treated under processes and 
also under the word class. 

The grammar contains no syntactic section, but a great many syntactic facts are 
noted throughout the morphological sections. The copious texts also supplement this 
syntactic deficiency to some extent. 
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9.11.8 Tzeltal, by Marianna C. Slocum? 

Outline: 
[The following outline of Tzeltal structure includes only the noun and verb morphol
ogy. ] 

I. Nouns 

A. Derivation of-nouns 
1. Simple stems 
2. Complex stems 

a. Prefixation 
[There is only one order.] 

b. Suffixation 
1*. First order 
2'. Second order 

c. Compounding 

B. Inflection of nouns 
1. Prefixation 

[There is only one order.] 
2. Suffixation 

a. First order 
b. Second order 
c. Third order 
d. Fourth order 

II. Verbs 

A. Derivation of verbs 
1. Simple stems 
2. Complex stems 

a. Transitive verbs 
1'. First-order suffixes 

4 2'. Second-order suffixes 
3'. Third-order suffixes 
U'. Fourth-order suffixes 

b. Intransitive verbs 
1'. Infixation 
2'. Suffixation 

a'. First order 
b'. Second order 
c'. Third order 

B. Inflection of verbs 
1. Transitive verbs 

a. Prefixation 
[There is only one order.] 

b. Suffixation 
1'. First order 
2'. Second order 
3'. Third order 
h'. Fourth order 
5'. Fifth order 
6'. Sixth order 

Marianna C. Slocum, "Tzeltal (Mayan) Noun and Verb Morphology," International Journal 
of American Linguistics, lU (l°U8), 2i 77-86. 
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2. Intransitive verbs 
a. Active 

1'. First order of suffixes 
2'. Second order of suffixes 
3'. Third order of suffixes 

b. Passive 
l1. First order of suffixes 
2'. Second order of suffixes 
3'. Third order of suffixes 

3. Stative verbs 
a. First order of suffixes 
b. Second order of suffixes 

Discussiont 

This description of noun and verb structure consists of a very systematic and 
formal arrangement of data. In treating prefixation before suffixation throughout 
the writer does not follow the succession of immediate constituents, but within the 
prefixal or suffixal series the orders and sets of immediate constituents coincide 
and the description indicates this fact. 

The treatment could be improved by introducing a section on inventory, where mor
pheme classes could be described. In such a section the reduplicated intransitive 
verb stems, which occur with certain sets of suffixes, could be handled more advan
tageously than they are at present. 

9.11.9 Yuma, by_ A. M. Halpern10 

Outlinei 

I. Phonology 
[A number of morphophonemic changes are discussed, but are not distinguished by a 
principal subdivision. ] 

II. Morphology 

A. Grammatical processes 
[The following sections describe various general features of the language.] 
1. Word classes 
2. Word formation 
3 . Formation of nonthematic elements 
k. Theme formation 

B. Nouns 
1. The noun theme 

a. Simple 
b. Reduplicated 
c. Compounded 

2. Pronominal prefixes 
[These are inflectional possessive prefixes.] 

3. Nonthematic nominal suffixes 
[These are inflectional case suffixes.] 

1*. Demonstratives, pronouns, and adverbs 
[This section describes the limited number of case suffixes (section B, 

A. M. Halpern, "Yuma" in Linguistic Structures of Native America (Viking Fund Publi
cations in Anthropology, Vol. 6) (New York, I9I46), pp. 2U9-88. 
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3, above) which may occur with demonstratives, pronouns, and adverbs.] 
$. Derivation of verb themes from noun themes. 

[This section belongs under C, 1, below.] 

C. Verbs 
1. Types of verb theme 

a. Themes based on stem alone 
1'. Simple-stem theme 
2'. Reduplicated-stem theme 

b . Prefix-stem themes 
1'. Single prefix plus simple or reduplicated stem 
2'. Two prefixes plus stem 

c. Developed themes, consisting of themes of type a or b plus thematic infix-
suffix complex. 

2. Reduction of the theme 
[This is a type of allomorphic alternation.] 

3. Plural forms of the verb theme 
h. Distributive object conjugation 
5. Plurals of simple-stem themes 
6. Plurals of prefix-stem themes 
7. Plurals of themes indicating position 
8. Plurals of reduced themes 
9. Nonthematic prefixes of the verb 

a. F i r s t -pos i t i on prefixes 
b. Second-position prefixes 
c. Third-posit ion prefixes 
d. Fourth-position prefixes 

10. Nonthematic suffixes of the verb 
a. F i r s t -pos i t i on suffixes 
b . Secend-position suffixes 
c. Third-posit ion suffixes 
d. Fourth-position suffixes 
e. F i f th-posi t ion suffixes 

11. Derivation of noun themes from verb themes 
* [This section belongs under B, 1, above.] 

Discussiont 

This grammar follows the obsolescent practice of introducing a section on gram
matical processes. Ordinarily such a section is structurally superfluous. Halpern, 
however, makes very good use of this device to include some general comments about 
the following structure. 

The noun structure should be divided between (l) the noun theme and (2) the in
flection of nouns. The second section should then be subdivided into (a) prefixation 
(section B, 2) and (b) suffixation (sections B, 3 and U). The derivation of verb 
themes from noun themes belongs under the description of verb themes, just as the 
derivation of noun themes from verb themes belongs under the description of noun 
themes. Neither of these features should be treated after the inflection. 

The verb structure should be divided into (l) the verb theme and (2) the inflec
tion of the verb theme. The inflection would include (a) pluralizing formatives, (b) 
nonpluralizing prefixal formatives, and (c) nonpluralizing suffixal formatives. 

In this brief sketch Halpern does not include a special section for particles. 

On the whole, this treatment of Yuma follows quite closely the principle of immedi
ate constituents; and though the actual outline does not indicate all the structural 
groupings, the order of material brings out these relationships quite clearly. 
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9.12 Discussion of Illustrative Outlines 

Certain features of the outlines in the preceding sections are very significant! 

1. Variety of organization. The differences in the structural organization are due 
to (l) differences in the structures of the languages in question and (2) different 
methods of description. There is no agreement among linguists today that certain 
types of structure must be treated in a particular way. 

2. Preservation of the same structural perspective. Though the different grammars 
have quite different outlines, yet it can be readily seen that the same structural 
perspective is preserved. For example, if the linguist sets up "inflectional for
mations" as a primary division, this is generally coordinated with "derivational 
formations." One does not find such a series as: 

A. Inflectional formations 
1. Nouns 
2. Derivational formations 

B. Verbs 

On the other hand, one does find: 

A. Derivational formations 
1. Nouns 
2. Verbs 

B. Inflectional formations 
1. Nouns 
2. Verbs 

and: 

A. Nouns 
1. Derivational formations 
2. Inflectional formations 

B. Verbs 
1. Derivational formations 
2. Inflectional formations 

3. Parallelism of treatment. For the most part subclass distinctions are treated in 
parallel arrangements. For example, one may find: 

A. Nouns 
1. Derivational formations 
2. Inflectional formations 

B. Verbs 
1. Derivational formations 
2. Inflectional formations 

but not: 

A. Nouns 
1. Derivational formations 
2. Inflectional formations 
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B. Verbs 
1. Inflectional formations 
2. Derivational formations 

1*. Substantial agreement on the major divisions. In general there are three primary 
divisionsi phonology, morphology, and syntax. In some descriptions the morphology 
and the syntax are not recognized as such, but the order and arrangement of sub
divisions indicate these three principal structural units. 

$. Contrast in the choice of secondary destinctions. There are three sets of secondary 
distinctionsi 

a. Inventory and distribution 
b. Nouns, verbs, particles, and so on 
c. Inflection and derivation 

Depending upon the choice of one of these sets as secondary, then the other two 
become tertiary and quaternary. In most instances, the distinction between inven
tory and distribution is implied in the organization, though not overtly recognized 
by any headings. The choice of secondary distinctions is dependent primarily upon 
the structure of the language. It would seem, however, that the primary distinc
tion should be made between inventory and distribution. Whether one selects one or 
the other of the following two outlines of tertiary and quaternary divisions depends 
upon the degree to which the inflectional and derivational formations overlap the 
word classesi 

Outline A 

A. Nouns 
1. Derivation 
2. Inf lec t ion 

B. Verbs 
* 1. Derivation 

2. Inflection 

C. Particles 

Outline B 

A. Derivation 
1. Nouns 
2. Verbs 
3. Nouns and verbs 
Ij. Particles 

B. Inflection 
1. Nouns 
2. Verbs 
3. Noun and verbs ̂  

6. Wide variation in the treatment of morphophonemics. The morphophonemic alternations 
are treated (1} under the phonology, (2} in a separate section, or (3) under the 

The use of outline B would involve situations in which a number of derivational or 
inflectional formatives, or both, occur with more than one primary class of stems. If such 
formatives are strictly limited in number, it would be easier to describe the distribution 
of the particular formatives in two different places. 
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morphology. Fundamentally, such matters are more closely related to the morphemes 
than they are to the phonemes. Hence it is preferable to treat them either in a 
separate section or under the morphology. 

7. Progression from smaller to larger units. On the whole, the grammars take up the 
less inclusive formations first and progress toward the more inclusive. It is 
theoretically possible to employ the reverse procedure, beginning with the more 
inclusive types of expressions and working down to the morphemes. This approach is 
not recommended, however, since the description of one of the immediate constituents 
is constantly left for a later section. By beginning with small units and working 
toward larger ones, it is possible to add new forms to those already identified and 
described. 

8. Use of explanatory sections. The use of explanatory sections to outline the main 
features of the language is quite common. In some instances they are set up as 
separate parts of the grammar, but more frequently they are included at the begin
ning of major sections. In this position they are helpful to the reader, though 
they may not be necessary theoretically. 

9. Lack of detailed subdivision. In many instances the outlines do not indicate the 
degree of subdivision which the various sections actually describe. This keeps the 
outline from becoming unwieldy, but at the same time it obscures many important 
relationships. Where possible, one should indicate clearly all the subdivisions of 
the description. 

9.2 Technical Difficulties 

9.21 Systems of Outlining 

There are two principal systems of outlining. The first employs the traditional se
quences» 

I. 
A. 
1. 
a. 
1'. 

a'. 

The second type of out l ine consis ts of numerals with periods. There are three p r in 
cipal v a r i e t i e s i 

Type A Type B Type C 

1. 1. 1. 
1.1 1.1 1.1 
1.1.1 1.11 1.11 
1.1.1.1 1.11.1 1.111 

Type A employs a period after the first numeral and between every succeeding numeral. 
Type B requires a period after the first numeral and after each set of two succeeding nu
merals. Type C requires a period only after the first numeral. 

A zero may be used to indicate an introductory section, as in the following outlinei 
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0 . 
1 . 0 
1 . 1 
1 . 1 1 

The first 0. would mark an introduction to the entire description, and section 1.0 would be 
introductory to the sections beginning with 1. 

In general the numerical type of outline is used to mark the principal sections of the 
grammar, and any minor patterns are distinguished by the more conventional type of outline 
using I, A, 1, a, and so on. The traditional outline, which requires indentation, is un
economical for lengthy sections, since it necessitates much blank space. 

9.22 Terminology 

There is considerable agreement among descriptive linguists as to terminologyj this 
may be readily seen by reading various articles in Language and the International Journal 
of American Linguistics. On the other hand, the use of terms is not absolutely fixed, and 
a linguist often employs a known term in a different sense or adopts a hitherto unused term 
for some feature which has been previously identified by a traditional expression. There is 
no justification for novelty purely for the sake of novelty, but there are many situations 
in which new terms help to point out significant features of structure. The important con
siderations in the use of such new words are (l) that they be clearly defined and (2) that 
they be used consistently. 

Though a great many terms have been used in this book, the linguistic investigator will 
find that these do not cover all the features of language which he wishes to describe. It 
is therefore essential that he read extensively in various linguistic journals and become 
thoroughly acquainted with the many descriptive grammars published in recent years. 

Whether one employs one or another type of terminology is dependent very largely upon 
the prospective readers of any grammar. If one is writing for a scientific journal read by 
professionál linguists, then the terminology may be as technical as the subject matter war
rants. On the other hand, if one's description of the language is intended for people who 
have had only the traditional orientation to grammar, then it is essential that the tech
nical vocabulary be reduced to a minimum. Furthermore, for such readers it is impossible 
to rely entirely upon the concise descriptions of morpheme distribution by classes. One 
must cite numerous paradigms. Despite the fact that traditional grammars have many uneco
nomical ways of describing features, there are certain pedagogical features which must not 
be overlooked. The type of scientific description which we have been studying in this book 
is not designed to be applied to constructing a textbook to be used by people learning a 
language. It is the type of organization of data which should underlie the construction of 
a good pedagogical grammar, but it is no substitute for one. The contrast between types of 
grammars is vividly illustrated by Hall's monograph on French, cited in section °.ll.ij, and 
Spoken and Written French, by Denoeu and Hall. Each of these treatments is an excellent 
example of its particular type, but one is not a substitute for the other. 

9.23 Types of Descriptive Statements 

It is quite impossible to consider all the types of descriptive statements, but there 
are certain expressions which one should avoid and others which one may conveniently employ 
to describe various types of relationships. 

Francois Denoeu and Robert A. Hall, Jr., Spoken and Written French (Bostont D. C. 
Heath and Co., 19U6). 
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One should carefully avoid the following types of statements: 

1. Mentalistic 

In place of the statement: 

"Because the suffix -ik has the idea of 'bad,' it naturally does not go with 
words expressing good ideas." 

Use: 

"The pejorative suffix -ik occurs with the following words: .... Its distri
bution appears to reflect a cultural evaluation." 

We seek to avoid any statements about suffixes "having ideas." They may "have 
meanings," "indicate relationships," and "reflect concepts," but they do not "have 
ideas." Furthermore, it does not "naturally" follow that pejorative affixes fail 
to occur with words indicating features meeting with cultural approval. The state
ment that the distribution of -ik reflects a cultural evaluation is not necessary 
in a purely structural analysis, but it may have value in determining the allosemes 
of this morpheme. The proper place for such a statement is in the lexicon. 

2. Historical 

In place of the statement: 

"Since -ik is derived from ikak 'bad,' it adds an unfavorable idea to the 
stem with which it occurs." 

Use: 

"ikak - -ik 'bad. "* 

From the standpoint of the descriptive analysis of the language, we are not inter
ested in the fact that -ik is derived from ikak. The allomorphic relationship of 
these morphemes should be stated without reference to the history. If the meaning 
is 'bad,' we assume that this sememe will be a part of any expression containing 
the morpheme. 

3. Subjective 

In place of the statements: 

a. "We add -1 to the root." 

b. "You can see the suffix in the past-tense forms." 

Use: 

a. "-JL is added to the root." 

b. "The suffix occurs in the past- tense forms" or "The past - tense forms con
ta in the suf f ix . " 

In so far as possible, the l ingu i s t should be completely objective about descr ip
t i ve statements. The re la t ionship of the speaker, the hearer, or the learner to 
the language i s i r r e l evan t . 
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U. Imperative 

In place of the statementt 

"To form the past tense, drop the infinitive -1 and add -t." 

Usei 

"The infinitive suffix -1 and the past-tense suffix -t are added to the stem." 

It is the traditional practice in textbooks to use imperative expressions in the 
form of "rules" to describe the structure of a language. These are to be avoided 
completely. 

There are certain types of expressions which linguists employ constantly in describing 
the relationships of forms. We cannot list all of these or indicate all the alternative 
expressions,-^ but the following are the ones most frequently recurring: 

1. For describing the distribution of a morpheme: 

fl-ka occurs with the following stems: ..." 

n-ka is suffixed to the following stems: ..." 

n-ka is added to the following stems: ..." 

"-ka is found with the following stems: ..." 

2. For describing features of a class: 

"Nouns exhibit the following features: ..." 

"Nouns have the following features: ..." 

1 "Nouns are characterized by the following features: ..." 

3. For describing the composition of a form: 

"kanatka consists of the stem kanat- and the suffix -ka." 

"kanatka contains the stem kanat- and the suffix -ka." 

"kanatka is composed of the stem kanat- and the suffix -ka." 

1;. For describing the constituency of a class: 

a. "Class A consists of the following forms: ..." 

"Class A includes the following forms: ..." 

"Class A comprises the following forms: ..." 

"Class A is composed of the following forms: ..." 

These alternative expressions are not, however, synonymous. 
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b. "Forms 1, 2, and 3 constitute Class A." 

"Forms 1, 2, and 3 comprise Class A." 

"Forms 1, 2, and 3 form Class A.» 

"Forms 1, 2, and 3 are included in Class A." 

A typical descriptive statement consists of four partst (l) the item being described, 
(2) the defined relationship, (3) the item or items to which it is related, and (U) the 
circumstances which govern or accompany the occurrence. Parts 3 and h are optional. Note 
the following illustrative statementst 

1. "-ka is suffixed to verbs of class C with loss of the final consonant of the stem." 

2. "Suffixes of class A occur with transitive verbs under the following circumstances» 
n 

.... 

3. "Replacives occur with the following stems» ...." 

U. "Assimilation is found under the following circumstances» ...." 
In nontechnical writing one is supposed to vary expressions and sentence structure so 

as to avoid repetition of particular words and monotony of sentence form. In technical 
writing, however, this is not always possible», in such writing words are used in very spe
cialized senses and we cannot be as free in the substitution of lexically similar forms. 
In Roget's Thesaurus, for example, the words repetitive, reduplicative, and recurring are 
are listed as synonyms, but in linguistic terminology these words have very different spe
cialized meanings and cannot be substituted for each other. 

Rather than vary the sentence structure to avoid monotony, we make use of similarities 
of sentence structure to emphasize similarities of linguistic structure. For example, in 
place of the sentence» 

"Prefixes in- and ab- occur with stem classes A, B, and Cj and stem classes D, E, and 
F occur wi'th prefixes as- and ul-«" 

we should write» 

"Prefixes -in and -ab occur with stem classes A, B, and C» and prefixes as- and ul-
occur with stem classes D, E, and F." 

The use of chiasm may be rhetorically pleasing, but parallel sentence structure is more 
valuable in indicating parallel structural relationships. 

9,3 Illustrative Language Problems 

Problem 132 (hypothetical data)11* 

Instructions» 

In order to appreciate adequately the way in which the grammatical statement may be 
made, it is helpful to consider a very limited amount of data which are carefully controlled. 
Problems 13k and 13$ are even more limited than Problem 132, but they provide essential 
practical experience in the organization of linguistic statements. The other problems in 
the chapter are based on actual-language materials. 
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a. Analyze the following data. 

b. Study carefully the form of the description which follows. 

Paradigmatic data» 

1. -tis 'to walk' 

la. uQtis 'there is walking' 

lb. iktis 'walks' 

lc. ikantis 'walk all of a sudden' 

Id. ikeGtis 'walk continuously1 

kg. oteQpam 'is hit and hit' 

Uh. ampam 'hit (him)self once' 

Ui. amampam 'hit (one)self all of a sudden 

Uj. emeQpam 'hit (them)selves continually' 

2. -tus 'to enter' 

2a. uQtus 'entering occurs' 

2b. iktus 'enters' 

2c. ikantus 'enter suddenly' 

2d. ike9tus 'enter continually' 

3. -kinsen 'to grieve* 

3a. uxkinsen 'there was grief 

3b. ikkinsen 'grieved' 

3c. ¿kankinsen 'grieved suddenly' 

3d. ike6kinsen 'grieved constantly1 

3e. otkinsen 'become grief-stricken' 6. -kuk 'to be sick' 

5. -sil 'to see' 

5a. uxsil 'there is seeing' 

$b. iksil 'see once' 

5c. ikansil 'see all of a sudden' 

5d. ikeOsil 'looks and looks' 

5e. otsil 'is seen once' 

£f. otansil 'is seen suddenly1 

$g., oteSsil 'is seen continuously' 

5h. insil 'to see (one)self once' 

i>i. amansil 'saw (him)self suddenly' 

5j. emeGsil 'sees (him)self continuously' 

3f. otankinsen 'become grief-stricken 6a. uxkuk 'there was sickness' 
suddenly' 

3g. ote€kinsen 'become grief-stricken 6b. ikkuk 'was sick once' 
constantly' 

6c. ikankuk 'was sick all of a sudden' 
k. -pam 'to hit' 

Ua. uxpam 'there is hitting' 

Ub. ikpam 'hit once' 

Uc. ikampam 'hit instantly' 

kd. ikeSpam 'hit and hit' 

Ue. otpam 'is hit once' 

Uf. otampam 'be hit instantaneously' 

6d. ike6kuk 'is continuously sick' 

6e. otkuk 'will be made sick' 

6f. otankuk 'is made sick suddenly' 

6g. ote6kuk 'is made sick for some time' 

7. -sen 'to be sad' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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7a. 

7b. 

7c 

7d. 

7e. 

7f. 

7g. 

8. -

8a. 

8b. 

8c. 

8d. 

8e. 

8f. 

8g. 

9. -

9a. 

9b. 

9c 

9d. 

10. • 

10a. 

10b. 

10c. 

lOd. 

lOe. 

lOf. 

10g. 

u6sen 'there is sadness' 

iksen 'is sad' 

ikansen 'will be sad all at once' 

ikeSsen 'is always sad' 

otsen 'is made sad' 

otansen 'is made sad suddenly' 

ote€sen 'is always made sad' 

-lol 'to become1 

uxlol 'there is change' 

iklol 'become once' 

ikanlol 'will become all at once' 

ikeQlol 'is constantly becoming' 

ctlol 'is made' 

otanlol 'was made instantly' 

ote91ol 'will be always made' 

-kamis 'to fish' 

uxkamis * there is fishing going on' 

ikkamis 'fished once* 

ikankamis 'will fish all of a sudden' 

ikexkamis 'fishes continually' 

11. -pik 'to kill' 

11a. ufpik 'there is killing going on' 

lib. ikpik 'killed once' 

lie. ikampik 'killed instantly' 

lid. ikefpik 'killed continually' 

lie. otpik 'was murdered' 

llf. otampik 'was killed instantly' 

llg. otefpik 'will be killed 
continually1 

llh. impik 'committed suicide' 

lli. amampik 'killed (him)self 
instantly' 

llj. emefpik 'will kill (him)self over 
a period of time' 

12. -tot 'to call' 

12a. uxtot 'there is calling going on1 

12b. iktot 'call once' 

12c ikantot 'called instantly* 

12d. ikeOtot 'was continually calling' 

12e. ottot 'will be given a name' 

12f. otantot 'was called suddenly' 

12g. oteQtot 'will always be called' 

12h. ontot 'gave (him)self a name* 

12i. amantot 'suddenly gave (him)self a 
name* 

12j. eme©tot 'is continually calling 
(him)self' 

-karit 'to be a man' 

uxkarit 'men were coming into existence' 

ikkarit 'is a man' 13. -mus 'to hear' 

ikankarit 'was a man all of a sudden' 13a. ufmus 'there is listening going on' 

ikexkarit 'will always be a man' 13b. ikmus 'heard once' 

otkarit 'be made a man once' 13c ikammus 'hear all of a sudden' 

otankarit 'will be made a man suddenly' 13d. ikefmus 'listen and listen' 

otexkarit 'will always be made a man' (Continued on next page.) 
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13e. otmus ' i s heard' 

13f. otaramus ' i s heard ins t an t ly ' 

13g. otefmus ' i s heard continually ' 

13h. ummus 'heard (him)self' 

13i . amammus 'hear (him)self suddenly' 

13 j . eaiefmus 'hear (your)self continually ' 

ill . -kan ' t o run' 

ilia, uxkan ' there i s a race ' 

llib. ikkan ' runs ' 

l l i c ikankan 'run suddenly' 

llld. ikeQkan 'ran continuously' 

15. -pir 'to knife' 

l!?a. ufpir 'there is a knifing going on' 

15b. ikpir 'knifed (cut)' 

15c ikampir 'knifed instantly' 

l5d. ikefpir 'knifed continually' 

l£e. otpir 'were knifed' 

l^f. otampir 'were knifed instantly1 

l5g. otefpir 'were knifed continually' 

l£h. impir 'knife (one)self' 

lfii. amampir 'knife (one)self instantly' 

l5j. emefpir 'vd.ll knife (one)self 

continually' 

16. -tinlol 'to rise' 

16a. uOtinlol 'rising occurs1 

l6b. iktinlol 'rises' 

l6c. ikantinlol 'rise suddenly' 

l6d. ike©tinlol 'rise continually' 

15 

17. mis- 'fish' 

17a. indsat ac. »p. 

17b. imison g. p. 

17c imisu at. p. 

17d. misat ac. u. 

17e. mison g. u. 

17f• misu at. u. 

18. rit- 'man' 

18a. iritat ac. p. 

18b. iriton g. p. 

l8c. iritu at. p. 

l8d. ritat ac. u. 

l8e. riton g. u. 

l8f. ritu at. u. 

19. -kel- 'friend' 

19a. ikelat ac. p. 

19b. ikelon g. p. 

19c. ikelu at. p. 

20. -pir- 'knife' 

20a. ampirat ac. p. 

20b. ampiron g. p. 

20c. ampiru at. p. 

21. pas- ' 'instrument' 

(Continued on next page.) 

e abbreviations are» ac. 'actor,' j). 'possessed,' j . 'goal,' ̂ t . 'attributive,' 
and u. 'unpossessed.' 

http://'vd.ll
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21a. ampasat ac. p. 27a. antonat ac. p. 

21b. ampason g. p. 27b. antonon g. p. 

21c. ampasu at. p. 27c antonu at. p. 

21d. pasat ac. u. 27d. tonat ac. u. 

21e. pason g. u. 27e. tonon g. u. 

21f. pasu at. u. 27f. tonu at. u. 

22. -tus- 'interior' 

22a. itusat ac. p. 

22b. ituson g. p. 

22c. itusu at. p. 

23. -nom- 'house' 

23a. annomat ac. p. 

23b. annomon g. p. 

23c annomu at. p. 

2U. -sur- 'wife' 

2Ua. ansurat ac. p. 

2Ub. ansuron g. p. 

2Uc ansuru at. p. 

25. -mek- 'eye' 

25a. ammekat ac. p. 

25b. ammekon g. p. 

25c aimneku at. p-, 

26. -kirn- 'heart' 

26a. ankimat ac. p. 

26b. ankimon g. p. 

26c. ankimu at. p. 

27. ton- 'woman' 

28. -mak- 'husband' 

28a. imakat ac. p, 

28b. imakon g. p. 

28c imaku at. p. 

29. -tin- 'top' 

2°a. antinat ac. p. 

29b. antinon g. p. 

29c antinu at. p. 

30. mor- 'I, we1 

30a. omorat ac. p. 

30b. omoron g. p. 

30c omoru at. p, 

30d«. morat ac. u. 

30e. moron g. u. 

3Of. moru at. u. 

31. pim- 'you (sg., pi.)' 

31a. opimat ac. p. 

31b. opimon g. p. 

31c. opimu at. p. 

31d. pimat ac, u. 

31e. pimon g. u. 

(Continued 
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31f. pimu at. u. 35f. mapu at. u. 

32. kos- 'he, she, it, they' 

32a. okosat ac. p. 

32b. okoson g. p. 

32c. okosu at. p. 

32d. kosat ac. u. 

32e. koson g. u. 

32f. kosu at. u. 

33. rak- 'all' 

33a. orakat ac. p. 

33b. orakon g. p. 

33c. oraku at. p. 

33d. rakat ac. u. 

33e. rakon g. u, 

33?. raku at. u. 

3k. kot- 'few' 

3Ua. okotat ac. p. 

3hb, okoton g. p. 

3Uc. okotu at. p. 

3Ud. kotat ac. u. 

3he. koton g. u. 

3hf. kotu at. u. 

35. map- 'one' 

35a. omapat ac. p. 

35b. omapon g. p. 

35c omapu at. p. 

35d. mapat ac. u. 

3$e. mapon g. u. 

36. to.k- 'two' 

36a. otokat ac. p. 

36b. otokon g. p. 

36c. otoltu at. p. 

36d. tokat ac. u. 

36e. tokon g. u. 

36f. toku at. u. 

37. -tisor- 'walk' 

37a. antisorat ac. p. 

37b. antisoron g. p. 

37c. antisom at. p. 

38. silor- 'viewJ 

38a. isilorat ac. p. 

38b. isiloron g. p. 

38c. isiloru at. p. 

38d. silorat ac. u. 

38e. siloron g. u. 

38f. siloru at. u. 

39. -kukor- 'sickness' 

39a. ikukorat ac. p. 

39b. ikukoron g. p. 

39c, ikukoru at. p. 

hO. pikor- >murder' 

liOa. ampikorat ac. p. 

UOb. ampikoron g. p. 

(Continued 
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UOc. ampikoru at. p. Ijf. ritmlsu at. u. 

UOd. pikorat ac. u. 

liOe. pikoron g. u. 

UOf. pikoru at. u. 

I4.I. sen- 'sadness* 

Ula. isenat ac. p. 

Ulb. isenon g. p. 

Ulc. isenu at, p. 

Ü2. pam- ' s t r i f e 1 

U2a. opamat a c . p . 

l;2b. opamon g. p . 

U2c. opamu a t . p . 

l|2d. pamat a c . u . 

U2e. pamon g. u . 

U2f. pamu a t . u . 

k 3 . r i t m i s - ' f i she rman ' 

i+3a. i r i t m i s a t a c . p . 

l*3b. i r i t m i s o n g. p . 

U3c. i r i t m i s u a t . p . 

U3d. r i t m i s a t a c . u . 

Ii3e. r i t m i s o n g. 11. 

UU. tonnom- 'maid ' 

UlLa. antonnamat a c . p . 

UUb. antonnomon g. p*. 

UUc antonnomu a t . p . 

UUd. tonnomat. a c . u . 

Ulie. tonnomon g. u . 

khf. tonnomu a t . u . 

U5. tarn ' and ' 

h6. r i smut ' i f 

kl» r i s 'when1 

LL8. r a t ' s udden ly ' 

U9. ntut ' p o s s i b l y ' 

50. nan J p r i o r t i m e ' 

5 1 . kor 'now' 

52. mur 'future time' 

$3. sum 'not' 

5U. kot 'again' 

^>$. mutsum ' i m p o s s i b l y ' 

56 . b a t ' by , w i t h ' 

(Text d a t a on 
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Text datai^ 

ritat* (l) ikelon (2) room (3) nan (U) ikampik. (5) morat (6) 
Man friend my (past time) killed instantly. I 

ikelon (2) moru (3) ris (7) ikeetot (8) ikelat (9) sum (10) moron (11) 
friend my when called continually friend not me 

ikmus. (12) morat (6) ikeQtis (13) tam (lU) kot (l£) kot (l£) 
hear. I walked and walked and again again 

ike9tot. (8) morat (6) okoson (16) rat (17) ikansil. (18) ampikorat (19) 
called continually. I him suddenly saw. Murderer 

kosu (20) ikelon (2) moru (3) bat (2l) ampiru (2) jcot (15) kot (15) 
his friend my with knife again again 

ikeQpam. (23) morat (6) ituson (2U) annomu (25) iktis. (26) uQsen. (27) 
hit repeatedly. I interior house walked There is sadness. 

ankimon (28) moru (3) ote8kinsen, (2?) ris (7) ufpik. (30) ikelat (9) 
Heart my is continually grieved, when there is killing. Friend 

moru (3) _sum (10) jcot (15) otkarit. (31) 
my not again will be a man. 

Free translation! 

A man killed my friend instantly. When I continually called for my friend, the 
friend did not hear me. I walked and walked and called again and again. I suddenly 
saw him. His murderer had stabbed him again and again with a knife. I walked into 
the house. There was sadness. My heart is continually grieved when there is a mur
der. My friend will never again live. 

» YJ 
Notes on the texti ' 

1. rit- 'man' + -at suffix. This form serves as subject of an active verb. 

2. i- possessive prefix -\—kel- 'friend'+ -on goal suffix. This form serves as ob
ject of a transitive verb and subject of a passive verb. See note 28, below. 

3. mor- first-person stem + -_u attributivizing suffix. 

U. nan uninflected particle indicating past time. All. other temporal relationships 
are supplied by the context. 

5. ik- active-voice prefix -+- am- prefix of instantaneous aspect + -pik 'to kill.' 

6. mor- first-person stem + -at actor suffix. 

7. ris uninflected particle 'when.' 

-'"The text is given in order to indicate more clearly the use of the relational suf
fixes. The numbers in parentheses in the text refer to the explanatory notes that follow 
the free translation. 

Zero morphemes are not listed. 
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8. ik- active-voice prefix -+- eQ- prefix of continuative aspect -\- -tot 'to call.' 

9. i- possessive prefix -\—kel- 'friend' + -at actor suffix. 

10. sum uninflected particle 'not.' 

11. mor- first-person stem + -on goal suffix. 

12. ik- active-voice prefix 4- -mus *to hear.' 

13. ik- active-voice prefix -|- e9- prefix of continuative aspect -I- -tis 'to walk. ' 

ill. tarn uninflected particle 'and. ' 

1.5. kot uninflected particle 'again.' 

16. o- possessive prefix + kos- third-person pronoun H—£n goal suffix. 

17. rat uninflected particle 'suddenly.' 

18. ik- active-voice prefix-)- an- prefix of instantaneous aspect -+- -sil 'to see.' 

19. am- possessive pref ix 4- -pik- verb stem 'to kill' 4- -or nominalizing suf fix 4- -at 
actor suffix, 

20. kos- third-person stem 4- -_u attributivizing suffix. 

21. bat uninflected particle 'by, with.' 

22. am- possessive prefix H—pir- 'knife' H — u attributivizing suffix. 

23. ik- active-voice pref ix+- eQ- prefix of continuative aspect-!- -pam 'to hit.' 

2U. 1- possessive prefix H—tus- 'interior' +- -on goal suffix. 

2$. an- possessive prefix 4- -nom- 'house' 4- -u attributivizing suffix. 

26. ik- active-voice prefix -)—tis 'to walk. ' 

27. u€- impersonal-voice prefix -f -sen H o be sad. ' 

28. an- possessive prefix + -kim- 'heart' + -on goal suffix. 

29. ot- passive-voice prefix 4- eQ- prefix of instantaneous aspect 4- -kin- 'heart* 4-
-sen 'to be sad. ' 

30. uf- impersonal-voice prefix H—pik 'to kill.' 

31. at- passive-voice prefix 4- ka- verbalizing prefix H—rit 'man.' 

Supplementary informationt 

1. The translations of the verb forms reflect the types of responses obtained from 
informants. Note that tense is indicated by particles and aspect by verb affixes. 

2. Number is indicated by separate words or is implicit in the context. 
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Discussion of the data» 

1. There are three structural classes: verbs, nouns, and particles. 

2. Stems may be classified as verbs, nouns, verbs and nouns, and particles. 

.3. Verbs have inflectional prefixes; nouns have inflectional prefixes and suffixes: 
particles have neither. 

h. Verb stems differ in the number of paradigmatic forms in which they occur» U, 7, 
or 10. All verbs occur with impersonal and active-voice prefixes. But some do 
not occur in the passive, and a few have no reflexive formations. This means 
that there are three inflectional classes of stems. 

5. Noun stems exhibit two major inflection classesj (l) those which may occur without 
possessive prefixes and (2) those which never occur without possessive prefixes. 

6. Nouns, verbs, and particles exhibit derivational formations. Compounding occurs 
with all classes, and affixation with nouns and verbs. 

Solution of Problem 132: 

1. Morphology 

1.1 Morphophonemics 

1.11 Phonologically Defined Allomorphic Alternations 

Nasal continuants m, _n, and _n are assimilated according to point of articulation 
of the following consonant. 

1.12 Morphologically Defined Allomorphic Alternations 

The morphemes ux- » (uf- ~ u6-) 'impersonal voice' and e6- °° (ef- ~ ex-) 'in
stantaneous aspect' occur in phonologically assimilated patterns according to the 
point of articulation of the following consonant when prefixed to the stems» -kamis 
'to fish,' -karit 'to be a man,' -mus 'to hear,' -pik 'to kill,' -sen 'to be sad,' 
-pir 'to knife,1 and -tis 'to walk.' 

1.2 Morphology Proper 

1.21 Inventory of Morphemes 

1.21.1 Root Morphemes 

A. Verb roots, e.g. -tis 'to walk,' -tot 'to call, ' and -sil 'to see' 

B. Noun roots, e.g.•mis- 'fish,' -kel- 'friend,' and mor- 'I' 

C. Verb and noun roots, e.g. -sen 'to be sad, sadness, ' -tus 'to enter, interior, 
and -pir 'to knife, knife' 

D. Particles» tarn 'and,' ris 'when,' sum 'not,' rat 'suddenly,' mut 'possibly,' 
nan 'prior time,' kor 'now,' mur 'future time,' and kot 'again' 

1.21.2 Nonroot Morphemes 

A. Derivational affixes 
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1. Verbalizingi ka-

2. Nominalizing» -or 

B. Inf lec t ional affixes 

1. Occurring with verbs 
-i Q 

a. First order: eQ- » (ef- ~ ex-) continuous aspect,' am- 'instantaneous 
aspect,' and zero 'punctiliar aspect' 

b. Second orderi ik- 'active voice,' ot- 'passive voice,' am- ~ em- ~ um-
~ im- ~ om- 'reflexive voice,' and ux- » (uf- ~ u©-) 'impersonal voice' 

2. Occurring with nouns 

a. Prefixal: 1- <= am- °o _o- 'possessive' 

b. Suffixali -at 'actor,' -on 'goal,' -u 'attributive' 

1.22 Disribution of Morphemes 

The distribution of morphemes distinguishes three principal word classes» verbs, 
nouns, and particles. Verbs occur with inflectional prefixes, nouns with inflectional 
prefixes and suffixes, and particles are not inflected. 

1.22.1 Verbs 

Verbs exhibit derivational and inflectional formations. 

1.22.11 Derivation of Verbs 

Verbs are derived by prefixation and compounding. 

1.22.11.1 Prefixation 

The verbalizing prefix ka- occurs in the following construct!onsj -karit 'to be 
a man' (< rit- 'man') and -kamis 'to fish' (< mis- 'fish'). 

1.22.11.2 Compounding 

The following verb compounds occurt -kinsen ' to gr ieve ' (< -k in- ' hea r t ' + -sen 
' t o be s ad ' ) and - t i n l o l ' t o r i s e ' (< - t i n - ' t op ' + - l o l ' t o become'). All compounds 
consist of noun-verb sequences. 

1.22.12 Inflection of Verbs 

Verbs are inflected for aspect by prefixes of the first order, and for voice by 
prefixes of the second order. 

1.22.12.1 First-Order Prefixes 

Prefixes of aspectt e9- °» (ef- ~ ex-) 'continuative,' am- 'instantaneous,' and 
zero 'punctiliar' occur with all verbs, e.g. -efpik 'kill continually,' -eQtot 'con
tinually call,1 -ampik 'kill instantly,' -antot 'called instantly,' (ik)pik 'killed 
once.' 

That is, counting from the stem. 
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1.22.12.2 Second-Order Prefixes 

1.22.12.21 Verb Classes 

The distribution of second-order prefixes distinguishes three classes of verb 
stems: Vt 'transitive,' Vs 'intransitive state,' Vp 'intransitive process.' 

Class Vti -mus 'to hear,' -pam 'to hit,' -pik 'to kill,1 -sil 'to see,' -tot 
•to call,' -pir 'to knife' 

Class Vsi -karit 'to be a man,' -kuk 'to be sick,' -lol 'to become,' -sen 'to be 
sad,' -kinsen 'to grieve' 

Class Vp» -kamis 'to fish,' -kan 'to run,' -tis 'to walk,' -tinlol 'to rise,' 
-tus 'to enter' 

1.22.12.22 Distribution 

ux- » (uf-.~ e9-) 'impersonal' and ik- 'active' occur with verb classes Vt, Vs, 
and Vp, e.g. uxpam 'there is hitting,' uxkuk 'there was sickness,' uQtis 'there is 
walking,' ikmus 'heard once,' ikankarit 'was a man all of a sudden,' ikexkamis 'fishes 
continually.' 

ot- 'passive' occurs with verb classes Vt and Vs, e.g. otammus 'is heard instant
ly, ' and otexkarit 'will always be made a man.' 

am- ~ em- ~ im- ~ om- ~ urn- exhibiting vocalic harmony with the vowel immediately 
following, occurs with verb class Vt, e.g. ummus 'heard (him)self,' amampam 'hit 
(one)self all of a sudden,' emefpik 'will kill (him)self over a period of time.' 

1.22.2 Nouns 

Nouns exhibit derivational and inflectional formations. 

1.22.21 Derivation of Nouns 

Nouns are derived by suffixation and compounding. 

1.22.21.1 Suffixation 

The nominalizing suffix -or occurs in the followi.ng constructions! -tisor- 'walk' 
(< -tis 'to walk'), silor- 'view' (< -sil 'to see'), -kukor- 'sickness' (< -kuk 'to be 
sick'), and pikor- 'murder' (< -pik 'to kill'). 

1.22.21.2 Compounding 

The following noun compounds occur» ritmis- 'fisherman' (< rit- 'man'-f- mis-
'fish') and tonnom- 'maid' (< ton- 'woman' + -nom- 'house'). 

1.22.22 Inflection of Nouns 

Nouns are inflected for possession by prefixes and for case by suffixes. 

1.22.22.1 Prefixation 

The possessive pref ixal morpheme 1- «•> an- <» _o- occurs optionally with stems 
having no initial hyphens, and is obligatory with those having hyphens. 
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x-t -kel- 'friend,' -kukor- 'sickness,' -mak- 'husband,' mis- 'fish,1 rit- 'man,' 

silor- 'view,' -tus-- 'interior,' -sen- 'sadness,' ritmis- 'fisherman' 

an-i -kim- 'heart,' -mek- 'eye,' -nom- 'house,' pas- 'instrument,' pikor- 'mur
der,' -pir- 'knife,' -wur- 'wife,' -tin- 'top,' -tisor- 'walk,' ton- 'woman,' 
tonnom- 'maid' 

o-t kos- 'he, she, it, they,' kot- 'few,' map- 'one,' mor- 'I, we,' pim- 'you 
Tsi-, pi.),' rak- 'all,1 toS£ 'two' 

1.22.22.2 Suffixation 

-at 'actor,' -on 'goal,' and -ju 'attributive' occur with all nouns, e.g. inri.sat 
'fish'~Tpossessed, actor), riton 'man' (unpossessed, goal), ikelu 'friend' (possessed, 
attributive). 

1.22.3 Particles 

Particles exhibit no inflection and only two instances of compounding deriva
tion: risinut 'if ( < ris 'when* + nut 'possibly') and mutsum 'impossibly' ( < mut 
'possible' •+- sum 

)iscussion of the solution to Problem 132i 

1. It would have been just as logical to treat nouns before verbs. There is in these 
data no morphological dependence as there is in Bantu, where some parts of the 
verb reflect noun classes, but where the reverse is not true. 

2. It is necessary to use actor and goal instead of subject and object, because the 
subject of passive verbs (semantically a goal) has the same form as the object of 
transitive verbs. 

3. The morphophonemic alternations are treated under the morphology, since such 
changes are not exhibited by the syntactic constructions. 

h. The meanings of verbs are cited in the English infinitive-phrase form. This is 
a convenient device to prevent misunderstanding of class memberships. 

5. The occurrence or nonoccurrence of hypnens before the nouns makesit possible to 
distinguish two important distribution classes without resorting to listing. 

6. A colon introduces a list of all the members of a class, and the abbreviation e.g. 
indicates that only illustrative data follow. 

7. This description is so limited that the summary statements made at the beginning 
of some sections seem completely superfluous, considering the fact that the data 
immediately following indicate all the relationships. In describing an actual 
language, such subordinate sections might cover eight or ten pages, so that gen
eral, explanatory statements are necessary. One must net expect the reader to 
finish all of a major section before he realizes the relevance of the first sub
divisions to those that follow. 

8. It is convenient to treat the punctiliar aspect as being indicated by a zero mor
pheme. This permits a structurally neater type of statement than if one assumes 
that the stem is basically punctiliar and modified by the various first-order 
prefixes. 

9. In section 1.22.12.1 it is not really necessary to list the aspectual prefixes 
again, since they have been listed in the inventory under nonroot morphemes, but 
for the sake of the reader such double listing is valuable. 
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10. In describing the inflection of the verb for voice, it would be possible to list 
the various classes under each set of prefixes. It is more economical, however, 
to set up the classes distinguished by the inflectional formations and then de
scribe the distributions on the basis of these. 

11. The allomorph _o- may distinguish a syntactically pertinent class of pronouns, but 
this fact is not significant on a morphological level. 

Problem 133 (data consisting of Zapotee forms of Problem 123) 

Instructionsi Describe the morphology. 

Problem 13k (hypothetical data) 

Instructions» 

a. Analyze the data. 

b. Describe the morphology. 

1. p^at 'boy' 

2. lap^ip 'little girl' 

3. na«kip 'little dog' 

U. si«s 'cat' 

i>. runi* 'house' 

6. na»k 'dog' 

7. si«svip 'kitten' 

8. p^atsu 'boys' 

9. runi-su 'houses' 

10. pinani 'I go' 

11. pilipapi 'I wash myself' 

12. rasita 'you (sg.) run' 

13. tunani 'he goes' 

ll±. na«ksu 'dogs' 

15. lap^ipsu 'little girls' 

16. p^atip 'little boy' 

17. runi'p 'little house' 

18. p^atipsu 'little boys' 

19. lapsu 'girls' 

20. tupaso-ra 'he loves you (sg.)' 

21. pisita 'I run' 

22. pinaniri 'we go' 

23. pisitari 'we run' 

21;. lap 'girl' 

2£. na'kipsu 'doggies' 

26. si'ssu 'cats' 

27. runi«psu 

28. si*sTipsu 

29. tunaniri 

30. pilipara 

31. ralipatu 

32. pipaso-tu 

33' pipasa«ptu 

' l i t t l e houses' 

' k i t t e n s ' 

' they go' 

' I wash you ( s g . ) ' 

'you ( sg . ) wash him' 

•I love i t ' 

'we love i t ' 

3U. tulipa*ppi ' they wash me' 

3$. rapasa 'ptu 'you ( p i . ) love i t ' 

36. r a l ipa ra 'you ( sg . ) wash yourself 
( s g . ) ' 

37. tulipa-ptu 'they wash themselves' 

38. tusitari 'they run' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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39. t upasa»pra ' t h e y a r e lov ing you ' 

UO. t u l i p a s a p p i ' t h e y beg in t o wash me' 

Ul. p ipaso*sap tu 'we b e g i n t o love i t ' 

1+2. r a s i t a s r i 'you ( p i ) beg in t o r un ' 

Problem 135 ( h y p o t h e t i c a l d a t a ) 

I n s t r u c t i o n s » 

a. Analyze the data. 

b. Describe the morphology. 

1. soparu 'children' 

2. paru 'child' 

3. kataake 'he is, was small' 

U. katigili 'it is, was dry' 

5. ritigili 'it dried' 

6. parutaa 'baby1 

7. soparutaa 'babies' 

8. r i x i k i l i ' i t became whi t e 1 

9. r a t a x i k i p a ' t h a t European' 

10. kanaa° ' I know' 

1 1 . kakaa0 ' I am' 

12. kanaaru 'you ( s g . ) know' 

13 . kakaake 'he i s , was ' 

i l l . kareoke ' she i s , was b i g ' 

15. yaka ' house ' 

16 . yakareo ' p a l a c e ' 

17. kasa 'woman' 

18 . kasa taapa ' t h a t g i r l ' 

19 . r a t a 'man' 

20. r a t a t a a 'boy ' 

2 1 . t o r a t a t a a ' b o y s ' 

k3. p ibodi ' I h i t ' 

UU. p i b o d i r i 'we h i t ' 

U5. p i b o d i r a ' I h i t you ( s g . ) 1 

U6. p iboda-pra 'we h i t you ( s g . ) 1 

22. kaxiki9 

23. toyaka 

2U. yakapa 

'I am white' 

'houses' 

'that house' 

25. ratapa 'that man' 

26. toratapa 'those men1 

27. parutaapa 'that baby' 

28. tokasataa 'girls' 

29. parupa 'that child' 

'we live' 

'you (pi.) live' 

'they will live' 

'I wrote' 

3k. ritiapo 'we wrote' 

35. sapixita 'you (pi.) will go home' 

36. sapixiru 'you (sg.) will go home' 

37. ma 'already' 

'when' 

'tomorrow' 

'yesterday' 

now' 

'one' 

(Continued on next page.) 

30. kaloepo 

31. kaloeta 

32. saloezi 

33. ritia' 

38. ora 

39. izi 

UO. aye 

Ul. xa 

1|2. ata 
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l\3. axa 'four' 

hh. iki 'five' 

U5. paru9 'my child' 

16. tega 'ear of corn' 

1*7. sotegapo 'our cornfield1 

U8. diga 'word' 

1|9. sodigake 'his words' 

50. xaka 'dress' 

51. taparu 'your (sg. ) hat' 

52. xakake 'her dress' 

53. totapa 'hats' 

5U. kaleazi 'they are, were red' 

SS. rileake 'he, she blushed' 
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57. yakareopo 'our palace' 

58. torataxiki 'Europeans' 

5?. tapa9 'my hat' 

60. tokasa 'women' 

61. torato 'men' 

62. ma ril±xa*> 'I'm already tired' 

63. kakaake la 'is he?' 

56. parutaazi 'their baby' 

Problem 136 (data from Mam [restricted], a language of Guatemala) 

Instructions} 

a. Isolate the morphemes. 

b. File the data 

c. Describe the morphology. 

1. xun sxal 'a person' 

2. oSe0 tSex 'three horses' 

3. ntSexe0 'my horse' 

U. qtSexe9 'our (excl.) horse' 

5. qtSex 'our (incl. ) horse' 

6. qSxalil 'our (incl.) own people' 

6k. tegata la '(is this) your (pi.) 
corn?' 

6B. kaleazi soxakapa 'those dresses are 
red" 

66. kaxikili tapapa 'that hat is white' 

67. aye kareoli 'yesterday it was big' 

68. ora ritigili, ritaali 'when it dried, 
it shrank' 

6Q. xa kataali 'now it is little* 

70. kaleali 'it is, was red* 

12. tbey i l ntaname0 ' the road to my town' 

13. txa tSex ' the s t ab l e ' 

liw nxaye' 'my house' 

15. kxa Sxal ' t he people 's home' 

16. ksaxab tsex ' the horses ' shoes' 

17. ksaxabe9 'your ( p i . ) sandals ' 

7.- t t s 'umal nq'obe9 ' the skin of my arm' 18. t?axaba 'your ( sg . ) sandals ' 

8. xun t s ' u ' n 'a piece of lea ther ' 1?. oSe° Sxab ' th ree sandals ' 

9. t t s 'umal tsex ' the horse ' s hide ' 

10. tbe tsex ' the horse t r a i l ' 

11. tbey i l tnam ' the road to town' (Continued on next page.) 

20. a t i i tS ke Sxal ' there i s ch i le for the 
people' 

21. ati its weye' 'there is chile for me' 
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22. witSe9 'my chile' 5l. pin twi9 xa 'the roof of the house is 
thick' 

23. i tS t e wanabe9 ' c h i l e for my s i s t e r ' 52. tpimal kwi9 k'wal ' the thickness of tht 
ch i ldren ' s heads' 

2k. tox kxa tañaba ' i n your (sg. } s i s t e r s ' 53. twi9 mes 'on the t a b l e ' 
house' 

25. inbet §xal tox p t s ' an ' the man i s walk- 5U. inbeta t u k ' i l t t s i k a 'you (sg.) are 
ing in the cane' walking with your older bro ther ' 

26. in t5e 9bet tox tpa t s ' ana ' they are walk- 55. xata9 t u k ' i l a 'where i s your 
ing in your cane' companion?1 

27. intSinbete 9 twits xa ' I am walking in 56. nim tkuwal t u k ' i l a 'your ( sg . ) compan-
front of the house1 ion i s very s trong' 

28. twi ts n t s ike 9 ' the face of my older 57. Si9 txunal 'he went by himself' 
brother ' 

29. twits xa 'in front of the house' 58. oxetsaj koS 'the lame man has already 
come' 

30. tsikbax 'older brother' 5?. nim tkoSil tqan 'his leg is very lame' 

31. mambax 'father' 60. qosil inqo9§ob 'the three of us are 
afraid' 

32. miSti9 nmane9 'I have no father' 6l. kof 'he is lame' 

33. miSti9 a9 "'there is no water' 62. koSiS tu9n tyabil 'he got lame because 
of his sickness' 

3k. qambax 'foot' 63. nim tSe9w xa9lo 'it is very cold today' 

35. q'eq tqan Sxal 'the man' foot is black1 6I4.. matSewif twaya 'your (sg.) food has 
become cold1 

36. q'eqaS ' i t became black' 65. t a 9 l lo9bx ' the ju ice of the f r u i t ' 

37. maq'eqaf ' i t has become black' 66. nimin ' ra ther b ig ' 

38. xun k'wal kuw 'a strong chi ld ' 67. tSa9Sin 'a b i t green' 

39. makuwiS k'wal ' t he child has become 68. q'eqin 'b lackish ' 
strong' 

kO. t q ' e q a l kwitse9 ' t he pupil of your ( p i . ) 69. ewilo kirn 'she must have died yesterday' 
eyes' 

70. malot5e9kim ' they have probably died' 
Ul. t saqal xos ' the white of an egg1 

71. kimlo 'no doubt he died' 
1*2. saqlo ' i t i s probably white ' 

72. oq'3i93lo 'no doubt she cried a l o t ' 
1;3. t t s e y i l xa ' t he wood (e .g . r a f t e r s ) of 

the house' 73. makim tSex xa9 lo ' the horse died today' 
kk. nim nwaye9 a t i ' I have a l o t of food' 

7U. mats'oq'3i9S tu9n 'he cried much 
U5. tnimal fxal oxets'e9tsax 'most of the because of i t ' 

people have already come1 75. tkimsa 'he k i l l e d i t* 
I46. miSti9 wabx t e kanab ' there i s no food 

for t h e i r s i s t e r ' 76. tSobsa 'he made him afra id ' 
kl. maq'anas lo9bx ' the f r u i t has ripened' 

77. manox§i93lo tu9n a9 ' i t has probably 
U8. t 5 a 9 | l o t lo 9 ya 'no doubt your ( sg . ) become very f u l l of water ' 

f r u i t i s green' 78. tnoxsaya ewi 'you (sg. > f i l l e d i t 
ll°. t S a 9 | t t S i 9 ' h i s meat i s raw1 yesterday1 

50. ma a t i tSi9bx t.wa. ' i s there meat for (Continued on next page.) 
vou ( s g . ) ? ' 
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oknoxel 'it will get full' 

oklokimel 'he will probably die' 

oknoxsetel wu9ne9 

ma oxenoxset 

109. oxetoqtts'iba 'he had already written 
it' 

110. i n n t s ' i b a 9 n e 9 ' I am w r i t i n g i t ' 

' i t w i l l be f i l l e d by 111 . t t s ' i b a ' he wrote i t 1 

me' 
'was i t f i l l e d ? ' 112. t s ' i b b i l ' a p e n c i l ' 

oxena 9noxset J of course i t was f i l l e d ' 113. i n t s ' e 9 n t s ' i b a 9 n e 9 ' I am w r i t i n g them 
(words) ' 

oxena9 'of course i t was ' l i l i . i n t s ' e 9 k t s ' i b a 9 n e 9 'we ( e x c l . } a r e 
w r i t i n g them' 

noxsama ' f i l l i t ( s g . s u b j e c t ) 1 . ' 115. i n t § e 9 n k l o 9 n e 9 ' I am defending them' 

oxena9 tse9k±m ' y e s , they d i ed long ago ' 116. k o l b i l ' d e l i v e r a n c e ' 

t s ' i y s a m a 'make i t grow ( s g . s u b j e c t ) } ' 117. mLsbil ' a broom' 

lwi mats ' ' iy kk 'wa le 9 'your ( p i . ) c h i l d 118. inmson ' he i s sweeping' 
has grown f a s t ' 

ku tsaxa 'come ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 119. i n tk 'mo 9 n 'he i s r e c e i v i n g i t ' 

t s a x t s u n ' t hen he came' 

k u ' t s a 'you ( s g . ) came down' 

o 9 k u 9 t s e ° 'we ( e x c l . ) came down' 

120. ef msol ' he went out t o sweep' 

121 . m i s l i ' i t was swept ' 

122. k ' aml i ' i t was r e c e i v e d ' 

e ° k u 9 t s t s u n e 9 ' t h e n you ( p i . ) came down' 123. t u 9 n kk'met ' t h a t t h e y be r e c e i v e d ' 

o9ku9§ 'we ( i n c l . ) went down' 12U. ok tS ink 'mé t e l e 9 ' I w i l l be r e c e i v e d ' 

qatsun ma t se 9 ku 9 se 9 ' i f t hen you ( p i . ) 125. o 9 Sobse te 9 'we ( e x c l . ) were t h r e a t e n e d 
go down' 

s i 9 txia ' he went home' 126. Sobsb i l ' a t h r e a t e n i n g * 

k u t | i 9 y a txaya ' go home ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' ' 127. t s u y b i l ' a h o l d e r ' 

k u t k u 9 t s t s u n a nman 'come down then , my 128. t t s u y ' he h e l d i t ' 
f a t h e r j ' 

e t s a 'you came out ( y e s t e r d a y ) ' 

m a t s ' e t s t ox t t s i ' i t came out of h i s 
mouth ( t o d a y ) ' 

ku tesa t t s i xa 'go out t he door ( s g . 
s u b j e c t ) J ' 

i n e s e 9 ' I went o u t ' 

intsinetse9 'I am coming out' 

e9etslo 'no doubt they came out' 

i n t s i n t s ' i b a n e 9 ' I am w r i t i n g ' 

yabtoq 'he was s i c k ' 

i n t s e 9 t s ' i b a n t o q ' t h e y were w r i t i n g ' 

m a t o q t s i n t s ' i b a n e 9 ' I was about t o w r i t e 
(but didn't)' 

129. oktsyetel 'it will be caught' 

130. buybil 'a gathering' 

131. tbuyi 'he gathered it' 

132. oklot§e9buyitel 'possibly they will be 
gathered' 

133. awbil ' a garden ' 

13k. awama ' p l a n t i t ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ^ ' 

135. t u 9 n tawet ' t h a t i t be p l a n t e d ' 

136. q'oma ' g i v e i t ( s g . s u b j e c t ) I • 

137. q ' o n t s a ' g i v e i t t h i s way ( t o me) 
( s g . s u b j e c t ) J ' 

(Continued on next page . ) 
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138. q'onsa 'give i t tha t way ( to him) (sg. ll;8. okkbelqkuSba'n 'we ( i n c l . ) w i l l lay i t 
subject ) j • down' 

139. f i ' t q ' o ' n 'he gave i t to him' lU°. kSeku'ya ' l i e down (sg. subjec t ) . " 

15Í0, ts ipeku'ya 'bow your headJ ' 

l £ l . t s i p l i 'with bowed head' 

1^2. mexll 'kneel ing ' 

153. tSe''mxeku''ye'' 'you ( p i . ) kneel downJ' 

V?k. xuntl 'another one' 

1$5. oxetsuntsinkubtmexba':,ntle, 'then he 
made me kneel down again' 

156. el 'he left' 

lUo. 

lU i . 

1U2. 

XU3. 

Ha. 

ii*5. 

1Í46 . 

iU7. 

tsajckq^'n ' they gave i t to me' 

a q ' l i 'given' 

t aq ' 'he gave i t ' 

t un l i 'hanging' 

kusl i ' lying down' 

ku^kse 'he lay down' 

kusbama ' lay i t down (sg. subject)J ' 

ku'tkuSba^na 'you ( sg . ) caused him to 
l i e down 

1^7. okkbeltune 'it will hang down' 

Supplementary information! 

1. The sequences jtS and ̂ s constitute single phonemes, but they are written here as 
digraphs for the sake of convenience in isolating morphemes. 

2. Many relationships are expressed by series of possessives. For example, tox kxa 
tañaba 'in your (sg.) sisters' house' (2k) is literally 'its-in(-ness) their-house 
your-sister(s).' The final morpheme -a goes with the prefix t- to constitute a 
discontinuous immediate constituent t-...-a meaning 'your (sg.).' Similarly, 
tts'umal nq'obe0 'the skin of my arm' (7) is literally 'its-skin my-arm.' The 
first person pronominal substitute consists of a prefix n- and an enclitic -e 9. 
This clitic also occurs in other forms with other pronominal prefixes, of. I4. and 
17. 

3. The bound forms occurring with nouns and verbs are of two different structural 
types: (l) those closely joined to the stem in fixed orders (i.e. affixes) and 
(2) those which occur in more than one relative position and whose grammatical 
attachment may be to the expression as a whole(i.e. clitics). All the data which 
would be required to differentiate these classes are not included. Hence, we are 
listing the following types of clitics: (l) tense particles, (2) definitive par
ticles: -e° ~ -ye° and -a. ~ -ya, and (3) certain aspect-mode particles: lo, na0, 
tsun, tog, and tl. These lists are not complete. 

k. There are certain verbs of movement: tsax (I;]?), ji' (57), kub (1^5), and el (l56), 
which may also occur as preposed auxiliary verbs. The following are the principal 
morphophonemic reductions which take place: kub + tsax > ku^ts (91), kub + gi^ > 
ku?i (9k), el + tsax > ets (99), and el + fi** > e| (120). The morpheme kub also 
occurs as kb in certain combinations. 

5. The prefixal indicators of persons are the same in the second and third persons 
singular and plural. Distinctions between these persons are made by enclitics. 

6. There are two principal sets of prefixal pronouns, with certain allomorphic dis
tinctions depending upon following consonant or vowel stems. Compare the system 
in Kekchi, a related language. The following forms indicate more fully some of 
the contrasts: 
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i n t s e ' b e t ' t h e y a r e wa lk ing ' 

W n kbet ' i n order t h a t t hey walk ' 

t e x kbet 'when they walked* 

i n t S i n t s ' i b a n e ' ' ' I am w r i t i n g ' 

i n t s e ' n t s ' i b a ' n e ' ' I am w r i t i n g them' 

i n t s e ' k u b n t s ' i b a ' n e * ' ' I am w r i t i n g them down' 

t u 0 n kkubn t s ' i ba 'ne 1 1 ' i n o rder t h a t I w r i t e them down' 

7 . The forms a t i ( 20 ) , m i f t i 0 ( 3 2 ) , and - t a (55) c o n s t i t u t e a subc l a s s of v e r b s . 
Compare t h e fo l lowing forms» 

a t i n e 9 ' I am (somewhere)' 

a t i y a 'you ( s g . ) a r e ' 

a t i 'he i s ' 

a t o 9 'we ( i n c l . ) a r e ' 

a t o ^ y e ' 'we ( e x c l . ) a r e ' 

a t e ' y e ' ' 'you ( p i . ) a r e ' 

a t e ' ' t h e y a r e ' 

Problem 137 ( d a t a from t h e Isthmus d i a l e c t of Zapotee, a language of Mexico) 

I n s t r u c t i o n s » 

a. Isolate the morphemes. 

b. File the data. 

c. Describe the morphology. 

1. stiné9 'mine' 

2. stílu9 ~- stíú9 'yours (sg. )' 

3. stibS* 'hers, his' 

U. stime* 'hers, his (of an animal)' 

5. stinl* 'its' 

6. stidu* 'ours (excl.)' 

7. stínu' ~ stíkanü' 'ours (incl.)' 

8. stxtu* 'yours (pi.)' 

9. stikabe- 'theirs (of people)' 

10. stikame* 'theirs (of animals)' 

11. stíkaní- 'theirs (of things)' 

12. ne'e 'foot' 

13. ne'e*' 'my foot' 

ill. naá9 'hand' 

15. na-yá' 'my hand' 

16. 5i • gi 'chin' 

17. Sigilu' 'your chin' 

(Continued on next page.) 



18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

2U. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

3 1 . 

32. 

33. 

3k. 

3?. 

36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

Uo. 

la

te. 

U3. 

UU. 

hS. 

1*6-
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5 i « g l 9 'my ch in 1 I4.8. 

r u a 9 a 'mouth' h$. 

rua9á9 'my mouth' 5*0. 

rua9a gi 9 igu 9 ' the mouth of the r i ve r ' $1. 

ike 'head' 

ike-yo9o ' r o o f 

ike'' 'my head' 

ikebe* 'h i s head' 

ike maTií9 ' t he horse ' s head' 

gina ' t runk' 

Skiñá9 'my trunk' 

Skiñabe* 'her trunk' 

ti luba9 'a vine' 

hlubá9 'my vine' 

hlubadu* 'our (excl.) vine' 

hma'nl9 'my horse ' 

hma.ninü* 'our ( i n c l . ) horse ' 

gica-iké9 S 'my h a i r ' 

giSa-iketu* 'your (pi.) hair' 

lu9una9 «bed' 

hlu9úná9 'my bed' 

hlu'unakabe' ' t h e i r bed' 

ne 'za ' road' 

hne*za9 'my road' 

hne*zalu9 'your (sg.)way' 

3um« i 'basket' 

kasum'é9 'my baskets ' 

Sum'ibe' 'her basket ' 

r i v i 'water jug ' 

52. 

53. 

5U. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

S9. 

60. 

6 1 . 

62. 

63 . 

6U. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

7U. 

75. 

76. 

U7. s t i 9 i b e - 'her water jug' 
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bu9ú ' cha rcoa l* 

bu9u s t i be . 'her charcoal ' 

yo9o 'house' 

l i ' J e 9 'my house' 

l i ' j i b e * 'h i s house' 

rali«3itu« ' a t your ( p i . ) house' 

beú9 s t i n l 9 'my cherry ' 

kabeú9 s t ídu- 'our ( exc l . ) che r r i e s ' 

Supa g l ta 'two corn cakes' 

sketá9 'my corn cake' 

Sketalu9 'your ( s g . ) corn cake1 

t i bi9ku9 ' a dog' 

Spi9kuá9 'my dog' 

kabi9ku 'dogs' 

kabi9kukS« ' those dogs' 

bi9kuka« ' t ha t dog' 

bi9kur£9 ' t h i s dog' 

kabi9kuri9 ' these dogs' 

bi9kuke« ' t h a t dog (far away)' 

kabi9kuk5« ' those dogs (far away)' 

do9o ziu9ulaka« ' t h a t long rope' 

Stua9á9 'my rope' 

sto9obe« 'her rope' 

j i -ke- ' t ha t day (long ago)' 

nase 'day before yesterday' 

naseka* 'several days ago' 

si-be* 'his day' 

z i ' d i r i 9 ' t h i s s a l t ' 

s i idé 9 'my s a l t ' 

(Continued on next page.) 



77. 

78, 

79. 

80. 

8 1 . 

82 . 

8 3 . 

8U. 

85 . 

86. 

87 . 

88 . 

89. 

90. 

9 1 . 

92. 

93. 

9U. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101 . 

102. 

103. 

10U. 

105. 

106. 
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b i S o - z é 9 'my f a t h e r ' 

b iSo^ze lu 9 'your ( s g . ) f a the r* 

h ñ a ' á 9 'my mother1 

hña 'abe* ' h e r mother ' 

hña^a mar ía 'Mary 's mother ' 

bendabe* ' h e r s i s t e r 1 

b i z a ' a n a b e - ' h i s s i s t e r ' 

b i z a ' a n a b l * h e r b r o t h e r ' 

b iSibe* ' h i s b r o t h e r ' 

r a g i ' i g u 9 •a t the r i v e r * 

i ropakabe* ' bo th of them' 

g ionákábl ' t h e t h r e e of them' 

gidapákabS *the f o u r of them' 

t c b i ' o n e ' 

Supa» 'two* 

Son*!* ' t h r e e ' 

t a - p a ' f o u r ' 

ga ' ayu 9 ' f i v e ' 

Supa* ' two more' 

3on«a« ' t h r e e more' 

Sta«pa ' f ou r more1 

naga9 ' g r e e n ' 

k a ' a ^ i 'some' 

S k a ' a ^ i ' a b i t more' 

ne« ' and , w i t h ' 

n a ' a ' I , me' 

l i 9 i 'you ( s g . ) ' 

l a 9 adu- 'we, us ( e x c l . ) ' 

la9anu« 'we, us ( i n c l . )' 

l a ' a t u - 'you ( p i . ) ' 

107. la9akabe« 'they, them (persons)' 

108. kaní' ~ la'akani* 'they, them (things) 

109. kahmósobe* ' h i s s e r v a n t s ' 

110. b i a 9 a n i 9 ' l i g h t * 

111. genda ra t i ' d e a t h ' 

112. nu9ú sp i a 9 an ibe* 'he i s i n t e l l i g e n t ' 

113. g e n d a s p i a 9 a n i 9 ' i n t e l l i g e n c e ' 

l l U . gendase 9 e la 9 'wedding' 

115. s e 9 e l a 9 ' w i f e , husband' 

l i ó . r a n e ' z a 'on t he road ' 

117. r a r í n u ' ú n i - ' he re i t i s ' 

118. r akS ' ' t h e r e ' 

119. rake* ' t h e r e ( f a r t h e r ) ' 

120. r a r i k á 9 ' t h e r e ( f a r t h e r s t i l l ) ' 

121 . n d i - 9 ' t h i s ' 

122. kand i - 9 ' t h e s e ' 

123. ngS* ' t h a t ' 

12U. nge- ' t h a t ( f a r t h e r ) ' 

125. kanga* ' t h o s e ' 

126. r a r i p e 9 ' r i g h t h e r e ' 

127. nga ngape9 ' t h a t ' s e x a c t l y i t ' 

128. nu9u dinde rake* ' t h e r e ' s a f i g h t over 
t h e r e ' 

129. nu 9ú l á ' t h e r e i s ' 

130. kadíndékabe* ' t h e y a r e f i g h t i n g ' 

131 . tu - 'who?' 

132. ndí l á ' t h i s ? ' 

133. ya» ' y e s ' 

13U. ko9 ' n o ' 

135. p a r a 9 a 'where ' 

(Continued on next p a g e . ) 
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136. guna> 'which one?' 

137. guna'a 'woman' 

138. ngi° iu 'man' 

139. ba ' du ' ' ch i ld ' 

lliO. t i ba 'du-wi ' in i ' a baby' 

lUl. s t i ba9du-ngi°iu 'another boy' 

lU2. kaba 'du-ja 'apa ' g i r l s ' 

lU3. nawi ' in i ' l i t t l e ' 

lUU. nawi'inibe* 'he i s l i t t l e ' 

lUf>. ta«pa n g i ' i u 'four men' 

II46. s k a ' a j i Ja b i t more' 

lU7. panda* 'how many?' 

lU8. págala 'how much?' 

lii9. r ia-ndani náge9enda« ' i t heals quickly' 

150. má. bia-ndábe» ' she ' s a l l well now' 

151. c i giá*ndá giú 'ba ' I 'm going to get well soon' 

152. kaya«ndanu- 'we ( i n c l . ) are get t ing be t t e r 1 

153. k l zia«ndabe« 'he w i l l not get wel l ' 

l$h. ké ñá'ndakabe* ' they did not get wel l ' 

l55 . ké wayá«ndakabe- ' they have not recovered' 

l55. doktor dí° rusia*nda bin«i« 'this doctor cures people' 

157. bisia-ndabe ná*>a nage'lnda* 'he cured me quickly' 

158. zusia-ndabe l i ° i la 'aka* 'he w i l l cure you (sg . ) too ' 

159. kusia-ndábe b í só ' zé 0 'he i s curing my fa the r ' 

160. Sí gusia»ndábé hna'abe» 'he i s going t o cure her mother' 

161. kl nusiá'ndabe biso*zekabe* 'he did not cure t h e i r f a the r ' 

1Ó2. la°aka kl wasiá«ndabé hña'akabe* 'he has not cured the i r mother e i ther 1 

163. rucu 'únl Sa'awi be ' e lS- ' I fry the meat well1 

l6U. biSu'unibe ni ne 'ege9 'she f r ied i t yesterday1 

(Continued on next page.) 
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16;?. zucú 9ninu bé*re l á ' s h a l l we ( i n c l . ) f ry t h e ch icken? ' 

166. kucú9nirúdu b£za9a 'we (exc l . ) are s t i l l frying beans' 

167. cí gucu9unilu s t iú 9 l á 'are you ( s g . ) going to fry yours ( s g . ) ' 

168. la9akabe ké nucu9unikabe stikabe- ' they (emphatic) did not fry t h e i r s ' 

169. wacu9unilu ni ca9awi lá 'have you ( sg . ) fr ied them wel l? ' 

170. r i ju 9 uni biza 9a ne zá« l á 'does one fry beans in pork grease? ' 

171. má biju9unikani ne ásé i te ' they are already f r ied in o i l ' 

172. zaju9unikani náge9éndá l á 'wi l l they fry quickly?' 

173. kajú9unikani náne«ne né be9élá« ' they are frying slowly with the meat' 

Ilk. c í giju9uni be 'elaka yán-a j i ' ' the meat i s going to be f r i ed today' 

175. ké ni jú 9unini né9ege9 ' i t was not f r ied yesterday' 

176. ké waju 'unini ' ' i t has not been f r ied 1 

177- ye gucVfuni nl« 'go fry i t (sg. subject)^ ' 

178. r i z 9 í dé d i 9 i j aza nage9éndá» ' I learn Zapotee rapid ly ' 

179. b i z i 9 i d i l u kadi ' i^ake lá did you ( sg . ) learn those words?' 

180. b i z i ° i d i kani» ' learn them (sg. sub jec t ) j ' 

181. l a g i z i 9 i d i kani, ba9duka9 ' learn them, chi ldrenj ' 

182. z a z i ' í d ! 5 i ° i l á ' sha l l I learn ten? ' 

183. kaz í ' id ibe hmá ke S i ' i 'she i s learning more than ten ' 

181|. c i gizí9dinu gándé, há9 'we ( i n c l . ) are going to learn twenty, are we not? ' 

185. ke niz í 9 id ikabe gástí? ' they did not learn anything' 

186. ké wazí 9 id i lu gás t í 9 'you '•sg. ) have not learned anything' 

187. ké rusi9£dé l i 9 i gás t í 9 ' I do not teach you ( sg . ) anything' 

188. b i s i 9 i d i b e l á 9 a sa°a 'she taught her music' 

189. b i s i 9 i d i na9a ' teach me (sg. sub jec t ) j J 

190. l agús i 9 id i na9a 'teach me (p i . subject) . ' ' 

191. zus i 9 i d i lu l a 9 a l á 'w i l l you teach him?' 

192. kusí9 idikabe lá 9 atu- ' they are teaching you ( p i . ) ' 

193. ké gus í 9 id i lu la9adu* 'do not teach us (excl . ) (sg. s u b j e c t ) j ' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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1°U. kl nus£9idu l a ' akab l ' 'you (sg . ) did not teach them' 

195. nábé' wasi9£dl la'akame* ' I have taught them (dogs) much' 

196. rusinda'du nisa 'we heat the water ' 

197. nandá 'ni ' ' i t ( the water) i s hot ' 

198. bisíndá0 gendaro9 'I heated the dinner1 

199. bisindá9 léce ka« 'heat the milk (sg. subject)]' 

200. zusínda'ya ndií lá 'shall I heat this?' 

201. kus£ndá9kabe kafé 'they are heating the coffee' 

202. kádi gúsíndóú9 biza'a nagas!• 'do not heat the beans now (sg. subject).'' 

203. ké núsíndá'' ní> 'I did not heat it (sg. subject).'' 

20H. rindá'ni náge9énda» 'it gets hot quickly' 

205. Za'awi bindá9ni* 'it heated up slowly' 

206. zandá9 ndií nage9éndá lá 'will this heat quickly?' 

207. nisar£° kándá9 'this water is getting hot' 

208. gendarorí9 ké nindá' 'this dinner did not get hot1 

209. gendaror£9 kádi wandá9 'the dinner has not heated up' 

210. ri3i9i5ibe« 'she gets angry' 

211. bi3i9í5é9 stí tíru 'I got angry again' 

212. zaji'irubl lá 'will he still be angry?' 

213. Siñé9e kaji9íSitu* 'why are you getting mad?' 

2lU. kádi (~ ke) gi3i9íSú9 'do not be mad (sg. subject).'1 

21^. ké ni3i9£c£nú, há9 'we did not get mad, did we?1 

216. ké wa3i9í<5é9 'I have not been angry1 

217. ruSi9ime ná9a 'he (the dog) makes me angry' 

210. bici9£c£dú la9ame cúpá tíru 'we made him mad twice' 

219. zuSi9í5é la9akame» 'TTÍII we anger them (the chickens)?' 

220. kúSi9£Sé la9akame« 'I am making them angry' 

221. ké guSi9£Sílú la'akame* 'do not make them angry (sg. subject)]' 

222. ké nuci9£c£dú lá9am5« 'we (excl.) did not make her angry' 
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223. r^béé rusalébé puerta9 'he always opens the door' 

22U. bisalébé ni* 'she opened it' 

225. zusale ni- lá 'shall I open it' 

226. bisalé ni« 'open it (sg. subject).1' 

227. lagúsálé bentána ká* 'open that window (pi. subject)]' 

228. kúsáledú ni* 'we (excl.) are opening it' 

229. SiguSalédú ni* 'we (excl.) are going to open it' 

230. ké nusalétú ni* 'you (pi.) did not open it' 

231. wasalé ni Súpá tíru 'I have opened it twice' 

232. nábéé rizal! ni* 'it always comes open' 

233. zazalé stubini lá 'will it open by itself?' 

23U. bizale-ni'~ 'it came open' 

235. kálálé ni yán-a 'it is coining open now1 

236. puertáká Sí gizalé9 'that door is going to come open1 

237. ndií ké nizalé9 'this one did not open' 

238. stóbi ká* wazalé Son»a tiru 'that other one has opened three times' 

239. rijiñ*abe ná'a idúbi ora 'he comes near me every few minutes' 

2U0. bi^in«á9 perú ké nuni9íbé ni* 'I went close but I did not move it' 

2l|l. bijiñ*a 'come over here (sg. subject)]' 

2U2. lagíjiñ*a, bá'duka9 'come over here, children' 

2U3. zajíñ*adu lá 'shall we (excl.) go closer?' 

2UI4.. kajíñ*abe rálijinu* 'he is approaching our (incl. ) house' 

2US. Sígijiñ*abé* 'she is going to come near1 

2I46. ké ni^íñ'adu* 'we (excl.) did not go near' 

2U7- ziñé'e ná-bé* ruííñ-alu ni- 'why do you always bring it so close?' 

2U8. ké nuSiñ'á ni né'ege9 'I did not take it close yesterday. 

2U9. biciñ-a ni' 'bring it here (,sg. subject)]' 

2^0. lagúSiñ*a ni* 'bring it here (pi. subject)]' 

•25l. zuciñ-alu gi°Si ká lá 'will you (sg.) bring that paper here?' 
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2^2. k ú c í ñ ' á ni* ' I am b r i n g i n g i t ' 

2^3 . ke nuc íñ-abe n i - ' s h e did not b r i n g i t h e r e ' 

2i>U. b i ' k u k a c£ gu3iñ«a j i t a k a * ' t h e dog i s going t o b r i n g the bone h e r e ' 

25>5>. ruBVuguá be 9 ela« ' I cut t h e meat ' 

2^6. má b icu 9 ugu lu n i l á ' d i d you ( s g . ) a l r e a d y cut i t ? ' 

23>7. zúcú^ugube na*be» ' s h e w i l l cut her hand' 

258. kucú9ugube pan ka* ' s h e i s c u t t i n g t h e b r e a d ' 

2p9. c í gucu°ugube zándié*ká« 'he i s going t o cu t t he watermelon ' 

2Ó0. l a 9 a b e núcV'ugube n i* ' she (emphat ic) should have cu t i t ' 

2 6 l . má b i r u ' u g u n i - ' i t i s a l r eady c u t ' 

2Ó2. nábé* r i n r ' ugube* ' s h e always cu t s h e r s e l f ' 

263. z á r u , u g u n í ' ' i t w i l l ge t c u t ' 

26U. karú°uguní* ' i t i s be ing c u t ' 

265. pa g í ru°ugu b i k w i n ' i nóú9 ' ( c a r e f u l l e s t ) your ( s g . ) f i n g e r g e t c u t ' 

266. n igú°ugun i ' ' i t might have been c u t ' 

267. r i c c z á n i dérecu ' I t e a r i t s t r a i g h t ' 

268. guce°zu Spés t ídúá 9 'you ( s g . ) t o r e my d r e s s ' 

269. kádi g i c é ' z u s t í ú 9 'do no t t e a r yours ( s g . ) 1 

270. zace«zá n i - ' I w i l l t e a r i t ' 

271. kádi kácé -zá n i - ' I am not t e a r i n g i t ' 

272. guce ' za n i r á r í 9 ' t e a r i t he r e ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' 1 

273. ké nicé-zalu ni* 'you (sg.) ought not to tear it' 

27U. rire'zaka nage'éndá» 'they tear quickly' 

275. nare-zani* 'it is torn1 

276. gure-zani ne'ege9 'it got torn yesterday' 

277. z a r e - z a n i l á ' w i l l i t t e a r ? ' 

278. kare«za ni« 'it is tearing' 

279. g i r é ' z a n í - ' ( i f you a re not c a r e f u l ) i t w i l l t e a r ' 

280. ke nirl-zani* 'it did not tear' 
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281. nábé* riku'us'u l a T i r i 9 ' t h i s cloth always wrinkles ' 

282. biku'uSuni* ' i t wrinkled' 

283. zaku'uMunl- ' i t w i l l wrinkle ' 

28U. kakú°usu Spxzu'údé''' 'my s k i r t i s get t ing wrinkled' 

285. Si giku'uSunx* ' i t i s going to wrinkle ' 

286. ke niku'uSunl* ' i t did not wrinkle ' 

287. rusíkú 'ulua ni* ' I always wrinkle i t ' 

288. bisiku^uSulu Spida'áné'' 'you (sg . ) wrinkled my blouse ' 

289. zusiku'us'ube nl« 'he w i l l wrinkle i t ' 

290. kusiku^uSube ¡Spida'anibe* 'she i s wrinkling her blouse ' 

291. bi ' iyaga* ké gusiku9u§ulu nx* 'look out that you ( sg . ) do not wrinkle i t 

292. k l núsikú''uSua nx* ' I did not wrinkle i t ' 

293. naku'usuni* ' i t i s wrinkled' 

29U. runi^íbl nx« ' I move i t ' 

295. ziñé9e b i n i ' i b ú gi05ika* 'why did you (sg.) move the paper?' 

296. zurri/'ibilu nd l ' l á 'w i l l you ( sg . ) move t h i s ? ' 

297. bini^ibe mezáka» 'move the t ab l e (sg. subject)j ' 

298. lagúni?ibi mezáka* 'move the tab le (p i . sub jec t ) j ' 

299. kuni ' ibidu nx* 'we (excl. ) are moving i t ' 

300. c ! guni ' ibíkabe l á 9 a ' they are going to move him (change h is work)' 

301. má wani9ibibe ni- 'he has already moved i t ' 

302. má bini^ibibe* 'he already moved' 

303. klpe r in i 9 ib ibe* 'she does not move (works very slowly) ' 

30ii. zani'ibime* ' i t (a scorpion) w i l l move' 

305. kani'íbíkame stx txru ' they are moving again' 

306. má wani'xbíkame* ' they have moved already' 

307. kádi gini^íbú0 'do not move (sg. sub jec t ) i ' 

308. b in i ' i bx - 'do move (sg. sub jec t ) ' 

309. lagini^ibx* 'do move (pi. subject)' 
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310. naya9ase9 'black' 

311. r ia 9 asedia 9 ' I get black1 

312. bia9asekabe* ' they turned black' 

313. zaya9aselu9 'you ( s g . ) w i l l get black' 

3lU. kádi kaya9asedíbe* 'she i s not get t ing black' 

315. niyá9asedií* 'we (excl . i would get black' 

31Ó. rúziya9ase ni* ' I make i t black' 

317. biz iya 9aselu ni* 'you ( s g . ) got i t black' 

318. zuziya9asebe ni* 'she w i l l get i t black' 

319- kuzíya9aserúlu ni* l á "are you ( sg . ) s t i l l making i t black?' 

320. ké gúzia 'aselu ni* 'do not make i t black (sg. sub jec t ) ] ' 

321. nuziya9aselu kan! 'you ( sg . ) should have made them black' 

322. ké waya'aseruá ni* ' I have not yet gotten i t black' 

323. naya- 'c lean ' 

32U. bia*ni* ' i t was cleaned' 

32í>. rusia*yá ni* ' I clean i t ' 

326. bisia* ni* 'c lean i t (sg. sub jec t ) ] ' 

327. r inda9a ni- ' I break i t ' 

328. binda9akabe ni- ' they broke i t ' 

329. zanda9abe bladú l á ' w i l l she break ' the p la t e? ' 

330. kando9oú ni» 'you ( s g . ) are breaking i t ' 

331. gunda9a ni* 'break i t (sg. sub jec t ) ] ' 

332. kl gándá gínda9á ní* ' I can not break i t ' 

333. kl ñándá nínda9á ni* ' I could not break i t ' 

33k. ké wanda9á ni t i bladú9 ' I have not broken even one p l a t e ' 

33$. r i la 9 £kani náge'endS* ' they break eas i ly ' 

336. má gula9a ni* ' i t already broke' 

337. zala9ani l á 'w i l l i t break?' 

338. réha kala9á ' the gate i s breaking' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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339. ke Si n d a ' a t u rehaka* 'do not b reak t h e fence ( p i . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 

3u0. r i d i ° d i b e r á r í ' i r a » j i * ' he goes by he re every day ' 

3 u l . gudidé9 cupa t i r u ' I went by t w i c e ' 

3U2. gudi 'd i ' 5 'go ahead ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 

3i+3. zad i 'du nage ' endá l á ' w i l l you ( s g . ) be going by soon? ' 

3kh. k a d i ' d i b e yán-a ' she i s going by now' 

3US. k a r t l r o k l n i d i ' d i y a n - a j i * ' t h e mailman d id no t come by today ' 

316. wad i ' d ibe s t a l e t i r u ' h e has gone by many t i m e s ' 

3hl. r u t i ' i d i l u kóce rake* l á 'do you take the ca r through t h e r e ? ' 

3Ü8. ké n u t i ' í d é n í ráke» ' I d id not t a k e i t t h e r e ' 

3h9. b i t i ' i d i b e n i ráke* né^ege9 'he took i t t h e r e y e s t e r d a y ' 

350. k í z u t i ° i d i b e n i ráke* í z í * 'he w i l l no t t a k e i t t h e r e tomorrow' 

3%1. k ú t í ^ í d l la 9ame c é r í ' ' ' I am p u t t i n g him ( t h e r o o s t e r ) through h e r e ' 

3^2. ke (~ k á d i ) g u t i 9 i d u la ' ame c l r i ' ' 'do not put him through h e r e ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' 1 

35>3. b i t i ° i d i la°ame Zérí0 ' p u t him through t h e r e ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' ' 

35>U. k£ n u t í ' d i d u l á ' a c e r í ' 'we d i d not t a k e he r through t h e r e ' 

355. i z a g u d i ' d i ' ' ' l a s t y e a r ' 

356. z i t a l zá« 'hew a re you? ' 

357. ga lán p u r t í nábá-né 0 ' f i n e , because I 'm a l i v e ' 

358 . b a ' d u - w i ' i n i k e * cúpásí gúb i - j a - b i b a T i í * ' t h e baby l i v e d j u s t two days ' 

35? . ndi* zaba»ni l á ' w i l l t h i s one l i v e ? ' 

360. ké n ibá»ní m í s t ú w i 9 i n i ke» ' t h e k i t t e n d id not l i v e ' 

3 6 1 . r í c é s á ° ' I jump' 

362. guce ' su 9 'you ( s g . ) jumped' 

363. zaces l* ' he w i l l jump' 

36U. c i giSesabe* ' she i s going t o jump1 

365 . kanacesakame* ' t h e y (an imals ) go around jumping' 

366. gucesa 'jump ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 

367. l a g i c e s a 'jump ( p i . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 

(Continued on nex t p a g e . ) 
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360. ké g i c é 9 s u 9 'do not jump ( s g . sub jec t ) . ' ' 

369. ké n icésadu- 'we ( e x c l . ) d id not jump' 

370. nab! - wacesatu l á 'have you ( p i . ) jumped much?' 

3 7 1 . nato ' 'ope ikebe- ' s h e has gray h a i r ' 

372. nage9éndá r í t o 9 o p e íkedu* 'we (my fami ly ) gray e a r l y ' 

373 . b i t o 9 o p e i k é 9 ' I t u r n e d g ray ' 

37U. za to 9 ope ikenu* 'we a l l w i l l t u r n g r a y ' 

375>. ka to 9 ópé í k e l u 9 'you ( s g . ) a r e t u r n i n g g ray ' 

376. c i g i t o 9 o p e ikekabe* ' t h e y a r e going t o t u r n gray ' 

377. ké n i t o 9 ó p é íke tu* 'you ( p i . ) d id not t u r n gray ' 

378 . i k e to 9ope* ' g r ay h a i r ' 

379. n g i 9 i u i ke to 9 opeka- ' t h a t gray-headed manr 

330. r i ba«ba z i e 9 é 9 'my nose always i t c h e s ' 

3 8 1 . biba«ba ñe9ebé* ' h e r f o o t i t c h e d ' 

382. kabá 'ba ikebe* ' h i s head i s i t c h i n g ' 

383 . ké nibá»ba i k é 9 'my head d id not i t c h ' 

38U. ru 9 undáruá 9 d i 9 i j a z a « ' I s t i l l s tudy Zapotee ' 

385 . kayú9undaróu9 d i 9 i j a s t i a « l á ' a r e you ( s g . ) s t i l l s tudy ing Span i sh? ' 

386. ké ñu9undabé- 'he d id not s i n g ' 

387 . nase ru9undabe i r a» j i « ' s h e used t o r ead every day' 

388 . b i 9 i n d a 9 ' s i n g ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 

389. lagú 9 unda 9 ' s i n g ( p i . s u b j e c t ) . " 

390. c i dú9undanédú l a 9 a b e ' 'we ( e x c l . ) a r e going t o s tudy wi th h e r ' 

3 9 1 . k£ ñu^undatu d í 9 i j l . ' z a ' n u c í 9 'you ( s g . ) d id not s tudy Zapotee l a s t n i g h t ' 

392. i d ú b i j i - wayu9úndá9 ' I have read a l l day' 

393 . r u y u ' b é i r á l ádu ' I look everywhere' 

39h. biyu«bu n i - l á ' d i d you ( s g . ) look f o r i t ? ' 

395>- b i y ú ' b i ni* '-look f o r i t ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ] ' 

3°6- c i guyu-bibe ní« ' he i s going t o look f o r i t ' 

(Continued on next page . ) 
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397. kuyú'bxtú ni l á 'are you (sg.). looking for i t ? ' 

398. ké nuyu'bí Sa'awikabe ni» ' they did not look well for i t ' 

39°. lagúyu'bi cá9awi 'look well (p i . subject) . ' ' 

UOí). kánáyú-bídu* 'we (excl. ) were going around looking' 

UOl. na°a rune nl- ' I (emphatic) do i t ' 

1+02. b i ° i n i l u ni l á 'did you (sg. ) do i t ? ' 

I4.O3. l a ' abe gúnibe ni* 'he (emphatic) w i l l do i t ' 

1|0U. bi°ni ni« 'do i t (sg. subject)j ' 

U05. lagú-ni ni- 'do i t (p i . subject) . ' ' 

UC6. zi káyúninelú nga* 'what were you ( s g . ) doing with t h a t ? ' 

U07. zi káyfininétu nga* 'what are you ( p i . ) doing with t h a t ? ' 

U08. 5i gun! ya9 'what shal l I do.'?' 

U09. z i 9 í ngá ya0 'what's t ha t ? ' 

UlO. ké ñúné ni* ' I did not do i t ' 

Ull . nuné ni* perú ké ñánda* ' I was going to do i t , but I could not1 

Ul2. ruto9okabe kwánanajsi ' they s e l l f r u i t ' 

Ul3. lu-be b£tuá9á l i j é 9 ' I sold her my horse ' 

UlU. lu«kabe ' t h e i r faces ' 

Ulfj. zuto 'olo s t a 9 a lu luá lá ' w i l l you (sg. ) s e l l me your ( sg . ) mat?' 

Ul6. l uá ' 'my face ' 

Ul7. kúto9obe géta 'she i s se l l ing corn cakes' 

Ul8. kádi gutó9olo ni* 'do not s e l l i t (sg. subject).' ' 

i|19. ké nutó9odo ní« 'we ( exc l . ) did not s e l l i t ' 

U20. wato'olo con«a lá o ga9ayu9 'have you (sg . ) sold three , or f ive? ' 

1;21. de yan»a r i do 'o bidua9a rar l* l á 'do they s t i l l s e l l bananas here? ' 

U22. yo0oká bido9o ne'ege9 ' the house was sold yesterday' 

U23. zado°oni náge9énda« ' i t w i l l s e l l quickly' 

U2U. mehór gidó9oni yán«a ' be t t e r i t be sold now.' ' 

U25. ké wadó9oní« ' i t has not sold ' 

(Continued on next page») 
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U26. nábé- r i r o ' o b e yán»a ' she i s ve ry f a t now' 

U27. b i r o ' o b e - ' he got f a t ' 

U28. kádi z a r o 9 o l o s t a l«e« 'you ( s g . ) w i l l not g e t ve ry f a t * 

U29. ká rua ' á ' ' ' I am g e t t i n g f a t ' 

U30. Si g i r o ' n o * 'we ( i n c l . ) a r e going t o ge t f a t 1 

1|31. ké n i ró 'okame- ' t h e y ( p i g s ) d id not g e t f a t ' 

U32. ké waró^o yu 'zeka* ' t h e c a t t l e have no t g o t t e n f a t ' 

U33. ge ta r u s i r o ' o na°a ' co rn cakes make me f a t ' 

U3i|. l a ' a k a b í s i r c ^ o k a n i l a ' a b e * ' t h e y made he r f a t t o o ' 

U3Í?. l a 9 a k a zús i ro 9 okan i l í ' i ' t h e y w i l l make you ( s g . ) f a t t o o ' 

U36. ndí kós í ro^o l a ' adu* ' t h i s i s making us ( e x c l . ) f a t ' 

U37. c í gús í ro^on i l á ' a t u » ' i t i s going t c make you ( p i . ) f a t ' 

i |38. ké n u s i r o ^ o n i ná 9 a ' i t d id not make me f a t ' 

h39> ké wás í ro^on i ná 9 a ' i t has no t made me f a t ' 

UUO. ké n i l a ' á n i - ' i t d i d not b r e a k ' 

hhl. n a l a ° a yá 'gaka* ' t h a t wood i s b roken ' 

UU2. z i ráku 9 'what i s t h e ma t t e r wi th you ( s g . ) ? ' 

UU3. z i gúka " 'what happened? ' 

UI4U. zaka sa °a i5i«'> ' t h e r e w i l l be music tomorrow' 

I4I4.5. kayáka s a 9 a ' t h e r e i s a f i e s t a going on' 

UI46. z i Sígaka i z í « ° 'what i s going t o go on tomorrow?' 

UU7. nábé* nandá0 ' i t i s ve ry hot ( w e a t h e r ) ' 

UU8. nábé* káyákánándá'>ya'> ' I am ve ry h o t ' 

UU°. r a k a l a ' j e nl« ' I want i t ' 

il^O. r a k a l a ' j u n a ' a l á ' d i d you ( s g . ) want me?' 

U£l . z a k a l a ' j i b e ndí* l á ' w i l l she want t h i s ? ' 

U52. kayáka la« jé n i* ' I was wanting i t ' 

U53. ké ñ á k á l a 9 3 i d u ' 'we ( e x c l . ) d id n o t want t o ' 

U?U. ra*zé i r a * j i « ' I b a t h e d a i l y ' 

(Continued on next p a g e . ) 
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H5£. má gu*zelu l á ' d i d you ( s g . ) aLready b a t h e ? ' 

Uí&. zázelu l á ' w i l l you ( s g . ) b a t h e ? ' 

Ui>7. ye ga*zebe* ' she went t o b a t h e ' 

U58. kaya*zekabe* J t h e y were b a t h i n g ' 

h$9. gu*ze ' b a t h e ( s g . s u b j e c t ) j ' 

1460. r i g a - z e b e r á g i 9 i g u 9 ' s he goes t o t h e r i v e r t o b a t h e ' 

1461. ké ñáze lu , há 9 'you ( s g . ) d id no t b a t h e , d id you? ' 

U62. wárá 9 ya 9 ké waya*zé má r aka t a p a g u b i ' j a ' I am sick* I have not ba thed f o r four 
days ' 

U63. ga9ayu gub i* ja ' f i v e days ' 

I46U. má raka so9opa gub i* ja ' s i x days ago ' 

U6í>. ruga*z l b a 9 d u - w i 9 i n i s t i n é 9 i r á * j i * ' I ba the my baby d a i l y ' 

U66. b i g a * z e l u l a 9 a b e yán*a j i l á ' d i d you ( s g . ) ba the him t o d a y ? ' 

U67. hña 9abe zúga*ze l a ' a b e * ' h e r mother w i l l ba the h e r ' 

1468. b iga*ze bendalú 9 ' b a t h e your ( s g . ) s i s t e r . ' ' 

1469. kúgázé la 9 abe* ' I am ba th ing h e r ' 

1|70. t u ce guga*ze l a 9 abe* 'who i s going to ba the him?' 

U71. tu* 'who?' 

U72. t i f ú ngá 'who i s t h a t ? ' 

U73. ké nugáze ca 9 awi lu l a 9 abe* 'you ( s g . ) did no t ba the him w e l l ' 

hlh. r i b e 9 e b e ni* ' she t a k e s i t o u t ' 

1;75. má g u l e 9 é ni* ' I a l r e a d y got i t ou t ' 

U76. zabe 9 e lu pánká l á ' w i l l you ( s g . ) t ake out t he b r e a d ? ' 

Í4.77• l a 9 a b e kábe 9ébé ni* ' she i s t ak ing i t ou t ' 

U78. ké n i b e 9 é ni* ' I d i d n o t t ake i t o u t ' 

U79. ké gándá kue 9é ni* ' I can not g e t i t ou t ' 

U80. kádi kue9eú ni* 'do not t ake i t out ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' ' 

U8l. ye nde 9 e ni* 'go t a k e i t out ^-sg. s u b j e c t ) . ' 1 

I482. nábé* r i r e 9 e b e k á j i * r £ 9 ' s he goes out a l o t t h e s e days ' 

I4.83. b i r e 9 e r a r i * 9 ' g e t out of he re ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' ' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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U81+. l a g í r e ' e r a r í - 0 ' g e t out of he re ( p i . s u b j e c t ) . ' ' 

U85. nagas i b i r e ' e b e * ' he j u s t l e f t ' 

I486, c í g i r e ' e l u yan»a g e ° e l a l á ' a r e you ( s g . ) going out' t o n i g h t ' 

1*87. k a r e ' e máncaka l á ' i s t he s t a i n coining o u t ? ' 

U88. k o 9 , ké z a r e ' e n i ' ' n o , i t w i l l no t come ou t ' 

U89. r e t r á t o k a ke n i r e ' e ca ' awi ' t h e p i c t u r e d id not come out good' 

l | o 0. r i b i - j í k a b e n á ' a s íádo^ro ' ' ' t hey c a l l me e a r l y i n t he morning ' 

U91. cupa t i r u g u r i - j é l i ' i ' I c a l l e d you ( s g . ) t w i c e ' 

1x92. z a b i ' j í k a b e l á ' anu* ' t h e y w i l l c a l l us ( i n c l . ) ' 

U93. k a b í ' j í b é l á 9 abé* 'he i s c a l l i n g h e r ' 

k9h. ké k u í ' j í l ú na9 a 'do not c a l l me ( s g . s u b j e c t ) . ' ' 

U95. ké nándá n íb£« jé l i ' i ' I could not c a l l you ( s g . ) ' 

i;96. r í t í ' j é la°akabe« ' I always go t o c a l l tiiem' 

¿l97. rukua 9áné l a 0 abe* ' I r e g u l a r l y wake he r up1 

U98. n e ' e g e b ikua 9 an ibe ná°a ' y e s t e r d a y she awakened me' 

ii99« zukuá9anu n a 9 a l á ' w i l l you ( s g . ) awaken me?' 

!?00. kukuá9anu ba 9 du-wi 9 i n ika« 'you ( s g . ) a r e awakening t h e baby ' 

501 . c ! gukua 9 ani lu l a ' a b l - 'you ( s g . ) a r e going t o awaken him' 

502. ké nukuá9anikabe lá 9 abe« ' t h e y d id not awaken him' 

$03. b i b a - n i ba 'duka l á ' d i d the- c h i l d awaken?' 

501;. zaba«nibe nagas i* 'he w i l l awaken soon' 

5>0£. má kabá 'n ibe* ' she i s a l r eady awakening' 

506. ké randa r i b a * n i b e temprano ' she can no t awaken e a r l y ' 

507. ké zanda g íba*nibe temprano ' s h e w i l l not be ab le t o awaken e a r l y 1 

508. ké nibá*nikabe* ' t h e y d id not awaken' 

509. nábé* r u s á 9 b i l u p e l o t a 'you ( s g . ) always drop t h e b a l l ' 

510. b i s a 9 b i b e búñé*gá9 ' s he knocked over t h e d o l l ' 

511 . z u s á ' b i l u n i l á ' w i l l you ( s g . ) drop i t ? ' 

5*12. kusá 9 bibe n i - ' she i s dropping i t ' 

(Continued on next p a g e . ) 
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513. cé g u s á ' b i b e ni* ' she i s going t o l e t i t f a l l ' 

£lU. k l n u s á ' b i l u n i h á ' 'you ( s g . ) d id no t throw i t down, d id you? ' 

5>l5. r i a « b a b a ' d u - w i ' i n i • ' t h e baby f a l l s ' 

5 l 6 . b ia»babe layu* 'he f e l l on t h e ground' 

i>17. z i a - b a l u ' 'you ( s g . > w i l l f a l l ' 

518. káyá ' bá 9 ' I an f a l l i n g ' 

519. pa g i á - b a l u ' ' and what i f you ( s g . ) f a l l ? ' 

520. ké ñ á - b á ' ' I d id not f a l l ' 

521 . r i a ' z a b e s t á l « e - 'he ge t s good pay ' 

522. b i a « z á n e ' e g e 9 ' I was pa id y e s t e r d a y ' 

$23. z i a - zabe í z í 9 'he w i l l be p a i d tomorrow' 

5>2h. káyá 'Sá ' ' ' I am g e t t i n g my pay ' 

525. z l g i a ' z abe* 'he went t o c o l l e c t h i s pay' 

526. ké ñá-zabe* ' t h e y did no t pay h e r ' 

527. má b i a ' z a n í * ' i t i s a l r e a d y p a i d ' 

528. r i g i * z é ° ' I always pay ' 

529. má g u d i ' z l 9 ' I a l r eady p a i d ' 

530. zag i 'Sebe n á ' a i z í » 9 ' s he w i l l pay me tomorrow' 

5 3 1 . kagfSebe la°abe« 'he i s paying h e r ' 

532. diuS k i sepe l i ' i ' t hank youJ ( l i t . God pay y o u ) ' 

533. ké n ig í zed ídü" 'we ( e x c l . ) d id no t pay i t ' 

53U. ké zándá k ízebe n í # ' s he cannot pay i t ' 

535. ye t i«zebe« 'he went t o pay' 

536. kádi k i ' S u nl« 'do not pay i t ( s g . s u b j e c t ) ! ' 

537» r u ° u t i b í n í * ' i t k i l l s peop le ' 

538. b i ' i t i b e b i ' S i b e - 'he k i l l e d h i s brother» 

$39» zu°u t ibe blndábe* ' she w i l l k i l l he r s i s t e r ' 

£U0. b i ' i t i lámame- ' k i l l i t ( s g . s u b j e c t ) : ' 

5J4I. k a y u ' i t í b é l á ' ame- 'he i s k i l l i n g i t ' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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5U2. Sí gu9útídú t í biuwi 'we (exc l . ) are going t o k i l l a hog* 

5h3. ké ñú'útíkabe né9ege9 ' they did not k i l l yesterday1 

$hh. s ta l«e bín«í r a t i de Sin^á9 'many people die of fever ' 

$h$. gutibé- 'he died' 

5I46. za«t l 9 ' I w i l l d i e ' 

5U7. káyátl nisa ' I am t h i r s t y ' 

5U8. ci gatibe* 'she i s going to d ie ' 

$k9. ké ñáté9 ' I did not d i e ' 

550. nab!» ruza9aké gendaro9 ' I always burn the dinner' 

551. peru ro«be ni« 'but he eats i t ' 

552. na.ge9éndá r i a ' k i n í * ' i t burns quickly' 

$$3. biza°akj.be ju lád i 'he burned the chocolate' 

$$h. zuza9akilu ni záka* 'you (sg . ) w i l l burn i t tha t way' 

$$$. kuzá9akilu ni« 'you ( sg . ) are burning i t ' 

556. kádi guza 'aki lu ni* 'do not burn i t (sg. sub jec t ) j ' 

557. ké nuza9áké ni* ' I did not burn i t ' 

558. nuz9akilu n isa 'you ( sg . ) would even burn waterJ ' 

$$9. guya9kirii- ' i t burned' 

560. z ia°ki 9 ' i t w i l l burn' 

561. káyá9ki9 ' i t i s burning' 

562. pa ca9k£9 ndi-* 'what if t h i s burns?' 

563. ké ña9ki9 ' i t did not burn' 

56I4. re9eda ngí9 iuró9ka l á 'does tha t big man come regular ly? ' 

565. naseke* réndá9 peru má ko9 ' I used t c come but do not any more' 

566. ml bendá9 ' I already came' 

567. j i # be9édálú ké* ' t ha t day (when) you came' 

568. ké gándá ge'édábe* 'she cannot come' 

$69. ké ñe9édatu« 'you ( p i . ) did not come' 

570. ze9édákabe* ' they w i l l come* 

(Continued 
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571 . b i 9 i y a misturó 9k£* ' l ook a t t h a t b ig c a t ' 

572. n£guto 9obe n i péru k l ñánda* 'he was going t o s e l l i t bu t could n o t ' 

573. z£gu9undabe* ' she i s going t o go r e a d ' 

57U. z fgá - sé 9 ' I am going t o go t o b a t h e ' 

575. n i g i ' 5 1 l a ° a pe rú be 9 edabe r á r í * ' I was going t o go pay he r but she came h e r e ' 

576. l a ' j i b e * ' h i s l i f e ' 

577. gukwa 'a lá ' ^ ibe* 'he s ighed ' 

578. r a k a l a ' j ' i b e * ' he w a n t s ' 

579. r i u 9 u l a 9 j i b e * 'he l i k e s ' 

580. n a n a l a ^ i b e * the h a t e s ' 

581 . gukwa9abe* 'he r ece ived , took, g o t ' 

Text 1 

1. l u t± ya*ga g i t u z iga naga9 kanag i t e l é* zu t i wa^i *. 
"Üñ a t r e e squash gourd green went p lay ing Rabbi t one a f t e rnoon . 

2. n g a t í mál«á gúlú 9 ube 9 ej 'e 9 ma*níke • 3 . s k a s i níbiSá* t i z iga 
In t h a t moment roared a n i m a l - t h a t . Like had f i l l e d a gourd 

n i s a guka le*£u U. yan»a wa£a zauá l i 9 i ne zaua 
wa te r happened t o Rabbi t . "Now yes I w i l l e a t you, and I w i l l ea t 

l i 9 i . 5 . p a r a 7 a c i t ó l ó n a ' a ya 9 b í S i . 6 . _de 
you . " 4 "Where going t o e a t - y o u me ( in te r roga t ive )? , b r o t h e r . Since 

numbápe ngá rá»bé 9 p a r a 9 a nu9ú r u á 9 a geú9 b i c é r a r i * 
before t h a t was s a y i n g - I 'Where i s mouth of Coyote, brother-my h e r e 

y a 9 . 7. b i 9 i y a g i ra* b ia°awi r i 9 dedepe z i t u kandá9 

( i n t e r . ) ? ' Look a l l zapote f r u i t t h i s * from f a r smel l ing 

n a s i k a 9 . 8. b i s e l é r u a 9 a l u 9 gusa*bá 3 upa g 6 * l o 9 . 9 . haho*. 
swee t - they . Open mouth-your knock down two t h a t e a t - y o u . " "Hmmm!" 

10. b i s e l é ndaganda geú r u a 9 a dedepe gu£eyú9uba9 j i t a l a y a . 1 1 . con*a 
Opened ve ry vri.de Coyote mouth u n t i l thundered jaw. Three 

g ídúbi g i tuz ígake* b i s i n d a 9 a l é z u nda 9 an i y a n * i . 12 . b izu lunda 
whole gourds - those threw Rabbi t i n s i d e t h r o a t . Began 

k a k á ' b i e k e kaya 9 ga 9 y a n * i . 13 . rakéká nu9ú g ú r i t a 9 . lU. d u 9 u b i t i k a 
squirming, choking t h r o a t . Right t h e r e was s a t down. Fea the r s 

gúka lé*5u b i e t e t i * z í guzo 9 oñe 9 . 
became Rabbi t , went down, went running . 

http://vri.de
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Free translation: 

1. One afternoon Rabbit went playing on- a leafy squash tree. 2. At that moment 
that animal roared. 3. Rabbit felt as if he had had a gourd of water dashed on 
him. U. "Now, now, I'm going to eat you," [said the Coyote]. 5. "What do you 
mean you're going to eat me, Brother? 6. Since earlier today I've been saying, 
•Wonder where my brother Coyote is showing his face.' 7. Look at all of this 
zapote fruit. It smells sweet even at a distance. 8. Open your mouth and knock 
down a couple for you to eat." <?• "Hmmm." 10. Coyote opened his mouth so wide 
that his jaw popped. 11. Rabbit threw into his throat three whole gourds. 12. 
He began squirming and choking, 13. and sat down right there, unable to move. 
lU. Rabbit made himself like feathersj going down from the tree, he went running. 

Supplementary informations 

1. Some morphemes have alternative forms in identical environments, e.g. ci (390) 
and_ci (396). 

2. Certain particles may be either clitic or nonclitic. 

3. Zapotee of the Isthmus has two tones, high and low. The low is unmarked except 
in the case of glides on long vowels. 

k. There are a number of tonal perturbations based upon the types of tonal sequences. 





APPENDIX 

Part I: Supplementary Problems 

A. Problems Supplementary to Section 2.22.2 

The problems in this section are arranged according to the phonological processes 
which they illustrate. Where necessary, a short statement about each process precedes 
the problems. All problems in the Appendix consist of hypothetical data. 

A.l Assimilation and Dissimilation 

There are four factors involved in assimilation and dissimilation! 

1. Progressive vs. regressive changes 

2. Contiguous vs. noncontiguous phonemes 

3. Type of articulation 

U. Partial vs. complete assimilation 

The change of ng to mg is regressive, since the second phoneme has influenced the first. 
The change of ng to nt is progressive, since the first phoneme has influenced the second. 

Contiguous, phonemes are juxtaposed to each other. The changes of ng to mg and ng to 
nt involve contiguous phonemes. Noncontiguous phonemes are not juxtaposed. A change of 
napi to nipi involves noncontiguous vowel phonemes. 

In describing the assimilation and dissimilation of consonants, we generally distin
guish the point of articulation and the manner of articulation. This is not always wholly 
satisfactory, but it enables us to describe and classify certain types of allomorphic al
ternation. The changes of ng to rop and ng to nt involve the points of articulation, i.e. 
dental + bilabial becomes bilabial + bilabial, and dental + bilabial becomes dental + den
tal. A change of ng to nm would involve no change in the point of articulation, but rather 
a change from stop to continuant. This modification involves the manner of articulation. 

Changes of np to mg, ng to nt, and ng to nm are all partial changes. A change of ng 
to nn or to pg would constitute a complete assimilation. Completely assimilated phonemes 
are always identical. 

Dissimilations are much rarer than assimilations and usually involve noncontiguous 
phonemes. Any dissimilation may be regarded as complete, though one may desire to indicate 
degrees of dissimilation. 

Problem 138 

Instructions! 

a. Describe the following assimilations in terms of the four factorst 
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1. Progressive vs. regressive changes 

2. Contiguous vs. noncontiguous phonemes 

3. Point of articulation vs. manner of articulation 

h. Partial vs. complete assimilation 

b. Regard n, y_, 1, and r as having the same point of articulation, but as differing 
in manner. 

c. Regard f_, m, w, _g, and b as having the same point of articulation. 

1. an- 'I' + -xi 'to go' > arpci 'I go1 

2. ib- 'we' + -to 'to come' > idto 'we come' 

3. mak- 'boy' 4- -mi (pi. suf.) > mapmi 'boys' 

U. tit- 'girl' + -ni (poss. suf.) > tiknl 'girl's' 

5>. en- 'you' 4- -pi 'to ride' > empi Jyou rideJ 

6. ap- 'they' 4- -go 'to move' > abgo 'they move' 

7. as- 'she' +- -di 'to show' > azdi 'she shows' 

8. ap- 'they' 4- -61 Jto fall' > afei 'they fall' 

9. bed- 'man' 4- -ki (pi. suf.) > betki 'men' 

10. on- 'it1 4- -Qi 'to see' > oN9i 'it sees' 

11. tip- 'ship' 4- -ko (pi. suf.) > tikko 'ships'/ 

12. is- 'he' -|- -so 'to drink' > is§o 'he drinks' 

13. a£- 'housed 4- -kin 'to fly' > akkin 'airplane' 

lU. am- 'noise' 4- -ni 'wheels' > anni 'bus* 

l£. ad- 'jump1 4̂  -pi 'songJ > appi 'dance' 

ló. fol- 'field' + -ra (pi. suf.) > forra 'fields' 

17. i s - ' he ' 4- - r i ' t o leave' > i r r i 'he leaves1 

18. i b - 'bee ' -f - t o ' j u ice 1 > i t t o 'honey1 

19. a l - ' rock' 4- - y i ' dus t ' > a l i i 'chalk ' 

20. ar- 'tree1 4- -ni 'water1 > arri 'canoe' 

21. tis- 'wrapping' 4- -ti 'leg' > tisti 'leggings' 

22. bix- 'leather' 4- -bo 'foot' > bifebo 'shoes' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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23. tag- 'wool' -|- -ri 'to twist1 > tadri 'spindle' 

2U. am- 'knife' + -yo 'to kill' > añyo 'sword' 

25. ar- 'wood' -|- -to 'to write' > arro 'pencil' 

26. up- 'iron' -+- -ki 'fish' > uppi 'fishhook' 

27. tas- 'coffee' + -go 'juiceJ > tasdo 'coffee extract' 

28. mic- 'man' 4 -si 'large' > micsi 'giant' 

29. im- 'man' t- -go 'to jump' > imbo 'dancer' 

30. il- 'feather1 + -no 'tail' > illo 'headdress' 

31. p̂ -n- 'lion' 4- -ko 'spotted' > kinko 'tiger' 

32. sal- 'animal' 4- -si 'to grin' > salsi 'chipmunk' 

33. /a- 'tail' 4- -ci 'to stink' > caci 'skunk' 

3k. ti- 'father' 4- -go 'sun' > tido 'god' 

3$. pin- 'mother' 4- -go 'sun' > pinpo 'moon' 

36. li- 'wool1 -|- -ro 'woven' > lilo 'blanket' 

31. ras- 'fish' -4 -as 'snake' > rasas' 'eel' 

38. avi- 'bird' 4- -bi 'to catch' > avivi 'bird trap' 

39. ol- 'fish' 4- -ar 'net' > orar 'fish net' 

UO. im- 'cow' 4- -in 'small' > inin 'calf' 

Problem 139 

Instnictionst Describe the following dissimilat.ions in terms of three factors: 

1. Progressive vs. regressive changes 

2. Contiguous vs. noncontiguous phonemes 

3. Point of articulation vs. manner of articulation 

1. kwin- 'hut' 4 -kwo 'many' > kinkwo 'villages' 

2. pari- 'old man1 4- -gro 'big' > pallgro 'chief' 

3. thi- 'ring' 4- -tho 'arm' > titho 'bracelet' 

h. ma- 'white' 4- -mo 'stone' > namo 'quartz' 

5. fi- -'yellow' 4- -fi 'metal' > pifi 'gold' 

6. xa- 'green' 4- -xo 'stone' > kaxo 'turqoise' 

(Continued on next 
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7. argo- 'baby' +- -ri 'toy' > algori 'doll' 

8. zi- 'to hit' + -zi 'to hit' > rizi 'to fight' 

9. ©a- 'to jump' -+- -8a 'to jump' > Bata 'to dance' 

10. bo- 'money' + -bu 'much' > bopu 'rich' 

Problem ll;0 

Instructions: 

a. List the allomorphs of the negative morpheme. 

b. Describe the phonologically defined distribution. 

c. Determine the basic allomorph. (See section 2.23.2, D.) 

1. ontini 'unhappy' 

2. omali 'disagreeable' 

3. onsamu 'untrue' 

km omika 'unfinished' 

5. o l l ika 'bad' 

6. onkiri ' loose ' 

7. oipcitu 'small ' 

8. onnipa ' s t ingy ' 

9. ompanu 'uncomfortable' 

10. omfura 'displeased' 

11. ommane 'disappointed' 

12. orrika 'unpleasant' 

13. oncana 'worthless' 

lU. omwikL 'crazy' 

15. onSusi 'uncertain' 

Problem lla* 

Instructions: 

a. Determine the allomorphs of the piefixal morpheme. 

b. Describe the phonologically defined distributions. 

c. Determine the basic allomorph. (See section 2.23.2, D) 

1. iGim 'I ran' 6. ixko 'I yelled' 

2. ifpik 'I jumped' 7. issat 'I stopped' 

3. iSosi 'I ate1 8. ifman 'I slept' 

k. i©ris 'I sank' 9. i©©ik 'I danced» 

5. ietan 'I talked' 

Problem lU2 

Instructions: Describe the distribution of the allomorphs of the reduplicative morpheme. 
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1. pámpano 'talks incessantly' 

2. setseti 'walks and walks' 

'cries continuously 

'dances continuously' 

3. mammani 

ij.. rerrele 

Problem lU3 

5. tirtiri 'falls repeatedly' 

6. kekkepo 'sleeps frequently1 

7. tintimi 'laughs continuously' 

8. xekxeti 'has a bad cough' 

Instructions: Describe the distribution of the allomorphs of the reduplicative morpheme. 

1. pan 

2. kis 

3. xam 

U. bol 

5. dir 

6. tun 

7. sis 

8. mot 

9. kip 

Problem IÍ4J4 

'to go' 

'to work1 

Jto run' 

•to stop' 

'to dance' 

'to drink' 

'to rise' 

'to fly' 

'to fall' 

la. aampan 'to be going1 

2a. iiskis 'to be working' 

3a. aanxam 'to be running' 

Ua. oolbol 'to be stopping' 

£a. iirdir 'to be dancing' 

6a. uuntuq 'to be drinking' 

7a. iilsis 'to be rising' 

8a. oopmot 'to be flying' 

9a. iikkip 'to be falling' 

Instructions» Describe the distribution of the allomorphs of the infixal morpheme. 

1. toraQim 'she is going' 6. pumatko 'she is writing' 

2. sulaG8i 'she is rising' 7. miraGxa 

3. pasaftfi 'she is sick1 8. teratpu 

h. tunadgi 'she is pretty' 9. munadri 

$. kinaOus 'she is good' 

1 she is small1 

•she is beginning' 

'she is brown' 

Vowels may assimilate and dissimilate, just as consonants doj but the manner of de
scribing the changes in type of articulation differs. The contrasts in such changes arei 
high, mid, low: front, central, backj rounded, unrounded: nasal, nonnasalj tense, laxj 
breathy, nonbreathyj glottalized, nonglottalized} or any other qualitative contrast occur
ring in the particular language. 

A change of sotim to setim is regressive (the second phoneme affects the first), non
contiguous, partial, and involves fronting. The o and _e remain on the same level, but the 
_e is a front vowel and the _o is a back one. The change of kiu to kii is progressive, con
tiguous, complete, and involves fronting. The change of gati to geti is regressive, non
contiguous, partial, and involves fronting and raising. 

TUhether one describes a change as fronting, raising, backing, or lowering, depends 
entirely upon the morphophonemic structure of the language in question. Vowels may have a 
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number of such structural relationships. The following are some of the more common sym
metrical types of configuration: 

A. i u E. i 3 

a 

B. i u 

o 

F. i u 

C. 

e 

a 

u 

G. i ü 

e o 

e sa a 

H. i ü i u 

e 6 a o 

u 

The manner in which we describe assimilative changes depends upon the way in which we 
set up these morphophonemic relationships. 

Problem lU| 

Instructions» 

a. Describe the process of assimilation. 

b. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. kanot 'he thinks' la. kene 'I think' 

2. pinot 'he learns' 2a. pine 'I learn' 

3. cerot 'he forgets' 3a. cere 'I forget' 

k. monot 'he remembers' Ua. meme 'I remember' 

5. bakot 'he sees' £a. beke 'I see' 

6. furot 'he tastes' 

7. molot 'he hears' 

6a. fire 'I taste' 

7a. mele 'I hear' 

3. kumot 'he feels' 3a. kime 'I feel' 

This anticipates somewhat Chapter h, but it is most important that one understand 
thoroughly the relationship of phonological changes to distribution of allomorphs. 
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Solution of Problem lU5«2 

a. On the basis of the following diagrammatic arrangement of vowelsi 

i u 

e a o 

ass imilate to front vowels of t h e i r own level . 
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it may be said that back vowels preceding a low front vowel 

b. Front-vowel allomorphs of bi-allomorphic stems precede the front-vowel morpheme. 
All other allomorphs precede -ot. 

Problem II46 

Instructions! 

a. Describe the assimilative changes. 

b. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs of the stems. 

1. s'ituk 'I fall' 

2. asukuk 'I run' 

3. makuk 'I talk' 

U. namuk 'I hear' 

5. futuk 'I call' 

6. somuk 'I fish' 

7. ranuk 'I hunt' 

8. imasuk 'I go' 

la. sitit 'he falls' 

2a. asükit 'he runs' 

3a. mekit 'he talks' 

Ua. namit 'he hears1 

5a. fiitit 'he calls' 

lb. sitem 'we fall' 

2b. asükem 'we run' 

3b. mekem 'we talk' 

Ub. namem 'we hear' 

5b. flitem 'we call' 

6a. sBtnit 'he fishes' 6b. somem 'we fish' 

7a. ranit 'he hunts' 7b. ranem 'we hunt' 

8a. imasit 'he goes' 8b. imasem 'we go' 

lc. sitat 'you fall' 

2c. asukat 'you run' 

3c. mekat 'you talk' 

Uc namat 'you hear' 

5c futat 'you call' 

6 c somat 'you fish' 

7c ranat 'you hunt' 

8c imasat 'you go' 

9. unetuk 'I feast' 9a. unetit 'he feasts' 9b. unetem 'we feast' 9c unetat 'you feast' 

10. rikuk 'I dance' 10a. rükit 'he dances' 10b. rükem 'we dance' 10c rükat 'you dance' 

11. sakuk 'I skip' 11a. s5kit 'he skips' lib. sBkem 'we skip' lie sokat 'you skip' 

12. miguk 'I dream' 12a. mügit 'he dreams' 12b. mügem 'we dream' 12c migat 'you dream' 

13. resuk 'I awake' 13a. rosit 'he awakes' 13b. rosem 'we awake' 13c rosat 'you awake' 

lU. miruk 'I smoke' lUa. mirit 'he smokes' ll±b. mirem 'we smoke' lUc. mirat 'you smoke' 

Patterns of vocalic assimilation may be very widespread in morphological structures. 
Such forms are said to exhibit vocalic harmony. This is a predominant characteristic of 
the Ural-Altaic languages. 

This solution is given so as to indicate the manner in which such features may be 
described. 
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Problem lli7 
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Instructions» 

a. Diagram the morphophonemic relationships of vowels. 

b. Describe the assimilative changes. 

c. State the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. sirenkirmeni 'they may not be working' 

2. benenkirmeni 'they may not be running' 

3. parankirmani 'they may not be helping' 

h. kusonkurmonu 'they may not be fishing' 

$. süt8nkürm0nü 'they may not be hunting' 

A.2 Medial Voicing 

Voiceless consonants tend to become voiced between vowels. This may be described as 
a kind of assimilation between the voiced and the voiceless segments of the continuum. 

Problem lU8 

Instructions» 

a. Describe the phonological process. 

b. State the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

1 

maduk 

mabis 

mag on 

magar 

mavit 

magum 

mazas 

mabul 

' going' 

'running' 

'sliding' 

'falling' 

'trying' 

'coughing' 

'spitting' 

'begging' 

Final Unvoicing 

'went' 

'ran' ,i 

la. adtuk 

2a. adpis 

3a. adkon 'slid' 

Ua. adgar 'fell' 

5a. adfit 'tried' 

6a. adxum 'coughed' 

7a. adías 'spit' 

8a. adbul 'begged' 

In word-final posit ion there i s a tendency for phonemes to become voiceless . 

Problem li;0 

Instructions» 
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a. Determine the allomorphs of the morphemes, 

b. Describe the phonological distributions. 

1. tabek 'eating' la. tabegat 

2. fasip 'riding' 2a. fasipat 

3. nitit 'spitting' 3a. nititat 

U. opat 'hunting' Ua. opadat 

5. osan 'tracking' 5a. osanat 

6. ramuk 'dancing' 6a. ramukat 

7. simie 'smoking' 7a. simiQat 

8. rikap 'moving' 8a. rikabat 

9. samus 'trying' 9a. samuzat 
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'I eat' 

'I ride' 

•I spit' 

•I hunt' 

'I track' 

'I dance' 

'I smoke' 

'I move* 

•I try' 

10. okas' 'loaning' 10a. okaSat 'I loan' 

A.U Assimilation and Dissimilation of Tonemes 

Problem l50 

Instructions» 

a. Reconstruct the unmodified forms. 

b. List the types of allomorphic changes. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs exhibiting such changes. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

U. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

tánúsí 

ásansí 

mékisí 

ortasí 

musúsí 

kanisí 

btánsí 

ranisí 

kutusí 

•I go' 

•I run' 

'I walk' 

'I ride' 

'I sleep' 

'I swim' 

'I sneeze' 

'I carry' 

'I bringJ 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

tánúsabá 

ásansábá 

mókisábá 

ortasábá 

musúsábá 

kanisábá 

btánsábá 

ranisábá 

kutusábá 

we go' 

we run' 

we walk' 

we ride' 

we sleep' 

we swim' 

we sneeze' 

we carry' 

we bring' 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5b. 

6b. 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

tánúki 

ásanki 

mókiki 

ortaki 

musúki 

kaniki 

btánki 

raniki 

kutuki 

'he goes1 

'he runs' 

•he walks' 

'he rides' 

Jhe sleeps' 

'he swims' 

'he sneezes' 

'he carries' 

'he brings' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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le. tánúgitu 'they go' 

2c. ásangitu 'they run' 

3c móklgitu 'they walk' 

Uc ortagitu 'they ride' 

5c musúgitu 'they sleep' 

6c kanigitu 'they swim' 

7c. btángitu 'they sneeze' 

8c ranigitu 'they carry' 

MORPHOLOGY! THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF WORDS 

Id. tánukafk 'you go' le. tánusíi 

2d. ásankafk 'you run' 

3d. mókikafa 'you walk' 

Ud. ortakafa 'you ride' 

5d. musukafa 'you sleep' 

6d. kanikafa 'you swim' 

7d. btankafa 'you sneeze' 

8d. ranikafa 'you carry' 

9d. kutukafa 'you bring' 

2e. ásansü 

3e. mókisíi 

'she goes' 

'she runs' 

'she walks' 

Ue. ortasu 'she rides' 

5e. musúsu. 'she sleeps' 

6e. kanisu 'she swims' 

7e. btansu 'she sneezes' 

8e. ranisii 'she carries' 

9e. kutíisü 'she brings' 9c. kutugitu 'they bring' 

Supplementary information» 

1. Mid tones are unmarked. 

2. There are dissimilative as well as assimilative changes. 

Problem l5l 

Instructions» 

a. Reconstruct the unmodified forms. 

b. List the types of allomorphic changes. 

c Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs exhibiting such changes. 

1. mósámo 4 'I walk' 

2. mókíta 'I hunt' 

3. mómáta 'I skate' 

U. moró 'I slip' 

5. móbimi 'I dance' 

6. mómará 'I kill' 

7. morasb 'I shoot' 

8. mófi 'I ride' 

9. móberi 'I bread' 

10. mósokú 'I burst' 

11. mómanu 'I thrust' 

12. mópa 'I push' 

la. sánásamó 'we walk' 

2a. sánakíta 'we hunt' 

3a. sánamáta 'we skate' 

Ua. sánáro 'we slip' 

5a. sánábimi 'we dance' 

6a. sánámará 'we kill' 

7a. sánárasb 'we shoot' 

8a. sánáfi 'we ride' 

9a. sánáberi 'we break' 

10a. sánásokú 'we burst' 

lia. sánámanu 'we thrust' 

12a. sánápa 'we push' 

lb. kisámó 'you walk' 

2b. kikita 'you hunt' 

3b. kimáta 'you skate' 

Ub. kiro 'you slip' 

5b. kibimi 'you dance' 

6b. kimará 'you kill' 

7b. kirasb 'you shoot' 

8b. kifi 

9b. kiberi 

'you ride' 

'you break' 

10b. kisbkú 'you burst' 

lib. kimanu 'you thrust' 

12b. kipa 'you push' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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2c. 

3c 

kc. 

5c 

6c. 

7c 

8c. 

9c 

10c. 

11c 

12c 

tokosamo 

tokokíta 

tokomáta 

tokoró 

tokobimi 

t ok ornará 

tokbrasb 

tokofi 

tokoberi 

tokosbkú 

tokomanu 

tokopa 

'they walk1 

'they hunt' 

'they skate' 

'they slip' 

'they dance' 

'they kill' 

'they shoot' 

'they ride' 

'they break' 

'they burst' 

'they thrust 

'they push* 

A. 5 Reduction of Word-Medial 

Problem 152 

Id. 

2d. 

3d. 

kd. 

5d. 

6d. 

7d. 

8d. 

9d. 

lOd. 

' lid. 

12d. 

APPENDIX 

risamó 

rlkíta 

rimata 

riró 

ribimi 

rimará 

rirasb 

rifi 

riberi 

risoku 

rlmanu 

ripa 

'he walksJ 

'he hunts' 

'he skates' 

'he slips' 

'he dances' 

'he kills' 

'he shoots' 

'he rides' 

'he breaks' 

•he bursts' 

'he thrusts' 

'he pushes' 

Consonant Clusters 

le. 

2e. 

3e. 

Ue. 

5e. 

6e. 

7e. 

8e. 

9e. 

lOe. 

lie. 

12e. 

blrksamó 

blrakita 

biramata 

birlró 

birabimi 

biramará 

birarasb 

birafi 

biraberi 

birasbkú 

biramanu 

birapa 
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'she walks' 

'she hunts' 

'she skates' 

'she slips' 

1 she dances' 

'she kills' 

'she shoots' 

'she rides' 

'she breaks' 

' she bursts' 

'she thrusts' 

'she pushes' 

Instructionsi 

a. Reconstruct the fuller, unmodified forms. 

b. State the types of reductions which occur.. 

c Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. kiko 

2. kate 

3. kuta 

h. koka 

5. kisu 

6. kliti 

7. krapo 

'I see' 

'I go' 

'I hear' 

'I smell' 

'I cough' 

'I spit' 

'I chew' 

la. piko 

2a. pate 

3 a. puta 

Ua. poka 

5a. pisu 

6a. pliti 

7a. prapo 

'you see' 

'you go' 

'you hear' 

'you smell' 

'you cough' 

'you spit' 

'you chew' 

lb. atniko 

2b. atmate 

3b. atuta 

Ub. atnoka 

5b. atisu 

6b. atliti 

7b. atrapo 

'he sees' 

'he goes' 

'he hears' 

'he smells' 

'he coughs' 

'he spits' 

'he chews' 

Discussion of Problem 152: 

1. The stems in ser ies lb-7b are the basic forms. They lose t h e i r i n i t i a l consonant, 
unless t h i s consonant i s 1 or r, when preceded by the prefixes jc- and p - . I t can 
also be s ta ted tha t t h i s loss occurs when the prefix has the form C-, but not when 
i t has the form VC-. 
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2. The phonological distribution of the resultant allomorphs may be stated as» Al
lomorphs beginning with vowels, _r, and _1 follow prefixes of the type C-. Such a 
statement presupposes the listing of two types of allomorphsi (l) those beginning 
with vowels and (2) those beginning with consonants. 

Problem 153 

Instructions! 

a. Reconstruct the fuller, unmodified forms. 

b. State the types of reduction which occur. 

1. tip 

2. tsak 

3. tlop 

U. tnut 

5. tkus 

6. tpit 

7. tkrus 

8. tfat 

9. tut 

•will be going' 

•will be riding1 

'will be walking' 

•will be talking' 

'will be calling' 

'will be crying' 

'will be dripping' 

•will be trying' 

'will be buying' 

la. ftip 

2a. fsak 

3 a. flop 

Ua. fmut 

5a. fnus 

6 a. fmit 

7a. frus 

8a. fat 

9a. fut 

'is going' 

•is riding' 

'is walking' 

•is talking' 

•is calling' 

'is crying' 

•is dripping' 

'is trying' 

'is buying' 

'was going' 

'was riding' 

lb. ndip 

2b. nzak4 

3b. nlop 

Ub. mut 

5b. qgus 

6b. mbit 

7b. ngrus 'was dripping' 

8b. mvat 'was trying' 

9b. nut 'was buying' 

Problem 15U 

'was walking' 

•was talking' 

'was calling' 

'was crying' 

lc. atip 

2c. asak 

3c alop 

Uc amut 

5c. aknus 

6c. apnit 

7c agrus 

8c afat 

9c aut 

'has been going' 

'has been riding' 

'has been walking' 

'has been talking' 

•has been calling' 

'has been crying' 

•has been dripping' 

'has been trying' 

'has been buying' 

Instructions! 

a. Reconstruct the fuller, unmodified forms. 

b. Describe the types of consonant reduction. 

c. Describe the types of assimilation. 



1. satu 

2. skoru 

3 . sbisu 

U. sana 

5. sp i t a 

' t o a man' 

' t o a boy' 

' t o a g i r l ' 

' t o a lady' 

' t o a covr' 

6 . sSira ' t o a horse ' 

7. sama ' t o a pig1 

' t o a goat ' 

' t o a chicken' 

'to a snake' 

'to a bird' 

APPENDIX 

la. katu 'for a man' 

2a. koru 'for a boy' 

3a. kpisu 'for a girl' 
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8. snofi 

9. sniru 

10. suti 

11. sdoma 

Problem 155 

Ua. ksana 

5a. kpita 

6a. k9ira 

7a. ksama 

8a. knofi 

9a. kniru 

10a. kuti 

11a. ktoma 

'for a lady' 

'for a cow' 

'for a horse' 

'for a pig' 

'for a goat' 

'for a chicken' 

'for a snake' 

'for a bird' 

lb. natu 

2b. nkoru 

3b. mbisu 

Ub. nsana 

5b. mpita 

'from a man' 

'from a boy' 

'from a girl' 

'from a lady1 

'from a cow' 

6b. nGira 'from a horse1 

7b. nsama 'from a pig' 

'from a goat' 

'from a chicken' 

'from a snake' 

'from a bird' 

8b. nofi 

9b. niru 

10b. nuti 

lib. ndoma 

Instructions* 

a. Reconstruct the fuller, unmodified forms. 

b. Describe the types of consonant reduction by the use of formulas. 

c. Describe the assimilations. 

1. sako 'of a man' 

2. amanko 'of a girl' 

3. tanto 'of a dog' 

U. hohpo 'of a house' 

5. agto 'of a soldier' 

6. safGo 'of a chief 

7. mampo 'of a box' 

8. sando 'of a basket' 

9. reklo 'of a tent' 

'of a tree' 

'of a lake' 

'of a bridge' 

'of a leaf' 

10. salko 

11. rarto 

12. manlo 

13. sampo 

la. saka 'in a man' 

2a. amanka 'in a girl' 

3a. tanka 'in a dog' 

'in a house' 

'in a soldier' 

'in a chief' 

'in a box' 

8a. sanka 'in a basket1 

9a. reka 'in a tent' 

10a. salka 'in a tree' 

Ua. hohka 

5a. agka 

6a. safka 

7a. manka 

11a. rarka 

12a. manka 

13a. sanka 

'in a lake' 

'in a bridge' 

'in a leaf' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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111. fakto 'of a hill' lUa. faka 'in a hill' 

15. mapto 'of a hole' l5a. mapka 'in a hole' 

lb. saktu 'behind a man1 

2b. amantu 'behind a girl' 

3b. tantu 'behind a dog' 

Ub. hohtu 'behind a house' 

5b. agtu 'behind a soldier' 

6b. saftu 'behind a chief' 

7b. mantu 'behind a box1 

8b. santu 'behind a basket1 

9b. rektu 'behind a tent' 

10b. saltu 'behind a tree' 

lib. rartu 'behind a lake' 

12b. mantu 'behind a bridge' 

13b. santu 'behind a leaf1 

lilb. faktu 'behind a hill' 

l5b. maptu 'behind a hole' 

Supplementary information» 

1. Symbolize the consonants as G. 

2. Distinguish between sequences of 

3. Distinguish between sequences in 
r and those in which it is not. 

lc. sakpri 

2c. amampri 

3c. tampri 

kc. hohpri 

5c agpri 

6c safpri 

7c. mampri 

8c sampri 

9c. rekpri 

10c salpri 

lie rarpri 

12c mampri 

13c sampri 

lUc fakpri 

l5c mapri 

'for a man' 

'for a girl' 

•for a dog' 

'for a house' 

'for a soldier' 

'for a chief 

•for a box' 

'for a basket' 

'for a tent' 

'for a tree' 

'for a lake' 

'for a bridge' 

'for a leaf' 

•for a hill» 

'for a hole' 

identical and nonidentical consonants. 

which the final C of a cluster- CCC is an 1 or an 

A.6 Reduction of Word-Final Consonant Clusters 

Problem 156 

Instructions! 

a. Determine the basic allomorphs of the stem morphemes. 

b. Describe the type of consonant-cluster reduction. 

c. State the phonological distribution of the basic and the nonbasic allomorphs. 



1. Ian 'house' 

APPENDIX 

la. langil 'in a house* 

2a. bimpil 'in a boat'' 

3a. kortil 'in a temple' 

Ua. bikril 'in a tree' 

5a. pin6il 'in a lake' 

6a. rohkil 'in a jar' 
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2. bim 'boat' 

3. kor 'temple' 

U. bik 'tree' 

5. pin 'lake' 

6. roh 'jar' 

Problem 157 

Instructions» 

a. Determine the basic allomorphs of the stem morphemes. 

b. State the phonological distribution of the basic and the nonbasic allomorphs. 

1. sak 'to go' 

2. boh 'to leave 

3. mart 'to sweep' 

U. bis 'to drop* 

5. tarn 'to pick up' 

6. nimp 'to shave' 

7. folt 'to cut' 

8. sas 'to see' 

9. rix 'to sit' 

10. tie 'to fall' 

la. saktup 'I go* 

2a. bohtup 'I leave1 

3a. martup 'I sweep' 

Ua. bisup 'I drop' 

5a. tamup 'I pick up' 

6a. nimpup 'I shave1 

7a. foltup 'I cut' 

8a. sastup *I see' 

9a. rixkup 'I sit' 

10a. tiekup 'I fall' 

lb. saktlis 'we go' 

2b. bohtlis 'we leave' 

3b. martlis 'we sweep' 

Ub. bislis 'we drop' 

5b- tamlis 'we pick up1 

6b. nimplis 

7b. foltlis 

8b. sastlis 

9b. rixklis 

10b. tiGklis 

'we shave• 

'we cut' 

'we see' 

'we sit1 

'we fall* 

A.7 Reduction of Vowel Sequences 

Problem 158 

Instructions: 

a. Reconstruct the fuller, unmodified forms. 

b. List all the types of changes in terms of rad sing, lowering, backing, and front
ing. 

c. List the various sets of allomorphs. 

d. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 

me«r 

te«r 

ti«r 

ruer 

koer 

' I am walking' 

'I am talking1 

'I am looking' 

'I am dancing' 

•I am leaving' 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ha. 

5a. 

maut 

teut 

tiut 

ru*t 

ko-t 

'you are walking' 

•you are talking' 

'you are looking' 

'you are dancing' 

'you are leaving' 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5b. 

mo-n 

teon 

tion 

ru«n 

ko«n 

'he is walking 

'he is talking 

'he is looking 

'he is dancing 

•he is leaving 

Discussion of Problem 153: 

The contracted vowels i l l u s t r a t e p a r t i a l l y simultaneous morphemes (see section 
3.32) . I t i s possible, however, to describe the phonological d i s t r ibu t ions by r e 
fe r r ing only to the basic forms of the various allomorphs. The allomorphs of the 
stems may be l i s t e d as» ma- ~ me-- ~ mo- ' i s walking, ' t e - ~ te«- ' i s t a lk ing , 1 t i -
~ t i « - ' i s looking, ' ru- ~ ru - - ' i s dancing, ' ko- ~ ko«- ' i s leaving . ' The a l l o 
morphs of the suffixes may be l i s t e d as -e r ~ - r ' I , ' - u t ~ - t 'you,1 and -on ~ -n 
' h e . ' 

The phonological d i s t r ibu t ion of the morphemes may be described as follows» 

1. A suffix with a front vowel in the basic allomorph occurs in the form -C af ter 
f ront- and central-vowel stems and in the form -VC af ter back-vowel stems. 

2. A suffix with a low back vowel in the basic allomorph occurs in the form -C 
af ter back- and central-vowel stems and in the form -VC af ter front-vowel 
stems. 

3 . A suffix with a high back vowel occurs in the form -C af ter back vowels and in 
the form -VC af ter f ront - and central-vowel stems. 

1*. Front-vowel stems occur in the long-vowel a l ternant preceding front-vowel suf
fixes and in the short-vowel a l ternant preceding back-vowel suffixes. 

5. Back-vowel stems occur in the long-vowel al ternant preceding back-vowel suffixes 
and in the short-vowel a l ternant preceding front-vowel suffixes. 

6. A mid-vowel stem occurs with a long low front vowel before a front-vowel suffix, 
with a long low back vowel before a suffix with a low back vowel, and with a 
short centra l vowel before a high back suffix. 

I t i s considerably simpler, however, to s t a t e these allomorphic modifications and 
d i s t r ibu t ions by describing the phonological changes. This may be done by three sim
ple statements» 

1. Sequences of front vowels and sequences of back vowels reduce to long vowels 
of the qual i ty of the f i r s t vowel. 

2. Sequences of a mid vowel plus a low front or a low back vowel reduce to a long 
vowel of the qual i ty of the second vowel. 

3 . All other sequences are unchanged. 

In describing the phonologically defined environments of allomorphs, we frequently 
employ statements based upon the phonological processes ra ther than upon the actual 
forms of the resu l tan t allomorphs, since in many instances the descriptions of pho
nological processes are simpler and c lea re r . 
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Problem 159 

Instructions! 

a. Describe the types of allomorphic alternation in terms of the phonological pro
cess. 

b. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. sa-m 'in the house' la. saum 'before the house' lb. sair 'behind the house' 

2. na#m 'in the garden' 2a. neum 'before the garden' 2b. ne*r 'behind the garden' 

3. tiam 'in the tree' 3a. tium 'before the tree' 3b. ti-r 'behind the tree' 

U. lcuam 'in the box' Ua. ku*m 'before the box' Ub. kuir 'behind the box' ( 

5. ba»m 'in the temple' 5a. bu-m 'before the temple' 5b. boir 'behind the temple' 

Problem l60 

Instructions! Describe the types of allomorphic alternation in terms of the phonological 
process. 

1. si«t 'by the house' 

2. te«t 'by the hut' 

3. le-t 'by the bag' 

U. kait 'by the cave' 

5. toit 'by the hole' 

la. si#m 'in the house' 

2a. te*m 'in the hut' 

3a. l6-m 'in the bag' 

Ua. kaem 'in the cave' 

5a. toem 'in the hole' 

lb. si'k 'through the house' 

2b. te«k 'through the hut' 

3b. le-k 'through the bag' 

Ub. ka«k 'through the cave' 

5b. ta-k 'through the hole' 

6. ruit 'by the tree' 6a. ruem 'in the tree' 6b. ruek 'through the tree' 

lc. siam 'around the house' Id. siom 'over the house' le. sius 'behind the house' 

2c. te'm 'around the hut' 

3c. le*m 'around the bag' 

2e. teus 'behind the hut' 

3e. leus 'behind the bag' 

2d. teom 'over the hut' 

3d. leom 'over the bag' 

Uc. ka«m 'around the cave* Ud. ka»m 'over the cave' Ue. ka«s 'behind the cave' 

5c to-m 'around the hole' 5d. to«m 'over the hole' 5e. to«s 'behind the hole1 

6c. ru'm 'around the tree' 6d. ru*m 'over the tree1 6e. ru*s 'behind the tree1 

The reduction of vowel sequences may involve the change of some vowels to consonants, 
e.g. _i to v_ and _u to w. 

Problem l6l 

Instructions! Describe the types of allomorphic alternation in terms of the phonological 
processes. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

U. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

' 9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

lli. 

15. 

lc, 

2c. 

3c 

kc 

5c 

6c, 

7c 

8c. 

9c. 

10c. 

lie, 

12c, 

13c, 

lUc, 

l5c. 

sanita 

oneta 

kaneta 

ogata ' 

fanota 

kanuta 

koti'ta 

kage«ta 

moncta 

sisa«ta 

sito»ta 

reku*ta 

mekta 

tanta ' 
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'to work1 

'to go' 

•to sneeze' 

'to show' 

'to cough' 

'to hunt' 

'to fish' 

'to spin' 

•to weave' 

'to beat' 

'to drum' 

'to whistle' 

'to call' 

'to yell' 

onta 'to cry' 

, sanyo«n 

, oneon 
4 

, kaneon 

, ogaon 

, fano«n 

, kanwen 

, kotyo«n 

, kageon 

, mone on 

, sisaon 

, sito-n 

, rekwo•n 

, mekon 

, tanon 

, onon 

'was working' 

'was going' 

'was sneezing' 

•was showing' 

'was coughing' 

'was hunting' 

'was fishing' 

'was spinning' 

'was weaving' 

'was beating' 

'was drumming' 

'was whistling 

'was calling' 

'was yelling' 

'was crying' 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

Ilia. 

15a. 

t 

sanies 

one*s 

kane•s 

ogais 

fanois 

kanu* s 

koti•s 

kage-s 

mone•s 

sisáis 

sitois 

reku'S 

mekis 

tanis 

onis 

'wo: rking1 

1 going' 

'sneezing' 

'showing' 

'c oughing' 

'hunting' 

'fishing' 

'spinning' 

'weaving' 

'beating' 

'drumming' 

'whistling' 

'calling' 

'yelling' 

'crying' 

Id. 

2d. 

3d. 

Ud. 

5d. 

6d. 

7d. 

8d. 

9d. 

lOd. 

lid. 

12d. 

13d. 

llid. 

I5d. 

sanyct 

oneet 

kane•t 

ogaet 

fanoet 

kanwe't 

kotye•t 

kageet 

mone•t 

sisaet 

sitoet 

rekwe•t 

meke•t 

tane*t 

one*t 

OF WORDS 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

lib. 

5b. 

6b. 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

10b. 

lib. 

12b. 

13b. 

llib. 

15b. 

'has 

sani't 

oneut 

kaneut 

oga«t 

fano't 

kanu*t 

koti»t 

kageut 

moneut 

sisa-t 

sitct 

reku*t 

meku*t 

tanu•t 

onu*t 

worked' 

'has gone' 

'has sneezed' 

'has sh i own' 

•has coughed' 

'has 

'has 

hunted' 

fished' 

'has spun' 

'has woven' 

'has beaten' 

'has drummed' 

'has whistled' 

'has called' 

'has yelled' 

'has cried' 

'worked' 

'went' 

'sneezed' 

'showed' 

'coughed' 

'hunted' 

'fished' 

'spun' 

'wove' 

'beat' 

'drummed' 

'whistled' 

'called' 

'yelled' 

'cried1 
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A.8 "Weakening" of Consonants 

In intervocalic positions consonants tend to "weaken" from voiceless stops to voiced 
continuants. This change may be interpreted as a type of "leveling" of the voiceless stop 
"obstructions" in the voiced continuum. 

Problem 162 

Instructions: 

a. State the types of changes. 

b. Describe the phonological distributions of the allomorphs. 

1. ripka 'in the house' 

2. tatka 'in the man' 

'in the boy' 

'in the town' 

'in the hole' 

'in the well' 

'in the ocean' 

3. sikka 

U. biSka 

5. tabka 

6. bodka 

7. razka 

Problem 163 

la. riva 

2a. tada 

3a. siga 

Ha. biza 

5a. tava 

6a. boda 

7a. raza 

'of the house' 

'of the man' 

'of the boy' 

'of the town' 

'of the hole' 

'of the well' 

'of the ocean' 

Instructions: 

a. List the types of allomorphic alternations. 

b. Describe the phonological distribution of these types. 

1. panra 'I chew' 

2. ti-mra 'I spit' 

3. lakra 'I lick1 

k. to*tkra 'I taste' 

5. lapkra 'I blow' 

6. fobra 'I suck' 

7. tapra 'I swallow' 

8. ri'gra 'I point' 

l a . panko 'you chew' 

2a. t i »nko 'you s p i t ' 

3a . l ako 'you l i c k ' 

Ua. t o» tko 'you t a s t e ' 

l b . pana ta 

2b. t i ' m a t a 

3 b . l a k a t a 

' he chews' 

'he s p i t s ' 

'he l i c k s ' 

9 . t o g i r a 

10. bana - r a 

1 1 . f anura 

12. s o t e » r a 

' I l augh ' 

' I cough' 

' I choke' 

' I vomit ' 

5a. lapko 

6 a . fopko 

7a. tapko 

8a. r i ' k o 

9a. t og iko 

10a. bana«ko 

'you blow' 

'you suck ' 

'you swallow' 

'you p o i n t ' 

'you l augh ' 

'you cough' 

Ub. t o ' t k a t a 'he t a s t e s ' 

5b. l a p k a t a 'he blows* 

11a. fanuko 'you choke' 

12a. sote«ko 'you vomit ' 

6b . f oba t a 

7b. t a p a t a 

8b. r i ' g a t a 

9b. t o g i e t a 

10b. bana« ta 

l i b . f anuo ta 

12b. s o t e * a t a 

'he sucks' 

'he swallows' 

•he points' 

'he laughs' 

'he coughs' 

'he chokes' 

'he vomits' 

(Continued on next page. 
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l e . panti 

2c. t i « n t i 

3c. l a k t i 

Uc t o - k t i 

5 c l ak t i 

6c . fopt i 

7c. t a p t i 

8c. r i - k t i 

9c. t o g i t i 

10c. baña*ti 

11c. fanut i 

12c. sote*t i 

MORPHOLOGY: 

' s h e chews' 

' s h e s p i t s ' 

' s h e l i c k s ' 

' she t a s t e s ' 

' s h e b lows ' 

' s h e s u c k s ' 

' s h e swal lows ' 

' s h e p o i n t s ' 

' s he l a u g h s ' 

' s h e coughs ' 

' she chokes ' 

' s h e v o m i t s ' 

THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF WORDS 

I d . pano«ra ' t h e y chew' 

2d. t i ' m o « r a ' t h e y s p i t 1 

3d. l ako«ra ' t h e y l i c k ' 

Ud. t o ' t k o T a ' t h e y t a s t e ' 

5d. l a p k o T a ' t h e y blow' 

6d . f o b o T a ' t h e y suck ' 

7d. t apo«ra ' t h e y swallow' 

8d. r i ' g o T a ' t h e y p o i n t ' 

9d. t o g i o T a ' t h e y l augh ' 

lOd. bana«ora ' t h e y cough' 

l i d . f a n u c r a ' t h e y choke ' 

12d. so te*ora ' t h e y vomit ' 

A.9 "Weakening" of Vowels in Unstressed Syllables 

Long vowels tend to be reduced to short vowels and short vowels frequently change to 
mid central vowels in unstressed positions. 

Problem 161; 

Instructions» 

a. Reconstruct the basic stem forms. 

b. Determine the types of phonological change. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of the allomorphs. 

1. 'sokeli 'I am working' la. ss'kare 'you are working' 

2. 'bi-geli 'I am reading' 2a. bi'gore 'you are reading1 

3. 'ma-kili 'I am writing' 3a. ma'ki're 

iu 'petell 'I am drawing' ka., pe'tere 

5. 'semsli 'I am cutting' 5a. se'mars 

'you are writing' 

'you are drawing' 

'you are cutting' 

Supplementary information* 

a. The basic stem forms contain the first vowel of series 1-5 and the second vowel of 
series la-5a. 

b. Regard the nonroot morpheme as consisting of a stress and a suffix. These mor
phemes may be symbolized as '...«-li and ..'..-re. (See section 3.11.3.) 
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A.10 Loss of Vowels in Unstressed Syllables 

Vowels tend to be lost in unstressed syllables. 

Problem 165 

Instructions! 

a. List the allomorphs. 

b. Describe the differences in the allomorphs in terms of the posi t ion of s t r e s s . 

1. 'ta-kma 'he i s hunting' l a . t a«ko ' toTu ' they are hunting' 

2. ma'ni»ma 'he i s f i sh ing ' 2a. mani»' toTu ' they are f i sh ing ' 

3 . sa''go«ma 'he i s s t a lk ing ' 3a. sago^ ' toTu ' they are s ta lk ing ' 

U. ' t irma 'he i s ambushing' Ua. t i r i ' t o T u ' they are ambushing' 

$. 'mi'bma 'he i s shooting' $a. mi«bo'toTu ' they are shooting' 

6. to'ri«ma 'he i s f lee ing ' 6a. t o r i ^ ' t o - r u ' they are f l ee ing ' 

l b . 'ta«kko» ' I am hunting' 

2b. ma'ni'ko* ' I am f i sh ing ' 

3b. sa- 'go 'ko- ' I am s ta lk ing ' 

Ub. ' t i rko* ' I am ambushing' 

5b. 'mi 'bko' ' I am shooting' 

6b. t o ' r i ' k o * ' I am f lee ing ' 

Problem 166 

Instructions» 

a. List the allomorphs. 

b. Describe the differences in the 

1. pan'ti 'the man' 

2. soga*'ti 'the boy' 

3. ri't'ti 'the dog' 

U. ma»nu,,ti 'the house' 

5. finu«'ti 'the sled' 

6. kap'ti rthe canoe' 

l c . ta»'kosga 'we are hunting' 

2c. ma'ni 'sga 'we are f i sh ing ' 

3 c sa»'go«sga 'we are s ta lk ing ' 

l i e t i ' r i s g a 'we are ambushing' 

5 c mi*'bosga 'we are shooting' 

6c. to ' r i*sga 'we are f lee ing ' 

allomorphs in terms of the posi t ion of s t r e s s , 

l a . pan i t 'ko ' ' aman ' 

2a. soga«t'ko* ' a boy1 

3a. r i ' t u t ' k o * 'a dog' 

Ua. ma 'nu ' t 'ko ' ' a house1 

£a. f inu*t 'ko- 'a s led ' 

6a. kapat'ko* 'a canoe' 

(Continued on next page. 
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l b . pan i t 'ma ' t h e men' l c . p a n i t o k o ' ' m a 'some men' 

2b. soga«t 'ma ' t h e b o y s ' 2c. soga«toko«'ma 'some boys ' 

3b. ri'tut'ma 'the dogs' 3c. ri'tutoko''ma 'some dogs' 

Ub. ma'nu't'ma 'the houses' Uc, ma.nu«toko.'ma 'some houses' 

5b. finu't'ma 'the sleds' 5c finu'toko*'ma 'some sleds' 

6b. kapat'ma 'the canoes' 6c. kapatoko-'ma 'some canoes' 

In some instances the forms occurring in a language have only one stress, and yet the 
ways in which certain vowels are lost reflect a situation involving alternate stressed and 
unstressed syllables (see the Tonkawa data of Problem 25). The procedure in such problems 
is as follows: 

1. Reconstruct the longer, fuller forms. 

2. Set up various hypothetical patterns of alternating stressed and unstressed sylla
bles. 

3. Test such patterns with all the forms to determine whether the changes are predict
able on the basis of such alternating stresses. 

Problem 167 

Instructions» 

a. Reconstruct the longer, fuller forms. 

b. Determine the relationship of the allomorphs to the position of stress. 

1. 'atkito 'I love' 

2. 'amsuka 'I hate' 

3. 'afruga 'I quarrel' 

U. 'alsutka 'I scream' 

5. 'atratkina 'I kiss' 

6. 'amantakti 'I hug' 

7. 'asniko 'I leave' 

Supplementary informatiom 

la. 'roktakto 'we love' 

2a. 'rokmaska 'we hate' 

3a. 'rokfarga 'we quarrel' 

Ua. 'roklosutka 'we scream' 

5a. 'rokatratkna 'we kiss' 

6a. 'rokmantakti 'we hug' 

7a. 'roksanko 'we leave' 

lb. me'nutkito 'they love' 

2b. me'numsuka 'they hate' 

3b. me'nufruga 'they quarrel' 

Ub. me'nulsutka 'they scream' 

5b. me'nutratkina 'they kiss' 

6b. me'numantakti 'they hug' 

7b. me'nusniko 'they leave' 

1. The fuller forms are found by comparing the differences in the various sets. The 
reconstructed forms of 1-lb are as follows» 

1. -*'atakito l a . -ff-'rokatakito l b . *me'nutakito 

2. A d i s t i nc t ion must be made between syl lables ending in a consonant and those end
ing in a vowel. In th i s problem the f i r s t syl lable of a sequence VCCV i s regard
ed as ending in a consonant unless the second consonant i s r . 
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Problem 168 

I n s t r u c t i o n s i 

a . Recons t ruc t t he l onge r , f u l l e r forms. 

b . Determine t h e r e l a t i o n s h i p of t h e al lomorphs t o t h e p o s i t i o n of s t r e s s . 

1 . appa* ' t ikno« ' g o i n g ' l a . apmut'pono* 'have gone ' 

2 . a»mupa-t 'kano- 'washing ' 2a. a^mum'tapno- 'have washed' 

3. i'tu-pa-'tikno* 'cleaning' 3a. i'tu-mut'pono* 'have cleaned' 

U. eti'pa-t'kano* 'wiping' Ua. eti-m'tapno» 'have wiped' 

lb. apia'ri-tpa 'may go' 

2b. a'ciuari-'tipa 'may wash' 

3b. i«tu*a'ri'tpa 'may clean' 

Ub. eti•ari•'tipa 'may wipe' 

Supplementary informationi 

lc. apmun'kari 'must go' 

2c. a-mum'nukri 'must wash' 

3c. i-ti-mun'kari 'must clean' 

Uc. eti'm'nukri 'must wipe1 

1. In some instances it is not the syllable unit itself but the length of the syllab
ic which determines the alternating stress patterns. In this problem a long-vowel 
syllable counts as though it were two syllables and a short-vowel syllable counts 
as a single syllable. Each unit of syllabic length may be called a mora. 

2. Some vowels are lost entirely and others are reduced. 

Problem 10? 

Instructionsi 

a. Reconstruct the longer, fuller forms. 

b. Determine the relationship of the allomorphs to the position of stress. 

1. rasitnaktma 'my hunting' 

2. pri-ttakma *my seeing' 

3. ma«tnuga'natma 'my killing' 

U. oTi'kdatpma 'my resisting' 

5. riktigko-ru'fma 'my entreating' 

6. mugi-ka«gma 'my persuading' 

la. rsitnaktaru- 'your hunting' 

2a. piri'ttkiru* 'your seeing' 

3a. ma'tnga-natru' 'your killing' 

Ua. o-ri-kdatpiru* 'your resisting1 

5a. riktigkoTu-fru* 'your entreating' 

6a. mgi'ka'guru» 'your persuading' 

(Continued on next page. 
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lb. rsitnaktanga 'our hunting1 

2b. piri•ttkinga 'our seeing' 

3b. ma«tnga«natnga 'our killing' 

Ub. o-ri'kdatpinga 'our resisting' 

5b. riktigkoTu-fnga 'our entreating' 

6b. mgi'ka'gunga 'our persuading' 

Supplementary information! 

1. The underlined vowels are voiceless. 

2. Vowels in unstressed syllables may become voiceless. This happens extensively in 
Southern Paiute and Comanche. 

lc. rasitnaktri•ga 'their hunting' 

2c. pri-ttakri'ga 'their seeing' 

3c ma«tnuga»natri«ga 'their killing' 

Uc o•ri•kdatpri•ga 'their resisting' 

5c riktigkoTu*fri«ga 'their entreating' 

6 c mugi'ka-gri'ga 'their persuading' 

A.11 Differences of Vowel Length Due to Open and Closed Syllables 

There is a tendency for vowels in open syllables (those ending in a vowel) to be long 
and those in closed syllables (those ending in a consonant) to be short. Whether a sylla
ble is open or closed depends upon the phonological facts of the particular language, but 
generally a sequence of CVCVCVCV consists of open syllables and a sequence of CVCCVCCVCCVC 
consists of closed syllables, though it may be that sequences of Cr, CI, Cw, C¿, nC, and 
mC, are syllabified with the following vowel, and hence the preceding syllables are open. 

Problem 170 

Ins t ruc t ions! Describe the phonological d is t r ibut ion of the allomorphs. 

1. sot 'bow' l a . arsot 'my bow' 

2. ba«k 'arrow' 2a. arba«k 'my arrow' 

3 . i r ' s t r i n g ' 3a. a«r i r 'my s t r i n g ' 

U. kat ' sandal ' Ua. arkat 'my sandal ' 

l b . otsot 'h is bow' 

2b. odba«k 'h i s arrow' 

3b. o« t i r 'h is s t r i n g ' 

l c . u ' so t 'our bow' 

2 c u'ba«k 'our arrow' 

3 c wi*r 'our s t r i n g ' 

l ie u-kat 'our sandal ' Ub. otkat 'h is sandal ' 

5. O T ' fea ther ' 5a. a - r o T 'my feather ' 5b. o« toT 'h is fea ther ' 5c. WOT 'our fea ther ' 

6 . t r i s 'mask' 6a. a r t r i s 'my mask' 6b. o t r i s 'h is mask' 6 c u t r i s 'our mask' 

Supplementary information! The prefix of ser ies lc-6c becomes a consonant before a vowel-
i n i t i a l stem. A following short vowel i s lengthened. This i s called compensatory 
lengthening. The allomorph may be symbolized as wV«-. 

A.12 Compensatory Lengthening 

When a consonant or a vowel is lost, a contiguous vowel (rarely a consonant) may be 
lengthened in a type of compensation for the loss of the segmental unit. 

Problem 171 

Instructions! Describe the phonological distribution of the prefixal allomorphs. 



1. a«sono' 'my horse' 

2. araga 'my cow' 

3. arbo-nu 'my dog 

U. arkaga 'my bow' 

5. a» l i r a 

6. a«ratki 

7. a rp i r to 

APPENDIX 

la. i'sono* 'his horse' 

2a. ilaga 'his cow' 

3a. ilbo-nu 'his dog' 

'my blowgun' 

'my harpoon' 

'my lamp' 

8. a«nomu 'my net' 

9. a«mikti 'my poison' 

Supplementary information» 

Ua. ilkaga 

5a. i - l i r u 

6 a. i T a t k i 

7a. i l p i r t o* 

8a. i'nomu 

9a. i«mikti 

'his bow' 

'his blowgun' 

'his harpoon' 

'his lamp' 

'his net' 

' h i s po i son ' 
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l b . iksono* 'our h o r s e ' 

2b. i kaga 'our cow' 

'our dog ' 

•our bow' 

' our blowgun' 

' our harpoon ' 

' our lamp' 

' our n e t ' 

3b . igbo»nu 

Ub. ikkaga 

5b. i k l i r u 

6b . i k r a t k i 

7b. i k p i r t o * 

8b. iknomu 

9b . i k m i k t i 'our poison' 

1. There is one instance of regressive assimilation according to manner of articula
tion. 

2. This problem appears to be very similar to Problem 165, and the resultant alterna
tions are indeed very much alike. However, the phonological processes underlying 
the changes are different. In Problem 1Ó5 the changes are dependent entirely upon 
the form of the syllable. In Problem 166 certain consonant clusters reduce, with 
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. 

A.13 Developed Phonemes 

In certain clusters of consonants there tend to develop other consonants. These are 
sometimes called "transition" consonants, for they arise from the articulatory transitions 
from one to another position or type of combination. The following are some of the more 
common typesi mr > mbr, mk > mpk, nr > ngr, nr > ndr, ns > nts, nt > nkt, sr > str, zr > 
zdr, lr > ldr. Developed consonants are, however, quite rare. 

In sequences of consonants transition vowels sometimes develop. These tend to be short 
and to have mid and central quality. Such vowels are comparatively rare. 

Problem 172 

Instructions» 

a. Determine the phonological distributions of the suffixes -po ~ -epo and -satu ~ 
-estu. 

b. Correlate these distributions with the types of consonant clusters. 

c. Compare these consonant clusters with those occurring in series la-12a. 

d. Make a general statement to cover all situations in which the vowel e occurs in a 
nonroot syllable. 

e. List two instances of developed consonants. 
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1. partpo 'by a wall1 

2. kiktepo 'by a bag' 

3. goxkepo 'by a house' 

U. talmpo 'by a reck1 

5. sospo 'by a tower' 

6. diSpspo 'by a lake' 

7. lartpo 'by a puddle' 

8. kalppo 'by a mule' 

9. torpo 'by a man' 

10. bokpo 'by a tree' 

11. milpo 'by a box' 

12. tampo 'by a tree' 

Problem 173 

la. partri 'above a wall' 

2a. kiktri 'above a bag' 

3a. goxkri 'above a house' 

Ua. talmri 'above a rock' 

5a. sostri 'above a tower' 

6a. dispri 'above a lake' 

7a. lardri 'above a puddle' 

8a. kalbri 'above a mule' 

9a. torri 'above a man' 

10a. bogri 'above a tree' 

11a. milri 'above a box' 

12a. tambri 'above a tree' 

lb. partsetu 'on a wall' 

2b. kiktestu 'on a bag1 

3b. goxkestu 'on a house' 

Ub. talmsetu 'on a rock' 

5b. sossetu 'on a tower' 

6b. disp9stu 'on a lake' 

7b. lardsetu 'on a puddle' 

8b. kslbsetu 'on a mule' 

9b. torstu 'on a man' 

10b. bogsGtu 'on a tree' 

lib. milstu 'on a box' 

12b. tamsetu 'on a tree' 

Instructions* Determine the phonological circumstances in which the transition vowel e 
occurs. 

1. eptoru 'my door' 

2. eptrosa Jmy room' 

3. epektima 'my mantle' 

U. eblagu 'my loom' 

5- epfroni 'my knife' 

6. ependaga 'my belt' 

7. epembrusi 'my rope' 

8. episo 'my canoe' 

9. epestusa 'my r a f t ' 

la. otoru 'his door' 

2a. otrosa 'his room' 

3a. oktima 'his mantle' 

Ua. oblagu 'his loom' 

5a. ofroni 'his knife' 

6a. ondaga 'his belt' 

7a. ombrusi 'his rope' 

8a. opiso 'his canoe' 

9a. ostusa 'his raft' 

lb. artoru 'your door' 

2b. artrosa 'your room1 

3b. artaktima 'your mantle' 

Ub. ardblagu 'your loom1 

5b. artfroni 'your knife* 

6b. artandaga 'your belt' 

7b. artembrusi 'your rope' 

8b. artpiso 'your canoe' 

9b. artestusa 'your raft' 

A.lU Palatal! zati on 

For a discussion of palatalization see section 2.22.2, G, 6. 

Problem 17U 

Instructionsi 

a. List the types of palatalization. 

b. Describe the phonological distribution of the prefixal allomorphs. 
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1. iSeka 'my horse' la. ac*eka 'your horse' lb. oseka 'his horse' lc. ameka 'their horse' 

2. ikeci 'my shoe' 2a. ateci 'your shoe' 2b. oseSi 'his shoe' 2c. ameci 'their shoe' 

3. iSimu 'ray pants' 3a. aSimu 'your pants' 3b. o§imu 'his pants' 3 c amimu 'their pants' 

U. ikaso 'my hat' Ua. ataso 'your hat' lib. osaso 'his hat' Uc. amaso 'their hat' 

5. ikuta 'my shirt' 5a. atuta 'your shirt' 5b. osuta 'his shirt' 5c. amuta 'their shirt" 

Problem 175 

InstructionsÍ 

a. List the types of palatalization. 

b. Describe the types of vocalic assimilation. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of the stem allomorphs. 

1. ukotos !I returned' 

2. oganos 'I saw' 

3. itusos 'I fled' 

U. imonos 'I escaped' 

5. apitos 'I fell' 

6. asagos 'I stumbled' 

7. orekos 'I collapsed' 

Problem 176 

la. uSe/et 

2a. ojenet 

3a. ituset 

Ua. imenet 

5a. api/et 

6a. aSe^et 

7a. orecet 

'we returned' 

'we saw' 

'we fled' 

'we escaped' 

'we fell' 

'we stumbled' 

'we collapsed' 

Instructionst 

a. List the allomorphs of the infix. 

b. List the types of palatalization. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of all allomorphic alternations. 

1. tomas 'to beat' 

2. katom 'to strike' 

3. sokas 'to burn' 

U. fasak 'to fall' 

5. tapan ' t o shave' 

6. toxur ' t o p ie rce ' 

7. sark ' t o shape' 

l a . tominas 'beaten ' 

2a. ka^nom ' s t ruck ' 

3a. soSnas 'burned' 

Ua. falnak ' f a l l e n ' 

5a. taponan 'shaven' 

6a. toxinur 'pierced* 

7a. sarink 'shaped' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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8. pump 'to saw' 

9. tetk 'to see1 

10. razd 

Problem 177 

'to understand* 

oa. pumimp 

9a. te^iqk 

10a. razind 

'sawed' 

'seen' 

'understood' 

Instructions» 

a. List the types of palatalization. 

b. List the types of assimilation. 

c. Describe the phonological distribution of the prefixal allomorphs. 

1. a/ito 'my net' 

2. atonu 'my boat' 

la. isito 'your net' 

2a. isomu 'your boat' 

lb. ujito 'his net' 

2b. ugómu 'his boat' 

3. a/eja 

U. a^ama 

5. atwotu 

6. atuma 

7. adgoma 

8. adbunu 

9. atcari 

'my fish' 

'my spear' 

'my food' 

'my paddle' 

'my canoe' 

'my float' 

'my rope' 

3- . V M 

a. aseja 

Ua. isama 

5a. iswotu 

6a. isuma 

7a. izgoma 

8a. izbunu 

9a. iscari 

'your fish' 

•your spear' 

'your food1 

'your paddle' 

'your canoe' 

'your float' 

'your rope' 

3b. ujeja 

Ub. ujama 

5b. ugwotu 

6b. uguma 

7b. ugoma 

8b. ugbunu 

9b. ukcari 

'his fish' 

'his spear1 

'his food' 

'his paddle' 

'his canoe' 

'his float' 

'his rope' 

A.l5 Nasalization 

Nasalization is of two typesi (l) assimilation of nonnasal vowels to nasal vowels, e.g. 
kgda > kgda and toj > tgj, and (2) nasalization of a vowel because of a nasal consonant, 
which either remains or is lost, e.g, tin > tjn or tj. The loss of a nasal consonant is 
frequently accompanied by a compensatory lengthening, e.g. tin > tí*. 

Problem 178 

Instructions» 

a. Reconstruct the unmodified forms of ser ies 1-7 and la-7a . 

b . Determine the phonological circumstances under which nasal iza t ion occurs. 

c. Determine the types of consonant c lus te r reduction. 

d. Describe the phonological d i s t r ibu t ion of the allomorphs. 

1. sa-nima ' cu t t i ng ' l a . sa«nj.«ta ' c u t ' 

2. korana ' f a l l i n g ' 2a. kora-ta ' f e l l ' 

(Continued on next page.) 



3, bonana 

h. fa-t^ka 

'slipping' 

'chopping' 

APPENDIX 

3a. 

h&. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

bona'ta 

fa«tj.kta 

konapta 

kpra*ta 

bari-ta 

'slipped' 

'chopped' 

'drove* 

'beat' 

'called' 
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5. konapa 'driving' 

6. kprara 'beating' 

7. barila 'calling' 

Problem 179 

Instructions! 

a. Describe all the phonological processes. 

b. Describe the phonological distribution of these processes. 

1. o«timo* 

2. o*siga 

'my sister' 

'my daughter' 

la. taktimo* 

2a. taksiga 

'your sister' 

'your daughter' 

3. ona»nu 'my cousin' 

h. ollaga 'my uncle' 

5. oñi-gu 

6. olliñi 

7. orraga» 

8. ykoni 

'my aunt' 

'my father' 

'my mother' 

'my brother' 

3a. taga-nu 'your cousin' 

Ua. taglaga 'your uncle' 

5a. taji'gu 'your aunt' 

6a. tagliñi 'your father' 

7a. tagraga-

8a. takkoni 

'your mother' 

'your brother' 

A.l6 Verner's Phenomenon 

Voiceless fortis consonants tend to occur after stressed syllables and voiced lenis 
consonants tend to occur after unstressed syllables. Compare the English exit /éksit/ and 
exact /egzákt/ in which the morpheme ex- occurs in two forms /éks- ~ egz-/^ 

This phonological process is named after Karl Verner, the scholar who first noted the 
pattern in the historical and comparative study of Indo-European languages. 

Problem 180 

Instructions» 

a. List the types of suffixal allomorphs. 

b. Describe their phonological distributions. 

1. ka'na«sanu 'we march1 la. ka'na«firi* 

2. si ' to 'zanu 'we fight1 2a. s i ' to 'v i r i* 

3. ka^'di'sanu 'we k i l l 1 3a. ka ' 'd i«f ir i t 

h. sa'pa'zanu 'we slaughter* 

5. bo'pu'sanu 'we f lee ' 

Ua. sa'pa'viri' 

'they march' 

'they fight' 

•they kill' 

'they slaughter1 

5a. bo'pu'firi- 'they flee' 
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Ins t ruct ionsi Describe the phonological d i s t r ibu t ion of the stem allomorphs. 

l a . po 'dis 'a pa i r of f e e t ' 

2a. ni 'dos ' a pa i r of hands' 

3a. s a ' g i s 'a pa i r of eyes' 

' a pair of ears ' 

' a pair of shoes' 

6 . go'gu 'glove1 6a. go'gus 'a pa i r of gloves' 
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Problem l8l 

Instructionsi Des 

1. 'poti 

2. ni'do 

3. 'saxi 

U. 'bipi 

5. 'miea 

'foot' 

'hand' 

'eye' 

'ear' 

'shoe' 

Ua. bi'bis 

5a. mi'4as 

6a. go'gus 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5b. 

6b. 

'potina 

'nitona 

J saxina 

'bipina 

'miSana 

'gokuna 

•feet' 

'hands' 

' eyes' 

'ears' 

'shoes' 

'gloves' 

Supplementary information: Treat the nonroot morphemes as having the structures - .-s 
#«• • ~nñ.« 

A. 17 Metathesis 

Metathesis involves the changing of position of phonemes. The phonemes may be con
tiguous, e.g. tapya > taypa, or noncontiguous, e.g. arela > alera. 

Problem 182 

Instructions! 

a. Describe the type of metathesis. 

b. State the phonological distribution of the metathesis. 

1. akkoti 'my bird' 

2. amkaru 'my rattle' 

3. akkraka 'my toy' 

U. apkligu 'my stick' 

5. apktuma 'my box' 

6. arkasa 'my blowgun' 

7. akoma 'my f i sh 1 

8. akiso 'my bone1 

Problem 183 

l a . eksoti 

2a. emsaru 

'his bird' 

'his rattle' 

3a. eksraka 'his toy' 

Ua. epsligu 'his stick' 

5a. epstuma 'his box' 

6a. ersasa 'his blowgun' 

7a. esoma *his fish' 

8a. esiso *his bone' 

Instructionsi Describe the phonological distribution of the metathesis. 

JThis list of phonological processes does not exhaust all the possibilities. Some of 
the other types arei (l) haplology, the reduction of two identical or similar succeeding 
syllables to one, e.g. shapapa0 > shapa9, (2) rhotocism, the change of a phoneme to r, e.g. 
eza > era, (3) interchange of flap phonemes, the morphophonemic fluctuation between _d, _1, 
and_r, and (U) development of labiovelars, e.g. _ĝ  > w, b, or JJ kw > f, p, or k. Labiove
lars may have a number of different developments, depending upon TEe following "consonants 
and vowels. 



1. togayk JI spit1' 

2. simuyt 'I cough' 

3. boniys 'I sneeze1 

U. baray 'I choke' 

5. tokoy 'I chew' 

6. midey 'I talk1 

APPENDIX 

la. togank 'you spit' 

2a. simunt 'you cough' 

3a. bonins 'you sneeze' 

Ua. baram 'you choke* 

5a. tokom 'you chew' 

6a. midem 'you talk' 
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lb. togaksa 'we spit' 

2b. simutsa 'we cough' 

3b. bonissa 'we sneeze' 

Ub. barasa 'we choke' 

5b. tokosa 'we chew1 

6b. midesa 'we talk' 

B. Problems Supplementary to Section 2.22.3 

Problem 18U 

Instructions» List the allomorphs of the morpheme occurring in series la-l8a. 

1. la6o 

2. ramo 

3. qapi 

U. sakto 

5. siri 

6. atim 

7. fanan 

8. cakit 

9. kunir 

10. marus 

11. ramik 

12. fusit 

'going' 

'working' 

'falling' 

'seeing' 

'speaking' 

'carrying' 

' arriving' 

'calling' 

'swimming• 

'diving' 

•floating' 

'sinking' 

13. kamok 'rising' 

lU. petir 'climbing' 

15. fusim 

16. kanit 

17. marer 

18. fustim 

Problem 185 

'grasping' 

'holding' 

'pushing' 

'grabbing' 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

Ilia. 

15a. 

16 a. 

17a. 

lanGo 

rammo 

nampi 

sankto 

sinri 

antim 

fapiñan 

capikit 

kupinir 

mapirus 

ramabik 

fusabit 

kamabok 

petabir 

fusrim 

kanrit 

marrer 

'went' 

'worked' 

'fell' 

'saw' 

'spoke' 

'carried' 

'arrived' 

'called» 

'swam' 

• dove' 

'floated' 

'sank' 

'rose' 

'climbed' 

'grasped' 

'held' 

'pushed' 

18a. fustrim 'grabbed' 

Instructions: 

a. Describe the alternations in the stems in terms of Verner's phenomenon. 
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b. Determine the allomorphs of the suffixal morpheme in series la-9a. 

1. ba'daku 'to go' 

2. mi'riku 'to sleep' 

3. 'sonugu 'to try1 

U. 'bakiru 'to work1 

5. mo'dusu 'to be lazy' 

6. me'gumu 'to eat' 

7. 'fasirau 'to die' 

8. 'resusu 'to return1 

9. bo ' l ipu ' t o scare ' 

Problem 186 

la. 'batakmi 'going' 

2a. 'mirikmi 'sleeping' 

3a. 'sonugmi 'trying' 

Ua. 'bakirmi 'working' 

$a.. 'motuso 'being lazy' 

6a. 'mekumo 'eating' 

7a. 'fasimo 'dying' 

8a. 'resuso 'returning' 

9a. 'bolipo 'scaring' 

Instructions; List the allomorphs of the morpheme occurring in series la-21a. 

1. kogar 'gone' 

2. utan 'done' 

3. ktano 'finished' 

ll. matin 'continued' 

i>. tastan 'run' 

6. nartil 'beaten' 

7. amtak 'worked' 

'followed' 

'tried' 

8. xupit 

9.. tanris 

10. assin 'woven' 

11. afit 'curved' 

12. a/tin 'risen' 

13. magir 

ill. kranis 

1$. finis 

'fallen' 

'proven' 

1 shaven' 

16. ptilus 'come' 

17. sanik 'arrived' 

la. kokogar 'going' 

2a. u'utan 'doing' 

3a. kiktano 'finishing' 

lia. mamatin 'continuing' 

5a. tastastan 'running' 

6a. narnartil 'beating' 

7a. amamtak 'working' 

8a. xuxupit 'following' 

9a. tantanris 'trying' 

10a. asassin 'weaving' 

11a. a'afit 'curving' 

12a. a/¿aj¿tin 'rising' 

13a. mamagir 'falling' 

ilia, kikranis 'proving' 

li>a. amfinis 'shaving' 

l6a. piptilus 'coming' 

17a. ansanik 'arriving' 

(Continued on next page.) 



18. útil 'written' 

19. masiS 'ridden' 

20. fisir 'arrived' 

21. asam 'asleep' 

Problem 18_7 

Instructions! List the allomorphs 

1. baka 'house' 

2. bila 'tree' 

3. mura 'boy' 

h. marka 'market' 

5. pilka 'fish' 

'trees' 

'boys' 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

lk. 

15. 

16. 

rika 

nopa 

sisa 

buza 

rama 

mena 

lola 

mira 

kola 

pita 

risa 

C. Problems 

Problem 188 

'clam' 

'worm' 

'eel' 

1 snake* 

'insect' 

'fly' 

'•bird' 

• robin' 

•sparrow' 

'grain' 

'stone' 

Supplementary to Chapter 

APPENDIX 

18a. aqutil 'writing' 

19a. ammasic" ' riding' 

20a. amfisir 'arriving' 

21a. arasam 'sleeping' 

of the pluralizing morpheme, 

la. bakan 'houses' 

2a. bilan 

3 a. muran 

Ua. markan 'markets* 

5a. pilkis 'fish' 

6a. rikis 'clams' 

7a. nopis 'worms' 

8a. sisis 'eels' 

9a. bauzis 'snakes' 

10a. remis 'insects' 

11a. minis 'flies' 

12a. lulis 'birds' 

13a. mir 'robins' 

l/*a. kol ' sparrows' 

15a. pat 'grains' 

36a. ras 'stones' 
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Instructions! 

a. List the types of reduplicatives. 

b. Determine whether they are allomorphs of one morpheme or different morphemes. 

1. kat 'man' la. kakat 'manly' 

2. musa 'wind' 2a. mumusa 'stormy' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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3. kori 'stone' 3a. koriri 'hard' 

U. mug 'corpse' Ua. mugmug 'smelly' 

5. pino 'snow' 5a. pinino 'white' 

'hill' 6a. basubasu 'hilly' 

'wolf' 7a. ponponus 'tricky' 

'food' 8a. kikora 'happy' 

•thunder' 9a. o'oma 'noisy' 

'fever' 10a. bigiga 'sick' 

'money' 11a. sosaruru 'wealthy' 

6. basu 

7. ponus 

8. kora 

9. oma 

10. biga 

11. saru 

Problem 18_9 

Instructions! Describe the reduplicative morphemes. 

1. kola 'earth' 

2. paku 'wood' 

3. safo 'stone' 

U. mup 'water1 

5. kopa 'tree' 

6. lap 'paper' 

7. mup «'water' 

8. kemi 'leaf' 

9. mali 'goes' 

la. kokola 'dirty' 

2a. papaku 'wooden' 

3a. sasafo 'hard' 

Ua. mumup 'wet' 

5a. kopakopa 'forest' 

6a. laplap 'book' 

7a. mupmup 'rain' 

8a. kamikami 'hay' 

9a. maliLif 'went' 

10a. kamomof 'ran' 

11a. zepupuf 'ate' 

lb. kolala 

2b. pakuku 

3b. safofo 

Ub. mupupu 

5b. kopapa 

6b. lappa 

7b. muppa 

8b. kamipa 

9b. ma'ali 

10b. ka'amo 

'floor' 

'firewood' 

'pebble' 

'lake' 

'trees' 

'papers' 

'rivers' 

'leaves' 

'goes rapidly' 

'races' 

lib. ze'epu 'eats rapidly' 

10. kamo 'runs' 

11. zepu 'eats' 

Problem 190 

Instructions! Describe the type of suffixal morpheme in series la-9a. 

1. kata 'a dollar' la. kat 'money' 

2. marro 'deer' 2a. mar 'animal' 

3. tisti 'a man' 3a. tis 'mankind' 

U. osu 'a person' Ua. os 'someone' 

5. pakre 'a tree' 5a. pak 'wood' 

(Continued on next .) 
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6. minna 'a river' 6a. min 'water' 

7. baru 'dirt' 7a. bar 'earth' 

8. pirka 'a murder' 8a. pir 'war' 

9. kotko 'a shout' 9a. kot 'noise' 

Problem 191 

Instructions: Determine the type of morpheme which forms the masculine series. 

1. tanu 'man' la. tanus 'woman' 

2. ama 'boy' 2a. amat 'girl' 

3. usi 'horse' 3a. usik 'mare' 

U. aku 'ram' Ua. akun 'ewe' 

5. tore 'tiger' 5a. torem 'tigress' 

6. fomu 'king' 6a. fomus 'queen' 

7. more 'bull' 7a. moreb 'cow' 

8. kako 'drake' 8a. kakof ' 'duck' 

Problem 192 

Instructions: Describe the allomorphs of the infixal morphemes. 

1. lep- 'is running' la. lop- 'ran' lb. lip- 'will run' lc. -lp 'has run' 

2. tek- 'is walking' 2a. tok- 'walked' 2b. tik- 'will walk' 2c. -tk 'has walked' 

3. trep- 'is seeing' 3a. trop- 'saw' 3b. trap- 'will see' 3c. -trp 'has seen' 

U. plet- 'is falling' . Ua. plot- 'fell' Ub. plat- 'will fall' Uc -pit 'has fallen' 

5. leit- 'is returning' 5a. loit- 'returned' 5b. lit- 'will return' 5c -lit 'has returned' 

6. senk- 'is growing' 6a. sonk- 'grew' 6b. sink- 'will grow' 6c. -snk 'has grown' 

7. temp- 'is sleeping' 7a. tomp- 'slept' 7b. timp- 'will sleep' 7c. -tmp 'has slept' 

8. keut- 'is swimming' 8a. kout- 'swam' 8b. kut- 'will swim' 8c. -kut 'has swum' 

Problem 193 

Instructions: Identify the additive nonroot morphemes. 

1. ketil 'working' la. kotul 'worked' lb. aktul 'the worker' lc. kital 'work' 

2. 'epit 'dying' 2a. °oput 'died' 2b. a*>put 'the dying one' 2c. *>ipat 'death' 

3. lends 'running' 3a. lomus 'ran' 3b. "almus 'the runner' 3c. limas 'race' 

U. gesit 'killing' Ua. gosut 'killed' Ub. agsut 'the killer' Uc. gisat 'murder' 
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Problem 19k 

MORPHOLOGYi THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF WORDS 

Instructionsi Determine the allomorphs of the infixal morphemes. 

1. kitüp 'fell' la. kltup 'is falling' lb. kitlp 

2a. pator 'is going' 

3 a. kamot 

Ua. nikut 

£a. p'isut 

2. 

3. 

U. 

$. 

petBr 

kemot 

nikiit 

pisüt 

'went' 

'swept' 

1 sweat' 

'loved1 

'is sweeping' 

'is sweating' 

J is loving' 

2b. petar 

3b. kemat 

Ub. nik'it 

5b. pisit 

'may fall' 

'may go' 

'may sweep1 

'may sweat' 

'may love' 

Supplementary informationi 

1. Plot the morphophonemic vowel relationships as 
i ü 1 u 

e 8 a o 

2. It will be noticed that some stems require high vowels and others require low 
vowels. The stems may be symbolized as CVCVC and CvCvC, in which V stands for a 
high vowel and v for a low vowel. 

Problem 195 

Instruct! 

1. 

2. 

3. 

U. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

bak 

pat 

pan 

kal 

tar 

gain 

dauk 

samt 

fars 

bans 

onsi Determine 

'fish' 

'race' 

'farm' 

'wood1 

'snow' 

'water' 

'ice' 

'house' 

'fox' 

1 chair • 

i the 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a, 

allomorphs of the infixal 

bok 

pot 

pon 

kol 

tor 

goin 

douk 

somt 

fors 

bons 

•to fish' 

'to race' 

'to farm1 

'to cut wood' 

'to snow' 

'to rain' 

'to freeze' 

'to build a house' 

'to escape' 

'to seat' 

morpheme. 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5b. 

6b. 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

10b. 

-bk-

-pt-

pen 

kel 

ter 

gin 

duk 

smt 

frs 
i 

bns 

•fished' 

'raced' 

•farmed1 

'cut wood' 

'snowed' 

'rained' 

•froze' 

'built a house' 

'escaped1 

'seated' 

Problem 196 

Instructions» Determine the form of the replacive morpheme in series la-8a. 

1. got 'snow' la. go6 'to snow* 

2. tos 'hail' 2a. tos »to hail' 

3. pap 'gun' 3a. paf 'to hunt* 

(Continued on next page.) 
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Ua. gav ' t o follow' 
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U. gab 'dog' 

5. bek 'money' 

6. od ' f i s h ' 

7. mun 'sheep' 

8. feg 'water ' 

Problem 197 

Ins t ruc t ions! Describe the types of stem allomorphs. 

5a. bex ' t o t r ade ' 

6a. od ' t o f i s h ' 

7a. mun ' t o herd' 

8a. feg ' t o r a in ' 

1. s i t u ' t o 'has worked' l a . matuto ' i s working' 

2. sida«no 'has followed' 2a. madano ' i s following' 

3 . s i b e ' l o Jhas s l e p t ' 

U. s i s i -no Jhas r i s e n ' 

5. sigcro 'has come' 

6. sike'to 'has gone' 

Problem 198 

3a. mabelo 'is sleeping' 

ha. masino 'is rising1 

5a. magoro 'is coming' 

6a. maketo 'is going' 

lb. utto 'may work1 

2b. udno 'may follow1 

3b. ublo Jmay sleep' 

Ub. usno 'may rise1 

5b. ugro 'may come' 

6b. ukto 'may go' 

Instructions! 

a. Determine the replacive morpheme occurring in series la-6a. 

b. Describe its distribution in terms of the phonological form of the basic stem 
allomorphs. 

1. bote«n 

2. pikis 

3. ba*nak 

Jhas run' 

'has arrived' 

Jhas finished* 

la. boto«n 'must run' lb. botcnal 'race' 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

piku*s 

ba«na«k 

So«ne«s 

tusi•p 

rima«g 

'must arrive' 

'must finish' 

•must eat' 

'must fall' 

'must fight' 

2b. 

3b. 

Ub. 

5b. 

6b. 

pikisal 

ba*nakal 

<5o«nosal 

tusu'pal 

rima»gal 

'arrival' 

Jend' 

'food' 

'injury' 

'war' 

U. 5o*nos 'has eaten' 

5. tusu'p 'has fallen' 

6. rima«g Jhas fought' 

Problem 199 

Instructions! Determine the form of the infixal morpheme. 

1. ipi 'was coming1 la. ippi 'has come1 

2. atago 'was rising' 2a. ataggo 'has risen' 

3. tixa 'was falling' 3a. tixxa 'has fallen' 

(Continued on next page.) 
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k. bani 'was standing1 Ua. banni 'has stood' 

5. sora 'was seeingJ 5a. sorra 'has seen' 

6. acu 'was trying' 6a. acSu 'has tried' 

Problem 200 

Instructions: Determine the replacive tonal morphemes in series 1-9 and lb-9b. 

1. tínó 

2. sákí 

3. óma 

'was going1 

'was riding' 

'was sailing' 

U. a°á 'was leaving' 

5. soó 'was hopping' 

6. sanu 'was dancing1 

'was spinning1 

'was braiding1 

'was cutting1 

7. mora 

8. ali 

9. tbno 

Problem 201 

la. tino 'has gone' 

2a. sáki 'has ridden' 

3a. óma. 'has sailed' 

Ua. a'á 'has left' 

5a. soo 'has hopped' 

6a. sanu 'has danced' 

7a. mbrá 'has spun' 

8a. ali 'has braided' 

9a. tbnb 'has cut' 

Instructions: Describe the replacive tonal morphemes. 

1. p á t i k i ' I go ' 

2. ornará ' I f o l l o w ' 

3 . f í i s í t u ' I s e e ' 

i;, n á r i k á ' I e a t ' 

5 . imiku. ' I d r i n k ' 

6 . o r i t i ' I r u n ' 

l a . pá t íkL 'he goes ' 

2a. ornará ' he fo l lows 1 

3a . f ü s í t u ' he s e e s ' 

ha., n á r i k á ' he e a t s ' 

5a. imiku 'he d r i n k s ' 

6a . o r i t i 'he r u n s ' 

l b . t i n o ' i s about to go ' 

2b. s ak i ' i s about t o r i d e ' 

3b . óma ' i s about t o s a i l ' 

Ub. a ' a ' i s about t o l e a v e ' 

5b. sob ' i s about t o hop ' 

6 b . sanu. ' i s about t o dance ' 

7b. mora ' i s about t o s p i n ' 

8b. a l i ' i s about t o b r a i d 1 

9b. tbnb ' i s about t o c u t ' 

l b . p á t i k i 'you go ' 

2b. ornara 'you fo l l ow ' 

3 b . f u s i t u 

Ub. ná r íkk 

'you see' 

'you eat' 

5b. imiku 'you drink' 

6b. oriti 'you run' 

D. Problems Supplementary to Chapter_5 

Problem 202 

Instructions; Describe the future structural series. 

1. toni 'will go' la. ton- 'to go' 

2. potni 'will stay' 2a. pot- 'to stay' 

3. kani 'will see1 3a. kan- 'to see' 

(Continued on next pag 



U. mi rn i ' w i l l swim' 

5. gesn i ' w i l l l oa f ' 

6 . motni ' w i l l chew' 

7. rapmi ' w i l l smokeJ 

8. mikni ' w i l l t a lk* 

9. eturnni ' w i l l g o s s i p ' 

10. e f i s n i ' w i l l de fend ' 

1 1 . emar ' w i l l denounce ' 

12. ekop ' w i l l h a t e ' 

Problem 203 

APPENDIX 

Ua. mir -

5a . g e s -

6 a . mot-

7a. r a p -

8a. mik-

9a . tum-

10a. f i s -

11a. mar-

12a. kop-
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' t o swim' 

• to l o a f 

' t o chew' 

' t o smoke' 

' t o t a l k J 

' t o g o s s i p ' 

' t o defend ' 

' t o denounce1 

' t o h a t e ' 

Instructions! Describe 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Hi. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

'rika-

atak-

oret-

pamat-

'f orslik-

' antla-

ortil- 4 

ata- ' 

orsik-

madar-

ofi5-

imak-

b as an

uria, t-

ral±fi-

osont-

sana-

akar-

'man* 

'woman' 

'boy' 

•dog' 

'cow' 

'fish' 

'house' 

tree' 

'village' 

'market' 

'store' 

'temple1 

'field' 

'forest' 

'lake1 

'cloud' 

'star' 

'plant' 

structural series la-l8a. 

la. rika'ma 'of a man' 

2a. atak'ma 'of a woman' 

3a. oret'ma 'of a boy' 

ha. pamat'ma 'of a dog' 

5a. forS'lik 'of a cow' 

6a. ant'la 'of a fish1 

7a. or'til 'of a house' 

8a. a'ta 'of a tree' 

9a. or'sikti 'of a village' 

10a. ma'darti 'of a market' 

11a. o'ficti 'of a store' 

12a. iJmakti 'of a temple' 

13a. ba'sana 'of a field' 

lUa. ur'kita 'of a forest' 

15a. ra'li^a 'of a lake' 

l6a. o'sontum 'of a cloud' 

17a. sa'naki 'of a star' 

18a. a'karum 'of a plant' 
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Problem 201; 

MORPHOLOGY» THE DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF WORDS 

I n s t r u c t i o n s » Descr ibe t h e s t r u c t u r a l s e r i e s 1-9. 

1. sokosri 'coughing' 

2. sopitri 'spitting.' 

3. larakri 'crying' 

U. lametmo 'talking' 

5. larimmo 'whispering' 

6. larokmo 'tasting' 

7. sogogmo 'licking1 

8. labusri 'swallowing' 

la. -kos- 'to cough' 

2a. -pit- Jto spit' 

3a. -rak- 'to cry' 

Ua. -met- 'to talk' 

5a. -rim- 'to whisper' 

6a. -rok- 'to taste' 

7a. -gog- 'to lick' 

8a. -bus- 'to swallow' 

9a. -mug- 'to chew' 9. somugmo 'chewing-' 

Problem 205 

Instructions; Describe the following series by setting up stem classes. 

1. titoma 'is coming' 

2. pipuma 'is returning' 

3. sisama 'is sitting' 

U. rirema 'is pushing' 

5. luma i 'is sellingJ 

6. bima 'is buying' 

7. muma 'is fighting' 

8. koma 'is rushing' 

9. kima 

10. puma 

Problem 205 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

tetosi 

pepusi 

sesasi 

reresi 

olusi 

obi si 

omusi 

'came' 

• returned' 

'sat' 

•pushed' 

'sold' 

1 bought' 

•fought' 

'is falling' 

' is finishing' 

8a. okosi 'rushed' 

?a. kisi 'fell' 

10a. pusi 'finished' 

Instructions» Describe the following series by a composite statement. 

1. mimito 'working' la. mitina 'worked' 

2. tutomo 'trying' 2a. tomuna 'tried' 

3. kakako 'seeing' 3a. kakana 'saw' 

U. bubuso 'falling' Ua. busuna 'fell' 

I Continued 



5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

lU. 

15. 

mimeto 

kukoro 

gagapo 

ramemo 

rabuso 

ragoto 

ramaro 

ratar 

ramus 

ras am 

ratik 

Problem 207 

'talking' 

•rising' 

'calling' 

•killing• 

•fighting' 

'slayingJ 

'walking' 

'chewing' 

'eating' 

'drinking' 

'smoking' 

Instructions! Describe the 

1. 

2. 

3. 

h. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

3. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

1U. 

15. 

16. 

kikel 

titel 

pirel 

kider 

simes • 

nivet 

ketem 

geret 

medes 

metet 

relem 

f erer 

saras 

lanar 

sagat 

katal 

•to kill' 

'to shove' 

'to cut' 

'to rise' 

* 'to fallJ 

'to jump' 

'to dance1 

'to grab' 

'to steal' 

'to buy' 

•to sell' 

'to lie' 

'to die' 

'to speak' 

'to appear' 

'to seem' 

APPENDIX 

5a. metina 

6 a. koruna 

7a. gapana 

8a. memina 

9a. busuna 

10a. gotuna 

lia. maraña 

12a. taran 

13a. musan 

lUa. saman 

15a. tikan 

following series by setting 

la. 

2a. 

3a. 

Ua. 

5a. 

6a. 

7a. 

8a. 

9a. 

10a. 

11a. 

12a. 

13a. 

lUa. 

kukol 

tutol 

purol 

kudor 

sumos 

nuvot 

kotam 

gorat 

modas 

motat 

ro}.am 

forar 

saras 

lanar 

•killing1 

'shoving' 

'cutting' 

'rising' 

'falling' 

1 jumping' 

'dancing' 

'grabbing' 

'stealing' 

'buying* 

'selling' 

'lying' 

'dying' 

'speaking' 

'talked' 

•rose' 

'called' 

'killed' 

'fought' 

'slew' 

'walked' 

'chewed* 

'ate' 

'drank' 

'smoked * 

up stem c 

lb. 

2b. 

3b. 

lib. 

5b, 

6b. 

7b. 

8b. 

9b. 

10b. 

lib. 

12b. 

13b. 

llib. 

15b. 

16b. 

lasses. 

kikul 

titul 

pirul 

kidur 

simus 

nivut 

ketom 

gerot 

medos 

metot 

relom 

f eror 

seros 

lenor 

segot 

regot 

•killed' 

'sh oved' 

'cut' 

'rose' 

•fell' 

•jumped' 

'danced' 

'grabbed' 

'stole' 

'bought * 

•sold' 

•lied' 

'died' 

'spoke' 

'appeared' 

'seemed' 
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E. Problems Supplementary to Chapter 6_ 

Problem 208 

Instructions! Determine the meanings of the suffixal morphemes. 

1. mis ta 'bamboo' 

2. miklo ' p l a t e ' 

3 . l a s r i ' b a l l ' 

U. meskL ' t a b l e ' 

5 . v i t l o ' c o i n ' 

6 . p i n t a ' l e g ' 

7. raasri ' f i s t ' 

8. l a d l o ' d o l l a r » 

9. sikkL ' r u g ' 

10. r a n r i 'orange* 

1 1 . manta 'arm' 

12. t e s l o ' c a r t whee l ' 

13 . kimlo 'watch ' 

lU. s u f r i 'melon' 

V~>. r u p t a 4 ' c a n e ' 

Problem 209 

Instructions! Determine the meanings of the prefixal morphemes. 

16. bolri 'boulder' 

17. tiski 'book' 

18. palta 'tree trunk' 

19. kullo 'tortilla' 

20. gosri 'head' 

21. hutki 'house' 

22. kaski 'box' 

23. milta 'cornstalk' 

2U. sanri 'apple' 

2$. suklo 'flat turtle shell' 

26. monri 'lemon' 

27. kinta 'banana' 

28. siski 'mat 

29. kovri 'avocado' 

1. kisogc 'house' 11. kimiki •foot' 

2. 

3. 

U. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

kisoki 

nataga 

nakoga 

namita 

kinatu 

narigu 

nanama 

naloka 

'ax' 

1 stars' 

'clouds' 

'sun' 

'boat' 

'moon' 

'life' 

'death' 

12. narano 'beauty' 

13. kilawa 'son' 

lU. kitanu 'father' 

15. natimu 'idea' 

16. kikano 'wife' 

17. kileku 'tree' 

18. kimugo 'food' 

19. kikale 'clothes' 

10. nadiso 'God' (Continued on 



20. kiwaxo 'head' 

21. nakila 'sky' 

22. napoli 'person dead a long time' 

23. kiwata 'daughter' 

2U. kipota 'bush' 

Problem 210 

Instructions! Determine the meanings of the suffixal morphemes. 

APPENDIX 

25. nanika 'truth' 

26. kilipa 'flowers' 

27. kLlaxa Jwater' 

28. naturu 'lie' 

1. sonira 'tree' 

2. migasu 'horse' 

3. mokisu 'bubbling spring' 

h. nagisu 'bear' 

5. yatosu 'deer' 

6. bopira 'chair' 

7. nigusu 'skunk' 

8. panara 'lake' 

9. gawasu 'boiling water' 

10. silora 'sky' 

11. lukasu «'fire' 

12. ligira 'mountain' 

13. kolosu 'star' 

Problem 211 

lU. lopira 'well' 

15. sogosu 'river' 

16. pokira 'bush' 

17. lelosu 'elk' 

18. tigara 'grass' 

19. palora 'table' 

20. hulera 'house' 

21. tunesu 'fish' 

22. terara 'land' 

23. pidara 'rocks' 

2k. nubisu 'cloud' 

25. nulisu 'moon' 

26. putisu 'wind' 

Instructions: Determine the meanings of the first-order suffixes. 

1. sominoka 'my wagon' 9. waxogika 'my head' 

2. polenoka 'my whip' 10. nanugika 'my mother' 

3. fusonoka 'my wife' 11. datinoka 'my boat' 

my arm' 12. nunugika 'my son' 

my clothes' 13. taragika 'my ear' 

lU. musanoka 'my cow' 

15. paligika 

8. tatagika 'my father' 

h. manegika 

5. pikanoka 

6. lamagika 'my soul' 

7. susinoka 'my traps' 'my leg' 

(Continued 
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16. watagika 'my daughter' 

17. yamagika 'my name' 

18. kulonoka 'my knife' 

19. vitonoka 'my food' 

20. pimogika 'my hand1 

Problem 212 

21. lahunoka 'my house1 

22. walagika 'my horse1 

23. tigonoka 'my land' 

2k' hakanoka 'my axe' 

2$. korogika 'my heart' 

Instructions! Determine the meanings of the suffixal morphemes. 

1. melato 'clams' 

2. togoku 'scorpion1 

3. likato 'horse' 

U. nipoto 'grasshoppers' 

5. simiku 'wood' 

6. natito 'cow' 

7. fameku 'nightshade berries' 

8. kagaku 'kelp' 

°. nikoto 'worms' 

10. poriku 'grass' 
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11. misito 'sand plums' 

12. fomito 'persimmons' 

13. polito 'deer' 

lU. fizuto 'corn' 

15>. simoku 'starfish' 

10. sanato 'blackberries' 

17. nisoku 'oak leaves' 

18. naviku 'garter snake' 

19. legaku 'salamander' 

20. maluto 'frog' 

Instructionsi Determine the meanings of the prefixal morphemes. 

1. tisoga 'chief' 10. mitori 'nightshade berries 

2. misuku 'spider' 11. tilefi 

3. mipilu 'c ommoner' 

U. mitine 'scorpion' 

5. mitudo 'liar' 

6. tivomi 'honest man' 

7. migano 'nag' 

8. tiwala 'worker' 

'son' 

12. tiforo 'sassafras bark' 

13. timino 'hominy' 

lU. tikobo 'whip snake1 

1$. mikake 'old hen' 

16. tivaka 'cow' 

17. mimafi 'rattlesnake' 

9. mipiba 'thief' 18. tinuse 'horse' 
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Problem 2lU 

Instructionsi Describe the nonlinguistic features which determine the distribution of 
the suffixal morphemes."1' 

1. komiti 'pigs' 

2. porula 'colts' 

3. nunula 'human babies' 

U. fumuti 'skunks' 

$. dumula 'fawns' 

6. borela 'lambs' 

7. kokoti 'ducks' 

Problem 215 

8. bagala 'calves' 

°. tereti 'chickens' 

10. koneti 'rabbits' 

11. koleti 'garter snakes' 

12. mitola 'elks' 

13. sibola 'goats' 

llu pipoti 'quails' 

Instructions! Determine the meaning of the suffix -ku. 

1. taku 'to talk' 

2. soma 'to be sick' 

3. nusuku 'to get drunk' 

U. takuku 'to talk a long time' 

í>. simo 'to smile' 

6. makoku 'to stink* 

7. toraku 'to fall (down a hill)' 

8. nemo 'to faint' 

9. mako 'to be dead' 

10. kisiku 'to walk' 

Problem 216 

11. domiku 'to die' 

12. tora 'to fall' 

13. nemoku 'to be unconscious' 

ill. pikuku 'to sniff around' 

15. domi 'to sleep' 

16. piku 'to smell' 

17. somaku 'to be an invalid1 

18. nusu 'to drink liquor' 

19. kisi 'to step' 

20. simoku ' t o be happy1 

Instructions» Determine the meaning of tiie suffix -mo. 

1. moga Jto step' 

2. ropumo 'to shake1 

3. mogamo 'to walk1 

U. haso 'to wink' 

5. nasimo 'to be affectionate to' 

6. nuso 'to strike with fist' 

7. lita 'to hit» 

8. zomomo 'to chop wood* 

9. litamo 'to fight' 

(Continued on next page 

This distinction exists in Cherokee. 
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10. torimo 'to dance' 

11. hasomo 'to blink one's eyes' 

12. sumumo 'to jab full of holes' 

13. tori 'to jump' 

lU. soka 'to cut with a knife' 

15. sokamo 'to whittle' 

l£. zomo 'to hit with an ax' 

17. ropu 'to jerk' 

18. nasi 'to kiss' 

19. sumu 'to pierce' 

20. nusomo 'to pummel' 



Part I I : Table of Phonetic Symbols 

The most commonly used symbols for foreign languages are included in the following 
tab les i 

Consonants 

Bi lab ia l Labio- Dental- Alveo- Pa la ta l Velar Glot ta l 

Stops 

Unaspirated 

Aspirated 

Affricated 

Laterally 
released 

4 

Fricatives 

Flat 

Grooved 

Nasal 

Liquids 

Lateral 

.vl.1 

vd.1 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

P 

b 

P* 

bh 

P 

b 

m (M) 

m 

dental 

f 

V 

alveolar 

t 

d 

th 

dh 

c (ts) 

z, (dz) 

*(tl) 

ACdD 

e 

á 

s 

z 

n (N) 

n 

1 

1 

palatal 

S (ts) 

J (dz) 

3 

5 

ñ (Ñ) 

ñ 

k 

g 

kh 

g* 

X 

g 

k (q) " C) 

g 

x h 

f 

3 (1J> 

Í) 

(Continued on next pag 

v l . stands for "voiceless" and vd. for "voiced." 
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Consonants 

Bilabial Labio- Dental- Alveo- Palatal Velar Glottal 

Liquids (continued) 

Central 

Vibrants 

Flapped 

Trilled 

Vowels 

High 

Mid 

Low , 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

vl. 

vd. 

Front 
Unrounded 

i 

e 

e 

ae 

dental 

Rounded 

ü 

5 

oe 

(*) 

alveolar palatal 

r (R) 

r 

V 

r 
A» 

r 
AI 

r 

Central Back 

i u 

0 

e 

a o 

Diacritical Marks 

Tonesi 

' high tone 

- (') mid tone 

* low tone 

Stress» 

1 onset of primary stress 

onset of secondary stress 

' primary stressed syllabic 

* secondary stressed syllabic 

Nazalizationi 

V nasalized vowel 

Glottalizationj 

V (V) glottalized vowel 

C ( C ) glottalized consonant 

Voiceless vowelsi 

A, I, U, indicated by caps, or 

§, i, u, indicated by underlining 

Vowel lengtht 

V» long vowel 

Relative positioni 

Q fronted 

C backed 
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These symbols are only approximations to the actual sounds used in the language prob
lems. Almost all the data are phonemicized, and because of this fact it cannot be expected 
that the symbol_k in one language will stand for the same phonetic sound as the k in another 
language. In one it may represent a palatal and in another a velar. Distinctions between 
such sounds are made only when the language itself has these phonemic contrasts. 

For some sounds there are alternant symbols, for, wherever possible, we have attempted 
to preserve the phonemic interpretation employed by the linguist who was the source of the 
data. 



Part III< Phonemic Writing of English1 

Symbol 

/ p / 

N 
M 

N 

1*1 
lei 

N 

IV 

/*/ 

iw 
/ s / 

iv 
M 

1*1 

N 

M 
M 
N 

HI 
M 

IW 

Transcription 

/ p í l / 

A i l / 

/ k i y l / 

/ b i d / 

/ d é y t / 

/ g i t / 

/ cáyld / 

AéV 
/fown/ 

/©in/ 

/ s 6 t / 

/ l e t / 

4 / v á y n / 

/ d i n / 

/ é z / 

/ y e t / 

/ w l y t / 

A é l p / 

/ l ówd / 

/ n W t / 

/men/ 

Key Word 

p i l l 

t i l l 

k e e l 

bed 

da t e 

ge t 

c h i l d 

judge 

phone 

t h i n 

sought 

shut 

v ine 

t hen 

as 

y e t 

wa i t 

h e l p 

load 

roo t 

man 

Symbol 

N 

N 
A/2 

/ e / 2 

H 
A/2 

/ o / 2 

A/2 

/ e / 2 

T r a n s c r i p t i o n 

/ n e t / 

/ s i * / 

/ f i V 

/ f i y i / 

/ p e n / 

/ p é y n / 

/ p a n / 

/ p á t / 

/ b á y t / 

/ e b á w t / 

/ b á t / 

/ bówt / 

A 5 y / 

/ p u t / 

/ búwt / 

/ b á t / 

/ b é r d / 

/ b é t e n / 

/ b á t e m / 

/ b a t e l / 

Key Word 

nut 

s ing 

f i l l 

f e e l 

pen 

pa in 

pan 

pot 

b i t e 

about 

bought 

boat 

coy 

put 

boot 

bu t 

b i r d 

bu t ton 

bottom 

b o t t l e 

^ h e writer's own speech, upon which the transcriptions in this book are based, is a 
comparatively simple variety of Western American. It lacks certain syllabic contrasts 
occurring in other dialects. 

Additional forms are given in order to indicate the allophonic contrasts preceding 
/y, w, r, n, m, l/. 
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/'/ primary stressed syllabic 

/*/ secondary stressed syllabic 

/-/ phonemic juncture-^ 

No attempt is made to list all the phonemic features of English, since many of them 
do not occur in the morphological description. 
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